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of 35 years. She will always be remembered for her kind personality
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Editorial

In March 2002 the atmospheric science instrument SCIAMACHY was launched on-board

ESA’s ENVISAT mission into low-Earth orbit. It was, and is still, one of the major current

Earth Observation undertakings of Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium, accomplished

in cooperation with the European Space Agency (ESA). Having meanwhile successfully

monitored and explored the Earth’s atmosphere for more than 8 years with SCIAMACHY,

the involved scientific institutes and space agencies feel that it is worth to issue a comprehen-

sive publication describing the SCIAMACHYmission – from the very first ideas to the current

results. The targeted readership is not only the existing and potentially new SCIAMACHY data

users from undergraduate student level up to researchers new in the fields of atmospheric

chemistry and remote sensing but anyone who is keen to learn about SCIAMACHY’s efforts to

study the atmosphere and its responses to both, natural phenomena and anthropogenic effects.

The first chapter explains briefly why it is necessary to make measurements from low-Earth

orbit to study the atmosphere. The global views from an altitude of 800 km open new windows

to observe large-scale phenomena which are of prime importance to understand today’s

changing atmosphere and climate. This introductory chapter sets the stage for the rest of the

publication. Having summarised why SCIAMACHY was selected to be launched into space,

Chapter 2 takes a closer look at the ENVISAT mission, which hosts SCIAMACHY. The

purpose of Chapter 2 is to describe those aspects of ENVISAT being of relevance to the

SCIAMACHY mission. The location on and the environment of the platform, together with

the ENVISAT orbit, determines many aspects of the instrument’s design and operation.

Similarly the concepts for data downlink and handling in the ground segment specify how

measurement data is received, processed and disseminated in general.

A detailed description of the instrument concept is the subject of Chapter 3. It permits

insight into optical, thermal and electronic subsystems. Main emphasis is given to the optical

paths since they collect and generate the spectral signals containing the information on

geophysical parameters thus being prime responsible for the achieved data quality. In order

to provide the reader with an idea about the challenges of instrument development, chapter 3

also outlines the history of how SCIAMACHY was built. Without a flexible operations

concept however, all the sophisticated instrument functionalities would have been useless.

How SCIAMACHY is operated in-orbit can be found in Chapter 4. The chosen operations

approach allows, despite the instrument complexity, full exploitation of its capabilities in a well

structured operations environment thus supporting the need for long, stable measurements as

required in atmospheric and climate research. In Chapter 5, the various steps necessary to

calibrate the instrument, on-ground and in-orbit, are presented. Calibration is required to fully

characterise the optical paths. Additionally, Chapter 5 also addresses optical performance

monitoring which permits quantification of the degradation of optical components. Calibration

and monitoring together ensure that the recorded signals are transformed into well calibrated

spectra – a prerequisite for retrieving geophysical parameters with high accuracy over the full

mission lifetime.
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Chapter 6 brings the more technical part of the publication to a close. It describes

SCIAMACHY’s in-orbit mission lifetime, starting with the launch and the Commissioning

Phase and illustrates now more than 8 years of routine measurements. Various instrument

characteristics, derived from the monitoring activities, are presented and show the excellent

in-orbit behaviour. We also outline how in-orbit degradation, a phenomenon common to each

long duration space mission, impacts SCIAMACHY’s measurements and demonstrate how it

can be corrected or compensated.

With Chapter 7 the science related information is introduced by summarising the principles

and methods for the derivation of geophysical parameters from the measured spectra. While in

the early years of the mission the retrieval methods were mostly relying on standard algo-

rithms, the scientific ingenuity has meanwhile generated a wealth of novel techniques permit-

ting the retrieval of geophysical parameters beyond the original ideas. This chapter can be

regarded as the basis for most of the SCIAMACHY data processing and scientific results being

described in the next sections.

Operational and scientific data products are the subject of Chapter 8. The reader learns

which products are generated under ESA responsibility and which are provided by research

institutions involved in SCIAMACHY. For the ESA generated products, the strict require-

ments and implementations of the operational processing environment are outlined. As every

geophysical parameter retrieval requires well calibrated measurements, we also report on how

calibration and monitoring information is used to derive earthshine, extraterrestrial radiance

and irradiance data products from the raw signals.

Retrieved geophysical parameters do not necessarily immediately translate into atmospheric

science results. It has to be proven first that the data products are of sufficient quality. This

process of product validation, subject of Chapter 9, was an enormous effort in the first

years of the mission and is required, at an adequate level, throughout the mission and even

beyond to create long-term datasets of known quality relevant for environmental, atmo-

spheric, and climate change research. Chapter 9 explains the selected validation proce-

dures, associated teams and summarises results acquired so far.

Chapter 10 concludes the publication by presenting SCIAMACHY’s unique view of the

changing Earth’s environment. The capabilities of the instrument permit studying phenomena

ranging from the the atmospheric layer where we are living in, i.e. the lower troposphere, up to

the mesosphere and lower thermosphere where solar-terrestrial interactions begin to prevail.

However SCIAMACHY does no longer stop at the bottom or top of the atmosphere. Even

Earth surface parameters like vegetation or phytoplankton properties are now within reach as

well as monitoring the solar activity. Finally SCIAMACHY has proven surprisingly success-

ful in acquiring spectral signals from the atmosphere of our neighbour Venus. The content of

Chapter 10 nicely illustrates the success achieved up to now and justifies continuing invest-

ments in the SCIAMACHY mission and data usage. Although we intended to be as complete

as possible in the framework of this book, Chapter 10 is still a summary only. Therefore the

interested reader is referred to the references given in this book and the websites listed below

allowing a deeper look into SCIAMACHY results:

http://envisat.esa.int/

http://www.sciamachy.de/

http://www.sciamachy.org/

http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/

http://joseba.mpch-mainz.mpg.de/

http://www.temis.nl/

http://wdc.dlr.de/

The SCIAMACHY project is and has been an important milestone in Earth Observation

as it has already yielded unique scientific insights into the working of the Earth system.

Many people have contributed to it. With the exception of the Principal Investigator

John P. Burrows, who pushed the project since over 25 years, they cannot all be named here
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but we intended to make clear that the mission is a team effort combining expertise from

agencies, industry and science.

The editors would like to thank all involved in the preparation and careful reviewing of this

publication. We hope that the result is well received by the readers.

Manfred Gottwald

Heinrich Bovensmann

November 2010

Editorial ix
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Chapter 1

SCIAMACHY – The Need for Atmospheric Research from Space

J.P. Burrows, A.P.H. Goede, C. Muller, and H. Bovensmann

Abstract The Earth’s atmosphere is part of a complex

system comprising the Sun and the Earth. Throughout the

Earth’s history this system responded to natural and anthro-

pogenic phenomena. To assess the significance of changes

induced by natural and anthropogenic activities, a detailed

understanding of the physical and chemical processes

controlling the composition of the global atmosphere

is required. Space-based remote sensing instruments can

contribute many of the required geophysical parameters on

various spatial and temporal scales. The scientific goals of

the imaging absorption spectrometer SCIAMACHY, flying

on the European ENVISAT platform, are wide ranging

and encompassing the need to improve our understanding

of biogeochemical cycling and assess the impact of man

on the Earth system. SCIAMACHY is an absorption

spectrometer sensing simultaneously electromagnetic radia-

tion in the range from the UV to SWIR. It observes the

scattered and reflected spectral radiance in nadir and

limb geometry, the spectral radiance transmitted through

the atmosphere in solar and lunar occultation geometry and

both the extraterrestrial solar irradiance and lunar radiance.

Research using SCIAMACHY data includes the following

topics: tropospheric ozone, air quality, the transport and

transformation of pollution, global climate change, the

exchange between the stratosphere and troposphere, strato-

spheric chemistry and dynamics, mesopheric and thermo-

spheric composition, and solar variability. SCIAMACHY

was proposed in the 1980s and is now part of the current

fleet of atmospheric remote sensing missions. Due to its

success, several missions with SCIAMACHY heritage will

extend the important data sets far into the twenty-first

century.

Keywords Earth’s atmosphere • Spaceborne remote sens-

ing • Anthropogenic changes • Pollution • Greenhouse

effect • Ozone depletion • Atmospheric chemistry

It is widely recognised that the Earth’s atmosphere is part of

a complex system comprising the Sun and the Earth, and

conditions within it are maintained by a biogeochemical

equilibrium. The state of the system has responded through-

out the Earth’s history to natural and anthropogenic phenom-

ena. Changes in the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere

and at the Earth’s surface are occurring on both short and

long timescales and thereby modifying the environment,

its ecosystem, the biodiversity of the planet and ultimately

the climate. Since the industrial revolution and driven by

the supply of energy from fossil fuel combustion, the

Earth’s population has increased nearly exponentially. This

has been accompanied by an increasing standard of living.

The recognition that the resultant pollution and land use

change has reached levels such that it impacts the Earth

system from the local to the global scale, has led to public

concern, political debate and the evolving development of

national and international environmental policy, designed to

minimise negative impact on the environment, biodiversity

and climate. Established examples where significant change

to the Earth system resulting from anthropogenic activity has

been identified by the scientific community are:

– The ozone hole, i.e. the rapid loss of stratospheric

ozone (O3) above Antarctica and the Arctic in spring,

resulting from the tropospheric release of chloro-

fluorocarbon compounds, (CFC, halones and hydroge-

nated chlorofluorcarbon compounds, HCFC – WMO

2003)
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– The decline of ozone over extra polar regions,

60�S–60�N, which has slowed down as a result of the

implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its amend-

ments (WMO 2007)

– The global increase of tropospheric ozone (WMO 1995)

and its adverse impact on air quality

– The trans-boundary transport and transformation of pol-

lution resulting for example in acidic deposition and

affecting air quality far from pollution sources (WMO

2004; UNECE 2007)

– Global dimming attributed to increases in aerosol and

clouds (Wild et al. 2005)

– The observed increase of tropospheric greenhouse gases

CO2, CH4, N2O and O3 and their impact on climate (IPCC

2007)

– The coupling between increased greenhouse gas concen-

trations and stratospheric ozone loss (Shindell et al. 1998;

WMO 2007)

The overarching objective is to achieve sustainable devel-

opment, and protect the Earth’s environment and its biodi-

versity. This requires an adequate understanding of the

complex system comprising the Sun, the atmosphere and

the Earth’s surface, and the physical chemical and

biological processes, which determine and maintain the

conditions within the biosphere. Improving our understand-

ing of the Earth system calls on the one hand for theoretical

models, describing the atmospheric dynamics, chemistry

and biogeochemical cycling in the atmosphere. On the

other hand there is a clear need for accurate strategies to

provide the observational evidence base by means of mea-

surements of the atmospheric composition in the tropo-

sphere, stratosphere and mesosphere ranging from local to

global scale. Models are validated by such measurements,

which also independently provide evidence of the changes

in the atmosphere observed. In order to test our understand-

ing and improve the predictive capability of models of

environmental and climate change, global measurements

of key parameters are needed.

Remote sounding instrumentation on-board space-based

platforms have the potential to deliver a unique part of

the required geophysical parameters on global scales. During

the last decades substantial progress has been made in sound-

ing even the lowest layer of the atmosphere, the troposphere

(Burrows et al. 2011) and SCIAMACHY acted as pathfinder

in that field. The SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorp-

tion spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY) project

(Burrows et al. 1988a; Bovensmann et al. 1999), being

Greek for chasing or hunting shadows, has delivered an

instrument which flies on-board ENVISAT (Environmental

Satellite) of the European Space Agency ESA. It is designed

to yield quantitative data about of the temporal and spatial

properties of atmospheric trace constituents including gases,

aerosol and clouds. In addition it provides information on

surface optical properties for ocean colour and land cover

studies complementary to other instrumentation. The SCIA-

MACHY project was designed to address the scientific curi-

osity and to demonstrate that the measurements needed to

regulate sustainable development are feasible from space.

1.1 How to Study the Earth’s Atmosphere
from Space?

Prior to the advent of space flight, measurements of atmo-

spheric composition were limited in geographical coverage

and the sampling was skewed to the developed world. In

particular, the regions over the oceans and the southern

hemisphere were undersampled. During the last 3 decades,

the development of satellite platforms in low-Earth and

geostationary orbit has provided the opportunity to observe

the Earth and its atmosphere by utilising the novel viewing

geometries afforded from space. The potential to make near-

simultaneous observations at the global scale for the first

time has facilitated the emergence of Earth System Science.

This approach treats the Earth as an interdependent system,

comprising the atmosphere, oceans and land, whose energy

is provided by the Sun.

In particular the atmospheric and meteorological sciences

have exploited satellite observations. Remote regions of the

atmosphere over the land and oceans, where ground-based

stations or shipborne measurements are usually rare, can

now be probed regularly from space and variations of geo-

physical parameters on small and large scales, both spatially

and temporally, can be studied.

Passive atmospheric sounding from space measures the

radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere. It may be sub-

divided into the categories measuring absorption or emission
of atmospheric molecules and atoms. The absorption and

emission processes in the atmosphere produce spectra,

which are characteristic for the emitting or absorbing atom

or molecule. Emission spectra consist mainly of the thermal

emission from the Earth and the atmospheric constituents,

which radiate mainly in the infrared and microwave spectral

range according to their characteristic rotational and vibra-

tional excitation. They can be regarded as the thermal

‘fingerprint’ of the atmosphere. From the emission spectra

trace gas concentrations are derived.

Measuring absorption spectra of molecules in the UV,

visible (VIS), near (NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR)

part of the atmospheric spectrum yields information on the

electronic properties of atoms and molecules. Concentration

is derived from the absorption, i.e. the reduction in the inten-

sity of electromagnetic radiation, which is integrated along
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the path travelled by solar photons through the atmosphere.

This is the approach utilised by SCIAMACHY. Atoms,

molecules and particles absorb, emit and scatter the incoming

solar electromagnetic radiation. The incoming solar radiation

is described to a good approximation by the emission from a

black body having a temperature of about 5800 K, modulated

by atomic absorption in the solar photosphere, chromo-

spheres and corona, known as the solar Fraunhofer lines. In

the Earth system the incoming solar radiation is further

modified by scattering, absorption and emission processes

in the atmosphere and by reflection and scattering at the

Earth’s surface. When leaving the Earth again at the top of

the atmosphere, the upwelling radiation carries with it the

signature of the atmospheric constituents. The air mass tra-

versed by the solar photons needs to bemodelled precisely, in

order to infer concentration distributions from the integrated

air column sampled (see Chapter 7). This task requires a

quantitative knowledge and understanding of the scattering

of electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere as well as

highly accurate absorption spectroscopy data.

1.2 The Road to SCIAMACHY

The scientific community has long recognised the need for

global observations of the Earth system and has proposed

global observing systems for research to meet the needs of

international legislation monitoring (IGACO 2004). Such

systems aim to establish integrated networks of having com-

plementary instrumentation from ground-based, airborne or

shipborne platforms, as well as satellite sensors. The overall

objectives are

– To improve our understanding of the physical and chem-

ical processes determining the behaviour of the atmo-

sphere

– To demonstrate and assess the capability and applicabili-

ty of remote sensing from space for Earth System and

Atmospheric Science

– To move towards a sustained global observing system

capable of meeting the needs of Earth System Science

and the demands for global international treaty verifica-

tion, monitoring and forecast

The first measurements of atmospheric ozone and aerosols

from space were made by the Soviet space programme in the

middle of the 1960s from manned spacecraft. In the early

1970s NASA initiated its efforts to make global measure-

ments of atmospheric ozone with the Backscattered Ultra

Violet (BUV) instrument aboard the NASA Nimbus 4 satel-

lite. This instrument was significantly enhanced and extend-

ed to build the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) and

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), which flew

on NASA’s Nimbus 7 satellite. Subsequently NOAA was

responsible for a series of SBUV-2 instruments on its opera-

tional meteorological platforms while NASA operated sev-

eral TOMS instruments on a variety of satellites (see

Fig. 1.1). Useful solar occultation measurements began in

1978 with the launch of SAM-II (Stratospheric Aerosol Mea-

surement) which was followed by the Stratospheric Aerosol

and Gas Experiment (SAGE-I, SAGE-II) and the Russian

occultation spectrophotometer SFM-2. The research mission

SME (Solar Mesospheric Explorer), launched in 1983, per-

formed limb scanning measurements of solar backscattered

radiation to determine ozone and nitrogen dioxide. Another

milestone in the exploration of the atmosphere from space is

the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (Reber et al. 1993),

which carried instruments to sound the upper atmosphere like

the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) and the Halogen Oc-

cultation Experiment (HALOE). HALOE measurements

were continued until 2005.

The European participation in remote sounding of atmo-

spheric constituents and parameters by autonomous satel-

lites was focused initially on the development of the

geostationary METEOSAT programme being established

in the late 1970s. Initiated by ESA and finally transferred

to EUMETSAT, it provided measurements of meteorologi-

cal parameters since the early 1980s. The first ESA payload

to carry significant instruments for atmospheric trace gas

sounding was SPACELAB-1 which was among the shuttle

payload in 1983. One of these instruments, the GRILLE

spectrometer, performed observations in solar occultation

of most of the nitrogen and carbon families, HF and HCl.

It flew once again in 1992 in the NASA SPACELAB

ATLAS-1 mission with the JPL ATMOS solar occultation

interferometer. This convinced ESA of the possibility of an

atmospheric observatory in orbit.

While the first polar orbiting European Research Satellite

(ERS-1), primarily a platform for microwave and radar

sensors, did not address the needs of the atmospheric chem-

istry community, the second European Remote Sensing

Satellite (ERS-2), carrying the Global Ozone Monitoring

Experiment (GOME), took Europe a large step forward to-

wards ozone and atmospheric composition measurements.

GOME on ERS-2 is a smaller scale version of SCIAMACHY

derived from the original SCIAMACHY concept, measuring

in nadir viewing geometry the upwelling radiation at the

top of the atmosphere between 240 and 793 nm. ERS-2 was

launched on 20 April 1995 into a sun-synchronous orbit with

an equator crossing time in descending node of 10:30 a.m.

The feasibility of the SCIAMACHY instrument and retrieval

concepts could be successfully demonstrated for nadir obser-

vations with GOME. The absorptions of the trace gases O3,

NO2, BrO, OClO, H2O, SO2, and HCHO were observed as

predicted and the retrieval of total and tropospheric column
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information from GOME measurements was achieved

(Burrows et al. 1999 and references therein). In addition,

similarly to SBUV, O3 profiles including some information

on tropospheric ozone were retrieved from GOME observa-

tions (Munro et al. 1998).

The interest and the need for global observations of

atmospheric constituents is reflected in the number of new

missions which have been launched since the start of ERS-2

and contribute significantly to Earth system research in the

fields of atmospheric chemistry and physics: NASA’s Earth

Observing System (EOS) satellites TERRA, AQUA, and

AURA, the Japanese Advanced Earth Observing System

(ADEOS1/2) and GOSAT, the Canadian/Swedish/French

ODIN mission and the Canadian SCISAT mission. ESA’s

ENVISAT, which was launched in 2002, includes SCIAMA-

CHY as part of its atmospheric payload. Together with

EUMETSAT’s series of METOP platforms, which began

in late 2006, it extends the European data record started

with ERS-2 to 2020 and beyond. The past 3 decades can

be regarded as the pioneering golden age of Earth Observa-

tion with their research missions generally having been very

much more successful than originally expected (Table 1.1).

Fig. 1.1 Atmospheric science spaceborne instruments and missions since 1970 with relevance for SCIAMACHY. The list of missions is not

intended to be complete but to illustrate the progress in spaceborne instrumentation for atmospheric composition monitoring (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Table 1.1 Passive satellite instruments designed to determine trace gas distributions in the atmosphere, coverage of their measurements, species

measured and the satellite platform. The list of sensors refers to Fig. 1.1

Instrument Name

Measurement

altitudea

Target species

Observation

geometryb

TR ST ME N L SO LO STO

ACE-FTS Atmospheric Chemistry

Experiment

� O3, H2O, CO, CFCs, HNO3,

NO, and more

�

AIRS Atmospheric Infrared Sounder �c O3, H2O, CO2, CH4 �
BUV Backscatter Ultraviolet Ozone

Experiment

� O3 �

GOME Global Ozone Monitoring

Experiment

� � O3, NO2, H2O, BrO, OClO, SO2, HCHO,

CHOCHO, IO, clouds and aerosols

�

GOME-2 Global Ozone Monitoring

Experiment

� � O3, NO2, H2O BrO, OClO, SO2, HCHO,

CHOCHO, IO, clouds and aerosols

�

GOMOS Global Ozone Monitoring by

Occultation of Stars

�c � � O3, NO2, H2O, NO3, aerosols, T

GOSAT Greenhouse Gas Observing Satellite � CO2, H2O, CH4 �
HALOE Halogen Occultation Experiment � CO2, H2O, O3, NO2, HF, HCl, CH4, NO �
IASI Infrared Atmospheric Sounding

Interferometer

�c � O3, H2O, CO, CH4, N2O, T �

ILAS I, II Improved Limb Atmospheric

Spectrometer

� O3, NO2, N2O, H2O, CFC11, CH4, aerosols �

IMG Interferometric Monitor for

Greenhouse Gases

�c � O3, N2O, H2O, CH4, CO, CO2 �

MIPAS Michelson Inferometer for Passive

Atmospheric Sounding

� � O3, NOx, N2O5 ClONO2, CH4, CFCs,

HNO3, and more, T and P

�

MLS Microwave Limb Sounder � � ClO, O3, H2O, HNO3, T and P �
MLS-2 Microwave Limb Sounder � � CO, HCL, ClO, O3, H2O, BrO, N2O,

SO2, HCN, CH3CN

�

MOPITT Measurement of Pollution in the

Troposphere

� CO, CH4 �

MTG IRS Infrared Sounder �c � O3, H2O, CO, T and P �d

OMI Ozone Monitoring Instrument � � O3, SO2, NO2, BrO, CHOCHO, HCHO,

aerosols

�

OMPS Ozone Monitoring and

Profiling Suite

� � � O3, SO2, aerosols � �

OSIRIS Optical Spectrograph and Infrared

Imaging System

� � NO, OClO, O3, NO2, aerosols �

POLDER Polarization and Directionality

of the Earth’s Radiance

� polarisation, aerosols, clouds �

SAGE I Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Experiment I

� O3, NO2 aerosols �

SAGE II Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Experiment II

� O3, NO2, H2O, aerosols �

SAGE III Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Experiment III

� O3, OClO, H2O, BrO, NO2, NO3, aerosols � �

SAM II Stratospheric Aerosol

Measurement II

� Aerosols �

SBUV Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet

Ozone Experiment

� � O3, SO2 �

SBUV-2 Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet

Ozone Experiment 2

� � O3, SO2 �

SCIAMACHY Scanning Imaging Absorption

Spectrometer for Atmospheric

Chartography

� � � O3, O2, O2(
1D), O4, NO, NO2, N2O, BrO,

OClO, H2O, HDO/H2O, SO2, HCHO,

CHOCHO, IO, CO, CO2, CH4, cloud,

aerosols

� � � �

SENTINEL 4

UVN

Ultraviolet-Visible-Near Infrared � � � O3, NO2, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO,

cloud, aerosols

�d

SENTINEL 5

Precursor

UVNS

Ultraviolet-Visible-Near Infrared-

Shortwave Infrared

� � � O3, NO2, BrO, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO,

H2O, HDO/H2O, CO, CH4, cloud,

aerosols

�

(continued)
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The heritage of the SCIAMACHY instrument derives

from the ground-based measurements using Differential

Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) and previous

satellite atmospheric remote sensing missions like SBUV,

TOMS, SME, and SAGE. SCIAMACHY combines and

extends the measurement principles and observational

modes of the nadir scattered sunlight recording instruments

SBUV and TOMS, the solar occultation instrument SAGE

and the limb scattered sunlight measuring instrument

SME within one instrument. SCIAMACHY detects in the

UV-VIS-NIR-SWIR wavelength range from 214 to

2386 nm:

– The scattered and reflected spectral radiance in nadir and

limb geometry

– The spectral radiance transmitted through the atmosphere

in solar and lunar occultation geometry

– The extraterrestrial solar irradiance and the lunar radiance

Limb, nadir and occultation measurements are made during

every orbit. Trace gases, aerosols, clouds and the surface of

the Earth modify the light observed by SCIAMACHY

via absorption, emission and scattering processes. Inversion

of the radiance and irradiance measurements allows retrieval

of the amounts and distributions of a significant number of

constituents from their spectral signatures.

1.3 Determining Impacts
on the Earth’s Atmosphere

SCIAMACHY’s Goals

The main objectives of the SCIAMACHY mission are to

improve our knowledge of global atmospheric composition,

its change in response to both natural and anthropogenic

activity and the processes associated to it as well as the

related global issues of importance to the chemistry and

physics of our atmosphere such as:

– The impact of anthropogenic activity and natural process-

es on tropospheric ozone, air quality, and global warming

– The exchange processes between the stratosphere and

troposphere

– The interaction of stratospheric chemistry and dynamics

– The natural modulations of atmospheric composition

resulting from volcanic eruptions, lightning, solar output

variations, e.g. solar cycle, or solar proton events

To achieve these goals, SCIAMACHY was proposed to

deliver a multitude of parameters characterising the system

Earth–Atmosphere–Sun, especially key trace gases and

other parameters in the troposphere and stratosphere. The

following gases were targeted for measurement: molecular

oxygen (O2), ozone (O)3, the oxygen dimer (O4), nitrogen

monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the nitrate radical

(NO3), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2),

formaldehyde (HCHO), methane (CH4), water vapour

(H2O), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulphur dioxide (SO2), bro-

mine monoxide (BrO), and chlorine dioxide (OClO). The

combined use of nadir and limb observations yields tropo-

spheric amounts of the relevant constituents down to the

ground or cloud top depending on cloud cover. In addition

to the trace gases, information on clouds (cloud top height,

cloud optical thickness, ice-water cloud discrimination)

and aerosol can be deduced from SCIAMACHY measure-

ments. Particularly interesting, among these, are Polar

Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) and Noctilucent Clouds

(NLC), also referred to as Polar Mesospheric Clouds

(PMC). It was recognised at the outset that whilst the

spatial resolution of SCIAMACHY was low, its measure-

ments would also provide some unique information about

ocean colour and land cover parameters.

Table 1.1 (continued)

Instrument Name

Measurement

altitudea

Target species

Observation

geometryb

TR ST ME N L SO LO STO

SENTINEL 5

UVNS

Ultraviolet-Visible-Near Infrared-

Shortwave Infrared

� � � O3, NO2, BrO, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO,

H2O, HDO/H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, cloud,

aerosols

�

SFM-2 Spectrophotometer � O3, aerosols �
SME Solar Mesospheric Experiment � � O3, O2(

1D), NO2 �
TES Tropospheric Emission

Spectrometer

� � HNO3, O3, NO, H2O,

CH4, CO, SO2

� �

TOMS Total Ozone Monitoring

Spectrometer

� � O3, SO2, aerosols �

a TR troposphere, ST stratosphere, ME mesosphere
b N nadir, L limb, SO solar occultation, LO lunar occultation, STO stellar occultation
c Mid/Upper troposphere
d Geostationary orbit
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In addition to these originally targeted parameters, it

became evident from the analysis of the high quality data

SCIAMACHY delivered over the last years, that several new

parameters could be derived, including tropospheric glyoxal

(CHOCHO), tropospheric iodine oxide (IO), mesospheric

metal ions, phytoplankton information, and the ratio of HDO

to H2O. Recently SCIAMACHYwas also used to observe the

solar backscattered radiation coming from Venus.

Table 1.2 summarises the parameters derived from

SCIAMACHY measurements and their application areas

while the successive chapters provide descriptions of the asso-

ciated scientific problems. The data sets obtained by SCIA-

MACHY significantly contribute to the quantification of the

complex interactions between natural and human activities,

climate, atmospheric composition, and the relevant chemical

and physical processes. For an illustrative summary of SCIA-

MACHY’s achievements the reader is referred to Chapter 10.

The Atmospheric Layers

The Earth’s atmosphere is a complex system comprising a

set of layers, characterised by their temperature as a function

of altitude. Figure 1.2 shows typical temperature and pres-

sure profiles at mid-latitudes. The rate of temperature change

in the atmosphere as a function of height can be used to

Table 1.2 Summary of parameters derived from SCIAMACHY and the relevant application areas

Subject Parameter from SCIAMACHY data Application areas

Surface Spectral surface albedo, UV A/B, chlorophyll content

of plants and phytoplankton

– Earth radiative budget

– Ocean biology

– Plant biology

– Spectral surface characteristics

Troposphere (incl.

boundary layera)

Columns of O3, NO2, BrO, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO,

IO, H2O, HDO/H2O, CO, CO2, CH4,

clouds, aerosol, actinic flux

– Transport and transformation of pollutants

including air quality

– Tropospheric ozone and oxidation potential

– Carbon budget

– Quantification of emissions

– Climate–chemistry interaction

– Hydrological cycle

Tropopause Region Concentrations of O3, NO2, H2O, CO, CH4,

clouds, thermodynamic phase of clouds

– Transport processes in the tropopause region

– Water budget, including ice clouds

– Impact of aviation on climate

– Climate–chemistry interaction

Stratosphere Profiles of O3, NO2, BrO, OClO, H2O,

aerosol, PSC

– Development of the ozone layer

– Climate–chemistry interactions

– Solar–terrestrial interactions

Mesosphere Profiles of O3, NO, OH, metal ions,

temperature, NLC

– Climate–chemistry interactions

– Solar–terrestrial interactions

Top of the Atmosphere Earth spectral reflectance – Earth radiative budget

Sun Spectral solar irradiance, – Earth radiative budget

Mg-Index (solar activity) – Solar–terrestrial interactions

– Solar physics
a Sensitivity to boundary layer dependent on surface albedo, cloudiness and aerosol loading

Fig. 1.2 Atmospheric pressure and temperature profiles for mid lati-

tudes (US Standard Atmosphere).
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define regions of positive and negative gradient or lapse rate.

Starting at the Earth’s surface, the temperature decreases up

to the region known as the tropopause. The latter separates

the troposphere, which is vertically well mixed, from the

stratosphere, which is characterised by slow vertical mixing.

In the stratosphere the temperature increases from the tropo-

pause to the stratopause, which separates the stratosphere

from the mesosphere. In the thermosphere, above the meso-

sphere, the temperature increases again.

The increase in temperature in the stratosphere results

mainly from the absorption of solar radiation between 200

snd 300 nm by the stratospheric ozone layer. In the thermo-

sphere a different but related mechanism results in a temper-

ature increase, caused by the absorption of short wavelength

solar radiation typically below 200 nm by molecules, atoms

and ions. The temperature of the thermosphere is modulated

significantly by the solar cycle.

The pressure of the atmosphere is highest at the Earth’s

surface and decreases exponentially with height according to

the barometric formula. The height of the tropopause varies

between about 8 km at the poles and 16 km in the tropics

dictated by the ideal gas law and solar irradiation. The strato-

pause is located typically at 45–50 km and the mesopause

typically at 85–90 km. Between 80% and 90% of the atmo-

spheric mass are contained within the troposphere.

The behaviour and composition of troposphere, strato-

sphere and mesosphere are coupled through dynamic,

radiative and chemical processes as indicated in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Interactions between human activity, atmospheric composition, chemical and physical processes and climate (Courtesy: DLR-IMF, after

IGACO 2004).
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The conditions experienced in the biosphere, the layer

around the Earth’s surface where life resides, are determined

in a complex manner by the physical and chemical processes

occurring in all these atmospheric layers.

Anthropogenic Impact on the Earth-
Atmosphere System

The composition of the Earth’s atmosphere is different

from that of neighbouring planets such as Mars and Venus,

which are apparently lifeless. Fossil records indicate that the

atmosphere evolved to its present composition as a result

of life. The atmospheric increase of the concentration of

molecular oxygen for several billion years indicates that

it resulted from photosynthesis after the appearance of life

(e.g. Wayne 1992; Holloway and Wayne 2010). With the

formation of a sufficiently thick ozone layer harmful short

wave radiation became attenuated so that life could spread

over the Earth’s surface, initially in the oceans still requiring

the protecting environment of water, later also on land.

According to the Gaia hypothesis the biosphere has played

an important role in determining the composition of

the atmosphere since life on Earth began (Lovelock 1979).

This hypothesis also suggested that the biosphere maintains

favourable conditions for life on Earth. On geological

timescales the impact of anthropogenic activities on the

atmosphere has been of minor significance. However, since

the onset of the industrial revolution at the end of the

eighteenth century accommodating a constantly growing

human population has dramatically increased the need for

land use, energy and food supplies with the consequence of

severe impacts on the Earth environment, especially to the

Earth’s atmosphere. Examples relating to significant modifi-

cations of the Earth’s atmosphere include (after Crutzen

and Stoermer 2000):

– Fossil fuels, generated over several hundred million

years, burnt and exhausted into the atmosphere within a

few generations.

– The release of SO2, globally about 160 Tg/year, by coal

and oil burning, over twice the sum of all natural emis-

sions, mainly marine dimethyl-sulfide from the oceans.

– Human activity transformed 30–50% of the land surface.

More nitrogen is now fixed synthetically and applied as

fertilizer in agriculture than is fixed naturally in all the

terrestrial ecosystems.

– The discharge of CO and NOx (NO and NO2) into the

atmosphere by fossil fuel and biomass combustion, much

larger than natural inputs, giving rise to photochemical

ozone (smog) formation and degraded air quality in many

regions of the world.

– The substantially increased concentration of atmospheric

greenhouse gases: CO2 by more than 30% and CH4 by

more than 100%, enhancing radiative forcing and causing

changing climate. CO2 and CH4 are currently regulated

by the Kyoto Protocol until 2012.

– New and not naturally existing substances released into

the environment. Some of these substances, the chloro-

fluorocarbons, have caused the Antarctic ozone hole to

open up and would have destroyed much of the ozone

layer if no international regulatorymeasures, theMontreal

Protocol, had been enforced to end their production.

Considering the major and still growing impacts of human

activities on the Earth and the atmosphere on global scales,

Crutzen and Stoermer (2000) proposed to use the term

Anthropocene for the current geological epoch.

Tropospheric Chemistry

Most atmospheric gases, such as greenhouse gases (CO2,

CH4, etc.) or the pollutants (NO2, CO, SO2, etc.) are emitted

into the troposphere by natural processes and human activ-

ities. The oceans, the cryosphere and land surfaces act as

sink to some of these gases. The main sources of pollutants

in the northern hemisphere are fossil fuel combustion

(energy production, traffic, industry and domestic heating)

coupled with some biomass burning; in the southern hemi-

sphere biomass burning is dominating. However modern

agricultural intensive practise is also becoming a significant

source of emissions. Pollutants are emitted within urban and

near-urban areas where they are dispersed over the surround-

ing countryside and, depending on the atmospheric lifetime

of the pollutant or its secondary reaction product(s), are

transported around the globe. The pollutants from North

America can e.g. be responsible for a significant fraction of

tropospheric O3 in the European summer due to complex

transport and transformation mechanisms.

Tropospheric processes as sketched in Fig. 1.4 are well

known to exhibit strong variability influenced by meteorolo-

gy, diurnal as well as seasonal variations in the sources of the

emissions and solar illumination. Photolysis of O3 initiates

the production of OH that determines, to a large extent, the

oxidative (or cleansing) capacity of the troposphere. The

role of the halogen oxides in the boundary layer as oxidants

is currently a research matter. Many of the tropospheric trace

gases are transformed into acids and other soluble products,

which are removed from the atmosphere by precipitation

or by uptake on aerosols and subsequent dry deposition

on surfaces. The atmospheric oxidation power is of vital

importance to the control of radiatively and chemically

active pollutants. Therefore, any change in the atmospheric

oxidation efficiency directly affects air quality.
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The lack of information on the temporal and spatial dis-

tributions of the relevant species, as well as the source

strengths of CO, CH4 and NOx, severely limits the quantita-

tive understanding of the processes involved in tropospheric

O3 production and destruction. This is also a prerequisite for

quantitative estimates of the hydroxyl radical distribution

and thus of the cleansing power of the atmosphere, which

is expected to be changing as a result of increasing emissions

and resulting concentrations of O3, CH4, NOx, CO, and non-

methane hydrocarbons. One of the major challenges facing

atmospheric science is to assess, understand and quantify the

impact of a changing climate, which has feedbacks with

atmospheric composition and air pollution.

SCIAMACHY is designed to determine the amounts of

trace gases and aerosol in the lower troposphere, including

the planetary boundary layer under cloud free conditions.

From SCIAMACHY nadir and limb measurements tropo-

spheric columns of O3, CO, NO2, BrO, CH4, H2O, SO2,

HCHO, CHOCHO, and IO are retrieved. In addition, surface

spectral reflectance, aerosolandcloudparameters–cloudcover

and cloud top height – can be obtained. These data are required

for studies of the oxidising capacity of the troposphere, photo-

chemicalO3productionanddestruction, troposphericpollution

(biomass burning, industrial activities, aircraft), long-range

transport of pollutants as well as quantification of natural and

human emissions.

Greenhouse Gases: Global Warming
and Climate Change

Arrhenius, back in 1896 published his account On the influ-

ence of carbonic acid in the air upon the temperature on the

ground, identifying carbon dioxide and water vapour as

important greenhouse gases that change climate (Arrhenius

Fig. 1.4 The dominant physical and chemical processes determining the composition of the troposphere (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of

Bremen).
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1896). He calculated, with the help of Langley lunar plots

measuring the infrared absorption of the atmosphere, that

doubling the atmospheric CO2 content by burning fossil

fuel would lead to an average global temperature rise of

5–6�C, not far from the current IPCC estimates of 2–4.2�C.
At the present rate of rise, doubling CO2 would occur in

the last quarter of this century. The list of greenhouse gases

now comprises many species including H2O, CO2, CH4,

nitrous oxide, CFCs and tropospheric ozone. In addition,

clouds and aerosols play an important, yet highly uncertain,

role in global warming and cooling. Figure 1.5 summarises

their global annual mean radiative forcing contributions.

In order to compare greenhouse gases, taking into account

their different infrared absorption and atmospheric lifetime,

the concept of global warming potential over a 100 year time

period has proved useful. For example, N2O has a global

warming potential of 296, i.e. causing a global warming

contribution 296 times that of the same mass of CO2.

Governments of many nations, concerned with the poten-

tial harmful consequences of global warming, havemandated

the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) in

1989 to make evaluations aiming to provide policymakers

with an assessment of our current understanding of climate

change. The increasing evidence that current global warming

is to a large extent man-made was documented in the fourth

assessment report of the IPCC in 2007. As the concentrations

of atmospheric greenhouse gases and their radiative forcing

have continued to increase as a result of human activities,

global warming and its impact on the Earth–Atmosphere

system is predicted to further increase. One of the future

challenges is to quantify the complex feedback cycles (see

Fig. 1.3) between climate, atmospheric composition, natural

and human activity which are driven by global warming.

Climate change is expected to result in more frequent dry,

hot summer periods in Europe – like the summer of 2003 –

with degraded air quality in wide parts of Europe. Strato-

spheric ozone recovery may be delayed through climate

change lowering stratospheric temperatures.

For use in climate research, SCIAMACHY measure-

ments aim to provide the distributions of several important

Fig. 1.5 Global, annual mean radiative forcings (W/m2) due to a number of agents for the period from pre-industrial (1750) to present (2005).

The height of each box denotes a central or best estimate value. The vertical bars visualise an estimate of the uncertainty range, for the most part

guided by the spread in the published values of the forcing. A ‘level of scientific understanding’ index is associated to each forcing, with high,

medium and low levels, respectively (Courtesy: adapted from IPCC 2007).
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greenhouse gases (CH4, CO2, H2O, tropospheric O3), aerosol

and cloud data, surface spectral reflectance (280–2386nm), the

incoming solar spectral irradiance and the outgoing spectral

radiance (214–2386 nm). The observation of the greenhouse

gases CH4 and CO2 will better constrain the quantification of

emissions globally, thereby improving the scientific basis of the

Kyoto Protocol, which was put into force in spring 2005

and currently ends in 2012. As SCIAMACHY has now made

8 years of observations and is capable ofmaking them formany

more years, this long-term data set will not only provide unique

information about atmospheric composition but in addition

is also of great value for studying solar-terrestrial interactions,

e.g. how solar output variations impact climate change.

The Tropopause Region

Exchange of gases and particles between the stratosphere and

the troposphere is of importance for the chemical composi-

tion of both regions as well as for the atmospheric energy

budget (Holton et al. 1995). For example downward transport

of stratospheric ozone is a source of tropospheric ozone

which, as a precursor of OH radicals, to a large extent deter-

mines the oxidising power of the troposphere. In the opposite

direction upward transport of the precursor molecules

(e.g. H2O, CH4, CFCs) originating from the planetary

boundary layer provides the feedstock for ozone-destroying

HOx, NOx, BrOx and ClOx radicals (see Fig. 1.6). Due to the

long tropospheric lifetime of the precursor molecules, they are

transported to the stratosphere, where they are the dominant

source of the ozone-destroying radicals. An adequate

knowledge of the processes is required that determine strato

sphere–troposphere exchange and the distribution of trace

gases, especially in the lower stratosphere. Photo-chemically

stable gases in the troposphere are useful as tracers for

transport of tropospheric air into the stratosphere and for

stratospheric dynamics, e.g. CH4 and H2O. Similarly, gases

which have relatively high stratospheric but low tropospheric

abundances such as O3, can be used as tracers for down-

ward transport from the stratosphere.

SCIAMACHY measurements of the height resolved pro-

files of O3, H2O, CH4, BrO, and NO2 as well as aerosol

contribute directly to the study of stratosphere–troposphere

exchange. In addition, SCIAMACHY is delivering informa-

tion on the thermodynamical phase of clouds, which are

important for the water and energy budget especially in the

tropical tropopause region. With these measurements the

downward transport of stratospheric O3 and upward trans-

port of important species (e.g. aerosol, CH4, H2O) can be

investigated. Across the tropopause, the different measure-

ment modes of SCIAMACHY have different vertical

and horizontal resolutions. The solar and lunar occultation

mode yields measurements with a vertical resolution of

2.5 km and a horizontal resolution of 30 km across track

and extending roughly 400 km along track. For the limb

measurements the spatial resolution is approximately 3 km

vertically and typically 240 km horizontally across-track and

extending roughly 400 km along-track. Therefore studies of

relatively small scale features such as tropopause folding

at mid-latitudes requiring a high spatial resolution are

unlikely to be unambiguously observed by SCIAMACHY,

but the larger scale stratosphere–troposphere exchange

and phenomena such as volcanic eruptions will be readily

observed.

Stratospheric Chemistry and Dynamics

No part of the global environment has been disturbed by

human activity as significantly as the stratosphere. In the

upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere ozone is removed

by catalytic cycles involving halogen oxides. In addition,

a very substantial depletion of stratospheric ozone over

Antarctica – the ozone hole – has been observed during

springtime since the beginning of the 1980s. This depletion

is largely due to the emission of industrial chlorofluorocar-

bon gases (WMO 2003, WMO 2007). Also over the Arctic a

major depletion of stratospheric ozone by about 100 DU

(Dobson Units) has become obvious during springtime in

the past decade. Surface reactions on Polar Stratospheric

Clouds (PSC) containing hydrated droplets of nitric acid

and sulphuric acid or consisting of relatively pure water ice

crystals are – via the activation of chlorine – responsible for

these changes.

International regulatory measures, the Montreal Protocol

and subsequent amendments to phase out production of

chlorofluorocarbons (WMO 1995), have decreased the chlo-

rine loading of the troposphere. A recovery of the strato-

spheric ozone layer is expected to set in only after 2010

(WMO 2003). Indications that ozone abundances in the

extrapolar regions (60�S–60�N) have stabilised in recent

years were observed, in agreement with the observed decline

in the abundances of anthropogenic ozone-depleting gases

in the atmosphere as a result of the implementation of

the Montreal Protocol (WMO 2007). The loss of ozone in

the stratosphere is also affected by tropospheric emission of

greenhouse gases (see Fig. 1.6). For example, the anthropo-

genic tropospheric concentrations of nitrous oxide and meth-

ane are increasing, leading to additional formation of

stratospheric NOx and water vapour (H2O) and potentially

enhancing the probability for formation of PSC. Thus, even

though the stratospheric chlorine content is expected to

decline at the beginning of the twenty-first century, ozone

depletion in the lower stratosphere at higher latitudes may
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not. Therefore, continued monitoring of O3, the sources of

catalysts and the catalysts themselves remains mandatory in

future.

SCIAMACHY’s observations of the stratospheric chem-

istry utilise the simultaneous retrieval of total columns from

nadir measurements and vertical stratospheric profiles from

limb and occultation measurements of O3, NO2, BrO, H2O,

OClO (under ozone hole conditions), as well as aerosol and

stratospheric cloud information. SCIAMACHY is making

measurements when the halogen loading of the stratosphere

maximised at the beginning of the twenty-first century and

SCIAMACHY observations yield detailed information

about the development of stratospheric O3 above the Arctic

and Antarctica, the global stratospheric active halogen spe-

cies (BrO, OClO), nitrogen species (NO2), which participate

in the catalytic destruction of O3, and the global O3 budget

as a function of the height in the atmosphere. Thus the

SCIAMACHY data provide a unique opportunity to test

the accuracy of current stratospheric models and their pre-

dictive capabilities.

Mesospheric Chemistry and Dynamics

The mesosphere extends from the temperature maximum at

the stratopause around 50 km altitude to the atmospheric

temperature minimum at the mesopause around 85 km.

There has been much discussion of upper stratospheric and

mesospheric chemistry in the context of the Ozone Deficit

Fig. 1.6 Schematic sketch of the stratospheric ozone chemistry showing production and major destruction cycles (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University

of Bremen).
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Problem (Crutzen et al. 1995; Summers et al. 1997). It has also

been suggested that monitoring of H2O in the lower meso-

sphere may offer an opportunity for the early detection of

climate change (Chandra et al. 1997). Satellites have provided

some data about mesospheric temperatures and the temporal

and spatial distributions of O3. In this context, little is known

about the global dynamics and chemistry. It is expected that

the growth in atmospheric CH4 will lead to an increase in

mesospheric H2O concentrations which might also result in

enhanced Noctilucent Cloud (NLC) formation around 85 km.

In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, SCIA-

MACHY measurements yield profiles of temperature, O3,

NO, and O2(
1D) as well as data on NLC. These measure-

ments can be used to study the distribution of O3 and the

global circulation. The O3 destruction by mesospheric and

upper stratospheric NO can be investigated. In contrast to the

retrieval of the majority of trace gases from SCIAMACHY

data, NO and O2(
1D) profiles are to be determined from their

emission features rather than their absorptions. The combi-

nation of height resolved O3, O2(
1D), and UV radiance

products from SCIAMACHY provides detailed information

about the photolysis of O3 in the upper stratosphere and

mesosphere. This will serve as an excellent opportunity to

test our current knowledge of the photochemistry of meso-

sphere and the interaction of the mesosphere with solar

radiation.

1.4 SCIAMACHY’s Past and Beyond Its Future

The Initial Phases

A first attempt to perform DOAS measurements from space

named MAP (Measurement of Atmospheric Pollution) dates

back to 1985. It was submitted by J.P. Burrows, D. Perner,

P.J. Crutzen, (MPI for Chemistry, Mainz) in response to an

ESA call for research instruments to fly on EURECA, a free-

flying European platform carried into space by the Space

Shuttle allowing measurements for a period of several

months. This proposal was not selected at that time but

it was further developed, whilst international scientists

joined a growing team. The concept of SCIAMACHY

resulted from these endeavours. The SCIAMACHY proposal

(Burrows et al. 1988a) was submitted in July 1988 by

the SCIAMACHY Science Team – and supported by the

German Space Agency DARA GmbH (now DLR) – in

response to ESA’s call for experiments to fly on-board the

Polar Platform, an element of the Columbus Programme.

This mission, the Polar Orbiting Earth Observation Mission

(POEM-1), finally evolved into the mission now better

known as ENVISAT.

In February 1989 a peer review selected SCIAMACHY

to be part of the payload of ENVISAT and a phase A feasibil-

ity study was initiated in summer 1989 in which Dutch

space research scientists and engineers, supported by the

Dutch Space Agency NIVR (now NSO), joined the SCIA-

MACHYconsortium. Later, during phaseB (1991–1992), the

Belgian Federal Science Policy Office entered into the

SCIAMACHY project by cooperating with NIVR.

In parallel, SCIAMACHY became part of the payload of

the German environmental research satellite ATMOS of the

German Ministry of Science and Technology (BMFT). The

aim of ATMOS was to investigate the use of instrumentation

on a dedicated small satellite platform for Earth System Sci-

ence. After the decision was made to support ESA’s Polar

Platform with a full complement of Earth observation instru-

ments, the ATMOS programme focused on the development

of SCIAMACHY in Germany and providing some additional

support to aspects of the ESA developed instruments MIPAS

(Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sound-

ing) andMERIS (MediumResolution Imaging Spectrometer).

Concluding phase A, lasting from 1989 to 1990, SCIA-

MACHY was selected for flight by ESA as a national con-

tribution to the ENVISAT project. The ESA conference at

ministerial level in November 1992 approved the ENVISAT

mission and around this time the German and Dutch govern-

ments approved and initiated the development of the SCIA-

MACHY instrument hardware by industry. These early

decisions triggered the development of one of the major

national space projects in Germany and The Netherlands

in the 1990s. Starting with the next chapter, the reader

is invited to learn about the SCIAMACHY mission, its

on-ground and in-orbit life. Chapter 3 is of particular interest

as the story of the development of the instrument is

continued with a description of the phase C/D ‘making’ of

SCIAMACHY until its launch in 2002.

Following the recognition of the observation of the precipi-

tous loss of ozone in austral spring mid of the 1980s, the ESA

User Consultationmeeting in Paris of November 1988 recom-

mended for Europe to develop early independent ozone moni-

toring capability, rather than awaiting the launch of

ENVISAT. ESA therefore announced a call for experiments

to measure atmospheric constituents from ERS-2, which was

under construction at that time. In response, J.P. Burrows and

P. Crutzen proposed the SCIA-mini experiment (Burrows

et al. 1988b), a scaled-down version of the original SCIAMA-

CHY instrument concept. This proposal was selected for flight

on ERS-2, after being further descoped to fit into the available

platform resources, to include nadir observation only and was

re-named GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment).

GOME was ‘fast tracked’ on ERS-2, benefiting from the

scientific and industrial development work on SCIAMACHY

already performed. Within 4 years, GOME was successfully

designed, manufactured, calibrated and integrated into ERS-
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2 on time. ERS-2 was launched on 20 April 1995. Currently,

GOME is still flying on the ERS-2 satellite and delivering data,

however limited due to degradation of the platform and

the instrument. Although originally a spin off from

SCIAMACHY, GOME has demonstrated the feasibility and

performance of both the spaceborne instrument hardware and

the ground segment data retrieval software, which in turn

has benefited the development of SCIAMACHY with respect

to its nadir UV-VIS-NIR mission.

The Next Decades

With the impact of environmental and climate change

becoming palpable, as documented for example by the scien-

tific results from GOME and SCIAMACHY, the need for

sustained global monitoring of ozone, greenhouse gases and

air pollutants has turned into a prime requirement for

future satellite missions. The councils of ESA and EUMET-

SAT approved therefore the EUMETSAT Polar System com-

prising a series of three METOP satellites. GOME-2 was

selected as ozone and atmospheric trace gas payload comple-

ment. With the first METOP-A launched in 2006, this series

of satellites provides continuous monitoring capability to

the year 2020 from polar sun-synchronous low-Earth

orbit. SCIAMACHY together with the data from GOME on

ERS-2 (1995–2009) and the GOME-2 series on METOP

(2006–2020), will therefore deliver a data set about atmo-

spheric composition that is covering more than 25 years.

In parallel, initiatives emerged to realise a comprehensive

global Earth observation system. Global Monitoring for

Environment and Security (GMES), a joint initiative of the

European Commission and ESA started in 1998, aims at

bridging the gap between scientific data produced and the

provision of reliable and timely information services to

government and data users. This initiative resulted in the

definition of a series of five GMES Sentinel satellites. Senti-

nels 4 and 5 are devoted to monitoring the atmosphere and

were subsequently approved by EUMETSAT Council and

the ESA ministerial conference in 2008. GMES is the Euro-

pean contribution to a wider approach, the Global Earth

Observation System of Systems (GEOSS), within the inter-

national Global Earth Observation initiative (GEO). GEOSS

couples the various Earth observation networks internation-

ally to improve global coverage, whilst ensuring open access,

accuracy and consistency of data of different sources. In

addition, under auspices of WMO and in collaboration with

ESA, the Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry Obser-

vation (IGACO) strategy was published in 2004 and aimed at

integrating space data with ground-based and airborne mea-

surements. IGACO established a basis for atmospheric

chemistry instrument requirements for future satellites both

for scientific and operational applications (IGACO 2004).

These international initiatives were accompanied by new

satellite missions and mission concepts.

Based on SCIAMACHY/GOME heritage, the Ozone

Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is now flying on the NASA

EOS satellite platform AURA, launched in 2004. GOME

technology (nadir observations in the UV-VIS) is advanced

by employing two-dimensional CCD detector arrays for the

first time, improving spatial and temporal resolution in com-

bination with wide global coverage without the need for a

mechanical scanning mirror. This concept will be further

improved by TROPOMI, as the spectral range will be

extended to the NIR and SWIR. TROPOMI is planned for

launch in 2014 as the GMES Sentinel–5 Precursor mission,

to bridge parts of the data gap between ENVISAT, Sentinel 4

(launch 2019) and Sentinel 5 (launch 2020).

In addition, stimulated by the SCIAMACHY concept, US

colleagues proposed and built instruments and missions with

elements of SCIAMACHY heritage. The Orbiting Carbon

Observatory (OCO) is a mission to quantify natural CO2

emissions by performingNIR and SWIR nadir measurements

similar to SCIAMACHY, but with higher spatial and spectral

resolution. Sadly the OCO launch failed early 2009, but a

reflight is envisaged for the timeframe 2013/2014. The

Ozone Monitoring and Profiling Suite (OMPS) on NPP and

NPOESS, operational from 2012 to 2025, with a combined

limb (UV-VIS-NIR) and nadir (UV) backscatter spectrome-

ter using one spectrometer for nadir and one for limb, follows

the original SCIAMACHY idea.

Unfortunately and ignoring the needs from European

GMES users, there will be no European measurements

of the dry column of CO2 after ENVISAT and prior to

Sentinel 5. In order to fill this data gap, the CarbonSat project

was initiated in 2009 (Bovensmann et al. 2010). CarbonSat

shall allow to determine CO2 and CH4 emitted by fossil fuel

combustion, biomass burning and natural emissions and CO2

uptake in the terrestrial and ocean biosphere employing in-

verse modelling techniques in combination with measured

data. In comparison to SCIAMACHY, CarbonSat will have a

much higher spatial resolution (2 km� 2 km) with a 3–6 days

revisiting time. In comparison to OCO, the mission will

measure CO2 and CH4. Due to its across-track imaging capa-

bility, 500 km swath compared to 10 km swath for OCO,

imaging of emission hot spots will become feasible. The data

shall support monitoring of strong localised anthropogenic

emission hot spots and shall investigate the feasibility of

independent (post) Kyoto treaty verification.

The missions discussed so far refer to space platforms in

low-Earth sun-synchronous polar orbit, i.e. at approximately

800 km altitude, measuring the Earth’s atmosphere under

fixed illumination conditions, revisited after 1 day or more.

The diurnal variation of photo chemically active gases

(NO2, CO, O3) cannot be captured. However air pollution
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quantification and forecast require measurement of diurnal

variability. From geo-stationary orbit, i.e. at approximately

36000 km altitude, a certain hemisphere of the Earth is

permanently in view such that the same scene can be moni-

tored throughout the day at typically hourly temporal and

high spatial (<10 km) resolution. In addition increased

occurrences of cloud-free conditions, required for tropo-

sphere and boundary layer observation, become likely. To

address these aspects for the first time, the Geostationary

Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer (GeoSCIA)

was proposed in 1998. The concept of geostationary air

pollution observations was later further enhanced by com-

bining solar backscatter observations with thermal infrared

observations in the Geostationary Tropospheric Explorer

(GeoTROPE) mission concept, which now in parts will be

implemented on the next generation of Europe’s geostation-

ary meteorological satellite METEOSAT Third Generation

(MTG). The GeoSCIA concept has been adopted by

EUMETSAT and ESA to form the concept for the Sentinel

4 UVN instrument as the EU-ESA GMES payload contribu-

tion to the MTG programme. Sentinel 4 UVN on MTG shall

perform daytime observations of solar backscattered spectra

to determine the total and tropospheric column amounts,

including the boundary layer, of ozone, ozone precursors

and pollutants (NO2, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO) as well as

the aerosol optical depth (AOD) over Europe and the sur-

rounding regions with temporal and spatial resolutions of 1

h and better than 10 km� 10 km. On the sameMTG platform

EUMETSATwill install the meteorological InfraRed Sound-

er (IRS), complementary to Sentinel 4 UVN. The IRS sensor

will focus on meteorological parameters (H2O, temperature

and pressure) but shall also obtain vertical distributions of O3

and CO during day and night with temporal and spatial

resolutions of about 20–60 min and 4 km� 4 km. The launch

ofMTGwith the Sentinel 4 UVN and IRS payload is planned

for 2019. In order to accomplish an operational MTG in-orbit

phase of at least 15 years, a second platform carrying the

same instrumentation shall be launched a few years later.

In retrospect, several Earth Observation missions for

atmospheric remote sensing, extending well into the twenty-

first century, are of SCIAMACHY heritage. This is by far

more than the authors of the original SCIAMACHY

proposal of 1988 could have expected.
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Chapter 2

ENVISAT – SCIAMACHY’s Host

M. Gottwald, F.-J. Diekmann, and T. Fehr

Abstract ENVISAT is Europe’s ambitious Earth Observation

enterprise to study themany facets of theEarth system. It carries

ten remote sensing instruments with SCIAMACHY, MIPAS

and GOMOS forming the atmospheric chemistry mission.

SCIAMACHY, although provided by national space agencies

to ESA, is an integral part of the payload. Orbit and attitude of

ENVISAT determine the framework of SCIAMACHY’s

observing capabilities. As a polar, sun-synchronous satellite,

ENVISAT provides a stable platform for orbiting the Earth

every 100 min. All instruments share the available on-board

resources, particularly on-board data handling capabilities. The

ENVISAT ground segment consists of the Flight Operation

Segment for platform and instrument control and of the Payload

Data Segment for measurement data acquisition, processing,

archiving and dissemination. The SCIAMACHY data proces-

sing occurs at the LRAC and theD-PAC, depending onwhether

the data is of type level 0, 1b or 2. Access to SCIAMACHYdata

follows the general ENVISAT data policy with the exception

that the instrument providing agencies receive a separate copy

of such data.

Keywords ENVISAT • Orbit • Flight Operation Seg-

ment • Payload Data Segment • Product levels

The decision to place SCIAMACHY onto the ENVISAT

platform (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) made it part of ESA’s most

ambitious Earth observation mission. Being a ‘derivative’

of the Columbus programme, ENVISAT is composed of the

Polar Platform and the payload complement consisting of

ten instruments (ESA 1998; ESA 2001a). With an overall

length in orbit of more than 25m, it is the largest satellite ever

built by ESA (Table 2.1). The instrument complement was

selected to permit studies of many aspects of the complex

Earth system (Table 2.2). This system is considered to be

driven by interactions of its main ‘spheres’, i.e. lithosphere/

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, cryosphere and bio-

sphere. The goal of the mission is to obtain insights into

local and global processes of our environment.With a current

in-orbit mission lifetime of 8 years ENVISAT generates a

large data repository for long-term analyses in Earth

sciences. Seven instruments of the payload complement

have the status of an ESA developed instrument (EDI).

SCIAMACHY, AATSR and DORIS are Announcement

of Opportunity Instruments (AOI). They were provided by

national agencies, developed under their responsibilities.

Each AOI is an integral part of the payload following the

same guidelines as the EDI. However tasks in instrument

operation and data processing are shared between ESA and

the AOI providers. Overall the ENVISAT instruments utilise

various remote sensing methods. Active microwave sensors

(ASAR, RA-2) are supplemented by passive microwave

(MWR, DORIS) and optical (AATSR, MERIS, MIPAS,

GOMOS, SCIAMACHY, LRR) sensors.

Together with MIPAS (ESA 2000) and GOMOS (ESA

2001b), SCIAMACHY forms ENVISAT’s atmospheric mis-

sion. The three atmospheric instruments operate in different

wavelength ranges using different measurement principles.

They complement each other such that synergistic views are

generally possible. While SCIAMACHY, as an absorption

spectrometer in the UV-SWIR range is requiring sunlight,

MIPAS – operating in the thermal infrared – can measure

over the complete orbit. This is also the case for GOMOS,

where the UV-VIS component of stars in occultation is used to

probe the atmosphere. SCIAMACHY is viewing in flight

direction (limb mode) and towards the sub-satellite point

(nadir mode). MIPAS looks along-track into anti-flight and

across-track into anti-sun direction. GOMOS can steer its
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line-of-sight (LoS) towards stars which set between anti-flight

and across-track anti-sun direction (Fig. 2.3). Additionally, the

optical imaging instruments MERIS and AATSR (Advanced

Along Track Scanning Radiometer) deliver data for scien-

tific applications in the fields of clouds, aerosols and water

vapour. Their nadir views overlap with SCIAMACHY’s nadir

geometry thus permitting synergistic analyses.

2.1 ENVISAT Attitude and Orbit

Attitude and orbit of the ENVISAT platform are contribut-

ing to the status of the SCIAMACHY line-of-sight. Both are

controlled by the Attitude and Orbit Control System

(AOCS). It provides attitude determination and attitude and

orbit control capabilities (Bargellini et al. 2006). Attitude

measurements are performed via gyroscopes, Earth sensors,

Sun sensors and star sensors while the control function uses

reaction wheels/magnetorquers and hydrazine thrusters. The

platform is three-axis stabilised with ENVISAT’s local rela-

tive orbital reference coordinate frame forming an orthogo-

nal right-hand system with the -Y (roll) axis pointing close to

the velocity vector of the platform and the Z (yaw) axis

pointing in the direction of the outward local normal of the

Earth’s reference ellipsoid (Fig. 2.4). For the specification of

target directions, azimuth and elevation angles are defined.

Azimuth is measured clockwise from the �Y axis around

the �Z axis to the projection of the target LoS in the plane

perpendicular to the orbital plane containing the velocity

vector. Elevation is the angle between that projection and

the target LoS (Milligan et al. 2007).

The attitude mode of ENVISAT for nominal operations

offering the best pointing performance is the stellar yaw

steering mode (SYSM). In this mode the position of a star

from the uplinked star catalogue as measured by two star

trackers is compared with the predicted position to derive

prediction updates. Yaw steering is required by the micro-

wave imaging instruments in order to compensate for the

rotational velocity of the Earth’s surface at the sub-satellite

point. It is achieved via small rotations about the roll, pitch

and yaw axis, with the transformation around yaw being by

far the dominant component. The maximum yaw amplitude

of �3.92� occurs when ENVISAT passes the equator at

ascending or descending node, the minimum amplitude of

0� is reached close to the poles. In total, yaw steering

imposes a sinusoidal ‘wobble’ of the platform around the

flight direction. In the illuminated part of the orbit the

platform is turned to the right side of the flight direction, in

the eclipse part to the left. For measurements with long line-

of-sight requiring high spatial resolution, as is the case for

SCIAMACHY operating in limb mode, the quality of the

scientific results, e.g. altitude profiles, is strongly dependent

on the precision of the platform attitude. Even small pertur-

bations in the order of a few 10�3 deg can significantly

impact the measured altitudes in limb profiles.

The orbit of the hosting platform was selected to be

similar to its precursors, ERS-1 and ERS-2. Thus ENVISAT

Fig. 2.1 Artist’s impression of ENVISAT in orbit. SCIAMACHY is

located at the upper right corner of the payload front panel (Photo: ESA).

Fig. 2.2 ENVISAT in ESTEC’s test facility (Photo: ESA).

Table 2.1 ENVISAT characteristics

ENVISAT parameters

Dimensions 26 m � 10 m � 5 m

Total mass 8140 kg

Payload mass 2050 kg

Launcher Ariane-5

Launch 1 March 2002
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Table 2.2 The ENVISAT pay-

load complement and applicable

components in the Earth system

Instrument Lithosphere Hydrosphere Atmosphere Cryosphere Biosphere

ASAR � � � �
RA-2 � � �
MWR �
DORIS �
MERIS � � � � �
AATSR � � � � �
GOMOS �
MIPAS �
SCIAMACHY � � � �
LRR � � �

Fig. 2.3 The total field of views of the atmospheric mission instruments. SCIAMACHY viewing comprises nadir (1) and limb in flight direction (2).

MIPAS looks into anti-flight direction (3) and sideways (4) for special events monitoring. GOMOS can observe setting stars in anti-flight and

sideways direction (5) (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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was placed in a polar, sun-synchronous orbit with a morning

descending node crossing (DNX) time. Sun-synchronicity

yields identical illumination conditions whenever crossing

the equator. The selected Mean Local Solar Time (MLST) at

DNX of 10 a.m. means that the Sun is always positioned left

of the spacecraft, relative to the orbital plane. Detailed orbit

parameters are given in Table 2.3. Since SCIAMACHY is

located at the upper right corner on the payload module front

panel, the Sun can only be seen when pointing the instru-

ment’s line-of-sight to the left.

ENVISAT operations have to ensure that the actual ground

track does not deviate by more than�1 km from the reference

orbit. However orbit perturbations slightly modify the speci-

fied reference orbit with time. Once the 1 km deadband is

going to be violated, an orbit control manoeuvre has to adjust

the actual orbit. These manoeuvres can either correct for the

effect of air drag on altitude (In-Plane, Stellar Fine Control

Manoeuvre – SFCM) or adjust the inclination which drifts

due to solar and lunar gravity perturbations (Out-of-Plane,

Orbit Control Manoeuvre – OCM). Orbital manoeuvres are

Fig. 2.4 The coordinate system specified in the ENVISAT mission. Platform and instruments use the same definitions. The red/blue areas right

and left of the orbit sketch the platform yaw steering range. It gradually increases from pole to equator and decreases from equator to pole. The

local -Y axis always points to that side, where Earth rotation moves the surface towards the sub-satellite track (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).

Table 2.3 Nominal ENVISAT orbit

Orbital parameters

Semi-major axis 7159.50 � 0.07 km

Inclination 98.55� � 0.01�

Eccentricity 0.001165 (�0.001165/+0.005)

Argument of perigee 90.0� � 3�

Mean altitude 799.8 km

Orbital period 100.6 min

Type Polar, sun-synchronous

Mean local time at DNX 10:00 a.m. �5 min

Orbits per day 14 11/35

Repeat cycle 35 days (501 orbits)
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executed by short firings of the thrusters. Since each firing

consumes hydrazine, the available on-board resource ‘fuel’

diminisheswith time. The originally available 314 kg of fuel is

reduced by several kg per OCMbut only by less than 100 g per

SFCM. In addition, non-nominal manoeuvres, such as, e.g.

space debris collision avoidance manoeuvres or manoeuvres

triggered by platform anomalies further reduce the available

fuel. SCIAMACHY continues measurements during In-Plane

manoeuvres. While executing an Out-of-Plane manoeuvre,

SCIAMACHY measurements are interrupted but the thermal

status of the Optical Bench Module (OBM) and the detectors

remain unchanged.

2.2 ENVISAT On-board Resources

The total ENVISAT payload shares the same on-board

resources. Thus instruments may not interfere with each

other. For SCIAMACHY this is particularly important with

respect to the allocated data rate (Fig. 2.5). The data rate

depends on an instrument and its measurement mode.

The Regional Mission of ASAR (Advanced Synthetic Aper-

ture Radar) and MERIS produces data with high and medi-

um rates aiming at acquiring information with high spatial

resolution for specific areas. Providing maximum coverage

of the Earth is the goal of the Global Mission. It generates

data with a lower rate and is established by all other instru-

ments together with ASAR and MERIS in their low rate

modes. Global Mission instruments are operated continuous-

ly throughout the orbit. Measurement data from the Global

Mission instruments are processed on-board via the High

Speed Multiplexer (HSM). SCIAMACHY uses HSM

resources together with MERIS in Reduced Resolution

(RR) mode. As long as MERIS runs in RR mode, only the

low rate data can be used by SCIAMACHY. This MERIS

mode is operational for solar zenith angles <80�. Although
SCIAMACHY is able to generate data with a data rate of

1.8 Mbit/s yielding measurements with high spatial resolu-

tion, for most parts of the orbit only the low rate of 400 kbit/s

can be achieved. Only when ENVISAT is close to sunrise

during each orbit, the solar zenith angle condition is not

fulfilled for MERIS and measurements with the higher rate

are possible for SCIAMACHY when observing a solar

occultation.

ENVISAT measurement data can be transmitted to

ground stations via the Artemis data relay satellite using

the Ka-band. The antenna on the platform is located on

the upper payload panel just above SCIAMACHY’s sub-

solar port, i.e. the instrument window allowing observations

Fig. 2.5 Schematic view of the ENVISAT on-board data handling. SCIAMACHY shares HSM resources with the other instruments generating

low rate data. Full orbit data of the Global Mission is stored on one of the solid state recorders and then disseminated to ground via X-band or

Ka-band (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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of the Sun when it has reached highest elevation each orbit.

When the antenna dish is deployed in operating position,

it vignettes SCIAMACHY’s sub-solar window. Therefore

sub-solar measurements, necessary to monitor the long-

term behaviour of optical components, can only be execu-

ted when the Ka-band antenna has been moved to its

parking position. This is accomplished via the ENVISAT/

SCIAMACHY mission planning process by applying strict

planning rules.

2.3 ENVISAT Ground Segment

All information generated by the instruments, i.e. housekeeping

(HK) telemetry reporting the instrument status and measure-

ment data, is either downlinked directly via S-band or as part of

the science data stream via the X-band or the Ka-band link. The

X-band link transmits measurement data to the high latitude

receiving ground station at Kiruna while the Ka-band link

connects ENVISAT via the Artemis data relay satellite with

the receiving station at ESRIN. In the early phase of the

mission, when Artemis was not operational, only Kiruna and

an additional X-band station at Svalbard were used. In the

nominal ‘Kiruna-Artemis’ scenario, Global Mission data are

provided to Kiruna for 8 orbits per day, to ESRIN via Artemis

for 6 orbits per day. HK telemetry is mainly sent via the

command and control (C&C) S-band link of the Kiruna station

and its supplementing Svalbard C&C facility. This telemetry

stream is only available for the coverage interval of Kiruna or

Svalbard visible orbits. Of the 14.3 orbits per day, 9–10 are

orbits with Kiruna coverage intervals amounting up to 12 min

(spacecraft elevation>5�). In addition, low elevation coverage

may also be used. Each coverage in a daily cycle occurs at a

different time relative to ascending node crossing (ANX)

depending on the actual location of the orbital track.

ENVISAT and its instruments are controlled via the

Flight Operation Segment (FOS) and the Payload Data

Segment (PDS) – see Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 and Table 2.4. FOS

handles all command and control issues including flight

dynamics aspects. In addition, mission planning is per-

formed in cooperation with the PDS. FOS comprises the

ENVISAT Flight Operation Control Centre (FOCC) at

ESOC and the S-band station at Kiruna. The PDS is the

responsible entity for ENVISAT measurement data. It is a

Europe-wide distributed ground segment.

Central control of the PDS occurs at the Payload Data

Control Centre (PDCC) at ESRIN. The Payload Data

Handling Stations in Kiruna (PDHS-K) and Frascati

(PDHS-E) not only receive X-band or Ka-band data but

also process and disseminate data in near-realtime (NRT).

X-band data reception for the Regional Mission is comple-

mented by the Payload Data Acquisition Station (PDAS) in

Matera/Italy. For data products in offline (OL) mode proces-

sing, archiving and distribution is shared among several

facilities. At the Low Rate Reference Archive Centre

(LRAC), located at Kiruna, level 0 data are consolidated

and archived. From these consolidated products, the Proces-

sing and Archiving Centres (PAC) generate, archive and

disseminate consolidated level 1b and level 2 products.

Also NRT products from the two PDHS are collected at the

PAC and can be distributed, if required. Although implemen-

ted at national remote sensing facilities, PACs are an integral

part of the PDS. They are controlled by the PDCC, which also

drives product generation via order mechanisms. In order to

maintain a certain product quality throughout the PDS,

PDCC executes product quality monitoring.

2.4 ENVISAT Data Products

The ENVISAT ground segment concept defines product

levels which fall under the responsibility of the PDS.

These are

– Raw data: Instrument raw data is generated from theX- and

Ka-band demodulator output. It serves as input for the

level 0 data.

– Level 0: Produced from the raw data, level 0 contains

instrument source packets as received from the instru-

ment with a small header attached by the Front-End

Processor at the receiving stations.

– Level 1b: These are geolocated products in engineering

or physical units. Level 1b products are generated by

transforming the associated level 0 product via certain

algorithms, calibration and auxiliary data.

– Level 2: This is the highest product level supported by

the ENVISAT PDS. It represents the final geolocated

geophysical product. The level 2 product is generated

from the level 1b product by applying algorithms to

convert calibrated engineering quantities into geophys-

ical parameters.

Level 0 to level 2 products generated within the PDS are

referred to as operational products. Products higher than

level 2, often referred to as value-added (VA), are processed

under the responsibility of ENVISAT data users. Their gen-

eration is not a PDS task. While VA products often provide

regional or global coverage, level 0 to level 2 products are –

with the exception of GOMOS – always orbit oriented.

In addition to the operational level 2 products, users may

generate scientific level 2 products according to their own

requirements. They supplement the operational chain by

either applying new retrieval algorithms or concentrating

on trace gas species where operational retrieval algorithms

still have to be developed.
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Fig. 2.6 The Europe-wide distributed ENVISAT ground segment (FOS: blue, PDS: red, national facilities serving the SCIAMACHY mission:
yellow) (Courtesy: DLR-IMF; background map: ESA).
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Fig. 2.7 The ESA centres

hosting major ENVISAT ground

segment facilities with ESOC/

Darmstadt (top) and ESRIN/

Frascati (middle). The bottom
photograph shows ESA’s S-band

and X-band station at Kiruna-

Salmijärvi (Photos: ESA,

S. Corvaja).
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Product levels 1b and 2 can be generated in NRT or OL

mode. NRT products are processed and disseminated within

a few hours from sensing. Because of stringent time require-

ments, level 2 NRT data may sometimes not cover the

complete data set contained in the level 1b product. When

distributed on media, NRT products show a larger time delay

from sensing. NRT data are unconsolidated. Unconsolidated

products are characterised by using NRT auxiliary informa-

tion available at time of product generation, e.g. not the most

precise orbit state vectors or calibration data. Additionally,

NRT products have start/stop times which are defined by

data receiving coverage times. They do not cover complete

orbits and may overlap.

Consolidated products benefit from a posteriori knowledge

of information concerning calibration, auxiliary data and pre-

cise orbit. The start/stop times of consolidated products refer to

ANX of the corresponding orbit, i.e. a consolidated product

is usually generated from two unconsolidated products.

Consolidated data show no overlaps. Time gaps are only

present when the instrument was not recording data, either

planned or unexpectedly due to an anomaly. A consolidated

product is the best representation of the scheduled and exe-

cuted measurements. In the case of SCIAMACHY, a consoli-

dated product begins with the first measurement state (see

Chapter 4) starting just after ANX and ends when the last

measurement state, which started just before the next ANX,

has run to completion.

Product generation in the PDS uses auxiliary data. Auxil-

iary data may come from instrument calibration and moni-

toring measurements, the satellite platform itself or sources

external to the PDS. For each product, product confidence

data is attached providing the results of an evaluation of the

overall quality of the product against predetermined thresh-

olds. If a product does not meet the predefined quality level,

a flag is set.

For each instrument, algorithm and processor develop-

ment is controlled by a Quality Working Group (QWG).

This QWG also takes care of those aspects of operational

instrument performance monitoring which are related to

product quality. Each QWG is composed of personnel

from scientific and engineering facilities having proven

expertise on the particular fields covered by the individual

instruments. Additionally ESA operational team members

supplement the group. Due to the AOI status, the SCIAMA-

CHY Quality Working Group (SQWG) was established later

than the groups for the EDI payload by combining existing

activities both on national agencies and ESA side. The

SQWG work also benefits largely from the progressing

algorithm evolution in the framework of science product

generation.

2.5 Data Access

Details of SCIAMACHY product handling in the PDS are

listed in Table 2.5. The status shown corresponds to end

2009. As the mission progressed, tasks had been shifted

between centres and may still be changed in the future.

Changes also apply for product dissemination when technical

progress requires modifications for access mechanisms. The

PAC serving the atmospheric mission on ENVISAT is the

D-PAC, located at the German Remote Sensing Data Center

(DFD) at the DLR premises at Oberpfaffenhofen/Germany.

D-PAC interfaces with PDHS, LRAC and the FIN-CoPAC to

receive products from SCIAMACHY, MIPAS and GOMOS

for archiving, further processing and dissemination. Usually

NRT products are distributed from the PDHS using the dedi-

cated Data Dissemination System (DDS), which is based on

leased EUTELSAT transponder capacity. Besides the PDS

internal satellite links, several SCIAMACHY specific DDS

terminals had been set up in Germany and The Netherlands.

The DDS system is designed to support data transfer of up to

dedicated 7 Mbit/s at user level. This is sufficient to receive

the NRT level 0 and level 1b products generated each day

from SCIAMACHY data. Developed initially only for Com-

missioning Phase requirements, the DDS has become a

robust and stable data transfer mechanism. A specific fast

delivery (FD) service has been set up for SCIAMACHY

level 2 products at the D-PAC. It provides certain level

2 information within 24 h from sensing.

Guidelines for data access are defined in the ENVISAT

data policy. Data utilisation is classified as ‘Category 1’ (C1)

and ‘Category 2’ (C2). Under C1, research and applications

in support of the ENVISAT mission objectives including

long-term studies of the Earth system, are summarised.

C2 users are all others not falling under C1, i.e. operational

and commercial entities. Due to the scientific character of

the atmospheric sensors on ENVISAT access to SCIAMA-

CHY, MIPAS and GOMOS data is always as for C1. Identi-

Table 2.4 ENVISAT ESA ground segment facilities

Ground segment Location Facility

Flight operations Darmstadt (ESOC) FOCC

Kiruna-Salmijärvi (ESA) C&C station

Svalbard (KSAT) C&C station

Payload data Frascati (ESRIN) PDCC, PDHS-E

Matera (ESA) PDAS

Kiruna-Salmijärvi (ESA) PDHS-K, LRAC

Oberpfaffenhofen (DLR) D-PAC

Sodankylä (FMI) Fin Co-PAC

Kiruna-Salmijärvi (SSC) S-PAC

Maspalomas (INTA) E-PAC

Toulouse (CNES) F-PAC

Matera (ASI) I-PAC

Farnborough (NRSC/Infoterra) UK-PAC
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fication of C1 users was originally based on peer review

processes, e.g. ESA announcements of opportunity for data

exploitation or research and application development pro-

grammes of participating member states or European orga-

nisations. Because now most of the SCIAMACHY products

are systematically available either on Internet or via DDS,

and both in near-realtime or offline, a simple registration

through ESA’s EO Principle Investigator Portal (http://eopi.

esa.int/) is sufficient to register and get access to SCIAMA-

CHY data as C1 user. The SCIAMACHY data are cost-free

when available on Internet or via DDS, and provided at cost

of reproduction when needed on media.

The status of SCIAMACHY as an AOI grants additional

data rights. As stipulated in the Flight Operation and Data

Plan (FODP), which identifies responsibilities both for

ESA as ENVISAT mission provider and DLR/NIVR as

SCIAMACHY instrument provider, SCIAMACHY data are

delivered at no charge to the instrument providing national

agencies.

General help on ENVISAT can be obtained via ESA’s

EO user service (http://earth.esa.int/services/). It provides

information on EO mission documentation, EO data catalo-

gues, software tools for reading and processing EO data and

EO data product definitions and content. This website also

links to the EO help desk at ESRIN which acts as the central

facility for user services in the PDS. EO help is contacted via

EOhelp@esa.int. A user may also wish to learn about the

actual performance of ENVISAT and its instruments. This

request is supported by ESA’s dedicated ENVISAT website

(http://envisat.esa.int/). Specific websites with detailed

information on SCIAMACHY operations and performance

as well as science product status do exist on AO provider

(AOP) side (see Chapters 4 and 8).
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Chapter 3

The Instrument

M. Gottwald, R. Hoogeveen, C. Chlebek, H. Bovensmann, J. Carpay, G. Lichtenberg, E. Krieg,
P. Lützow-Wentzky, and T. Watts

Abstract The objective of the SCIAMACHY mission

requires the instrument to be capable of determining con-

centrations of a large number of trace gas species over the

full vertical extent of the atmosphere from the troposphere

up to the mesosphere. In addition, aerosol properties as well

as pressure and temperature shall be derived. Therefore

SCIAMACHY was designed as a passive imaging spectrom-

eter, comprising a scan mirror system, a telescope and a

spectrometer, controlled by thermal and electronic subsys-

tems. Scan mirrors, telescope and spectrometer together

form the optical assembly. The scan mechanisms permit

steering the line-of-sight according to the required viewing

geometries. Solar radiance and irradiance are dispersed by

the spectrometer into eight channels from the UV to the

SWIR range. With signals gained from the calibration unit

and the Polarisation Measurement Device, the spectral

and radiometric calibration of the science channels can be

maintained over the mission lifetime. Thermal stability is

ensured via active and passive thermal control systems includ-

ing the Radiant Cooler assembly. Those units which control

the entire instrument and interface electrically with the ENVI-

SAT platform are hosted by the Electronic Assembly. SCIA-

MACHY was developed in a combined effort of German,

Dutch and Belgian space agencies, industry and scientists

and ready for the ENVISAT launch in March 2002.

Keywords Imaging absorption spectrometer • Optical

Assembly • Detector channels • Scanner • Radiant Cooler

• Electronic Assembly

The scientific requirements define the overall concept of the

instrument. They comprise detecting all species listed in

Chapter 1. This can be achieved by continuously observing

the wavelength ranges 214–1773, 1934–2044 and 2259–

2386 nm. The retrieval of the amount of constituents

depends on the ability to measure their absorptions precisely.

Retrieving total column concentrations of minor trace gases

with an accuracy of 1–5% – or 5–10% for their profiles –

requires measuring intensity changes of 10�3–10�4. An

instrument capable of acquiring data with a high signal-to-

noise ratio and a good radiometric calibration can accomplish

this task (SSAG 1998).

To fulfil the mission objectives with respect to spatial reso-

lution and coverage, it is necessary to observe the scattered and

reflected solar photons in nadir and limbdirection aswell as the

light transmitted through the atmosphere in solar and lunar

occultation geometry (Burrows and Chance 1991; Bovens-

mann et al. 1999). For calibration and monitoring purposes

the solar and lunar irradiance above the atmosphere has to be

determined. As total column amounts and height resolved

profiles are required, the spectrometermust alternately observe

the atmosphere in limb and nadir viewing. Combining both

geometries of a single orbit for the same volume of air allows

the study of tropospheric properties. Global coverage has to be

obtained within 3 days in limb or nadir mode.
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3.1 Instrument Concept

The requirements outlined above, together with the accommo-

dation on the ENVISAT platform, were translated into an

instrument concept for SCIAMACHY providing spectroscop-

ic capabilities from the UV via VIS and NIR to SWIR with

– Moderately high spectral resolution

– High radiometric accuracy

– High spectral stability

– High dynamic range

– High signal-to-noise

Possible viewing geometries must include steering the

line-of-sight (LoS) towards nadir, limb (in flight direction),

sunrise and moonrise direction. Additional observability

of the Sun around occurrence of the sub-solar point is need-

ed. Maintaining thermal stability at all operating tempera-

ture levels is fundamental for achieving high radiometric and

spectral accuracy. This is ensured by sophisticated thermal

control systems. Finally, instrument control must be exe-

cuted continuously in a highly autonomous manner

with the ability to react to a wide variety of operations

conditions. This includes not only measurement data rele-

vant parameters as, e.g. line-of-sight, signal-to-noise levels

and spectral sampling but also the tasks of overall instrument

command and control. All SCIAMACHY instrument

requirements were documented in the ‘SCIAMACHY In-

strument Requirements Document’ (SIRD, DARA 1998).

Conceptually, SCIAMACHY is a passive imaging spec-

trometer, comprising a scan mirror system, a telescope and

a spectrometer, controlled by thermal and electronic

subsystems (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). Functionally, three

main blocks, the Optical Assembly (OA), the Radiant Cooler

Assembly (SRC) and the Electronic Assembly (EA) can be

identified (Fig. 3.2). The instrument is located on the upper

right (i.e. starboard, referring to nominal flight direction)

corner of the ENVISAT platform with the OA mounted

onto the front and the EA mounted onto the top panel. The

Radiant Reflectance Unit (RRU) of the SRC points sideways

into deep space away from any heat source. Interfaces with

the ENVISAT platform exist for the provision of on-board

resources. These include power and command interfaces

from the platform to the instrument. In the other direction

measurement data and housekeeping (HK) telemetry from

SCIAMACHY are routed into the overall ENVISAT data

stream for downlinking.

Whilst a complex instrument such as SCIAMACHY can-

not provide for full redundancy – particularly not for the

optical path and the detectors – some essential hardware

components do exist twice (Table 3.2). Nominally the in-

strument is operated using its primary chain of hardware,

called side A. In case of a malfunction in side A, SCIA-

MACHY can be switched to side B which has identical

Fig. 3.1 General spectrometer layout illustrating SCIAMACHY’s main components (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).

Table 3.1 SCIAMACHY instrument physical characteristics

Dimensions

Optical Assembly 109 cm � 65 cm � 101 cm

Electronic Assembly 82 cm � 90 cm � 28 cm

Radiant Cooler Assembly 51 cm � 91 cm � 62 cm

Total mass 215 kg

Power consumption 140 W
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functions. However, since several modules are shared by

both chains, a loss of one of these non-redundant compo-

nents would result in degraded instrument performance.

3.2 Optical Assembly

The Optical Assembly is the part of the instrument which

collects solar radiation as input and generates the spectral

information as output. This occurs in the Optical Unit (OU).

To maintain the specified thermal conditions, the OA

includes Radiator A and the Thermal Bus Unit. The Optical

Unit is organised into two levels. Entrance optics, pre-

disperser prism, calibration unit and channels 1 and 2 can

be found in level 1 facing in flight direction (Fig. 3.3).

Channels 3–8 are located in level 2 (Fig. 3.4). All compo-

nents are mounted onto the Optical Bench Module (OBM)

which serves as the structural platform and maintains overall

alignment between modules. By combining the optical-

components described below, various optical paths (‘trains’)

from external and internal light sources to detectors can be

established (Fig. 3.5).

Scan Mechanisms and Baffles

Scanning is required in order to steer the line-of-sight both

for executing particular observation geometries and for col-

lecting light not only from the limited size of the ground

projection of the Instantaneous Field of View (IFoV, see

below) but from a wider ground scene. During nominal

measurements light enters the instrument via the azimuth

(ASM) or elevation (ESM) scan mechanisms. Both are

Fig. 3.3 Optical configuration level 1 (Courtesy: DLR-IMF; adapted from SJT 1996).

Table 3.2 SCIAMACHY redundant components for nominal operations

Component Redundant hardware

Interfaces Equipment power (incl. converter), ICU power, DBU (command and control), measurement data

Electronic Assembly ICU, PMTC mechanisms and calibration source control, PMTC control processor, PMTC ESM scanner control, SDPU

Encoder Electronics Box ESM and ASM encoder electronics

Optical Assembly ESM/ASM encoders, ESM motor, redundant equipment can be powered by redundant chain
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located below the lower part of level 1 of the OU. Mechani-

cally, each scanner comprises a mirror block, bearings, a

drive motor and encoders (Fig. 3.6). Bearings use a special

lubrication allowing quasi-continuous in-orbit operation

without life-time limitations. The scanning mirrors have

uncoated, polished aluminium surfaces with a size of

90 mm � 60 mm for the ESM and 125 mm � 110 mm for

the ASM. Whilst the ASM captures radiation coming from

regions ahead of the spacecraft, the ESM either views the

ASM or the region directly underneath the spacecraft. In

limb observations light from the ASM mirror is directed

via the ESM mirror into the spectrometer. In nadir observa-

tions, only the ESM mirror is used. Both scanners shall

ideally be mounted such that their axes are parallel to the

platform coordinate system. Because placing the scanners

actually resulted in small alignment errors, their pitch, roll

and yaw mispointings had been measured on-ground during

instrument integration. The corresponding values are stored

on-board and are used in scanner control to compensate

these misalignments. The LoS pointing knowledge is of

particular importance for limb observations where even a

small pitch mispointing of, e.g. only 10 mdeg would trans-

late into an altitude error of 570 m thus degrading the

scientific value of the information in limb profiles.

Although both scan devices can be rotated by 360�, baffles
limit the effective field of view. This results in the Total Clear

Field of View (TCFoV) which depends on the observation

mode as listed in Table 3.3 and sketched in Fig. 3.7. For the

limb and occultation LoS, the baffles provide a symmetric

range on either side of the flight direction while vertically

they restrict viewing from slightly below the horizon to an

altitude of about 380 km, i.e. well above the top of the

atmosphere at 100 km. The nadir LoS is limited to an area

of about �32� across track. For a special type of measure-

ment, the rectangular shaped Nadir Calibration Window

(NCW) can be opened temporarily allowing sunlight from

above to enter the instrument via the ESM mirror. Its elon-

gated TCFoV of 1.7� � 14.8� is designed to view the Sun at

high elevation when the spacecraft crosses the orbital sub-

solar point. In almost all measurements the scanners execute

oscillating movements (forward/backward scans) or follow a

certain trajectory which is a segment of a circle. Each type of

Fig. 3.4 Optical configuration level 2 (Courtesy: DLR-IMF; adapted from SJT 1996).
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measurement has its specified scanner start positions and

scan ranges. These are defined by the orientation of the

normal of the ASM and ESM scan mirror (Figs. 3.8 and 3.9).

Executing various LoS trajectories and pointing to the Sun

or Moon requires sophisticated scanner control functions,

particularly when the movement of both mechanisms has to

be synchronised. The scanner control tasks are programmed

in on-board software with supporting information being gen-

erated by the Sun Follower (SF) in the case of solar and lunar

observations. Nominally, each scanner is operated separately

in feedback control using measurements of the rotation angle

by an incremental optical encoder. Angular scan trajectories

are assembled from preprogrammed basic and relative scan

profiles for offset and motion generation. Since precise LoS

steering to the Earth’s limb or celestial targets depends

on various scanner internal or external parameters, the

selected trajectory can be corrected correspondingly. In limb

measurements the horizontal scans through the atmosphere

maintain a constant altitude by applying a correction which

takes into account the varying curvature of the Earth (WGS84

model) along the orbit. Further corrections provide for the

yaw steering attitude mode of the ENVISAT platform and the

known misalignment of the instrument reference frame rela-

tive to the spacecraft frame. Sun and Moon observations

Fig. 3.5 SCIAMACHY optical ‘trains’. Each ‘train’ defines a path for the measured light through the instrument to the detectors. Light sources

can be external or internal (Courtesy: DLR-IMF/SRON).
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require the LoS to be centred onto the target. Analytical

control algorithms cannot always ensure this. Therefore,

information derived from the readout of the four quadrants

of the SF is fed into the control loop to steer the scanner

motors such that the mirrors – either the ASM or the ESM

or both – lock onto the central part of the intensity distribution

and follow the trajectory of Sun or Moon after successful

acquisition. The SF receives light which is reflected from

the polished blades of the spectrometer entrance slit. It is

able to detect the Sun or Moon in a 2.2� � 2.2� wide field.
For obtaining the solar irradiance, the Sun has to be

measured via a diffuser. Two aluminium diffusers are

mounted on SCIAMACHY: one on the backside of the

ESM mirror, the other on the backside of the ASM mirror.

Originally the ESM diffuser was the only one in the instru-

ment. During calibration it had turned out that this type of

diffuser exhibits spectral features which would have jeopar-

dised successful retrieval of some trace gas species. Thus

very late in the development of phase C/D an ASMfitted with

an additional diffuser was integrated. Its surface was ground

in a different way to yield optimised diffuser properties.

Telescope and Spectrometer

TheESM reflects light towards the telescopemirror, which has

a diameter of 32 mm. From the telescope mirror the light path

continues to the spectrometer entrance slit. With linear dimen-

sions of 7.7 mm � 0.19 mm (cross-dispersion � dispersion)

the entrance slit defines an Instantaneous Field of View (IFoV)

of 1.8� � 0.045�. This corresponds to a ground pixel size of 25
km� 0.6 km at the sub-satellite point (nadir) and of 103 km�
2.6 km at the Earth’s horizon (limb). For solar observations,

the IFoV can be reduced to 0.72� � 0.045� by the Aperture

Stop Mechanism (APSM), which is located between the ESM

and telescopemirror. The APSM reduces the aperture area and

thus the intensity level. Channel dependent effects lead to a

reduction by a factor of about 11000 for channels 1 and 2,

5000 for channels 3–5 and 2500 for channels 6–8.

The overall spectrometer design is based on a two stage

dispersion concept: The pre-disperser prism, located behind

the entrance slit, serves two purposes. It weakly disperses

the light and directs fully polarised light for further processing

to the Polarisation Measurement Device (PMD). Small pick-

off prisms and subsequent di-chroic mirrors direct the inter-

mediate spectrum to the 8 science channels where the light

is further dispersed by individual gratings. The selected

approach has the advantage of reducing stray light in the

channels with low light levels in the UV and NIR-SWIR part

of the spectrum. It also effectively prevents the various spec-

tral orders from one grating overlapping with the other parts of

the spectrum (Goede et al. 1991). In the light path routed to

channels 3–6 the Neutral Density Filter Mechanism (NDFM)

can move a filter into the beam. With a filter transmission of

25% it can be used, in conjunction with the APSM, to even

further reduce light levels during solar measurements.

Detector Modules

The full resolution spectral information is generated in 8 sci-

ence channels (Fig. 3.10 and Table 3.4). These employ two

types of detectors (Fig. 3.11). For the UV-VIS-NIR range

covered by channels 1–5, standard Silicon photodiodes (RL

Fig. 3.6 ESM on vibration test adaptor. The leftmost rectangular

opening is the Nadir Calibration Window (Photo: EADS Astrium).

Table 3.3 SCIAMACHY Total Clear Field of View

Observing

geometry Total Clear Field of View (TCFoV)

Nadir 32�/31� (ESM, across-track left/right)

Limb,

occultation

88� (ASM, azimuth 316�–44�) � 8� (ESM, elevation

19.5�–27.5� from X-Y plane downwards)

Sub-solar 1.7� (azimuth) � 14.8� (ESM, elevation 53.7�–68.5�

from X–Y plane upwards)
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Fig. 3.7 Sketch of SCIAMACHY’s TCFoV and observation geometries (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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1024 SR, EG&G RETICON, California) with 1024 pixels are

used which are sequentially read out. Additionally, UV chan-

nels 1 and 2 are electronically divided into two virtual bands

1a/1b and 2a/2b, which can be configured separately. The

SWIR channels 6–8 use Indium Gallium Arsenide detectors

(InGaAs by EPITAXX, New Jersey) specifically developed

and qualified for SCIAMACHY (Hoogeveen et al. 2001). In

the SWIR channels all pixels are read out in parallel. In order

to be sensitive to wavelengths beyond 1700 nm, the detector

material in the upper part of channel 6 above pixel number

794 (named ‘channel 6+’) and channels 7 and 8 were grown

with higher amounts of Indium.All channels have to be cooled

to achieve the specified signal-to-noise performance. The op-

erational temperature range is channel dependent and lowest

for the SWIR channels 7 and 8.

The pixel readout sequence in channel 2 is reversed in

wavelength to avoid spatial aliasing in the overlap region of

channels 1 and 2 and channels 2 and 3. Spatial aliasing occurs

due to the fact that for channels 1–5 the detector pixels are

read out sequentially with a time delay between the first and

the last pixel of about 28.75ms. Therefore pixels that are read

out at a different time see a somewhat different ground scene

because during the sequential readout the platform and the

scan mirrors continue to move. The size of the wavelength

dependent spectral bias depends on the variability of the

ground scene. Reversing the readout of channel 2 ensures

that the channel overlaps observe the same ground scene.

In the UV-VIS channels the minimum Pixel Exposure

Time (PET) amounts to 31.25 ms. In order to avoid saturation

in the SWIR channels, exposures in channels 6–8 can be set as

short as 28 ms. Since the movement of the scanners and the

readout of the detectors are synchronised by pulses of 62.5ms,

the maximum data transfer rate is 16 Hz. Therefore, for read-

outs with exposure times shorter than 62.5 ms the readout is

taken only once for the specified PET duration within the 62.5

ms interval and transmitted to ground. However, such cases

occur only for calibration and monitoring measurements and

not when executing nadir or limb observations.

Trace gas features are distributed non-uniformly over

the spectrum. The limited total data rate would therefore

Fig. 3.8 ESM mirror’s normal during specified observing geometries (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Fig. 3.9 Same as Fig. 3.8 but for the ASM (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).

Fig. 3.10 Single SCIAMACHY detector module (left) and the full complement of 8 detector modules (right) (Photo: SRON).
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prohibit the detailed sampling of those ranges of interest if

the full spectrum had to be downlinked as one block. SCIA-

MACHY avoids this situation by using spectral clusters and

co-adding. The 1024 pixels per channel can be subdivided

into a number of clusters identifying regions where trace gas

retrieval will take place. Each cluster can be sampled by

on-board data processing applying co-adding factors fcoadd
to the readout of the pixels of this cluster. This results in an

integration time (IT)

IT¼PET� f coadd

which defines how many subsequent readouts of each pixel

of a cluster are added to generate one measurement data

readout. By appropriately setting the integration time, high

or low temporal resolution – equivalent to high or low spatial

resolution – can be selected. Thus, depending on the exe-

cuted measurement states, variable ground pixel sizes as a

function of spectral region, i.e. trace gas features, are

achieved. Efficient setting of co-adding factors is also

required to ensure that the volume of the generated data

does not violate the assigned nominal data rate limit of

400 kbit/s. The measurement data stream finally consists of

cluster sequences representing different wavelength regions

read out at different rates.

Overall the detector performance is characterised by low

noise and high instrument throughput. This allows measuring

the incoming light with the required very high signal-to-noise

ratio (Fig. 3.12), a prerequisite for the retrieval of the targeted

geophysical parameters.

Calibration Unit

The requirement to maintain high spectral stability and

high relative radiometric accuracy over the mission’s

lifetime is ensured via an on-board calibration unit. It

consists of two calibration lamps, one for white light

and one for spectral lines. The White Light Source

(WLS) is a 5 W UV-optimised Tungsten–Halogen lamp

with an equivalent blackbody temperature of about 3000 K.

Its signal is used to verify the pixel-to-pixel signal stability and

to monitor the etalon effect (see section ‘‘Operational Level 0-

1b Processing’’ of Chapter 8). The Spectral Line Source (SLS)

is a Neon filled hollow Pt/Cr cathode lamp. Its operation

allows the determination of the pixel-to-wavelength relation.

The calibration unit is located close to the ESM. By rotating

the ESM mirror into specific positions it is possible to reflect

light from theWLS respectively the SLS towards the telescope

mirror and thus onto the entrance slit.

An extra calibration mirror near the ESM can be used

for an additional reflection of the incoming light onto the

ESM mirror. Due to its protected position well within the

instrument it is assumed that this extra mirror will not

degrade throughout the mission. Thus it can be used as a

further means for monitoring optical performance (see

section ‘‘Optical Performance Monitoring’’of Chapter 5).

Polarisation Measurement Device

The sensitivity of the spectrometer depends on the polarisa-

tion state of the incoming light. Therefore SCIAMACHY is

equipped with a Polarisation Measurement Device. Six of its

Table 3.4 SCIAMACHY science channels (1 and 2 = UV, 3 and 4

= VIS, 5 = NIR, 6–8 = SWIR)

Channel

Spectral range

(nm)

Resolution

(nm)

Stability (nm/

100 min)

Temperature

range (K)

1 214–334 0.24 0.003 204.5–210.5

2 300–412 0.26 0.003 204.0–210.0

3 383–628 0.44 0.004 221.8–227.8

4 595–812 0.48 0.005 222.9–224.3

5 773–1063 0.54 0.005 221.4–222.4

6 971–1773 1.48 0.015 197.0–203.8

7 1934–2044 0.22 0.003 145.9–155.9

8 2259–2386 0.26 0.003 143.5–150.0

Fig. 3.11 The RETICON (top) and EPITAXX (bottom) linear detector
arrays (Photo: SRON).
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channels (PMD A-F) measure light polarised perpendicular

to the SCIAMACHY optical plane, generated by a Brewster

angle reflection at the second face of the pre-dispersing

prism. This polarised beam is split into six different spectral

bands (Table 3.5). The spectral bands are quite broad and

overlap with spectral regions of channels 2–6 and 8. The

PMD and the light path to the array detectors, including the

detectors, have different polarisation responses. Conse-

quently, with the appropriate combination of PMD data,

array detector data and on-ground polarisation calibration

data the polarisation of the incoming light from the nadir

measurements can be determined. For atmospheric limb

measurements, where both mirrors are used, the light is

outside the optical plane of the spectrometer. This requires

measurements of additional polarisation information of the

incoming light. A seventh PMD channel measures the 45�

component of the light extracted from the channels 3–6 light

path. All PMD channels are non-integrating and are read out

every 1/40 s. They observe the same atmospheric volume as

science channels 1–8.

Radiator A and Active Thermal Control

The OBM needs to be operated in orbit at a constant temper-

ature to preserve the validity and accuracy of the on-ground

calibration and characterisation. Additionally, a low temper-

ature level is required to keep the thermal radiation of the

instrument itself at a minimum in order not to enhance the

background in the SWIR channels 7 and 8. Therefore a

Fig. 3.12 The signal-to-noise ratios for all channels as obtained during OPTEC-5 tests. The ratios were determined for minimum and maximum

radiance signals (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).

Table 3.5 SCIAMACHY PMD. The wavelength ranges are defined to

contain 80% of the total signal in the respective PMD channel

Channel Spectral range (nm) Detector Temperature (�C)
A 310–365 �18

B 455–515 �18

C 610–690 �18

D 800–900 �18

E 1500–1635 �18

F 2280–2400 �18

45� 800–900 �18
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dedicated radiator, RAD A, is used to cool the OBM and the

detector module electronics to between�17.6 and �18.2�C.
Its location on the -X side of the instrument avoids direct

solar illumination. Heat pipes are used to transfer heat from

the OBM and the detector module electronics to the radiator

(Fig. 3.13).

While the RAD A provides cooling capacity, thermal

stability of the OBM needs to be established via a closed

loop Active Thermal Control (ATC) system. It consists of

three control loops with heater circuits and thermistors. The

heating is controlled by the Power Mechanism & Thermal

Control Unit (PMTC) based on measurements by the ther-

mistors. Once ATC settings have been selected, the system

maintains the OBM temperature to high precision at

the specified level (see section ‘‘Thermal Performance’’ of

Chapter 6). When heater control reaches a limit of the speci-

fied power range, e.g. due to in-orbit thermal degradation, the

OBM temperature can no longer be kept stable over the whole

orbit. By commanding appropriately modified ATC para-

meters the required ATC performance can then be

re-established.

Thermal Bus

In-orbit operating temperatures of the detectors are well

below ambient. The detectors are cooled via the Radiant

Reflector Unit (RRU) of the Radiant Cooler (SRC) Assem-

bly. The Thermal Bus connects the detector modules ther-

mally with the reflector. Heat from detectors 1–6 is

transported via an aluminium thermal conductor, from

detectors 7 and 8 via two methane filled cryogenic heat

pipes (Fig. 3.13). The heat pipes provide an efficient heat

transfer in the temperature range 100–160 K.

Since the cooling efficiency of the Radiant Cooler is

designed to provide sufficient cooling capacity until the end

of the mission, a Thermal Control (TC) system is part of the

Thermal Bus. It prevents the detector modules from becom-

ing too cold by counter heating using three trim heaters. The

TC system uses open loop heater control. Whenever drifting

temperatures of the detectors reach their limits, the power

settings of the trim heaters are adjusted by ground command

bringing the temperatures back into the specified range.

3.3 Radiant Cooler Assembly

SCIAMACHY’s Radiant Cooler dissipates heat generated in

the detector modules to deep space to permit cooling of the

detector arrays to in-orbit operating temperatures. The reflect-

ing unit and the detectors are connected via the Thermal Bus of

the OA. As for RAD A, the RRU points in the -X direction

away from the Sun. Earthshine and sunshine are blocked from

the radiating surface of the SRC to gain maximum cooling

efficiency. Cold temperatures are obtained using a two stage

process. An intermediate stage in the Radiator Unit lowers

temperatures of detectors 1–6, while the cold stage, fitted with

a parabolic reflector, yields temperatures around 150 K for

detectors 7 and 8.

Due to its low temperature, the RRU surface is expected to

attract contaminants from the in-orbit environment, particu-

larly from ENVISAT itself. This would degrade the perfor-

mance of the Radiant Cooler leading to reduced cooling

efficiency. In order to clean the Radiant Cooler, the cold

stage and the reflector are equipped with decontamination

heaters. Turning the decontamination heaters ‘on’ raises

the temperatures of the RRU, contaminating substances are

removed through evaporation and the cooling performance is

re-established. Whether contaminants begin to degrade

the SRC performance can be determined from the power

settings of the TC trim heaters. Degraded cooling efficiency

is equivalent to higher radiator temperatures, i.e. higher

detector temperatures. Consequently the trim heaters require

less power when the SRC efficiency degrades because of

contamination.

Fig. 3.13 Heat pipes from the optical bench to RAD A (top) and

cryogenic heat pipes from detector modules 7 and 8 to the SRC (bottom)
(Photo: EADS Astrium).
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3.4 Electronic Assembly

SCIAMACHY’s ‘brain’ resides in the Electronic Assembly.

It provides the processing and formatting link of the detec-

tors generating the primary science data with the spacecraft

platform transmitting the digitised science data to ground.

In addition, the EA houses all electrical and software func-

tions required for autonomous operation of the whole

instrument.

Functionally the EA consists of the primary processor

called Instrument Control Unit (ICU) and the secondary

processors, the PMTC and the Science Data Processing

Unit (SDPU) as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Serial data lines for

the transmission of commands and data connect these three

units. The EA is supplemented by the Decontamination

Heater Control Module (DHCM) for operating the decon-

tamination heaters on the SRC and the Digital Bus Unit

(DBU) providing the instrument’s command and control

communication front-end interface to the ENVISAT

platform.

Instrument Control Unit

Central control of all SCIAMACHY equipment in response

to commands from ground and autonomous in-orbit opera-

tions of the instrument is the task of the ICU. It ensures

– Reception, verification and execution of macrocommands

(MCMD) – and potential software updates – relayed by

ENVISAT’s Payload Management Computer (PMC)

– Autonomous instrument control as required by instru-

ment mode, instrument states and parameters

– Monitoring of instrument HK telemetry data to verify

instrument health

– Detection of anomalies and execution of autonomous

corrective actions

– Acquisition and formatting of HK telemetry data from the

secondary processors and the ICU itself for transmission

to the PMC

– Maintaining a History Area to record significant instru-

ment events

Fig. 3.14 The Simplified Engineering Model of the EA with ICU (1), PMTC (2), SDPU (3) and DBU (4) (Photo: EADS Astrium).
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All time information is derived from the ICU on-board clock

providing the SCIAMACHY On-Board Time (OBT). OBT

and ENVISAT’s PMC master clock are synchronised. The

internal clocks of the secondary processors are not synchro-

nised with the ICU clock. Datation of the scanners and

detectors relies on an internal 16 Hz Broadcast Pulse

(BCPS) which is generated in the ICU. For many aspects

of command execution however, a time resolution of 62.5

ms is too low. Therefore another rate of 256 Hz defines the

time unit Count – equivalent to 3.9 ms – to synchronise

instrument internal control functions. Scanner control opera-

tions are driven by a dedicated PMTC internal 1 kHz clock.

The ICU’s control logic implements the operations con-

cept. This is not only true for the scientifically oriented (see

Chapter 4) but also for engineering related activities.

Tables configure ICU functions with the content of the tables

being interpreted by ICU software. Operations modifications

can thus be implemented by changes of table parameters,

loadable via MCMD. Engineering tasks particularly concern

the monitoring of the instrument health and safety and auton-

omous handling of anomalies. Up to 255 HK parameters can

be monitored simultaneously. As long as the monitoring

function does not report any anomaly, the instrument con-

tinues operations. Each anomaly detected triggers a Correc-

tive Action (CA). The relation between anomalies and CA is

again defined in tables. Some anomalies result in a CA which

does not interrupt operations but is just recorded in the ICU’s

history area. This area is regularly downloaded via telemetry

for inspection. More severe errors cause an immediate stop

of ongoingmeasurements and the transition of the instrument

into a safe configuration. After careful analysis of the anom-

aly and eliminating its cause, the instrument can be com-

manded from safe configuration back to nominal operations.

Secondary Processors

TheSDPUcontrols and acquires science data fromall 8 detector

modules and auxiliary information from the PMD, the Sun

Follower and the PMTC. On-board data preprocessing in this

unit occurs prior to formatting and transfer to ENVISAT’s High

Speed Multiplexer (HSM) via the measurement data interface.

The PMTC receives power from the platform and supplies the

various modules in the OA. Additionally it controls the thermal

status of the OA and detectors as well as the operations of

mechanisms, including scanners and calibration sources.

Modes

Various operational instrument configurations, called

‘modes’, exist. They are divided into support modes and

operations modes. The latter are those where SCIAMACHY

can fulfil its measurement objectives. Two operations modes

are defined:Measurement (see Chapter 4) andDecontamina-

tion. TheMeasurementmode may either be Timeline or Idle.
Measurement corresponds to periods when the instrument

collects science data. Once in Idle, the instrument has

finished a particular measurement and waits until the next

measurement will be started. The purpose of support modes

is to achieve or maintain full operational conditions. Some of

them are the response to an ICU or platform detected

anomaly. Depending on the severity of the anomaly the

instrument equipment and EA processors may be transferred

to restricted activity levels. Other modes represent interme-

diate steps in the sequence from a lower mode up to Mea-

surement mode. Predefined procedures transfer the

instrument from one mode to another, both for nominal

operations and anomaly cases.

3.5 The Making of SCIAMACHY

Following the selection of SCIAMACHYas anAO instrument

aboard ENVISAT in 1989, the space agencies ofGermany and

The Netherlands initiated the development of the instrument

aiming at an ENVISAT launch date before the end of the last

century (for details about the early phase of the SCIAMACHY

programme see section ‘‘SCIAMACHY’s Past and Beyond its

Future’’ of Chapter 1). Between 1990 and 1992 conceptual

studies were carried out and predevelopment of innovative

technology occurred at EADS Astrium (former Dornier Satel-

litensysteme) in collaboration with TNO-TPD and SRON in

The Netherlands. This Phase B ended with a Baseline Design

Review in November 1992. Phase C/D work started then in

1993 as a bilateral programme between Germany and The

Netherlands and endedwith the final delivery of the instrument

to ESA in March 2000. DLR and NIVR agreed to a ‘Memo-

randumofUnderstanding’which outlined the commitments of

both partners. Finally Belgium joined the programme by fund-

ing the Polarisation Measurement Device, originally part of

the Dutch contribution. For the management of the industrial

contracts, DLR and NIVR set up DNPM, the common project

management entity acting as the interface to the selected

industrial contractors. To ensure continuous scientific over-

sight during instrument development and successive opera-

tions, participating institutes formed the SCIAMACHY

Science Advisory Group (SSAG), chaired by the Principal

Investigator (PI), under the auspices of DLR, NIVR and

ESA. This group not only gave advice in scientific data prod-

uct matters but also hosted the calibration and the validation

subgroups with the lead assigned to the Netherlands Institute

for Space Research (SRON) and the Royal DutchMeteorolog-

ical Institute (KNMI), respectively.
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The Phase C/D contractors EADS Astrium and Dutch

Space (former Fokker Space) were jointly responsible for

the instrument development up to delivery to and acceptance

by the agencies at the ENVISAT Launch Readiness Review.

EADS Astrium and Dutch Space concluded an agreement

between both companies and became co-prime contractors

on an equal level. In order to establish a counterpart to the

DNPM, the co-primes created the Integrated System Team

(IST) acting as the entity to ensure a coherent and harmo-

nised industrial programme. Having two co-primes meant

establishing joint plans for many aspects of project develop-

ment, including Project Management Plan, Product Assur-

ance Plan and Design, Development and Verification Plan.

Each of the two co-prime contractors led an industrial

consortium with a well defined share of tasks between the

German and Dutch partners (Table 3.6). The German con-

sortium consisted of

– EADS Astrium, Friedrichshafen (lead)

– Jena Optronik, Jena

– OHB System, Bremen

– Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen

– Kayser Threde, München

– SGI, Altenstadt

– EADS Astrium (former Matra Marconi Space), Toulouse

– Austrian Aerospace (former ORS), Wien

– Kongsberg, Oslo

– Turbinegarden, Kopenhagen

Members of the Dutch consortium were

– Dutch Space, Leiden (lead)

– SRON, Utrecht

– TNO-TPD, Delft

– Delft Sensor Systems (OIP), Oudenaarde/Belgium

Dutch Space, SRON and TNO-TPD formed the

SCIAMACHY Joint Team (SJT), with its key personnel

co-located at TNO-TPD premises in Delft. Development of

the OA, with a few exceptions, and the SRC was attributed to

the Dutch consortium. German responsibility included EA,

Encoder Electronics and instrument harness.

For ground verification and testing, a joint approach was

pursued, since final performance verification occurred in

many cases at instrument level. The thermal balance/

thermal vacuum (TB/TV) and electromagnetic compatibility

(EMC RE/RS) instrument tests were performed in the IABG

facilities at Ottobrunn near Munich. Instrument level tests

included five ‘cold’ campaigns with the OA being cooled

inside the vacuum chamber of the Optical Test Facility

(OPTEC) at the Dutch Space Amsterdam/Schiphol pre-

mises, designated OPTEC-1 through OPTEC-5. Each

OPTEC campaign comprised a sequence of qualification,

verification, functional, performance and calibration tests

with the Proto Flight Model (PFM) and included also in

total three PI Periods. The latter were time slots assigned

to scientific measurements to collect representative spectra

of trace gases with the instrument. The PI Periods also

provided very valuable additional information on the perfor-

mance of SCIAMACHY.

In the course of the development several models were

built in support of the instrument and ENVISAT integration,

verification and testing requirements. The model finally

delivered to ESA for integration onto the ENVISAT platform

is referred to as the PFM. Prior to PFM the Simplified Engi-

neering Model (SEM) was required to functionally represent

SCIAMACHY in the ENVISAT Engineering Model

programme. The SEM consisted of the EA and Instrument

Harness while the OA and SRC were represented by electri-

cal dummy loads. Structural Models (STM) were built for the

OA and SRC and were used for mechanical testing of the

ENVISAT structure (Fig. 3.15).

Further frameworks for the successful development of the

SCIAMACHY mission consisted of the ‘Instrument Mission

Implementation Agreement’ (IMIA) and the ‘Flight Opera-

tion and Data Plan’ (FODP), which specified the responsi-

bility split between DLR/NIVR on instrument and ESA on

ENVISAT mission provider side. Based on these definitions,

DLR created in 1996 the national SCIAMACHY Operations

Support Team (SOST) with personnel from DLR at DFD

(later at the Remote Sensing Technology Institute – IMF)

and at the Institute of Environmental Physics/Institute of

Table 3.6 Instrument development responsibilities (D = Germany,

NL = The Netherlands, B = Belgium)

Item Responsibility

Optical Assembly NL

Optical Unit/Optical Bench NL

Detector modules NL

PMD and Sun Follower B

Scan mechanisms (ASM, ESM) D

Calibration lamps NL

OA heat pipes D

Mounting Support Structure D

Radiator A NL

Multilayer Insulation (MLI) NL

Electronic Assembly D

PMTC D

ICU D

SDPU D

DBU Customer furnished item

DHCM D

Base Plate D

MLI D

Radiant Cooler Assembly NL

Radiant Reflector Unit NL

Thermal Bus Unit NL

Cryogenic heat pipe D

Mechanical and thermal accessories NL

Encoder Electronics D

Instrument Harness D
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Remote Sensing (IUP-IFE), University of Bremen. Its ob-

jective was to develop the infrastructure and interfaces re-

quired for the execution of the in-flight measurements. In

addition, SOST supported both industry and agencies in all

other aspects of scientific instrument operations. Algorithm

and processor development for operational measurement

data analysis was performed as part of the implementation

of the ENVISAT ground segment. Since the ground segment

concept assigned tasks of operational SCIAMACHY prod-

uct generation to the German Processing and Archiving

Centre (D-PAC) located at DLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, a large

fraction of the required algorithm and processor develop-

ment work was put under the responsibility of the data

processing group at DFD and IMF.

As not uncommon in the development of complex satellite

hard- and software, unexpected difficulties both at manage-

ment and technical levels introduced delays which had to be

accommodated. This also occurred in the SCIAMACHY

programme. Fortunately the targeted ENVISAT launch in

the late 1990s had to slip as well so that finally the

instrument could be delivered on time (Figs. 3.16 and 3.17).Fig. 3.16 Integration of the OA (Photo: Dutch Space).

Fig. 3.15 Structural Model of the OA showing the SCIAMACHY

design with detector modules (1), ESM with Nadir Calibration Window

(2), limb baffle with cover (3), RAD A (4), SRC (5) and Thermal Bus (6)

(Photo: ESA).

Fig. 3.17 ENVISAT integration on the ESTEC Hydra vibration test

facility. The instruments are covered with MLI. SCIAMACHY is the

only instrument located on the front panel (top right corner) (Photo: ESA).
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The EA PFM passed its Consent-to-Ship Board successfully

in February 1999 when it was handed over to ENVISAT.

The OA PFM required investigation of a few deficiencies

discovered in late characterisation and calibration data

before being accepted by ENVISAT in March 2000.

When the flight hardware had been integrated onto the

platform, the ESM diffuser was found not to be best suited

for the envisaged in-flight calibration strategy. In an

extra effort, an additional diffuser was manufactured, tested

and mounted on the back side of the spare ASM mirror.

ESA accepted the replacement of the current ASM

with the modified and retested spare ASM. This exchange

operation at spacecraft level took place in March 2001.

Only 2 months later, ENVISAT was shipped to the

launch site in Kourou where it arrived 15 May on-board an

Antonov-124 heavy lifter aircraft. Further months of

testing and waiting for the finalisation of the ARIANE-5

requalification programme passed until ENVISAT could

finally be launched into orbit on 1 March 2002. This

completed SCIAMACHY’s on-ground phase and started its

in-orbit life.
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Chapter 4

Instrument Operations

M. Gottwald, A. Moore, S. Noël, E. Krieg, R. Mager, and H. Kröger

Abstract SCIAMACHY operations have to be highly auton-

omous. All instrument activities are stored on-board and

activated by time-tagged commands. They execute measure-

ments in all required viewing geometries including the unique

limb/nadir matching. Observations of the Sun in occultation

over the northern hemisphere and the Moon in occultation

over the southern hemisphere occur at regular intervals, rang-

ing from each orbit to eachmonth. They are complemented by

sub-solar observations. The lunar measurements need partic-

ularly accurate preparation due to the orbital motions of the

Moon and ENVISAT around Earth. Both Sun and Moon

occultations have to take refraction into account for the period

when both targets are viewed through the lower atmosphere.

Timing of SCIAMACHY measurement operations is entirely

Sun or Moon related. The specified mission scenarios com-

bine nadir, limb and eclipse measurements between Sun or

Moon related events along the orbit. The smallest functional

sequences are states, controlled via various parameter tables.

When combining individual states, timelines are generated.

Sets of states and timelines are stored on-board. Each timeline

is activated by a single macrocommand. Both states and time-

lines can be modified from ground. Since SCIAMACHY has

been provided by national agencies, instrument operations is a

shared enterprise between DLR/NIVR and ESA.

Keywords Limb/nadir matching • Sun occultation •

Moon occultation • Mission scenarios • States •

Timelines • SOST

SCIAMACHY’s measurement operations concept required

combining the properties of the ENVISAT operational envi-

ronment – both space and ground segment, the challenging

scientific needs and the characteristics of the sensor. Finally

a concept of autonomously executing functional sequences,

all stored on-board, was developed. This permitted fully

exploiting the instrument’s flexibility without using too

many resources of the ENVISAT mission or violating the

requirements of the atmospheric science user community

(EADS Astrium 2003).

The characteristics of a polar orbiting platform with short

telemetry coverage at the high latitude station Kiruna or via

the Ka-band Artemis link demanded highly autonomous on-

board operations. This comprises not only on-board anomaly

detection and initiating corrective actions as part of the

instrument control but also the ability to configure the in-

strument status and to execute measurements without direct

manual intervention from ground. The goal is to store the

pre-planned measurement schedule on-board and execute it

as a time-tagged sequence of measurement activities.

Scientific requirements include viewing geometries for at-

mospheric measurements of nadir, limb, Sun occultation and

Moon occultation (Fig. 4.1). In addition, external (e.g. dark

current, Sun reference) and internal (calibration lamps) obser-

vations supplement the measurement schedule. One of SCIA-

MACHY’smain objectives is tomeasure the sameatmospheric

volume both in nadir and limb within one orbit, i.e. achieving

limb/nadir matching of the geolocation of limb states with

associated nadir states. It allows collecting scientific informa-

tion for the samevolumeof air from twodifferentmeasurement

modes. The combination of nadir and limb measurements is

especially useful for deriving tropospheric information.
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When matching limb and nadir states, SCIAMACHY first

observes an atmospheric volume at the horizon by looking

slightly off the flight direction towards Earth’s rotation.

Later in orbit, after a time interval Dt = 430 s, the same

volume of air crosses the subsatellite point and can be

observed under nadir conditions (Fig. 4.2). The interval of

Dt = 430 s is defined by the altitude and angular velocity of

the spacecraft platform. In limb mode, SCIAMACHY

observes the horizon 3280 km ahead of the instrument

close to flight direction. Because the spacecraft’s steering

law is determined by the latitude-dependent Earth’s rotation-

al velocity at the instantaneous subsatellite point, the line-of-

sight does not intercept the horizon at a point where the

Earth’s and spacecraft’s angular velocities would lead to

limb/nadir matching. Therefore, an instrument yaw steering

correction is implemented in SCIAMACHY’s on-board soft-

ware to compensate for the phase shift between local yaw

steering and instrument line-of-sight in limb observations. It

reflects the angular difference of approx. 27� in latitude

between local subsatellite point during limb measurement

and line-of-sight interception at the Earth’s horizon (Fig. 4.3).

4.1 Sun and Moon Observation

All measurement activities are planned relative to solar and

lunar constellations. SCIAMACHY operations are either

Sun or Moon fixed, but never Earth fixed (SOST 1996).

When viewed from ENVISAT, solar and lunar constellations

are determined by the spacecraft propagating along the orbit,

the orientation of the orbital plane, the lunar motion around

Earth and the Earth orbiting the Sun. Thus the observing

conditions can be completely predicted by careful orbit

analysis. These predicted conditions are then translated

into configurable instrument states and timelines.

Fig. 4.1 SCIAMACHY’s scientific observation modes: 1 = nadir, 2 = limb, 3 = occultation (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Fig. 4.2 An orbit with planned limb/nadir matching on the dayside of the orbit. The sequence of nadir and limb states in a timeline is arranged

such that limb ground pixels (blue), defined by the line-of-sight tangent point, fall right into a nadir ground pixel (green) in the illuminated part of

the orbit (Courtesy: DLR-IMF/SRON).

Fig. 4.3 ENVISAT’s yaw steering, the yaw steering correction of limb states and the resulting SCIAMACHY yaw steering. Between ENVISAT

and SCIAMACHY yaw steering an orbital shift of 27� exists which reflects the observation geometry in elevation when looking to the horizon in

flight direction (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Sun Occultation

The sun-synchronous orbit Mean Local Solar Time (MLST)

of 10 a.m. during descending node crossing leaves the Sun

always to the left of the flight direction, i.e. at azimuth angles

>180�. The elevation of the Sun varies between approx.

�70� and +70�. Sunrise occurs after ascending node cross-

ing when ENVISAT moves towards the North Pole on the

eclipse side of the orbit. The Sun becomes visible at the

Earth’s limb left of the flight direction at medium to high

geographic latitudes (Fig. 4.4). The exact latitude is depen-

dent on the actual position of the true Sun relative to the

Earth (true Sun reflects the actual annual orbital motion of

the Earth contrary to the mean Sun which is characterised by

assuming a constant Earth orbital velocity). In summer, Sun

occultation measurements start when the spacecraft has

reached geographic latitudes of about 27� north while in

winter the subsatellite point moves up to about 75� north.

At sunrise the solar elevation is identical to the elevation of

the Earth’s limb, i.e. approx. 27.2�. The azimuth angle at

sunrise has a mean value of 330�, corresponding to the

MLST at descending node crossing of 10 a.m. and changes

over a year due to the apparent motion of the true Sun.

Caused by the orbital motion of ENVISAT, the Sun rises

almost vertically through SCIAMACHY’s limb TCFoV. In

an occultation measurement, the ASM has to acquire the Sun

at an angle of about 330� and to follow the slightly changing

azimuth as the Sun moves higher. In the elevation direction

the Sun must be tracked by the ESM up to the maximum

elevation angle of 19.5�, limited by the TCFoV. From the

Earth’s limb up to an elevation angle of 25.2�, corresponding
to an altitude of 100 km, the sunlight is transmitted through

the Earth’s atmosphere and partially absorbed. Thus the Sun

serves both as a target for probing the atmospheric trace gas

constituents (altitude <100 km) and for calibration and

monitoring measurements (altitude >100 km). Therefore

the total time of the sunrise in the limb TCFoV is referred

to as Sun Occultation & Calibration (SO&C) window.

Sub-solar Observations

The sub-solar port above the ESM provides additional access

to the Sun above the atmosphere. Because Sun viewing in this

configuration does not involve the ASM, these measure-

ments, when used in conjunction with data from other light

paths, permit monitoring the characteristics of the ASM

mirror. The Sun is visible through the sub-solar port when

the Sun has reached its highest elevation. This occurs at an

azimuth angle of 270�. The sub-solar elevation angle changes
continuously with season. Therefore the Sun moves up

and down over a year along the elongated dimension of

the sub-solar TCFoV when passing through the window.

Fig. 4.4 Tangent point geolocation at an altitude of 20 km for all solar and lunar occultation measurements in the year 2009 (Courtesy:

DLR-IMF/SRON).
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The duration of a sub-solar measurement is defined by the

time it takes the Sun to pass through the azimuth dimension

of the sub-solar port, reduced by the small aperture stop to

only 0.72�. It amounts to 21 s, with the Sun being fully visible

for a short period of only 3.5 s.

Moon Occultation

Individual observations of the Moon follow the same prin-

ciples as described for the Sun. The lunar disk is acquired by

the ASM and ESM and tracked as the moon rises through the

limb TCFoV. As in the case of the Sun, the Moon acts both

as a target for scientific and for calibration and monitoring

measurements. The corresponding time interval is the Moon

Occultation & Calibration (MO&C) window. Predicting

lunar occultation measurements requires analyses of the

viewing conditions as a function of the monthly lunar mo-

tion. For a full orbit the Moon moves in direct motion within
a synodic month of 29.53 days. The Moon’s orbital plane is

inclined by 5.1� to the ecliptic. Thus, to a first order, the

Moon’s orbital plane lies perpendicular to ENVISAT’s

orbital plane. Whenever the lunar orbit crosses the limb

TCFoV of SCIAMACHY, moonrise can be observed

(Fig. 4.5). With a total azimuth size of 2 � 44� for the

Fig. 4.5 SCIAMACHY’s monthly lunar visibility occurs between 1 and 2 over the southern hemisphere (lunar phase >0.5). The hatched area

illustrates the limb TCFoV of 88�. Visibility at smaller lunar phases over the northern hemisphere between 3 and 4 is not used because it coincides

with solar occultations (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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limb TCFoV, the monthly time interval when lunar measure-

ments can be executed is

Dmoon ¼ 88�

360�
� 29:5 days � 7:2 days

The duration of each monthly observation opportunity dis-

plays a seasonal variation of between 5.5–8 days. Due to the

lunar orbital motion, the first moonrise in a monthly period

occurs on the left side of the limb TCFoV (azimuth = 316�).
Each orbit moonrise progresses with an azimuth rate of about

1�/orbit to the right side of the limb TCFoV. At the end of the

monthly visibility, theMoon has reached the right edge of the

TCFoV (azimuth = 44�). The lunar phase changes continu-

ously within each monthly period. At the beginning of the

visibility, the phase amounts to about 0.6–0.7. Full Moon can

be observed close to the end of the monthly cycle because the

10 a.m. descending node crossing time criterion of ENVI-

SAT’s sun-synchronous orbit only allows full illumination of

the lunar disk when the Moon rises at an azimuth of about

30�. Moonrise occurs over a large range of geographic lati-

tudes (see Fig. 4.4). Different to sunrise, where the geograph-

ic latitude of the subsatellite point – and thus also the

geolocation of the tangent point where the atmosphere is

probed – changes slowly over a year, the latitude of the

subsatellite point at moonrise varies significantly within a

monthly period. This fact is particularly interesting for the

occultation measurements because it allows studying the

atmosphere at various latitudes. Moonrise at lunar phases

>0.5 can only be observed over the southern hemisphere.

This complements solar occultations which are restricted to

the northern hemisphere.

Refraction

Observation of sunrise and moonrise from a spacecraft is

affected by the refractive properties of the Earth’s atmo-

sphere. Because the Sun and Moon have almost the same

apparent size of 31.5 arcmin the effect of refraction is iden-

tical for both. The refraction angle depends on the Earth’s

radius, the scale height of the exponentially decreasing re-

fractivity profile, the refractivity and the height of the tan-

gent point of the incident rays. For visible light the refraction

angle amounts to approx. 70 arcmin at the horizon (h =

0 km), i.e. SCIAMACHY can observe the first solar/lunar

photons when the Sun/Moon is still well below the geomet-

ric horizon. As the Sun or Moon rises, the refracted image of

the disk is distorted by differential refraction (Fig. 4.6). At

an altitude of h � 17 km refraction has become so small that

refracted image and the celestial position of the solar or

lunar disk overlap. Below this height the angular rate of

the rising Sun or Moon as defined by the moving spacecraft

is larger than the variable rate of their refracted images. At

low altitudes, measuring the Sun or the Moon can be difficult

due to obscuration by or reflected radiation from clouds. On-

board control of the scan mirrors during occultation uses

the Sun Follower with its relatively wide field of view of

2.2� � 2.2�. Since the lunar disk can be outshined by an

illuminated cloudy atmosphere, moon occultation measure-

ments are only possible when the Moon rises on the night

side beyond the terminator.

4.2 Reference Measurement Orbit

A typical SCIAMACHY orbit starts above the northern hemi-

sphere with an observation of the rising Sun. In order to

acquire also light from the sparsely illuminated atmosphere

at the limb in the direction of the rising Sun, a sequence of limb

measurements precedes each Sun occultation measurement.

Once the Sun has risen, it is tracked by the ESM for the

complete pass through the SO&C window. After about 175 s

the Sun leaves the limb TCFoV at the upper edge. In order to

fully exploit the high spatial resolution during occultation,

measurement data readout with a high rate is required in the

SO&C window. Until the passage of the sub-solar point, a

series of matching limb/nadir observations are executed.

At the sub-solar point the Sun, generally close to descending

node crossing, has reached its highest elevation relative to

ENVISAT. A sub-solar measurement is only executed when

a sub-solar calibration opportunity has been assigned by

ENVISAT. Because the Ka-band antenna in its operational

position vignettes the sub-solar TCFoV, only 3 orbits per day

with sub-solar opportunities are possible. Again a sequence of

matching limb/nadir measurements follows. Above the south-

ern hemisphere, theMoonbecomesvisible during themonthly

lunar visibility period, otherwise matching limb/nadir obser-

vations continue. The risingMoon is observed similarly to the

rising Sun from bottom to top of the limb TCFoV. A series of

limb/nadir observations concludes the illuminated part of the

SCIAMACHY orbit. Because the instrument is still viewing

sunlight while the projected ground-track in the flight direc-

tion will already have seen sunset, the final measurements in

this phase are only of the nadir type. When ENVISAT enters

the eclipsed part of the orbit, dedicated eclipse observations

can be executed until SCIAMACHY moves towards another

sunrise and the orbit sequence starts again (Fig. 4.7). Ascend-

ing node crossing occurs always in eclipse phase. The refer-

ence orbit is entirely based on the Sun/Moon fixed concept.

While Sun fixed events show a relatively stable temporal beha-

viour over a year, orbital segments related toMoon occultation

measurements do not. They exhibit strong variability both

within a monthly lunar observation period and over a year.
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4.3 Mission Scenarios

It has proven useful to structure SCIAMACHY operations in

the form ofmission scenarios (SOST 2001a). These define in

a top-down approach objectives on various planning levels.

The mission scenarios lead finally to a scenario for a single

orbit, i.e. an orbital mission scenario that is the basis for

continuous mission planning and scheduling. For nominal

operations the orbital mission scenario is defined by:

– A swath width of �480 km relative to ground track in

nadir and limb scans for global coverage within 6 days

(taking the alternating limb/nadir measurements into ac-

count – see Fig. 4.8)

– Matching limb/nadir measurements in the illuminated

part of the orbit

– Sun occultation measurements each orbit

– Moon occultation measurements whenever possible

(moonrise on nightside of Earth)

– Mesosphere/lower thermosphere measurements in

eclipse each orbit, intermittent with calibration and mon-

itoring measurements

– The equivalent of 2 days per month with mesosphere/

lower thermosphere measurements in the illuminated part

of the orbit

– Calibration and monitoring measurements on a daily

(every 14th orbit), weekly (every 100th orbit) and month-

ly basis

The simplest orbital mission scenario is executed whenever

the Moon is not visible and no regular calibration and

monitoring tasks have to be performed. This scenario occurs

about 90% of the time during a month and can be accommo-

dated by 4 timelines. The most complex scenario is defined

when implementing monthly calibration and monitoring

requirements. This consists of a series of 5 consecutive orbits

filled with calibration and monitoring activities.

When defining mission scenarios the accumulated

activations of SCIAMACHY’s life limited items (LLI)

have to be taken into account. These are the mechanical

components such as NDFM, APSM and the NCWM, the

mechanism to open the Nadir Calibration Window, internal

calibration lamps WLS and SLS and cryogenic heat pipes

Operating LLI according to agreed mission scenarios must

Fig. 4.6 The effect of refraction during sunrise. The position of the Sun is indicated by the yellow disk while the distorted refracted image appears

above the horizon. About 30 s after begin of sunrise the position of the true and refracted disk overlap and refraction becomes negligible. The

sinusoidal curve illustrates the elevation scan of the ESM at the start of the Sun occultation states (Courtesy: DLR-IMF; background photo: NASA

Johnson Space Center and Image Science & Analysis Laboratory).
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not exceed the specified number of switches, cycles or ‘on’

times, i.e. individual in-flight LLI budgets, over the mission

lifetime.

4.4 Parameter Tables

Utilising the high degree of flexibility in the instrument

design can only be accomplished through parameterisation

of on-board operations. For the execution of scientific and

calibration and monitoring measurements it means that asso-

ciated functions must be predefined and stored on-board

with ground control having the capabilities to modify the

instrument configuration. Changing the instrument status

includes software updates via patching as well as parameter

settings via commanding. Those sets of parameters which

are associated with basic instrument properties, e.g. scanner,

thermal and mechanism control definitions are termed engi-

neering parameters. More than 4600 engineering parameters

exist. Most of them have been defined prior to launch and

were verified during the Commissioning Phase. During

routine operations, engineering parameters are usually not

subject to modifications. Parameters relating to the configu-

ration of the spectrometer while acquiring data, themeasure-

ment parameters, have also been defined prior to launch.

Fig. 4.7 SCIAMACHY reference orbit with Sun/Moon fixed events along the orbit. The events define orbital segments which are filled with

timelines. State duration is not to scale (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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However, changing scientific requirements and following

lessons learnt about actual instrument behaviour during the

Commissioning Phase, have made it necessary to update

measurement parameters occasionally. Both types of para-

meters were burnt into the EEPROM (Electrical Erasable

Programmable Read Only Memory) unit during instrument

development. Whenever the ICU is initialised or reset, the

EEPROM content is loaded and expanded into the ICU

RAM (Random Access Memory). A copy of this content is

then further loaded into the work area of the RAM and this

part of the ICU RAM can be accessed by macrocommands in

order to update parameters as required. Engineering and

measurement parameters are organised in a series of param-

eter tables defining common functional tasks.

More than 25000 measurement parameters are needed to

execute all the required measurements. Spectrometer set-

tings, both for the detectors and the scanners, are provided

via measurement parameters (Table 4.1). Tables usually re-

late to individual measurement states (see below) but ‘com-

mon’ tables serve all states. Particularly the values of the

pixel exposure times and the co-adding factors ensure, in

conjunction with the definition of wavelength clusters, opti-

mised signal-to-noise ratios over the complete orbit. The

product of PET and co-adding factor yields the integration

time, which defines the readout frequency (see section ‘‘Op-

tical Assembly’’ of Chapter 3). In the case where SWIR

channels run into saturation, the Hot Mode parameters

allow decreasing the exposure times in channels 6–8 below

the minimum PET of 31.25 ms. The characteristics of the

ASM/ESM rotations are defined via the Scanner State, Basic

Scan Profile and Relative Scan Profile parameters. The Basic

Scan Profile specifies the underlying standard motion of the

respective mirror whereas the Relative Scan Profile is a

mirror movement superimposed onto the Basic Scan Profile,

e.g. fast upward/downward scans in elevation while the

ESM is basically slowly moving in elevation.

4.5 Measurement States

The different configurations of the individual functions to

operate SCIAMACHY in measurement modes are defined as

states (SOST 2003). A state controls a sequence of activities

to execute a particular measurement task, e.g. nadir observa-

tions with certain pixel exposure times, Sun occultation with

a certain scan geometry, etc. In total 70 states can be defined

on-board. There they are stored as part of the Relative Time

Command Sequence (RTCS) table which is also contained

in the EEPROM and transferred to the ICU RAM. The

entries in the RTCS table determine the execution of each

state as a series of primitive commands which are activated

sequentially once the first primitive command has been

started. The parameters in the measurement tables control

the execution of the primitive commands, i.e. of the state.

State Definition

SCIAMACHY’s scientific measurement objectives and

requirements have necessitated the definition of the 70

Fig. 4.8 Nadir coverage after 1 day of routine measurements. At the

equator consecutive nadir ground pixels are separated by about 1600

km. This gap is filled within 3 days in case of nadir only state

sequences. With successive limb/nadir states full nadir coverage at

the equator requires 6 days (Courtesy: DLR-IMF/ SRON).

Table 4.1 Measurement parameter tables

Type Table

Number of specified

parameters

State Scanner State 10080

Pixel exposure time 1400

Hot Mode 420

State Index 280

State duration 420

Co-adding 4480

Detector Cmd Words 35

DME Enable 8

State RTCS Index 140

Common Basic Scan Profile 60

Relative Scan Profile 8652

Cluster per Channel 40

Cluster Definition 464
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individual states as listed in Table 4.2. Thirty-five states imple-

ment scientific observation requirements, 26 are for the purpose

of in-flight calibration, 4 for in-flight monitoring and the data

from 5 states can be used for scientific and calibration analyses.

The high number of calibration and monitoring states is the

result of the thorough and complex in-flight calibration and

monitoring concept.

The definition of each state requires the translation of

scientific requirements into instrument functions, configur-

able via parameter settings. Once a state has been specified,

its configuration is frozen thus establishing the state final
flight status. The corresponding parameter tables are

uploaded on-board such that routine operations can execute

the associated measurements whenever required. Changes to

final flight definitions require strict configuration control and

follow the Operation Change Request (OCR) procedure.

Nadir and Limb States

Continuous observations of the illuminated atmosphere

occur in a sequence of matching limb/nadir states. The

standard setting requires a wide swath geometry both in

nadir and limb viewing. This enables global coverage within

3 days in nadir only mode or 6 days when running matching

limb/nadir sequences. At medium to high latitudes, complete

coverage is achieved earlier.

Foranadir state, the instrument InstantaneousLine-of-Sight

(ILoS) is pointed, via the ESM, towards the subsatellite point.

Starting left of the flight direction, the ESM is then moved

during 4 s across-track to the rightwith an angular rate yielding

the required swath width on the ground. Having reached the

turnaroundon the right side, theESMreturns in1 s across-track

back to the left side. For each integration time, a channel

Table 4.2 Measurement state definition

State ID State Measurement type Remark

1–7 Nadir 960 km swath Science All orbital positions

8, 26, 46, 63, 67 Dark current Calibration Pointing at 250 km

9–15 Nadir 120 km swath Science all orbital positions

16 NDF monitoring, NDF out Monitoring

17–21 Sun ASM diffuser Calibration Sun above atmosphere

22 Sun ASM diffuser atmosphere Monitoring Various azimuth angles

23–25, 42–45 Nadir pointing Science All orbital positions

27 Limb mesosphere Science Scanning 150–80 km

28–33 Limb 960 km swath Science All orbital positions

34–37, 40, 41 Limb no swath Science All orbital positions

38 Nadir pointing left Monitoring

39 Dark current Hot Mode Calibration

47 SO&C scanning/pointing Science, calibration Sun through and above atmosphere

48 NDF monitoring, NDF in Monitoring

49 SO&C nominal scanning, long duration Science, calibration Sun through and above atmosphere

50 SO&C fast sweep scanning Calibration

51 SO&C pointing Science, calibration Sun through and above atmosphere

52 Sun ESM diffuser, NDF out Calibration Sun above atmosphere

53 Sub-solar pointing Calibration

54 Moon nominal scanning Calibration Moon above atmosphere

55 Limb mesosphere-thermosphere Science Scanning 150–60 km

56 Moon pointing Science, calibration Moon through atmosphere

57 Moon pointing, long duration Science, calibration Moon through and above atmosphere

58 Sub-solar pointing/nominal scanning Calibration

59 SLS Calibration

60 Sub-solar fast sweep scanning Calibration

61 WLS Calibration

62 Sun ESM diffuser, NDF in Calibration Sun above atmosphere

64 Sun extra mirror pointing Calibration Sun above atmosphere

65 ADC, scanner maintenance Calibration

66 Sun extra mirror nominal scanning Calibration Sun above atmosphere

68 Sun extra mirror fast sweep scanning Calibration Sun above atmosphere

69 SLS ESM diffuser Calibration

70 WLS ESM diffuser Calibration
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dependent readout of the spectrum occurs, synchronised with

the scan. Depending on the measurement duration of the nadir

state, a series of forward/backward scans covers a ground scene

of typically 400 km along-track. Within the ground scene,

individual ground pixels have a size which is defined by the

selected integration time.Theyvary fromabout 26km� 30km

(along-track � across-track) up to 32 km � 930 km for wide

swath settings (see Fig. 4.9).

While a nadir state requires operation of the ESM only, a

limb state has to acquire light from the Earth’s limb via the

ASM. This light is reflected onto the ESM and then further

into the spectrometer. Routine limb observations start with a

horizontal scan 3 km below the horizon from the right to the

left side. A vertical step of 3 km moves the ILoS upwards

and another horizontal scan of the selected width is executed

in opposite direction. In a sequence of vertical steps and

Fig. 4.9 The pattern of ground pixels in a nadir measurement for an integration time of 1 s (top) and 250 ms (bottom). Only the forward scans are
shown. This causes the along-track gaps between consecutive scans which vary in width due to a projection effect. Across-track extent is defined

by the integration time while along-track the size reflects the dimension of the IFoV with only a small contribution of the integration time

(Courtesy: DLR-IMF; background maps: NASA).
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horizontal scans the full range of the atmosphere is observed

nearly up to its top at about 93 km. When the last horizontal

scan has finished, the ILoS is moved to an altitude of 250 km

to obtain a short dark current measurement whilst pointing

into open space. The IFoV at the distance of the Earth’s limb

corresponds to a ground pixel size of 103 � 2.6 km (across-

track � height). As for nadir states, the integration time

determines the area covered by the readout, i.e. by the

scanning IFoV. Largest limb ground pixels span 1060 km

� 3.6 km (across-track � height, including step height

error), smallest 230 km � 2.6 km across-track � height).

A limb state executes one of the most complex

measurement functions defined for SCIAMACHY. This is

due to the fact that ASM and ESM movements have to be

synchronised with the channel readouts in the horizontal

scans. The ground scene of a limb scan is usually defined by

the geolocation of the line-of-sight tangent point at the start

and end of the state. Due to the elevation steps executed, the

tangent point of the line-of-sight moves towards the space-

craft as the platform moves along the orbit. Thus a limb pixel

appears to be rather narrow when defining the along-track

extent via its tangent height geolocation at state start/stop.

Since atmospheric illumination conditions vary along the

orbit as a function of the solar zenith angle, maximum spectral

signal-to-noise ratios require selection of pixel exposure times

as a function of orbital position. Therefore science oriented

states do exist for different orbital positions. In total seven

nadir states, each for wide and small swath settings execute the

same scanning trajectory but with different pixel exposure

times. The same applies to limb states. Here six states each

for wide and small swath cover all orbit positions.

Occultation States

While nadir, limb and those calibration and monitoring

states which are using the internal calibration units, can be

defined by selecting appropriate positions and scan ranges

for the ESM and ASM, the states observing Sun or Moon

require dynamic control of the scanners. Sun- and moonrise

is affected by refraction. This leads to elevation rates of the

rising solar/lunar disks different between start and end of the

occultation measurement. One rate results from refraction,

the other from the platform’s orbital motion. Scanner control

via the Sun Follower would be able to compensate for this

but cloud coverage may prevent the Sun Follower from

successfully acquiring the solar or lunar disk. The control

loop via the ICU works with a single scan rate only and is

unsuitable for tracking the rising Sun/Moon in the early

occultation phase. Therefore the corresponding states imple-

ment a dedicated Sun/Moon occultation procedure based on

the fact that at an altitude of about 17 km, refracted image

and true position overlap well. From then on the Sun/Moon

rises with an almost constant rate. At the beginning of the

state the ESM is rotated to point at an elevation

corresponding to 17 km and performs continuous vertical

scans of 2 s each with a vertical range of �0.33�. The ASM
is rotated to an azimuth angle which ensures that the Sun or

Moon is within the field of view of the Sun Follower when

their refracted disk appears at the limb. Because of the scan

motion of the ESM, the object is detected when reaching

an altitude between the horizon and 17 km. Once the Sun/

Moon has arrived at an altitude of 17 km above the horizon,

control is switched either to the SF or ICU. In the latter case

a constant rate for the ESM is sufficient because from that

elevation onwards refraction can be neglected. The ESM

tracks the upward motion of the Sun/Moon in pointing or

one of the scanning modes. Nominal scanning moves the

ESM in 2 s �0.33� around the centre of Sun or Moon.

Because the integration times are shorter than 2 s, the light

can be analysed in horizontal slices of the disk. The fast

sweep is a 2.1� wide scan over the solar disk in 0.125 s. The

sweep is centred at the Sun. The spectrometer records the

integrated intensity at one sweep over the full disk.

Calibration and Monitoring States

Usually, calibration and monitoring states operate either the

internal calibration lamps SLS and WLS, measure the dark

signal from deep space or observe Sun and Moon. As long as

the LoS during solar or lunar sunrise traverses the atmo-

sphere, i.e. below an altitude of 100 km, the data serve

scientific requirements. Above 100 km, they support calibra-

tion and monitoring. Sun measurements above the atmo-

sphere can either observe the solar disk via the scan

mirrors or reflect the light via one of the two diffusers. By

selecting different light paths – e.g. using the extra mirror –

and scanning properties, analysis of solar and lunar states is

not only able of providing Sun reference spectra for data

processing but also information about the status of various

optical components.

Knowledge of the dark current signal is required for suc-

cessful interpretation of data from all measurement states.

Therefore five dark current states are specified which cover

all relevant integration times. Dark states are executed on the

eclipse side during measurement orbits and along the whole

orbit during special and monthly calibration orbits. In a dark

current state, the line of sight is directed to and maintained at

an altitude of 250 km. It corresponds to pointing into deep

space well above the atmosphere. No earthshine light is

expected at this altitude and only the detector dark signal

should be recorded.

SLS and WLS states are required to derive further pixel-

dependent detector properties and to monitor the instru-

ment’s stability. Whenever one of these states is operated,
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the ESM is rotated to the position where its mirror reflects

light from the lamps onto the entrance slit of the spectrome-

ter. Orbital variations may be detected by running SLS or

WLS states several times during an orbit. Since each lamp

dissipates heat when operated, thermal perturbations have to

be kept to a minimum.

The mission scenarios described in section ‘‘Mission Sce-

narios’’ specify the execution of calibration and monitoring

states on orbital, daily, weekly and monthly timescales. How

frequently these are scheduled depends on their specific mea-

surement goals. It has to be ensured that the entire calibration

and monitoring measurements cover all aspects of the in-

flight instrument characterisation. Figure 4.10 depicts the

associated measurements on orbital, daily, weekly and

monthly timescales with state ID referring to the definitions

in Table 4.2.

4.6 Timelines

Timeline Concept

The execution of single states is possible. However, with an

average state duration of about 60 s, commanding a com-

plete orbit, state by state, is cumbersome, both for the

ENVISAT ground segment and for operations planning.

Therefore, SCIAMACHY allows execution of predefined

state sequences. These sequences are called timelines
(SOST 2001b). A total of 63 timelines can be stored on-

board in the Timeline table of the ICU RAM.

Each timeline is characterised by the chronological

sequence of states and its total duration. Once the timelines

are stored in the Timeline table, they can be started via

MCMD. This MCMD provides the scheduled timeline start

time. If the timeline includes a state executing a Sun or

Moon measurement, e.g. sunrise at a given altitude, sub-

solar event or moonrise at a given altitude, additional posi-

tion parameters – aspect and nadir angle together with nadir

rate – specifying the solar or lunar celestial positions, are

uploaded with the MCMD. They are used by the instrument

to correctly position the scan mirrors at the beginning of the

particular state to initially acquire the target. Execution of

the timeline is a complex interaction between various pa-

rameter tables. From triggering the first timeline related

commands in the RTCS table until the sequence of states

has finally run to completion, information is extracted from

tables and used to control instrument measurement activ-

ities. It is a prerequisite for successful operations that the

content of the associated tables is consistent and free of

conflicts. The definition of the timeline header information

ensures that Sun or Moon states observe their target at the

right time and location to meet the scientific requirements.

Fig. 4.10 Calibration and monitoring scenarios from orbital to monthly timescales. In the top row the individual measurements and their targets,

e.g. Sun, Moon, lamps, are listed. The states used in each calibration orbit refer to the definitions in Table 4.2. All states unrelated to the Sun or the

Moon can be executed several times at any position along the orbit (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Since the start timeline MCMD can provide only one set of

position parameters for one solar or lunar event, there can

only exist one Sun or Moon related state in a timeline. Thus

timelines including a Sun or Moon state are fixed in time and

are called Sun fixed or Moon fixed. All other timelines

without a Sun or Moon state are scheduled relative to Sun

or Moon fixed timelines.

Timeline Definition

Based on the objectives of each orbital mission scenario and

the occurrence of Sun and Moon fixed events along the orbit,

timelines can be built from the set of 70 states. Each timeline

corresponds to an orbit interval with start/stop being related

to a Sun or Moon fixed event. Timelines can be assigned to

the following orbit intervals:

– SO&C window

– MO&C window

– Start to end of eclipse

– End of SO&C window to start of eclipse

– End of SO&C window to start of sub-solar window

– End of sub-solar window to start of eclipse

– End of SO&C window to start of MO&C window

– End of sub-solar window to start of MO&C window

– End of MO&C window to start of eclipse

A complete orbital mission scenario is implemented by as-

sembling a sequence of timelines which covers the full orbit

and executes those states required in the scenario. This is an

efficient building block approach which reduces the command

load drastically. The most frequent scenario executes 4 time-

lines only – a SO&C timeline, followed by a long limb/nadir

sequence and two calibration timelines in eclipse. Because the

sequence of limb/nadir states generates a ring-like pattern of

nadir and limb ground pixels, it has been decided to switch

between two limb/nadir sequences in consecutive orbits. At

latitudes where nadir ground pixels exist in one orbit, limb

ground pixels are generated in the following orbit. The result

is a chessboard type pattern better suited for global value-

added data processing. In order to obtain earthshine spectra

with a signal-to-noise ratio as high as possible, the sequence

of nadir and limb states in a timeline for execution on the

illuminated side of the orbit needs to reflect the relation

between pixel exposure times and orbital position. For a

selected swath setting, usually all defined nadir and limb

pixels are required to cover the interval from sunrise to sunset.

All timelines starting or ending with the MO&C window

have to accommodate the strong temporal variability of

lunar events within a monthly visibility period. Therefore

several versions of Moon related timelines with different

lengths do exist for the same segment. Triggered by mission

planning, they are exchanged on-board whenever required

by lunar position. This is different from timelines allocated

to Sun related orbit segments which require only single

instances due to the moderate seasonal changes (Fig. 4.11).

As in the case of states, a final flight configuration exists

which reflects the currently agreed and verified set of 63

timelines. Its configuration controlled status can be modified

via the same OCR procedure as for states.

4.7 SCIAMACHY Operations Setup

Operations of the instrument include mission planning, con-

figuration control of the on-board measurement status and

instrument monitoring. Due to its status as an AO instru-

ment, operational responsibilities for SCIAMACHY were

split between ESA and DLR/NIVR. Agreements define that

FOCC executes daily SCIAMACHY flight operations as for

all other ENVISAT instruments but based on input from the

AOP, whereas operational offline tasks are assigned to DLR/

NIVR. On the AOP side, the SCIAMACHY Operations

Support Team (see section ‘‘The Making of SCIAMACHY’’

of Chapter 3) interfaces with ESA, particularly FOCC, to

fulfil these functions in order to accomplish safe operations

and generation of high quality measurement data.

SCIAMACHY mission planning has the task to generate

and plan timelines around solar and lunar events in each

orbit. Since the occurrence of such events depends purely on

orbital and celestial mechanics it is predictable. Well in

advance of actual operations, orbit analysis determines the

properties of Sun and Moon related orbit segments. Time-

lines are then generated ensuring that the complete orbit is

covered with measurements – scientific on the illuminated

side of the orbit and calibration and monitoring intermittent

with specific scientific in the eclipse phase when the Earth’s

atmosphere appears dark. Regular mission planning consists

of defining the measurement programme for time slices of

several weeks by SCIAMACHY Operations Support. This

programme is translated into timeline sequences for each

orbit and provided to ENVISAT’s mission planning system

(MPS). The sequences must yield maximum orbital cover-

age, permit conflict-free instrument operations and comply

with the overall ENVISAT flight operation rules. ENVISAT

MPS allocates absolute timeline start times. In order to

inform validation users well in advance of actual operations

about planned measurements, Operations Support deter-

mines the geolocation of planned nadir and limb ground

pixels based on an orbital simulation of the schedule.

Configuration control of the on-board measurement status

is responsible for the final flight status of states and time-

lines. A database of engineering parameters, measurement
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parameters and timelines is maintained on SCIAMACHY

side by Operations Support. Whenever required, modified

tables are generated, translated into the MCMD format and

sent to FOCC. FOCC integrates SCIAMACHY’s input into

the overall ENVISAT command database and uploads it

according to the specified validity time.

Instrument monitoring includes several operations related

aspects. Both the monitoring at FOCC and SCIAMACHY

Operations Support uses HK telemetry and report formats to

compare executed with planned operations for detecting

anomalies. While FOCC focuses on the day-by-day opera-

tions following the procedures specified in the Instrument

Operation Manual (IOM), Operations Support monitoring

covers also long-term aspects including failure investigations

in case of anomalies. Particularly important is the monitor-

ing of subsystems which directly impact data quality, i.e. the

reliability of the retrieved atmospheric parameters. This

concerns the thermal systems ATC and TC. The regular

weekly checking of detector and OBM temperatures verifies

that the temperatures remain within specified limits. In case

of limit exceedings appropriate countermeasures are elabo-

rated by SOST, translated into SCIAMACHY Operations

Requests (SOR) and submitted to FOCC for implementation.

Additionally the accuracy of the LoS during measurements

requires attention. It is determined by the interaction of

several components such as, e.g. platform attitude, extra-

mispointing or scanners. Those parameters which are rele-

vant for specifying their performance are systematically

analysed. SOST provides relevant findings not only to flight

operations but also to the SQWG ensuring that the LoS

knowledge in data processing does not degrade.

The past, present and planned status of SCIAMACHY

mission planning, instrument configuration and long-term

monitoring results are reported by SCIAMACHYOperations

Support via its dedicated website at http://atmos.caf.dlr.de/

projects/scops/. This site includes not only dynamic informa-

tion but informs also about orbit properties and the overall

operations and mission planning concept. A comprehensive

description of the final flight states, the corresponding valid

parameter settings, a list of timelines and how consolidated

level 0 products reflect the SCIAMACHY measurement

status supplement the website.

Fig. 4.11 Example of the seasonal temporal variability of orbital segments for the year 2004. The time interval between end of SO&C window

and start of eclipse varies only slightly over a year (yellow). In the monthly lunar visibility periods, the time between end of MO&C window and

start of eclipse shows a much higher variation (red curves). The blue segments indicate lunar visibility phases where moonrise occurs on the

nightside, i.e. those which can be used for occultations (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Chapter 5

Calibration and Monitoring

R. Snel, G. Lichtenberg, S. Noël, M. Krijger, S. Slijkhuis, and K. Bramstedt

Abstract Spaceborne spectral measurements over long time

periods require calibration and monitoring of the instrument

as a crucial prerequisite for successful retrieval of atmo-

spheric parameters. Calibration applies a sequence of steps

to the measurement data while monitoring assesses the opti-

cal performance thus permitting degradation corrections.

The parameters characterising the instrument were obtained

in a sequence of on-ground calibration runs under different

environmental conditions. They are stored as Key Data and

serve as input when deriving calibrated spectra. Relevant

calibration steps include the memory effect and non-linear-

ity, wavelength calibration and both spectral and spatial

stray light corrections. Since SCIAMACHY is sensitive to

the polarisation state of the incoming light, polarisation

needs to be thoroughly taken into account. The final step

performs the radiometric calibration. Once in orbit, the opti-

cal performance monitoring establishes information

concerning the channel and wavelength dependent degrada-

tion. From the combination of the results for the different

light paths it is even possible to learn how individual optical

components degrade.

Keywords Calibration • Key data • Calibrationequation •

Polarisation correction • Optical performance monitoring

Spaceborne spectral measurements require the translation

of measured signals into physical quantities and need to

maintain this process with high precision over long time

periods. Therefore calibration and monitoring of the instru-

ment is a crucial prerequisite for any successful retrieval of

atmospheric geophysical parameters. Calibration of the

instrument has to be valid at any time during the mission.

Calibration measurements, which cannot be performed in

flight, need to be obtained before launch on ground. Once

in orbit the instrument is expected to change. It needs to be

calibrated in flight where possible, and monitored where in-

flight calibration is not feasible.

The goal of the calibration is to convert electronic signals

of detectors (Binary Units – BU) into physical units

(e.g. W/m2/nm). This is achieved by applying a complex

sequence of individual calibration steps to measurement

data. A detailed description of each step can be found in

Slijkhuis (2000a) and Lichtenberg et al. (2006). Monitoring

aims at giving an as precise as possible characterisation of the

optical performance in order to correct for degradation

effects throughout the instrument’s lifetime. Therefore, mon-

itoring serves as a general prerequisite for continuous high

data product quality. Monitoring related to the optical per-

formance of SCIAMACHY is to a large degree linked to the

instrument calibration and characterisation status. It estab-

lishes in-flight information which permits proper application

of on-ground calibration corrections and modelling of the in-

orbit environment.

5.1 On-ground Calibration Philosophy

Establishing a valid and accurate on-ground calibration

strategy facilitates calibrating the data once the instrument is

in orbit. This includes environmental considerations. The

experience gained from GOME flying on-board the ERS-

2 satellite, where various air-vacuum effects led to calibration

problems, showed that spectrometers should ideally be

calibrated under thermal vacuum (TV) conditions. In the

case of SCIAMACHY a range of incidence angles on the
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mirror(s) and mirror-diffuser combinations had to be covered

in the calibration, requiring rotation of the instrument.

The available vacuum chamber hardware did not allow

rotation of the instrument itself, and only provided views in a

limited angular range centred on nadir and limb in the flight

direction. Therefore, a combination of thermal vacuum and

ambient measurements was used. Radiometric sensitivity and

polarisation sensitivity of the instrument weremeasured under

TV conditions for one reference angle and all necessary in-

strument modes (limb, nadir and irradiance). The TV on-

ground calibration was performed during several campaigns

using the OPTEC facility (see section ‘‘The Making of SCIA-

MACHY’’ of Chapter 3). SCIAMACHY had been placed

inside the vacuum chamber with the thermal hardware being

replaced by a system based on liquid nitrogen and heaters to

reach and maintain the correct temperature. Optical windows

in the tank allowed the light from external optical stimuli to

enter. In the Key Data (see below) the effect of the optical

window had been compensated for. The OPTEC facility was

first used for requirement verification tests, i.e. a check to see if

the instrument met its requirements. Later, calibration mea-

surements were performed in OPTEC. Since optimising the

instrument required major hardware changes, several OPTEC

campaigns had to be scheduled and executed. They ran from

summer 1997 till spring 2000.

In order to be able to calibrate all incidence angles on the

mirrors (or diffusers), component level measurements of all

possible mirror combinations and the mirror/ESM diffuser

combination were made under ambient conditions. These

ambient measurements were performed for a set of angles –

including the reference angle measured under TV conditions –

and a set of selected wavelengths. From such ambient

measurements the scan angle correction was calculated. The

reference angle measurement was used to transfer the results

from the ambient measurement to the TV conditions. Mea-

surements included unpolarised and linearly polarised light.

The combination of TV and ambient measurements gave the

instrument response for all incidence angles at Begin-of-Life

(BOL) of the instrument. Implicit assumptions for the combi-

nation of the TV and ambient measurements had been that the

polarisation dependence of the mirrors and diffusers are the

same in air and in vacuum and that there is no temperature

dependence. Both assumptions were reasonable for SCIAMA-

CHY because of using uncoated mirrors. Critical points in

the transfer of ambient and TV measurements comprised the

geometry (incidence angles on the mirrors or diffusers), the

illumination conditions and the detector used for the compo-

nent measurements. Obviously, errors in the geometry would

have led to incorrect angle dependence for the calibration

quantity to be measured. Light levels during instrument mea-

surements and during component measurements were certain-

ly different. While the footprint of the light source on

the component could be matched to the footprint during the

instrument measurements, it was impossible to recreate the

exact illumination conditions. This could have introduced

systematic errors into the calibration. Finally, care had to be

taken that the detector used during the measurements under

ambient conditions did not introduce artefacts since it differed

from the detectors used on-board SCIAMACHY. The ambient

calibration was executed between December 1997 and April

1998 in a dedicated set-up, the ARCF (Absolute Radiometric

Calibration Facility). In order to allow a rotation of the mirror

(s) or the mirror/diffuser combination to any required position,

they were placed on a special optical bench. Having two

mirrors or a mirror plus a diffuser on the optical bench permit-

ted direct measurement of the combined response of both

optical elements and calibration of all SCIAMACHY instru-

ment modes at the appropriate angles. A monochromator and

polarisers were used to obtain the response for different wave-

lengths and polarisations. All measurements took place in a

class 100 cleanroom with a controlled temperature of 20�C
and 50% air humidity.

In order to minimise potential errors from the measure-

ments performed under ambient conditions, only ratios of

measurements were used for the calibration where possible.

The individual calibration parameters derived from the on-

ground measurements were combined into a set of data files,

the Key Data files. These Key Data are applied by the data

processor to derive calibrated spectra.

5.2 The General Calibration Equation

SCIAMACHY is a scanning instrument measuring only the

spatially integrated light of one ground pixel at a time.

Tracing the light from the Earth through the telescope, slit,

spectrometer, detector, and on-board processing can be de-

scribed by

~Itelðl; a; bÞ ¼ Ptel � ~Iðl; lat; longÞ ð5:1Þ

~I is the polarised intensity at wavelength l arriving at the

telescope from the geolocation given by lat/long.~I is written

in Stokes notation as a vector. Ptel is the point spread func-

tion of the telescope which may affect the polarisation state

of the light, represented here as a matrix. Optical distortion

due to the telescope is implicitly included in Ptel which thus

may depend on the coordinates a and b. They are defined in

the focal plane of the telescope at the entrance slit to the

spectrometer part of the instrument. ~Itel, the intensity after

the telescope, results from a convolution of Ptel and ~I
denoted by the operator ‘*’.

After having passed through the telescope, the light

crosses the entrance slit where the intensity masked out by

the slit is removed:
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~Islitðl; a;bÞ ¼ ~Itelðl; a; bÞ � Fða; bÞ ð5:2Þ

where F is a function of the focal plane coordinates a and b
and is zero where the light is blocked and unity where the

light passes unhindered through the slit.

The optics after the slit project the image of the slit on the

detector and add wavelength dispersion to obtain a spec-

trum. For instruments with an integrating Instantaneous

Field of View (IFoV), like SCIAMACHY, the detector can

be considered as one-dimensional:

IdetðxÞ ¼
Z

detector

P0 � ~Islitðl; a;bÞ þ B ð5:3Þ

where Po is the wavelength and polarisation dependent point

spread function of the optics, including the dispersion intro-

duced by the spectrometer. The coordinate x is the detector

pixel index. Integration is performed over each pixel indi-

vidually. Possible self-emission of the instrument, i.e. the-

rmal background radiation, is covered by B which may be

position dependent. Note that polarisation information is lost

once the signal has been projected on the detector.

As soon as the signal is integrated over the detector pixels,

it can be treated electronically. Up to this point the signal has

been considered purely linear in intensity, but the detector

material and electronics may introduce non-linearity and

hysteresis:

Sdet ¼ EðIdet; texp; IdetðtÞÞ ð5:4Þ

where E is the function describing the transfer of Idet into the

digitally sampled detector signal Sdet, taking into account the
exposure time texp. The function Emay depend on the history

(memory effect – see below) of Idet represented here as

Idet(t). Note that in case of SCIAMACHY, on-board proces-

sing can modify the digitally sampled signal Sdet only in the

form of co-adding multiple readouts of the detector. Com-

bining all of the equations above, while

– Considering a dedicated correction for polarisation sensi-

tivity (see below)

– Describing the effects of the point spread function of the

optics Po on the recorded spectrum as an additive compo-

nent

– Introducing explicit temperature dependence of the de-

tector quantum efficiency

(5.4) can be worked out to

Sdet¼ I ðlÞ �Ginst ðlÞ �QE ðTdet; lÞþSstrayþDCþSelec ð5:5Þ

where Ginst is the total transmission of the instrument,QE the

detector temperature dependent quantum efficiency, Sstray
the stray light, DC the total dark signal and Selec electronic

effects such as non-linearity. This equation must be solved

for every detector pixel. In order to obtain the spectrum as a

function of wavelength l for each pixel, the wavelength has

to be determined and the equation has to be inverted to

calculate the intensity I. Generally, the transmission of the

instrument is dependent on the polarisation state of the

incoming light.

5.3 Detector Corrections

Several corrections related to the electronics of the detectors

and the detectors themselves, i.e. the terms Selec and DC in

(5.5), have to be applied (see Fig. 5.1). The UV-VIS-NIR

channels 1–5 and the SWIR channels 6–8 must be treated

separately during the calibration due to their different dete-

ctor material and readout electronics. Signals are described in

terms of Binary Units (BU). The Analogue-to-Digital Con-

verter (ADC) of SCIAMACHY digitises the signal of the

detector with 16 bit resolution, meaning that detector signals,

also referred to as ‘fillings’, range from 0 to 65535 BU.

Fig. 5.1 Calibration concept for SCIAMACHY. The final calibrated

Earth radiance spectra are obtained by applying several calibration

steps to the measured Earthshine signals. They include in-flight cali-

bration measurements (red ), on-ground measurements performed

under thermal vacuum conditions (green) and component measure-

ments from on-ground ambient tests (blue). The optical performance

monitoring (red ) provides additional corrections (Courtesy: SRON).
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Channels 1–5 (UV-VIS-NIR)

The first correction to the data is the memory effect. The
memory effect was discovered in 1996 during an investiga-

tion of the linearity of channels 1–5. In a number of mea-

surements covering the range from low detector fillings to

saturation it was found that the signal deviated from a linear

response which is defined by a linear fit for all points of up to

90% of the maximum detector fillings (Fig. 5.2). The devia-

tion was independent of the actual signal level, but depen-

dent on the signal level of the previous readout (hence the

name memory effect). Note that the effect depends on the

signal level including the analogue offset (see below) and

dark current. Thus it has to be applied before any other

correction. In order to characterise the memory effect,

White Light Source (WLS) measurements followed by sev-

eral dark measurements were performed on-ground and in-

flight. The difference between the first dark measurement

after the WLS measurement and subsequent dark measure-

ments gives a correction value as a function of detector

filling. This value needs to be subtracted from the data to

correct for the memory effect which is assumed to be the

same for all pixels. The total correction for a single readout

ranges from �0.61% to 0.21% of the detector filling of the

previous readout with a maximum effect at fillings around

19000–21000 BU, depending on the channel. More informa-

tion can be found in Lichtenberg (2003).

The second detector correction to be applied is the dark

signal correction. The dark signal is measured in every orbit

during eclipse using five different states. In channels 1–5 the

dark signal consists of two components: the analogue offset

(AO) and the leakage current (LC). The analogue offset is

independent of exposure time, it is a fixed signal added to the

measured signal to avoid negative signals. The leakage cur-

rent is caused by thermally created electron-hole pairs. The

total dark signal for channels 1–5 is

Fig. 5.2 Memory effect for channel 3. Yellow crosses mark the in-flight measurement of the memory effect. The blue solid line is a spline fit

through the measurements that is used for the correction (Courtesy: SRON).
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DCch15 ¼ fcoadd � AOþ fcoadd � tPET � LC ð5:6Þ

where fcoadd and tPET are the co-adding factor of the cluster

and the pixel exposure time, respectively. Note that the

analogue offset is only multiplied with the co-adding factor

since it is independent of the integration time and is added to

the signal for each detector readout. Linear fitting to dark

measurements with different integration times yields the in-

flight dark signal correction. The dark signal in the UV-VIS-

NIR channels is dominated by the analogue offset while the

leakage current amounts to only 0.04–0.5 BU/s and has

roughly doubled since launch.

The final detector related corrections concern thePixel-to-
Pixel Gain (PPG) and the detector etalon. Generally the

pixels in each channel do not show the same response to

incoming light. This effect is caused by the electronics and

the detector and is thus associated with the individual pixels

but not with the wavelength. For channels 1–5, PPG is how-

ever small and its correction has turned out to be very stable.

The PPG correction used for the UV-VIS-NIR channels had

been characterised on-ground. It was derived by first smooth-

ing aWLSmeasurement, assuming the spectrum is flat. Then

the original spectrum was divided by the smoothed measure-

ment, leaving only the high frequency variations that were

caused by the different pixel gains in the result.

The etalon correction takes care of in-flight changes of the

detector etalon, a spectral structure caused by interference

between the boundaries of the protecting SiO layer and the

light detecting Si layer. The etalon structures have changed

after launch compared to on-ground measurements, perhaps

due to contamination on the top layer. The structures also vary

with time, particularly after decontaminations. For SCIAMA-

CHY the detector etalon correction is far smaller than for

GOME. It can be derived from in-flight WLS measurements.

Fig. 5.3 Non-linearity in channel 8 for different pixel regions (indicated by colours). ‘Low’ pixels are those with pixel numbers below 512. The

pixel numbering starts at 0 (Courtesy: SRON).
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Channels 6–8 (SWIR)

The SWIR channels do not suffer from the memory effect.

However, these channels display a significant non-linearity,

i.e. a deviation in the detector response from a (chosen)

linear curve. The non-linearity has been measured during

the on-ground calibration campaign and a correction algo-

rithm was defined. The maximum value of the non-linearity

is around 250 BU which can be significant for weak absor-

bers such as CO. A separate non-linearity correction for the

channels 6, 6+, 7 and 8 has been derived. Within these

channels the non-linearity differs for odd and even pixels

(starting pixel numbering with 0) because of the different

multiplexers used for these two groups of pixels. Addition-

ally, there is a clear difference in the non-linearity between

pixel numbers higher and lower than pixel number 511. This

leads to 14 correction curves, four per channel with the

exception of channel 6+, which covers only pixels 794–

1024. Figure 5.3 shows the non-linearity curves derived for

channel 8. The accuracy of the non-linearity correction

corresponds to 5–21 BU for detector fillings from 10000–

40000 BU, depending on the channel. As for the memory

effect correction, the non-linearity has to be corrected before

any other correction is applied. More details about the non-

linearity can be found in Kleipool (2003).

In addition to the non-linearity, Channels 6+, 7 and 8 con-

tain a significant number of unusable pixels due to the lattice

mismatch between the light detecting InGaAs layer and the

InP substrate. These channels are doted with a higher amount

of Indium (see Chapter 3). It changes the lattice constant of the

light detecting layer so that it no longer matches the lattice

constant of the substrate onwhich the detecting layer is grown.

Any degraded pixels are called ‘bad’ or ‘dead’ pixels. There

are various effects making these pixels unusable:

– Disconnected pixels preventing any signal readout

– Random Telegraph (RT) pixels which spontaneously and

unpredictably jump between two levels of dark current

leading to different detected signals for the same intensity

– Other effects including excessive noise or too high leak-

age current that saturates the detector

All these effects were measured on-ground and a Bad and

Dead Pixel Mask (BDPM) was created. Pixels of the BDPM

have to be ignored in any retrieval. As a result of radiation

damage to the detectors in orbit, previously sound pixels

may become flagged as ‘bad’ or ‘dead’. A dynamic BDPM

is determined in-flight based on monitoring and calibration

measurements, and updated as pixels change their status.

In order to be less affected by noise on the measurements,

the dynamic BDPM is smoothed in time.

After the application of the non-linearity and the BDPM,

the dark signal has to be corrected. The dark signal correc-

tion in channels 7 and 8 is complicated by the presence of a

large thermal background BGth and the unforeseen growth of

an ice layer on the detector (see section ‘‘Thermal Perfor-

mance’’ of Chapter 6). The ice layer slowly changes the

detector temperature and attenuates the signal on the detec-

tor, including the thermal background. The dark signal in

these channels becomes

DCch68 ¼ fcoadd � ðAOþ tPET � LCþ tPET

� Gice � QEðTdet; lÞ � BGthðfÞÞ
ð5:7Þ

where Gice is the transmission coefficient that changes due to

the ice layer and QE is the quantum efficiency for the

detector.

For channels 6+ and 8 the quantum efficiency changes

with the detector temperature Tdet, whereas the first part of

channels 6 and 7 shows no significant temperature depen-

dence. The thermal background is caused by the thermal

radiation of the instrument and is the dominant part of the

dark signal (about 4000 BU/s) in channel 8. It depends on the

orbit phase ’ because the temperature gradients in the instru-

ment are not completely stable but vary over one orbit due to

the changing angle of solar irradiation. The variation of the

dark signal over the orbit can reach up to 60 BU/s which has

significant impact on the retrievals of trace gases. In flight the

orbital variation is measured once amonth during a dedicated

calibration orbit in which only dark signal measurements are

performed by looking to deep space at a tangent height of 250

km in limbmode. The variation of the transmissionmakes the

dark signal correction time dependent meaning that for chan-

nels 7 and 8 a dark signal correction, calculated from mea-

surements in the same orbit, must be used.

The PPG variations in the SWIR channels are larger than

in channels 1–5. Differences, although rather stable, of a few

percent can be observed. They are monitored on-board

but their application is currently not required in data proces-

sing (see section ‘‘Operational Level 0-1b Processing’’ of

Chapter 8). Due to the design of the detectors no detector

etalon effect is present in channels 6–8.

5.4 Wavelength Calibration

In-flight spectral calibration of SCIAMACHY data uses the

internal Spectral Line Source (SLS) measurements with the

exception of channels 7 and 8 (see below). For selected lines

the Falk algorithm (Falk 1984) determines the pixel posi-

tions. These are then fitted to theoretical line positions

provided with the calibration data. From the polynomial

coefficients of the fit the wavelength for each pixel can be
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calculated. Measurements of solar Fraunhofer lines serve as

a quality check. In channels 7 and 8 a calibration with the

internal SLS lamp is impossible because in these channels

not enough useful lines are available to calculate the wave-

length calibration with sufficient accuracy. In channel 8 this

is caused by bad pixels interfering with the determination of

the line position. Channel 7 only contains two strong doublet

lines preventing an accurate determination of line positions

over the whole channel. In both channels data from on-

ground gas cell absorption measurements establish the

wavelength calibration.

An additional effect discovered during the on-ground cali-

bration is the blocking shift: During the spectral calibration on-
ground, the internal SLS and an external SLS were used. A

comparison of the measurements done with the two lamps

revealed a wavelength shift of up to 0.07 nm. The reason is a

partial blocking of the light path during internal SLS measure-

ments. The blocking shift was characterised and is part of the

calibration data. Verification of the spectral calibration in

flight has proven that SCIAMACHY is spectrally very stable.

5.5 Stray Light

There are two types of stray light, Sstray in (5.5), the spectral

stray light and the spatial stray light. It is characterised as a

fraction of the total measured intensity for a given pixel.

Spectral stray light is light of a certain wavelength which

is scattered to a detector pixel ‘belonging’ to a different

wavelength. It can lead to distortions in the shape of the

spectrum. This type of stray light may be caused by a

reflection in the instrument after the dispersion of the light

beam, or by periodic errors in the spacing of the ruled

grooves in a diffraction grating. The source of spectral

stray light can be within the same channel, referred to as

intra-channel stray light, or it can scale with the intensity in

a different channel, referred to as inter-channel stray light.

Spatial stray light is light entering the telescope from

outside the IFoV. It is dispersed just like light from the

observation target. Depending on the source of the stray

light, the spatial stray light component can add an additional

offset to the spectrum and/or distort the spectrum, if the

primary source of the stray light has spectral characteristics

that differ significantly from the observed target.

Spectral Stray Light

Spectral stray light was characterised on-ground using mea-

surements employing a monochromator. A monochromator

produces light in a narrow, predefined spectral band. The

centre wavelength of the spectral band can be adjusted.

In the derivation of the stray light fractions from monochro-

mator measurements it is assumed that any signal in detector

pixels outside this spectral band is caused by stray light.

During the on-ground calibration the spectral stray light

was measured by changing the central wavelength of the

monochromator spectral band, thus covering the whole

wavelength range of SCIAMACHY. Dividing the integrated

light of the monochromator peak(s) by the light detected

outside the peak yielded the stray light fraction. The resul-

ting data is part of the calibration data set and is used to

correct the spectral stray light in flight.

In a full matrix approach, the spectral stray light determi-

nation would measure the stray light contribution from each

individual pixel to all other pixels separately. In practice,

however, this is not always possible. In the case of SCIA-

MACHY a 8192� 8192 matrix would be needed making the

calculation of stray light too slow. Thus, initially the spectral

stray light for SCIAMACHY was separated into three types:

uniform stray light, ghost stray light and channel 1 stray

light. Ghost stray light is caused by a more or less focused

reflection of one part of a spectrum to another part of the

spectrum. It can distort the shape of the ‘true’ spectrum,

because it does not add signal to all pixels. During the on-

ground measurements many tens of ghost signals were

detected in channels 3–8, of which the 20 strongest ones

were characterised. The total sum of ghost stray light in a

channel is at maximum 1% of the incoming intensity. As it

turned out, the split into uniform and ghost stray light did not

provide a sufficient correction of the stray light, so the

uniform stray light correction was expanded to include a

reduced matrix correction.

The reduced stray light matrix describes any of the

remaining stray light as a matrix multiplication of an input

spectrum and a stray light matrix. A measured spectrum is

resampled to lower resolution (1022 pixels instead of 8192),

and yields a stray light spectrum of 2048 pixels after matrix

multiplication. This stray light spectrum is interpolated to the

full 8192 pixel grid and subtracted from the input spectrum.

For channel 1 the situation is less favourable with respect to

stray light levels. The on-ground measurements revealed that

the spectral stray light in channel 1 can reach levels of up to

10% of the incoming signal for a typical input spectrum. It is

also highly wavelength dependent. The main reason for the

larger stray light fraction in channel 1 is the high dynamic

range of the spectra in this channel, with the lowest signal

3 orders of magnitude smaller than the highest signal. There-

fore a dedicated method for channel 1, already formulated

before launch, combines the correction of uniform and ghost

stray light in a modified matrix approach taking into account

polarisation. In order to avoid signal-to-noise problems during

the spectral stray light measurements, ten wavelength bands

were defined separately for x- and y-polarised light leading to a

total of 20 bands (see polarisation section below). Character-
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ising intra channel stray light required for both polarisation

directions nine bands in channel 1 and one band in channels

2–5. The channel 1 detector material is not sensitive for light

with wavelengths longer than 1,000 nm so the SWIR channels

did not need to be considered. For each band the stray light

contribution to all detector pixels was calculated leading to a

10 � 1,024 matrix for both polarisation directions. The stray

light fraction in channel 1 ranges from less than 1% to asmuch

as 10%. The correction has an accuracy of around 25% and

reduces the stray light by an order of magnitude leaving at

most 1% stray light in the spectrum after correction.

Spatial Stray Light

Shortly after ENVISAT emerges from eclipse and passes the

North Pole, the Sun shines directly into the limb port. In this

orbit region spatial stray light cannot be avoided, i.e. the

particular effect was foreseen and the data are flagged ac-

cordingly. In order to minimise spatial stray light, the ASM

is rotated such that the edge of the mirror/diffuser plate

points into flight direction, with the diffuser looking to the

instrument side during all measurements using the ESM

only.

However both on-ground performance measurements and

in-flight limb measurements indicated that there was still a

small fraction of spatial stray light present. Dedicated in-

flight measurements confirmed the performance measure-

ments and indicate periodic structures in the optics before

the slit, resulting in a small fraction of the light being

dispersed as by a grating. This has no significant impact

for nadir measurements, but limb measurements with a dy-

namic range of several orders of magnitude over a few

degrees do suffer from the spatial stray light. At the moment

no corrections for spatial stray light exist (see also section

‘‘Optical Performance’’ of Chapter 6).

5.6 Polarisation

SCIAMACHY is – as all grating spectrometers without a

polarisation scrambler – sensitive to the polarisation of the

incoming light, i.e. the response will not only depend on the

intensity but also on the polarisation of the light. Thus

polarisation correction is required. It uses theMueller matrix

approach (see e.g. Azzam and Bashara 1977; Coulson 1988).

Measurements of polarised light can be expressed by a

Mueller matrix M and a Stokes vector. Since the detectors

only yield a single measurement value per pixel, they can be

regarded as polarisation insensitive detectors, and any polar-

isation sensitivity can be included in the Mueller matrix of

the optical components between the incoming light and the

detector. Thus, only the top row of the end-to-end Mueller

matrix of the instrument is relevant, and can be regarded as a

polarisation sensitivity vector:

Sdet ¼ M � ~I ð5:8Þ

SCIAMACHY has multiple viewing geometries, selected by

appropriate configuration of the scan mirrors and diffusers.

Behind the scanner, the Optical Bench Module (OBM) is

identical for limb and nadir measurements. The end-to-end

Mueller matrix of the instrument can be split up into a

Mueller matrix for the scanner, which is configuration de-

pendent, and a fixed polarisation sensitivity vector of the

OBM. This yields

Sdet ¼ MOBM
1 MOBM

2 MOBM
3 MOBM

4

� �

�
Msc

11 Msc
12 Msc

13 Msc
14

Msc
21 Msc

22 Msc
23 Msc

24

Msc
31 Msc

32 Msc
33 Msc

34

Msc
41 Msc

42 Msc
43 Msc

44

0
BB@

1
CCA �

I
Q
U
V

0
BB@

1
CCA ð5:9Þ

On the left hand side a scalar describes the light as detected

by the instrument, and on the right hand side we have the

polarisation sensitivity vector ~MOBM of the OBM, and the

Mueller matrix Msc defining the response of the scanner to

the incoming light represented by another Stokes vector. The

first element of this Stokes vector, I, denotes the total inten-

sity of the light. Q is a measure for the polarisation along the

x- or y-axis of a chosen reference frame and can be described

as Q = Ix - Iy. U is a measure for the polarisation along the

45� direction and is defined as U = I45–I-45. Finally V is the

circular polarisation component of the incoming light, which

is negligible for atmospheric light. Note that the total inten-

sity can be written as I = Ix + Iy or I = I45 + I-45. Often Q and

U are normalised to the total intensity I. We will denote

normalised fractions with q and u.

All Msc Mueller matrix elements depend on wavelength

and on the incidence angle of the light on the scanmirror(s) or

diffuser(s). In the calibration, ambient measurements on

component level and instrument TV measurements have to

be combinedmeaning that the actual instrument matrix has to

be calculated by amultiplication of the matrix for the scanner

(combination) and the OBM. Note that though the end-to-end

circular polarisation sensitivity of the instrument is irrelevant

when V is zero, the scanner may – through its Mueller

matrix – cause a circular polarisation component of the

light, which requires the circular polarisation sensitivity of

the OBM to be known. Although originally not foreseen for

on-ground calibration, an update of the calibration concept

introduced the circular polarisation sensitivity into the cali-
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bration equations. Defining the relative polarisation

sensitivity vector of the OBM as

~mOBM ¼ 1; mOBM2 ; mOBM3 ; mOBM4

� �
¼ 1;

MOBM
2

MOBM
1

;
MOBM

3

MOBM
1

;
MOBM

4

MOBM
1

� �
ð5:10Þ

the response of the instrument to polarised light becomes

Sdet ¼ MOBM
1 � ~mOBM � Msc � ~I ð5:11Þ

Combination of the polarisation response of the scanner and

the OBM using

~minstr ¼~mOBM � Msc ð5:12Þ

and ensuring normalisation of ~minstr such that the first ele-

ment ~minstrremains unity, yields the equation describing the

instrument response as expressed in total intensity and frac-

tional linear polarisation:

Sdet ¼ Minstr
1 � I � ð1þ minstr2 � qþ minstr3 � uÞ ð5:13Þ

whereMinstr
1 is the radiometric sensitivity of the instrument –

with implicit dependence on wavelength for the main sci-

ence channels, and determined as well for all seven PMD

channels – given by

Minstr
1 ¼ ~mOBM � Msc

�� ��
1

ð5:14Þ

~mOBM is provided in the calibration Key Data as determined

from on-ground TV measurements. MSC can be calculated

with a scanner model using as input the actual viewing

geometry of the instrument, the complex index of refraction

of the mirror material as determined during on-ground am-

bient calibration and optionally any contamination built up

on the scan mirrors since launch.

The term in brackets of (5.13) is the inverse of the

polarisation correction factor, cpol. It depends on the polar-

isation sensitivity of the instrument and the polarisation of

the incoming light q and u, assuming a zero circular compo-

nent (Fig. 5.4). The problem of correcting the response of the

instrument for polarisation can thus be divided into two

parts: (1) determining the polarisation sensitivity of the

instrument and (2) determining the polarisation of the in-

coming light during the science measurements in flight.

SCIAMACHY exhibits a different sensitivity to different

polarisation states of the light. Thus, in the on-ground cali-

bration, measurements with fully linearly polarised light at a

range of polarisation angles and with the instrument under

thermal vacuum conditions were used to derive the OBM

polarisation sensitivities mOBM2 ; mOBM3 , and mOBM4 .

The Mueller matrix for the scanner was determined from

ambient measurements with fully linearly polarised light

with different polarisation directions. Care was taken to

ensure that the intensity in all these measurements was the

same. With the definitions given above the polarisation

correction factor in terms of on-ground measurements is

expressed as

cpol ¼ ð1þ minstr2 � qþ minstr3 � uÞ�1 ð5:15Þ

The second step, the determination of the polarisation of the

incoming light is done by determining the ratio of the signal

in the PMD channels – which is fully polarised due to the

Brewster reflection at the pre-disperser prism (see section

‘‘Optical Assembly’’ of Chapter 3) – and the corresponding

signal in the science channel for each individual measure-

ment. During calibration this ratio was determined for dif-

ferent directions of linearly polarised light. The comparison

of the in-flight ratio with the calibration data gives seven

polarisation values for the whole spectrum, one for each

PMD channel. Polarisation values q are calculated from

PMD A-F needing the corresponding value of u. The ratio

u/q, which depends only on the polarisation angle, is as-

sumed to be constant, such that

umeas ¼ qmeas � u

q

� �
const

ð5:16Þ

In the original calibration concept, for UV-VIS wavelengths

below 600 nm the polarisation angle from single scattering

theory was planned to be used (see below), whereas for

higher wavelengths the ratio u/q from PMD D and PMD

45�, both centred around 850 nm, had to be taken. The values

of q and u here are derived by iteration, until the u needed to
calculate q from PMDD and the q needed to calculate u from

PMD 45�, match. In-flight it was noted that PMD45� delivers
signals which are systematically 10–15% higher than

expected, even for unpolarised sources such as the Sun. As

there are indications that this PMD suffers from stray light, it

remains currently unused. Instead, u/q is taken from single

scattering theory for the complete wavelength range. From

POLDER satellite measurements of u/q this appears to be a

sufficiently accurate assumption (Schutgens et al. 2004).

Note that for small values of q, this ratio becomes very

large, thereby amplifying small measurement errors on

qmeas into large measurement errors on umeas. However,

since the instrument is much more sensitive to q than to u,

this has little impact on the radiometric calibration, even

though u is notably unreliable. In limb, the calculated polar-

isation displayed an unexpected drift with increasing tangent

height, which is probably due to increasing significance of

the spatial stray light contribution as the limb intensity
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Fig. 5.4 q (blue) and u (red ) sensitivity from (5.13) for nadir (elevation angle of 61�, top) and for limb (elevation angle of 11.4� and azimuth

angle of 39�, bottom) for channels 1–5. Note that these sensitivities are multiplied with the polarisation fractions to get cpol and the correction will
thus be smaller than displayed for lower polarisation (Courtesy: SRON).
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decreases. Therefore the PMD measurements are only used

up to 30 km. Radiative transfer calculations show that above

this height the depolarisation remains constant (Mc Linden

et al. 2002), such that for higher limb tangent heights we are

able to scale the measured polarisation at 30 km with a value

obtained from single scattering theory.

The PMD channels cover only the instrument channels

2–8. For channel 1 the backscattered radiation is dominated

by single scattering as can be inferred from radiative transfer

calculations. Similarly to the GOME instrument, a theoreti-

cal value based on single scattering geometry is used here

(Slijkhuis 2000b; Tanzi 1999; Tilstra et al. 2003). The transi-

tion region from single scattering to multiple scattering and/

or ground reflection in the region between approximately

300–325 nm requires special attention. For GOME, a para-

meterisation of the degree of polarisation was derived as a

function of wavelength (see Balzer et al. 1996), known as the

‘general distribution function’ (GDF) for polarisation. The

GDF is characterised by the single scattering value plus three

parameters. These parameters are currently obtained using a

simplified version of the algorithm from Schutgens and

Stammes (2002) where the dependence on scene albedo and

ozone content is neglected. More polarisation information

may be derived from the channel overlaps of channels 1–6

(five polarisation points) where the different polarisation

sensitivities of each channel lead to two independent mea-

surements for the two variables q and u. However, due to

calibration inconsistencies, these polarisation points are cur-

rently not reliable.

The polarisation values q and u on the level 1b products

are specified in an ‘atmospheric’ coordinate frame which is

different from the coordinate frame used for the on-ground

calibration and Key Data specification. The ‘atmospheric’

coordinate frame is related to the geometry of the scattering

of light in the atmosphere. The choice has been to define q as

parallel to the local meridian plane – the plane through

satellite, zenith, and centre-of-FoV (where its Z axis points

in the travel direction of light, i.e. towards the instrument).

This plane is depicted in Fig. 5.5 for nadir viewing geometry.

For limb viewing geometry, the polarisation plane in the

figure is rotated 90o towards the line-of-sight as the line-of-

sight is approximately in the flight direction. All derived

polarisation values and instrument sensitivities are converted

to this ‘atmospheric’ coordinate frame.

5.7 Radiometric Calibration

The final step in the calibration of the data is the radiometric

calibration. The retrieval of trace gases generally uses the

reflectance, the ratio of Earth radiance and solar irradiance.

The solar irradiance is measured with on-board diffusers in

flight. From (5.13) and (5.15) the reflectance can bewritten as:

R ¼ p
m0

� IEarth
Isun

¼ p
m0

� M
sun
1

MN;L
1

� S
Earth
det � cpol

Ssundet

ð5:17Þ

IEarth, Isun and SEarthdet are the Earth or Sun intensity and the

measured signal, m0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle,

MN;L
1 the instrument radiometric response for limb (L) or

nadir (N) and Msun
1 the instrument radiometric response for

Sun diffuser measurements, as calculated from the Mueller

matrix for the scanner and the polarisation sensitivity of the

OBM. All matrix elements in (5.17) are detector dependent.

For a proper calibration the instrument responses have to be

determined as a function of wavelength l and incidence

angle a. As mentioned in section ‘‘On-ground Calibration

Philosophy’’ the radiometric response was measured on in-

strument level under TV conditions while the mirror and the

mirror/diffuser combination were measured under ambient

conditions. By combining ambient and TV measurements it

is therefore possible to derive the angular dependence of the

instrument throughput, i.e. the Mueller matrix elements.

Fig. 5.5 Definition of the nadir coordinate frame used in the output of the

data processor for polarisation values q = Q/I, u = U/I (Courtesy: DLR-

IMF).
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Together with the measured signals Sdet the reflectance R can

be determined from (5.17). Finally those solar measurements

where the neutral density filter is in the light path require

correcting. It is done by dividing the recorded signal with the

throughput of the NDF.

5.8 Optical Performance Monitoring

One of the main long-term monitoring activities to be per-

formed over the mission’s lifetime is to trace the degradation

of optical components (Noël et al. 2003). It applies regular

trend analyses to measurement data obtained with the internal

WLS and of observations of the unobscured Sun above the

atmosphere. In order to monitor the different SCIAMACHY

light paths, solar measurements are taken in various viewing

geometries (Fig. 5.6):

– In limb/occultation geometry (via ASM and ESM mir-

rors)

– In nadir geometry (via the ESM mirror through the sub-

solar port), and

– Via the calibration light path involving the ASM mirror

and the ESM diffuser

Particularly the WLS produces a rather stable output over

time – except for some degradation in the UV – which makes

it well suited for throughput monitoring.

In the early phase of the mission the optical performance

of the SCIAMACHY instrument was monitored based on the

analysis of level 0 data which had been corrected for dead/

bad pixels, dark current (fixed value fromAugust 2002), scan

angle dependencies, quantum efficiency changes and the

seasonally varying distance to the Sun. Meanwhile the light

path monitoring relies on fully calibrated data, yielding so

calledm-factors (Bramstedt 2008). Them-factor is defined as

the ratio between a measured spectrum of a constant light

source – usually the Sun – at a certain time to a spectrum

obtained for the same optical path at a reference time.

M-factors therefore describe how the individual light paths

degrade, i.e. they provide the information required for cor-

recting it. For the science channels m-factors are multiplica-

tive when an absolute radiometric calibration is performed.

This is different to the PMD channels where the m-factors

impact the polarisation correction in a non-linear fashion.

M-factors are generated for each of the SCIAMACHY

light paths (nadir, limb and the calibration light path), taking

into account times of reduced instrument performance, e.g.

switch-offs or decontamination periods. Moreover, promi-

nent solar features, i.e. Fraunhofer lines used in the deriva-

tion of solar data products like solar activity monitoring via

the Mg II index are masked out. For channels 1–6 the

m-factors are further spectrally smoothed using a 9 pixel

triangular filter to avoid the introduction of additional

spectral features in the degradation corrected spectra. The

m-factors are operationally produced on a daily grid involv-

ing, if necessary, interpolations. They can be fed into opera-

tional data processing ensuring that the measured signals are

fully matched to the performance of SCIAMACHY. Partic-

ularly crucial in this context is the calibration of the solar and

WLS data used in the m-factor generation, which needs to be

consistent with the operational data processing. Therefore,

the m-factors are specific for one level 1 product version and

thus possibly need to be recalculated after each update of the

operational 0–1b data processing software.

Fig. 5.6 Schematic view of SCIAMACHY light paths used in performance monitoring (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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From the combination of the results for the different light

paths it is possible to derive information about the degrada-

tion of individual optical components such as mirrors and

diffusers (Fig. 5.6). The degradation of the ASM mirror, for

example, may be determined from the ratio of the limb to

the nadir light path degradation. To determine the ESM

mirror degradation it is necessary to combine the limb light

path results with dedicated measurements involving the

extra mirror which is located inside the instrument, only

rarely used and thus assumed not to degrade. Finally, the

degradation of the ESM diffuser can be computed from

the combination of the nadir, limb, and calibration light

path. A comparison of the limb and nadir light path monitor-

ing results indicates that the major degrading element in the

SCIAMACHY optical train seems to be the ESM mirror.
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Chapter 6

SCIAMACHY In-Orbit Operations and Performance

M. Gottwald, K. Bramstedt, R. Snel, M. Krijger, G. Lichtenberg, S. Slijkhuis, C. von Savigny, S. Noël, and E. Krieg

Abstract Since the launch in early 2002 SCIAMACHY has

successfully operated in low-Earth orbit for more than

8 years. For the first several months a challenging Commis-

sioning Phase programme was executed. It successively

brought SCIAMACHY into full operation mode and verified

the instrument’s functional capabilities. In early August

2002 quasi-routine measurements executing nominal mis-

sion scenarios could start. In January 2003 the routine opera-

tions phase commenced. Since then SCIAMACHY is kept

under strict configuration control. Because of the harsh space

environment the instrument is subject to degradation, both

optically and thermally. The optical performance is

described by the throughput which is a measure for how

optical components in a light path age with time. It also

includes characterisation of optical imperfections such as

scan angle dependence, channel 7 light leak and spatial

stray light. Illustrating the thermal performance includes

decontaminations, used to tackle the ice layers in channels

7 and 8 and configuration of the thermal control systems to

respond to degradation. Finally the improvement of the line-

of-sight performance by determination of mispointing

angles achieved the best possible pointing knowledge. This

was especially needed for the retrieval of accurate limb data

products. The current excellent status of SCIAMACHY is a

prerequisite for successfully accomplishing the intended

ENVISAT mission extension until 2013.

Keywords Commissioning Phase • Routine operations •

Optical performance • Thermal performance • Line-

of-sight performance • Mission extension

On 1 March 2002 at 1:07 UTC, SCIAMACHY was lifted

into space from Kourou as part of the ENVISAT mission

(Fig. 6.1). The highly precise injection into a sun-synchro-

nous orbit saved fuel so that from an orbit maintenance point

of view an extension of the mission lifetime beyond the

specified 5 years became possible. At about 02:53:51 UTC,

ENVISAT crossed for the first time the Earth’s equator on

the night side corresponding to the start of absolute orbit

no. 1. Since then, until the end of 2009, more than 40000

orbits have been executed.

SCIAMACHY’s initial operational programme reflects

the requirements of the overall ENVISAT mission and the

specific needs of the instrument. It was the goal to reach

routine operations as soon as possible but also to perform a

thorough in-orbit functional check-out and verification of the

instrument. SCIAMACHY mission phases consisted of

the launch and early operation phase (LEOP), the switch-

on and data acquisition phase (SODAP), the main validation

phase with quasi-routine operations and finally the routine

operations phase. SODAP and main validation phase formed

the Commissioning Phase. A time schedule is presented in

Table 6.1.

6.1 Commissioning Phase

Establishing the instrument activities in the Commissioning

Phase, particularly SODAP, required assembling a plan

including engineering and specific measurement tasks. This

plan had to provide a continuous, conflict-free schedule at

instrument as well as on ENVISAT level which finally

permitted the declaration that SCIAMACHY was ready for

routine operations (Table 6.1). The approach was to start

with separate planning of engineering and measurement
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tasks, to integrate both to obtain a complete SCIAMACHY

flow and to insert this flow into the overall ENVISAT

SODAP plan.

Engineering Tasks

Instrument operations on command and control level are

described in the Instrument Operation Manual (IOM). The

IOM provides the ENVISAT Flight Operation Control Cen-

ter (FOCC) with all information necessary to properly oper-

ate and maintain the instrument. During SODAP the

instrument capabilities, which may later be used on a routine

basis, had to be functionally tested and verified both in

nominal and non-nominal situations. In addition, engineer-

ing settings for dedicated subsystems had to be derived. The

engineering SODAP tasks comprised:

– Mode transitions with associated parameters

– Thermal operations including decontamination

– Flight procedures

– Routine monitoring

– Processor patch and dump

These were supplemented by dedicated operations that

occurred only once during SODAP.Major activities included

the release of the azimuth and elevation aperture cover

mechanisms and the opening of the SCIAMACHY Radiant

Cooler (SRC) door.

Table 6.1 SCIAMACHY activities from launch to end of Commissioning Phase

Phase Instrument activity Date Orbit

LEOP OFF-Leo mode 1/7 March 2002

SODAP First switch-on 11 March 2002 147

First MPS driven operations 17 March 2002 238

First decontamination 18 March 2002 253

AZACM cover released 3 April 2002 477

SRC released 15 April 2002 653

First lunar measurement 22 April 2002 753

Final ATC/TC settings loaded 10 June 2002 1454

ELACM cover released 20 June 2002 1594

b states loaded 17 July 2002 1982

Timelines with b states loaded 18 July 2002 1990

End SODAP (remaining SODAP

measurements inserted as D SODAP
in validation phase)

2 August 2002 2204

Validation Start validation 2 August 2002 2204

End D SODAP measurements 14 December 2002 4127

Final flight states loaded 15 December 2002 4143

Timelines with final flight states loaded 16 December 2002 4151

First non-nominal decontamination started 19 December 2002 4204

Routine Operations Nominal measurement programme since 6 January 2003 4457

Fig. 6.1 ENVISAT launch (Photo: ESA).
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Many of the engineering functions had been tested during

phase C/D on-ground. Thermal operations, however, were

for the first time executed under in-orbit conditions. There-

fore emphasis was put on a thorough verification of the

thermal subsystems Active Thermal Control (ATC), Ther-

mal Control (TC) and Radiant Cooler. The goal was to

characterise the subsystems well enough in order to be able

to routinely select, after the end of SODAP, the correct

parameter settings suitable to maintain Optical Bench Mod-

ule (OBM) and detector temperatures within specified limits.

Measurement Tasks

The flexibility of the instrument required verification of

many different functionalities and characterisation of a

large set of parameters. In order to ensure a thorough testing

of all instrument capabilities, a call for proposals was issued

to all parties involved in the instrument development. All

proposals underwent a review process and finally in total

more than 110 proposals were accepted. Some of them

requested verification that states defined for routine opera-

tions worked as expected but for the majority new states had

to be specified. Each new state corresponded to a new

instrument on-board configuration that had to be com-

manded via the upload of measurement parameter CTI (Con-

figurable Transfer Item) tables. Individual states, new ones

and those already existing, were assembled to generate spe-

cific timelines. Execution of the states was triggered via the

start of such SODAP specific timelines scheduled via the

ENVISAT Mission Planning System (MPS).

Since some commissioning objectives required particular

instrument configurations – e.g. aperture covers released, a

certain thermal status – or needed as a precondition for the

output of other objectives, it was impossible to generate the

full SCIAMACHY SODAP measurement plan by simply

concatenating all the objectives. Furthermore, all lunar mea-

surements could only be performed in the short monthly

visibility periods. Therefore, engineering and measurement

tasks were integrated at the level of individual objectives

thus ensuring that all instrument prerequisites were fulfilled

and the overall ENVISAT SODAP schedule adhered to. The

result was the SCIAMACHY On-Board Operation Plan

(SCOOP), an Excel based database of the complete

SODAP period. It split this period into engineering and

measurement windows. In an engineering window, SCIA-

MACHY operation was procedure driven while in a mea-

surement window, the instrument operations were timeline

driven and controlled by the ENVISAT MPS. The measure-

ment windows were arranged so that on entry and exit the

instrument was in a well defined configuration and all

timelines and states scheduled therein executed just those

measurements compliant with this configuration.

The SODAP Sequence

At the time of launch the SODAP specific planning infor-

mation – SCOOP, states and timelines – was available and

ready for activation. The ENVISAT SODAP plan had

scheduled SCIAMACHY’s first switch-on for orbit 147

(11 March), 11 days after launch. Six days later (17

March), the instrument was controlled for the first time by

the ENVISAT MPS when the first timeline was executed

which ran successfully the Full Functional Test. Because

all aperture covers were still closed, no external light was

collected and only light from the internal calibration

sources was used. The sequence of engineering and mea-

surement activities continued until 3 April. That day the

first aperture cover, the azimuth aperture cover mechanism

(AZACM), was released and the light path via the limb port

opened, permitting limb and occultation observations. The

long time delay between launch and the first appendage

release was required to avoid possible contamination of the

instrument due to outgassing from the platform. Another

important milestone was reached on 15 April with the

opening of the SRC. This event started the passive cooling

of the detectors to their nominal temperatures, i.e. from this

release on, detectors could be operated under in-flight ther-

mal conditions. Furthermore thermal tests were now possi-

ble, aiming to find the final settings for the instrument.

A particular challenge for mission planning and scanner

control occurred at the end of April with the first lunar

measurement window which was successfully passed. In

June SODAP had progressed so far that the final flight

settings for the ATC and TC could be uploaded. OBM

and detectors were now under continuous thermal control

with modifications only being triggered by seasonal effects

or the status of the SRC. On 20 June, the third and final

cover, the elevation aperture cover mechanism (ELACM),

was removed from the light paths. It permitted light to enter

SCIAMACHY via the nadir port. From then on the engi-

neering and measurement programme focused on finalising

SODAP with the goal to begin the validation part of the

Commissioning Phase in early August. With the set of b
states, originating from the evaluation of earlier measure-

ments, and with the associated timelines a configuration

was specified and uploaded mid July which already came

very close to the envisaged final flight definitions. SODAP

ended on 2 August, but leaving a few measurements still to

be done. This was mainly due to the occurrence of anoma-

lies which made it necessary to rearrange the tight SODAP

plan. Also some of the objectives required seasonally
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dependent observing conditions, available only in the sec-

ond half of the year.

At the end of SODAP, after a period of 130 days, SCIA-

MACHY had successfully executed more than 21200

macrocommands (MCMD). Almost 5500 timelines were

started which triggered more than 78000 individual states.

This impressive operational record required the upload of

5700 parameter tables and 560 timelines. Each parameter

table was equivalent to reconfiguring one functionality or

characteristic of the instrument. SODAP proved that the

operational concept and the flight operations ground seg-

ment interfaces were well developed to handle the complex

mission.

Although SODAP did not show major instrument mal-

functions, the original plans had to be modified due to

several anomalies. A rather persistent recurring anomaly

hampered SCIAMACHY between May and July 2002.

Subsequent detailed failure analysis had led to the conclu-

sion that a bug in the Instrument Control Unit (ICU) can

temporarily block its interface to the ENVISAT Payload

Management Computer causing a transfer to a safe instru-

ment mode lower than Measurement. The error is known as

MCMD CCA check error. In October 2002 a software patch

was uploaded to correct for this ICU bug. It did not fully cure

the problem – complete repair would have required a more

extended patch – but since then the average rate of the check

error was reduced to a very low level of about 1/year. Single

Event Upsets (SEU) were another type of anomaly trigger-

ing operational interrupts. The instrument can suffer from a

SEU when high-energy particles, most likely protons, hit

electronic components and switch their status information.

The particle flux increases in low-Earth orbits during phases

of high solar activity in general and when crossing the South

Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) of the Earth’s magnetic field in

particular. Obviously SEU were not only spoiling the Com-

missioning Phase activities but have turned out to be the

most frequent reason for unexpected instrument anomalies

in the routine operations phase.

The Validation Sequence

From an instrument point of view, during the validation

phase SCIAMACHY was operated in a quasi-routine fash-

ion. Only some inserted D SODAP measurements inter-

rupted the nominal measurement plan. During this part of

the mission, the extensive support of the ground segment

was gradually reduced. SCIAMACHY now executed a con-

tinuous measurement programme which reflected the

mission scenarios for routine operations. Validation

scientists were provided with planning information – exact

overpass times for nadir and limb observations – permitting

synchronisation of ground-based, airborne and balloon-

borne campaigns with SCIAMACHY operations. Details

are described in Chapter 9.

The end of the validation phase corresponded to the end

of the Commissioning Phase. Therefore the definition and

upload of the final flight states and timelines was the ultimate

goal to be accomplished. It occurred mid December 2002.

After another decontamination the instrument was prepared

and ready for the start of the routine operations phase.

6.2 Routine Operations Phase

In January 2003, SCIAMACHY commissioning had ended

and transfer to the routine operations phase was initiated. In

spite of the few discrepancies described above, the instru-

ment entered this phase with excellent performance. The

start of routine operations also meant transfer of operational

responsibilities on the instrument provider side from EADS

Astrium to the SCIAMACHY Operations Support Team

(SOST).

Routine operations are characterised by their continuity.

Since spaceborne remote sensing of the atmosphere requires

measurement data to be acquired under stable conditions,

both in terms of instrument configuration and performance,

SCIAMACHY has the goal to maintain the baseline mea-

surement programme as long as possible. The majority of

measurement sequences consist of a solar occultation each

orbit, matching limb/nadir observations on the dayside and

specific eclipse observations, including calibration and mon-

itoring in the eclipse phase. Swath width in nadir and limb

states is set to wide, i.e. 960 km, with an upper limit for the

limb horizontal scans close to the top of the atmosphere at

100 km. This is supplemented by calibration and monitoring

activities on a daily, weekly and monthly timescale. For a

typical orbital mission scenario 92% of the orbital period is

covered by measurements. The remaining 8% are idle gaps

required for potential command and control activities or are

caused by the fact that the smallest possible time slice in a

timeline is the duration of a state. Therefore the continuous

seasonal changes of solar and lunar constellations cannot

always be perfectly matched and cause gaps up to the dura-

tion of a state.

By the end of 2009, SCIAMACHY had already executed

more than 7 years of scientific measurements, where initially

only 5 years were planned. For most of the routine opera-

tions phase, a high level of instrument availability could be

ensured (Fig. 6.2). The continuous improvement of calibra-

tion and monitoring (Chapter 5) permits deriving spectra

with high relative (Fig. 6.3) and absolute (Fig. 6.4) accuracy.
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Fig. 6.2 Operations summary for the commissioning and routine operations phase. Colour coding indicates instrument availability (Courtesy:

DLR-IMF).

Fig. 6.3 Measured irradiance in channel 3 (red ) and effective solardisk area (yellow) between March 2003 and March 2004. The large sunspots at

the end of October caused a significantly reduced irradiance. The inset shows the active solar disk in white light on 28 October 2003 (Courtesy:

IUP-IFE, University of Bremen; Sun photo: Big Bear Solar Observatory).
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Together with the progress in the development of retrieval

algorithms (Chapter 7), data processing (Chapter 8) and

validation (Chapter 9), this forms the basis for finally obtain-

ing excellent scientific results (Chapter 10).

Operation Change Requests and Final Flight
Configuration

From January 2003 on, SCIAMACHY followed the speci-

fied mission scenarios. Deviations were only possible when

a strict configuration controlled procedure, the Operation

Change Request (OCR), was pursued and approved by

project management. The OCR process was introduced early

in 2003 because of the high number of configurable para-

meters describing the instrument status. Any modification of

mission scenarios, states or timelines has to be requested via

an OCR. The OCR procedure includes technical analyses by

SOST of the proposed change and possible implementation

options. Upon recommendation by SOST, and endorsement

by the SCIAMACHY Science Advisory Group (SSAG)

ensuring that no other scientific requirements are violated,

project management finally approves or rejects the OCR.

An OCR may ask for a temporary modification of opera-

tions, or result in permanent changes. In the latter case the

final flight configuration, either for states or timelines, has to

Fig. 6.4 Calibrated SCIAMACHY solar irradiance spectrum measured 18 April 2004, in comparison to the Kurucz solar reference spectrum.

SCIAMACHY data have been normalised to 1 AU solar distance. Kurucz data have been interpolated to the SCIAMACHY wavelength grid. Top:
SCIAMACHY (yellow) and Kurucz (blue) irradiance as function of wavelength with the wavelength coverage of all eight channels. Bottom:
Relative deviation between the two data sets. Small deviations in the wavelength calibration can cause large fluctuations in the ratio of the spectra.

Therefore, the deviation is shown as unsmoothed (red) and smoothed (green) curve. The underlying grey bar shows the �3% requirement for the

absolute radiometric calibration of SCIAMACHY which is fulfilled over almost the whole spectral range (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of

Bremen).
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be altered. Such a modification is permanently implemented

in the flight operation ground segment command database

and must be made operational at each ICU re-initialisation.

Temporary changes are reset to the appropriate initial final

flight settings. Since introducing the OCR process, more than

40 requests to change the instrument configuration have been

issued. All of them were successfully implemented and

executed. On average this was equivalent to modify the mea-

surement setup every 2 months. Some of the OCR requested

rather trivial changes. Others were rather demanding such that

SCIAMACHY’s operational capabilities had to be used at

their limits. The final flight versions as of December 2002

were modified several times (Table 6.2). However the overall

state and timeline definitions remained rather stable through-

out the routine operations phase so far. Mainly minor adjust-

ments to state parameters or state sequences in timelines were

required, but no major restructuring of their concepts.

6.3 Optical Performance

Optical Throughput

The regular monitoring of the optical light paths has gener-

ated a continuous record of optical throughput measure-

ments, both averaged in each channel and spectrally

resolved. The overall throughput behaviour is best illustrated

by the channel averages. Although the results for the various

paths differ slightly, all results provide a consistent view of

the optical performance (Figs. 6.5 and 6.6).

– UV:Evenwith theobserveddegradationof60%(channel1)

and 35% (channel 2) in 7 years, SCIAMACHY still main-

tains a high throughput at the UVwavelengths. TheGOME

mission with similar detectors suffered from a faster and

larger decrease in sensitivity at short wavelengths.

– VIS-NIR-SWIR: For detectors 3–6, annual variations are

detected on a sub-percent level. The excellent stability

permits correlation of the overall throughput with large

scale features due to seasonal variations. Over short time-

scales even solar activity sensed via the effective sunspot

area is reflected in the data.

– SWIR: Throughput analysis in channels 7 and 8 provides a

means for monitoring the status of the ice layers. The

record of decontaminations has led to the conclusion that

throughput measurements do not necessarily reflect the

water content on the detectors but only in the optical

path. As was learnt by the sequence of decontaminations

betweenDecember 2003 and January 2005 andDecember/

January 2008/2009, water might condense either on a

second cold trap mimicking a water-free detector or on

optical surfaces. In the first case the throughput remains at

high levels after having achieved values close to 100%

immediately after the decontamination while in the second

case it can be drastically reduced. While detectors 7 and

8 display common trends after each decontamination, a

more detailed look reveals differences not fully under-

stood. The light path in detector 7 can become virtually

ice-free but sensitivity in detector 8 is always reduced by

about 20–30% within 3–4 months.

An example for a spectrally resolved, i.e. wavelength depen-

dent instrument degradation is depicted in Fig. 6.7. It displays

Table 6.2 Changes in final flight configurations from 2003–2009

Instrument activity Date Orbit

Modification of PET in Moon states 10 March 2003 5358

Modification of dark current sequence in eclipse and monthly

calibration timelines

4 April 2003 5712

Modification of TCFoV in nadir states 8 April 2003 5771

Modification of tangent height in limb dark current measurement 26 May 2003 6456

Modification of WLS over diffuser sequence in monthly

calibration timelines

13 July 2003 7151

Modification of altitude range in limb mesosphere state 21 July 2003 7265

Modification of PET in dark current and NDFM monitoring states 21 July 2003 7276

Modification of limb altitude range and new timeline set for improved

limb/nadir matching

15 October 2003 8489

New timeline set for improved limb/nadir matching in early orbit phase 22 May 2004 11638

Modification of nadir states and new timeline set for increased

signal-to-noise at high latitudes

6 September 2004 13172

New eclipse timelines with extended limb mesosphere coverage 6 September 2004 13172

Increase of sub-solar pointing rate and reduction of sub-solar fast sweep scanning rate 1 October 2006 23978

Reduction of sub-solar observation rate to 1 every third day 1 October 2006 23978

New limb mesosphere-thermosphere state to be executed 30 orbits/month 3 November 2008 34922
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for channel 2 the relative variation of the nadir throughput –

light enters the spectrometer via the ESM mirror only – as a

function of time and wavelength, derived fromm-factors (see

section ‘‘Optical Performance Monitoring’’ of Chapter 5).

Grey bars denote times of reduced instrument performance,

e.g. switch-offs or decontamination periods. The nadir light

path time series shown in Fig. 6.7 is derived from a combina-

tion of WLS data and two different types of sub-solar mea-

surements (fast sweep scan and pointing). As in the case of

the channel averaged throughput, the measured signals are

referenced to 2 August 2002 at about orbit 2200. It is obvious

from Fig. 6.7 that the degradation is wavelength dependent.

Degradation in channel 2 peaks around 345 nm and in the

overlap regions between the channels. Additionally, a spec-

trally broadband increase of degradation towards lower wave-

lengths can be identified. However, the channel 4 monitoring

data presented in Fig. 6.8 show the excellent absolute radio-

metric stability of SCIAMACHY. Here the degradation does

not exceed about 2%, except for the channel overlaps. A

similar trend can be observed in the other VIS channels. The

optical throughput as displayed in Figs. 6.5–6.8 is the result of

the performance of the complete optical path. It includes

detector specific ageing effects. Over the past 7 years the

detectors for channels 1–5 showed very stable behaviour.

Only the detector material of channel 2 exhibits several spots

where the pixel sensitivity degrades with the exact mechanism

being unknown. A higher degree of pixel degradation was

detected in the SWIR channels 6+, 7 and 8 (Fig. 6.9). This is

not unexpected because they are more demanding in terms of

stable operating conditions. Particularly high-energy particles

in the radiation environment, as often found in the South

AtlanticAnomaly, can severely impact the status of individual

pixels. Affected pixel will suddenly obtain a significantly

higher dark current and corresponding higher dark noise, in

many cases resulting in effective loss of the pixel. No reliable

mechanism for permanent recovery of lost pixel exists, though

the decontamination periods have resulted in temporary re-

covery of affected pixels. At launch approx. 20% of the pixels

Fig. 6.5 Seven years of optical throughput for channels 1–6 starting with quasi-routine measurements on 2 August 2002. Decontamination

intervals and periods after instrument saving are omitted. The information has been derived from the operational light path monitoring using the

Sun via the ASM and ESM mirror. The two strong temporal reductions just before orbit 22000 and 34000 are caused by total solar eclipses

(Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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in channels 6+, 7 and 8 were unusable. Since then this fraction

has increased with a rate of 6% pixel loss per year.

Scan Angle Dependence

The measured signal depends on the viewing geometry, i.e.

on the incidence angles on the mirrors or diffusers (see

Chapter 5). This is not only because the reflectivity of the

mirrors/diffusers changes when viewed under a different

scan angle, but also the polarisation sensitivities. The default

calibration corrects for this scan angle dependence under the

implicit assumption that it has not changed since launch.

While several science products indicate increasing scan

angle dependence, no method for directly monitoring this

degradation effect exists. Experience with GOME on ERS-

2 shows that the effect is likely due to a contamination layer,

built up on the scan mirrors since launch. This introduces

a scan angle dependent degradation which varies with

wavelength. Intrinsic scan angle dependence is expected,

based on the Fresnel equations describing the polarised

reflection of light off dielectric media (e.g. a mirror), includ-

ing additionally added dielectric layers (e.g. a layer of built-

up contamination). When the properties of the dielectrics or

the layers change, as in contamination built up on a mirror

surface, not only the unpolarised but also the polarised

and scan angle dependent reflectance changes. These effects

are all coupled through the Fresnel equations. If sufficient

information is available from, e.g. component data and

in-flight monitoring at multiple wavelengths, polarisation

conditions, or multiple angles, the properties of the changed

mirror or coating can be derived and corrected for. This was

successfully done for the GOME scan mirror for the period

1995–2001, where the contaminant thickness with time

and contaminant optical properties with wavelength could

be derived from solar and lunar monitoring data. Due to

the superior monitoring capabilities of SCIAMACHY,

it is expected that deriving such information for the

SCIAMACHY scan mirrors can be achieved as well. If

the SCIAMACHY ESM mirror is behaving similarly as the

GOME scan mirror, a scan angle dependent degradation of

Fig. 6.6 Optical throughput for the SWIR channels 7 and 8. Similarly to Fig. 6.15, a growing ice layer and its decontamination induced

evaporation determines the shape of the curve (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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the order of a few percent is estimated (Snel and Tilstra

2008). It occurs mostly in the UV (channels 1 and 2) for

extreme scan angles, compared to central viewing, due to

accumulated contamination over the in-orbit mission life-

time of more than 7 years.

Light Leak in Channel 7

After launch it was discovered that channel 7 shows a spuri-

ous signal in limb dark measurements that is much higher

than the spatial stray light found in the other channels. This

signal has no spectral signature and is a broadband feature,

excluding that it is caused by light passing through the optics

of the instrument. The explanation requires a tiny hole – a

light leak – in the channel 7 detector module, where light can

enter the instrument and illuminate the detector without

being dispersed first. Investigations to characterise the light

leak were done using limb dark current measurements at 250

km altitude. At this tangent height and after correction of the

data for non-linearity, dark signal and spectral stray light, the

residual signal should be caused by the light leak alone,

because no light from the Earth is expected. No contribution

from the spatial stray light mentioned below has to be

considered since this is only a fraction of the light leak signal

and can be neglected here.

Figure 6.10 displays the mean residuals after correction

of all analysed data, i.e. the signal caused by the light leak.

This signal is spectrally smooth, systematically varying as a

function of orbit phase. However, variations over one month

can be quite large (50 BU/s), nearly comparable to the size of

the light leak signal. Therefore, the light leak is not only a

function of orbit phase but more likely a function of viewing

geometry combined with the presence of regions with high

albedo, e.g. caused by clouds. Correction of the light

leak signal is required for the generation of high quality

calibrated spectra in channel 7 and subsequent trace gas

retrieval.

Fig. 6.7 Variation of the throughput of the SCIAMACHY nadir light path in channel 2, determined from m-factors. The contours plot shows the

spectrally resolved throughput as a function of time. Grey bars mask out times of reduced instrument performance, i.e. switch-offs or decontami-

nation periods (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Spatial Stray Light in Limb Measurements

During analysis of limb data it was discovered that these

measurements suffer from spatial stray light. This was first

noticed in measurements taken at 150 km tangent height

where no atmospheric light should be present. The measure-

ments at 150 km were originally intended to determine

the orbital variation of the dark signal in channel 8 serving

as an optional dark correction for limb measurements. Inves-

tigations (van Soest 2005) show that the additional signal

was not caused by a light leak because spectral structures

such as air glow emissions and atmospheric absorptions are

visible in the measurements. This means that the signal is

spectrally dispersed and thus goes through the optics of

the instrument. Comparison with MERIS data revealed that

the stray light does not correlate with the intensity of the

scene at the subsatellite point ruling out the possibility

that light leaking through the nadir port is subsequently

directed into the telescope. Measurements of limb scans at

high altitude and at a lower tangent altitude of 10 km

result in a good correlation confirming that the stray light

is caused by light entering the instrument through the slit

from regions outside the IFoV. The stray light impact is

highest in channels 2–4 and is very low in channels 1, 5

and 6. In order to avoid corrupted limb dark current mea-

surements, the final flight instrument configuration has been

adjusted early during the routine operations phase by raising

the tangent altitude from 150 to 250 km. At this height the

spatial stray light is reduced by an order of magnitude to 5–

10 BU/s, thus allowing an estimation of the orbital dark

variation.

Further investigations into the spatial stray light in 2007

revealed that a significant fraction of the stray light most

likely originates from residual grooves in the diamond-

turned telescope mirror (Fig. 6.11). The regular grooves act

as a grating before the entrance slit and cause a wavelength

dependent shifted scene to be recorded with the intended

scene. The shift is below 1� at UV wavelengths and can be

seen to extend to about 3� at 1000 nm and longer.

Fig. 6.8 Same as Fig. 6.7, but for SCIAMACHY channel 4 (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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6.4 Thermal Performance

Ice on Detectors 7 and 8

Already during SODAP it became obvious that the infrared

channels 7 and 8 began to show a significant loss of radiance

response in the weeks after the SRC had been opened.

Investigations indicated that an ice layer growing on top of

the cylindrical lens covering the detectors was responsible

for this. It affected only channels 7 and 8 because these are

the detectors operated at lowest temperatures. A likely

source of the contaminant water is the carbon-fibre-rein-

forced plastic structure of ENVISAT. The water contained

in the compound started to outgas once the platform was in

orbit and condensed on the cold surfaces in channels 7 and 8.

Obviously the venting holes in the multilayer insulation

covering SCIAMACHY could not efficiently support the

outgassing of the instrument. Over a period of only a few

months the ice layer reduced the throughput in channels 7

and 8 by almost 80% (see Fig. 6.6). Methods to stop accu-

mulation of ice were limited and only the application of

decontamination means was finally selected to become the

operational countermeasure.

Decontamination

Decontamination capabilities are among the requirements

for thermal operations. Detailed pre-launch analysis had

shown that the efficiency of the RRU on the SRC to dissipate

energy from the detectors to open space might decrease with

time due to contamination of volatile molecules on the RRU

surface. Cooling via the RRU usually yields detector tem-

peratures below the lower limit. Therefore trim heaters

counterbalance this effect by additional heating. When con-

tamination decreases RRU efficiency, detectors become less

Fig. 6.9 Degradation of the pixel quality in the SWIR channels. The number of bad pixels is continuously increasing. For comparison, the first

half of channel 6 is illustrated which consists of a material being more robust in the space environment and is thus much less subject to degradation

(Courtesy: SRON).
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cold and thus TC heater power (which is used to raise

temperatures to keep detectors within limits) approaches

zero. To re-establish the initial RRU efficiency, a decontam-

ination mode had been originally foreseen with the goal of

removing any contaminants from the RRU surface by heat-

ing up the SRC for a few days. During this decontamination

procedure any measurements would have been stopped. The

SRC decontamination heaters would have been turned on for

the warm-up phase while ATC and TC heaters would have

remained at their current operational levels. Such a SRC

decontamination would either have been required when

one of the TC heaters would have reached a power of 0 W

or, as originally required, at least twice per year.

Because of the necessity to heat up the detectors asmuch as

possible to effectively get rid of the ice layers on channels

7 and 8, this decontamination procedure was redefined in the

Commissioning Phase to form a Non-Nominal Decontamina-

tion (NNDEC) to be used during routine operations. During a

NNDEC not only the SRC decontamination heaters provide

energy to the optical subsystem but also ATC and TC heaters

are switched to their maximum power. Measurements contin-

ue throughout warm-up and cool-down, contrary to what had

been defined for the original decontamination procedure.

In the warm-up phase of NNDEC, channels 7 and 8 reach

temperatures of 267 K and the OBM approaches a tempera-

ture of �3� C. Also the duration of the warm-up phase was

extended to 15 days. This method no longer creates a long

data gap since data analysis still permits retrieval of –

somewhat degraded – information from the UV-VIS channels

even at elevated temperatures.

Active Thermal Control

To keep the OBM and detectors within the specified temper-

ature limits is one of the key requirements of instrument

Fig. 6.10 Mean light leak signal for all pixels in channel 7 as a function of orbit phase. The x-axis shows the orbit phase (eclipse corresponds to

phase 0.95–0.40, sunrise occurs at phase 0.41), the y-axis the pixel number in channel 7. The colours indicate the size of the light leak signal in

BU/s (Courtesy: DLR-IMF/SRON).
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performance. Several of the parameters determining the

precision of calibrated spectra, e.g. dark current or wave-

length calibration, are highly temperature sensitive. There-

fore, with the start of routine operations, monitoring of the

thermal status of the OBM and detectors was one of

the prime tasks. Each week, average OBM and detector

temperatures per orbit, together with ATC heater power

consumption, have to be monitored, following the proce-

dures outlined in the IOM. The OBM temperature, since

controlled via the ATC, is kept autonomously within limits.

Only when an ATC heater power approaches its lower limit,

new setpoints have to be defined.

In the first years of operations, the ATC settings as of

June 2002 provided a very stable average orbital OBM

temperature of �17.90�C (Fig. 6.12). No adjustments were

necessary for several years into the mission. The ATC heater

power history displayed the expected seasonal modulation

and a decrease – most pronounced in the ATC-Nadir heater –

indicated signs of degradation (Fig. 6.13). This was, howev-

er, much smaller than predicted. During the months of the

annual seasonal minimum, i.e. November and December, the

orbital mean ATC-Nadir power slowly approached the spe-

cified lower limit. In October 2008 modified ATC settings

had to be commanded to ensure safe ATC operations and a

stable OBM temperature for the coming years of the extended

mission. During this readjustment the ATC-Nadir power was

increased and the ATC-Limb power decreased resulting in

almost no effect on the OBM temperature.

Thermal Control

Contrary to the stable ATC behaviour, the detector tempera-

ture control requires occasional manual adjustments due to

environmental variations. Whenever the weekly monitoring

indicates that one of the detectors will violate the limit in the

near future, FOCC is requested to command new trim heater

power settings to bring the particular channel temperature

well back in range. Since channels 4 and 5 have the highest

temperature sensitivity, most of the TC adjustments were

caused by these detectors. Early 2003 the temperatures

Fig. 6.11 Spatial stray light in channels 1–6 as a function of the LoS distance from the Sun. Close to the Sun stray light contributions are strongest

(red areas). The tilted bands of different strengths are caused by diffraction from residual grooves in the telescope mirror. The measurements

shown here were collected in close vicinity of the Sun. By varying the distance between Sun and IFoV characterising the wavelength dependent

diffracted signal was possible (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Fig. 6.12 Mean OBM temperature per orbit. On orbit average, the ATC system keeps the OBM within 0.001�C of the selected temperature

(Courtesy: DLR-IMF).

Fig. 6.13 Power consumption of the three heaters (Nadir, Limb and RAD A) of the ATC system. The curve follows a seasonal variation with an

expected long-term decrease most prominent for the ATC-Nadir heater. The glitch in ATC-Nadir and ATC-Limb powers in October 2008 is

caused by the ATC readjustment (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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selected by the TC settings for June 2002 were considered

not to be optimum. Therefore in a number of TC adjustments

during February 2003, the detector temperatures were

brought into new ranges (see Table 3.4). Since then, control

of the seasonal thermal variations requires only very few

adjustments each year (Fig. 6.14). With the calibration

improving over time it had turned out to even tolerate detec-

tor temperatures a few 0.1�C above or below their limits. For

a period of 5–6 orbits after the adjustment, quality of the

measurement data of the modified channel can be reduced

because the temperature gradient exceeds the specified limit

of 0.1–0.3 K/orbit for channels 5–8.

Decontamination is a vital part of thermal operations.

Monitoring of the TC heater power led to the conclusion

that RRU efficiency does not degrade with the rate estimated

before launch. It was therefore decided to abandon the origi-

nal requirement of two decontaminations per year and

initiate a NNDEC only when the ice induced throughput

reduction of channels 7 and 8 had reached unacceptable

levels. Early during the routine phase decontaminations

occurred more frequently since experience had to be gained

about the most appropriate duration of the warm-up phase.

Then, with a frequency of twice per year, NNDEC were

executed, one in summer and one in winter. However

these NNDEC achieved only a temporary removal of the

ice layers. Due to accidental non-nominal events, either in

the warm-up or cool-down, almost none of the executed

NNDECs was identical. Improvement of the throughput for

channel 7 after decontamination showed erratic behaviour

without a clear explanation. Only when the cool-down phase

of the NNDEC was modified by introducing a well specified

transfer to STANDBYmode with subsequent ‘recovery’, the

throughput in channels 7 and 8 remained at high values for

long periods. Hypothesis is that a second cold trap exists

which may be activated by forcing low temperatures in the

cool-down. At the beginning of the cool-down water is still

uncondensed and can deposit on the second cold trap thus

leaving the optical path of detectors 7 and 8 to a large

extent void of ice. The new procedure was implemented

operationally for the decontamination in winter 2004/2005.

It removed almost all the ice from the light path of channel 7

and kept the reduction in channel 8 to less than 30%. After

operating channels 7 and 8 without another decontamination

for 4 years, the same NNDEC procedure was applied in

winter 2008/2009 and delivered a similar recovery of the

SWIR throughput.

Fig. 6.14 Mean detector temperatures per orbit for channels 1–6. Decontamination intervals with elevated temperatures and periods after

instrument saving with too low temperatures are omitted. The resulting curves display the seasonal variation. Steps are due to TC adjustments,

mainly affecting channels 4 and 5. The increase around orbit 5000 corresponds to an overall TC correction to establish new temperature ranges

(Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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The temperature behaviour of the infrared channels 7 and

8 is largely driven by the ice conditions. Ice also covers the

gold plated aluminium structures of the detector suspension

leading to an increased infrared absorption and thus radia-

tively heated detectors. This results in a slow but steady rising

temperature. Immediately after a decontamination ice is

removed and temperatures are at the selected cold level

from where they start to increase – caused by the growth of

the ice layer – until the next decontamination is started or an

equilibrium with a stable ice layer is reached (Fig. 6.15).

6.5 Line-of-Sight Performance

Scanners

Because of their design, both the ESM and the ASMwere not

considered to be critical mechanical subsystems. When the

end of the nominal specified mission lifetime was reached in

March 2007, however, the scanners became subject of regu-

lar monitoring. This ensured early detection of potential

degradation of the scanner performance and development

of appropriate countermeasures. The scanner current para-

meters, which are downlinked as part of the Housekeeping

(HK) telemetry stream, have been considered suitable for the

purpose of scanner monitoring. Since state 65 (scanner main-

tenance and ADC calibration) is scheduled each orbit, the

acquired HK telemetry provides good statistics even though

the measurement phase of state 65 only lasts about 45 s. With

a rate of 1/16 Hz about 2–3 telemetry readings are obtained at

each state execution. Due to the design of state 65 a distinct

pattern of the ASM and ESM clockwise, counterclockwise

and mean current is expected. As long as this pattern does not

change, no degradation of the scanner performance is de-

duced. Over the past 7 years the ASM current pattern

remained rather stable. At the end of 2007 the ESM mean

current began to deviate from its previous curve, reached a

plateau value and started to decrease again. This behaviour is

not fully understood and therefore subject to further investi-

gations. Because continuous ESM operations occur in both

nadir and limb states usage of this scanner is much more

frequent than that of the ASM. Therefore degradation effects

might emerge earlier. However the pointing performance of

both scanners remained stable and seems unrelated to the

observed scanner currents effect.

Fig. 6.15 Mean detector temperatures per orbit for the SWIR channels 7 and 8. Displayed data are as in Fig. 6.14. The graphs are the result of

growing ice (increase) and occasional decontaminations (drop to lower values). Between orbit 10600 and 10900 two TC adjustments had a

significant impact on the SWIR detector temperatures (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Extra Mispointing

Since the Commissioning Phase it is well known that SCIA-

MACHY’s LoS exhibits small inconsistencies. These in-

clude in the SO&C window an elevation jump of about

�0.04� when acquiring the Sun with the Sun Follower in

elevation above the atmosphere after following the solar

trajectory with a predicted elevation rate in the ESM control.

In the sub-solar window an elevation jump of about �0.02�

occurs, again when the Sun Follower captures the Sun in

elevation above the atmosphere. Before launch the misalign-

ment of the instrument LoS in all three axes had been

measured. The corresponding parameters are given in

Table 6.3. They are stored on-board as part of the engineer-

ing parameters and compensated in the scanner control via

the optical zero correction. Thus the observed pointing

inconsistencies could not be attributed to this known

misalignment. Their origin was instead modelled by an

extra mispointing which is not necessarily only reflecting

an additional misalignment of the instrument axes but could

be associated with all components impacting the complete

measurement planning and execution chain, as there are

– Extra instrument misalignment (pitch, roll, yaw)

– ESM/ASM offset

– Extra platform attitude mispointing (pitch, roll, yaw)

– FOCC planning and scheduling s/w

– Scanner control s/w

– Sun Follower control loop

Best agreement with the pointing inconsistencies in solar

observations was achieved when assuming extra mispoint-

ings as listed in Table 6.3. The values in pitch and roll turned

out to be so large that a significant impact had to be expected

when retrieving altitudes from limb measurements

(Gottwald et al. 2007).

Tangent Height

SCIAMACHY’s limb mode is a powerful technique to sense

the atmosphere with global coverage and high vertical reso-

lution. A necessity for obtaining useful measurements is the

accuracy of reconstructing altitudes in general and tangent

heights in particular from elevation and azimuth angles (von

Savigny et al. 2005). Because of the large distances involved

in limb geometry – about 3200 km from the instrument to the

Earth horizon – even small pointing uncertainties translate

into large tangent height errors. For SCIAMACHY on

ENVISAT, a pitch pointing error of 1 arcmin shifts retrieved

profiles by 1 km.

Early in the mission, it was recognised that the operation-

ally generated tangent height information differs by as much

as 3 km from what was expected. The reference tangent

heights were derived from the TRUE (Tangent Height

Retrieval by UV-B Exploitation) method (Kaiser et al.

2004), which uses the so-called ‘knee’ as a spectral signature

for retrieving limb pointing information. The TRUE results

are considered reliable as long as the technique is restricted

to tropical latitudes, e.g. between 20�N and 20�S, where
stratospheric and lower mesospheric ozone variability is

small. The offset between the operational tangent heights

and those derived via the ‘knee’ method showed a strong

seasonal variation with a mean amplitude of 0.8 km and a

constant bias of 0.5 km. The sinusoidal seasonal modulation

was superimposed on a linear trend with a gradient of about

0.4 km/year.

SCIAMACHY’s findings were compliant with a detailed

analysis of pointing information from GOMOS and MIPAS.

ENVISAT’s on-board processing of state vector parameters

uplinked from ground was identified to be the source of the

observed pointing inaccuracy. In a corrective action the s/w

algorithm for deriving such parameters on-ground was

upgraded and finally implemented in December 2003 around

orbit 9300 (Bargellini et al. 2006). This resulted in a reduc-

tion of the tangent height jumps observed around the times

of the daily updates of the on-board state vector and of the

seasonal variation of the tangent height offset. When using

residual ENVISAT platform pointing information in pitch,

roll and yaw the mean amplitude of the offset amounted now

to about 0.2 km with the linear gradient reduced by a factor

of 3. However the bias increased to 1.5 km and remained

practically stable over a year (Fig. 6.16).

Exploiting the full capabilities of limb data obtained by

SCIAMACHY required additional improvement in altitude

retrievals. It was indeed achieved via the extra mispointing

model. Adding the correction angles from Table 6.3 in the

calculation of geolocations reduced the tangent height bias

to almost 0 km as obvious in Fig. 6.16 with an uncertainty of

100 m. Having obtained such a high accuracy in altitude

determination permitted investigations on even smaller

residual effects. A seasonal trend with an amplitude of 150

m became obvious. In addition indications for a tangent

height trend with a rate of a few 10 m/year exist. Further

investigations are ongoing to prove their validity, understand

their origin and correct for it.

Table 6.3 SCIAMACHY instrument misalignment measured before

launch and modelled extra mispointing.

Axis Instrument misalignment (�) Extra mispointing (�)
Pitch +0.000630 �0.026 � 0.003

Roll +0.001662 �0.020 � 0.001

Yaw �0.227464 +0.009 � 0.008
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6.6 Mission Extension

Since its launch in March 2002 the ENVISAT mission

proved to be very successful, concerning both the platform

and the instrument payload complement. When the end of

the specified nominal mission lifetime was reached in early

2007, it was decided to continue with platform and instru-

ment operations for another 3.5 years until 2010. In this

phase of the mission extension the high mission performance

could be maintained. After platform and sensors had con-

vincingly demonstrated that even after 2010 very valuable

information about the Earth system can be acquired, ESA

and the participating national agencies approved another

mission extension period lasting from the second half of

2010 to the end of 2013, at least.

Orbit Modification

One of the major mission limiting factors is available fuel

(see Chapter 2). With the requirement to deposit ENVISAT

at the end of the mission in an orbit with different altitude to

reduce the risk of collisions with other Earth Observation

satellites, sufficient hydrazine must be kept in the fuel tanks

for the final orbit lowering manoeuvre which consumes for

an altitude change of 1 km about 2 kg of fuel. It has been

decided that the disposal orbit shall be commanded when the

first phase of the mission extension ends. Thus the second

phase will be operated in an orbit different from the nominal

ENVISAT orbit. All the fuel remaining after the altitude

manoeuvre, estimated to be slightly more than 20 kg, will

then be available for orbit control. If the fuel demanding

inclination maintenance is discarded, altitude manoeuvres

will be possible until 2013 (Frerick et al. 2007).

Assuming that the altitude is decreased by 17.4 km, the

modified ENVISAT orbit in the second mission extension

phase will be characterised by a repeat cycle of 30 days, i.e.

431 orbits. Its orbital period of 6014 s is shorter than the

nominal one of about 6036 s. No longer readjusting the

inclination is equivalent to a slightly drifting inclination at

a rate of 0.046�/year. This affects the Mean Local Solar

Time (MLST), which will also leave the specified value

of 22:00 � 5 min after a while. The maximum excursion

occurs 1.5 years after the orbit modification when a value of

22:09 is reached. Then the MLST approaches 22:00 again

and will start to drift to earlier values with the end of 2013

(Fig. 6.17).

Fig. 6.16 Tangent height offsets as determined from operational data products and TRUE retrieved profile information. Prior to December 2003

the bias had a strong harmonic variation (red). After the update of the on-board propagator model and including residual platform mispointing the

variation was reduced but a constant offset persisted (yellow). When the extra mispointing is introduced in geolocation retrieval this offset vanishes

(blue) (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Fig. 6.17 Inclination (left axis) and MLST (right axis) drift of the ENVISAT orbit during the mission extension phase until 2013 (top). The
bottom panel shows an example how the orbit interval from end of the SO&C window to the start of the eclipse (left axis) and the solar elevation at
sub-solar condition (right axis) changes when the orbit altitude is lowered. The yellow lines indicate the lower and upper limit of the NCWM

window (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Impact on Instrument Performance

Operating SCIAMACHY in the 2010–2013 timeframe

means to more than double the instrument’s in-orbit lifetime.

This will partially occur in a different orbit. Therefore

impacts on the instrument performance are expected from

– Orbit: SCIAMACHY as an instrument with multi-view-

ing capabilities is strongly dependent on the status of the

LoS during measurements. Because of the modified orbit

the visibility of terrestrial and celestial targets along the

orbit changes.

– Time: With evolving time the subsystems of the instru-

ment degrade. Having extended the lifetime well beyond

the specified time span stronger degradation than

predicted for nominal End-of-Life (EOL) must be

expected.

Degradation in the extended mission is treated in two ways.

One is via reconfiguring the affected subsystems as long as

sufficient margins in configurable parameters are available.

The other concerns improvements in calibration and moni-

toring which helps to use measurement data obtained in a

degraded environment for retrievals.

The flexibility of SCIAMACHY operations control per-

mits to compensate for the modified orbit to a large degree. It

requires a reconfiguration of the instrument by updating

certain engineering and measurement parameters as well as

states and timelines (Gottwald et al. 2009). Usually the

TCFoV for each viewing geometry is so wide that the Sun

and the Moon are still visible even when the MLST

approaches its extreme value. The only exception occurs

when the Sun hits the upper edge of the sub-solar window

for a short time period making sub-solar measurements

impossible (Fig. 6.17). Thus the mission scenarios need not

be changed and the scientific requirements can be fulfilled

even until 2013.

SCIAMACHY’s life limited items (LLI) require particu-

lar attention in extended mission operations. They shall only

execute the specified activations defined by individual in-

flight LLI budgets from on-ground tests and analyses. Safe

operations aim at not exceeding these budgets over the

mission lifetime, including extension phases. The usage of

LLIs is therefore monitored regularly and compared with the

corresponding in-flight budget. Assuming that the mission

scenarios remain stable, the LLI executions can be extrapo-

lated until the end of 2013. For none of the LLI except the

Nadir Calibration Window Mechanism (NCWM) will the

in-flight budget be reached in more than 11 years of opera-

tions. Only the accumulated NCWM activations will slightly

violate the allocated limit. However this is uncritical since

the rate of sub-solar measurements can be adjusted accord-

ingly any time during the mission.
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Chapter 7

From Radiation Fields to Atmospheric Concentrations – Retrieval
of Geophysical Parameters

H. Bovensmann, A. Doicu, P. Stammes, M. Van Roozendael, C. von Savigny, M. Penning de Vries, S. Beirle, T. Wagner,
K. Chance, M. Buchwitz, A. Kokhanovsky, A. Richter, A.V. Rozanov, and V.V. Rozanov

Abstract Satellite-based atmospheric remote sensing aims at

deriving the properties of trace gases, aerosols and clouds, as

well as surface parameters from the measured top-of-atmo-

sphere spectral radiance and reflectance. This requires, besides

high quality spectra, an accurate modelling of the radiative

transfer of solar radiation through the atmosphere to the sensor

(forward model) and methods to derive the constituent proper-

ties from the measured top-of-atmosphere spectra (inversion

methods).Many trace gases have structured absorption spectra

in the UV-VIS spectral range serving as the starting point for

determining their abundance by applying Differential Optical

Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) or similar methods. In the

UV-VIS-NIR and SWIR spectral regions the solar radiation is

strongly scattered by clouds and aerosols. Therefore the pres-

ence of clouds and aerosol particles and their properties can

also be inferred from the outgoing radiance measured by

space-based instruments. Contrary to the forward model, the

inversionmethods allow to derive characteristics of the atmos-

pheric state based on the measured quantities. A common

product of the inversion of satellite measurements in limb,

nadir or occultation geometry are total columns or height-

resolved profiles of trace gas concentrations and aerosol para-

meters. Retrieving trace gas amounts in the troposphere con-

stitutes a specific challenge. SCIAMACHY’s unique limb/

nadir matching capability provides access to tropospheric

columns by combining total columns obtained from nadir

geometry with simultaneously measured stratospheric col-

umns obtained from limb geometry.

Keywords Atmospheric composition retrieval • Absorp-

tion • Scattering • Radiative transfer • Differential Opti-

cal Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) • Inversion theory

Satellite remote sensing of the atmosphere with spectro-

meters such as SCIAMACHY gives the top-of-atmosphere

(TOA) spectral radiance. It remains a challenging task to

quantitatively derive the atmospheric composition – trace

gases, aerosols, clouds – from these measurements. The

main source of radiation for passive remote sounding of the

atmosphere by SCIAMACHY in the UV-SWIR regions is the

Sun. The absorption and scattering characteristics of the

Earth’s atmosphere can be determined by comparing the

radiance reflected from the Earth’s surface and scattered by

the atmosphere to the sensor with the unaffected extraterres-

trial solar irradiance entering at the top of the atmosphere. A

quantitative analysis requires:

– Earth and solar radiance spectra of high spectral and

radiometric quality

– An accurate modelling of the transfer of the solar light

through the atmosphere to the sensor (radiative transfer
model or forward model)

– Techniques to relate the measured TOA spectra to the

constituent properties (usually referred to as inversion
methods)

The retrieval of information on atmospheric trace gases

relies on the knowledge of the absorption, emission and
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scattering of electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere. In

the UV-VIS-NIR and SWIR spectral ranges, the radiative

transfer through the atmosphere is affected by (see Fig. 7.1):

– Scattering by air molecules (Rayleigh and Raman scatter-

ing)

– Scattering and absorption by aerosol and cloud particles

(Mie scattering)

– Absorption and emission by trace gases

– Refraction due to the density gradient in the atmosphere

– Surface reflection and absorption

These are the processes which must be quantitatively taken

into account when retrieving atmospheric geophysical para-

meters from SCIAMACHY measurements.

Trace gases usually exhibit characteristic fingerprint

spectra in emission or absorption, originating from:

– Rotational transitions: primarily observed in the far infra-

red and microwave spectral regions

– Vibrational–rotational transitions: can be measured in the

thermal and short-wave infrared

– Electronic transitions: mainly detected in the UV-VIS

and NIR spectral regions

SCIAMACHY with its wide spectral coverage from the UV

to the SWIR detects trace gases mainly via their electronic

and vibrational–rotational transition spectra.

7.1 RadiativeTransfer in theEarth’sAtmosphere

Important tools to simulate changes in the solar radiation due

to atmospheric scattering and absorption processes are radia-

tive transfer models (RTM), also referred to as forward mod-

els. They provide the synthetic radiances, as they would be

measured by the sensor, for a specified state of the atmosphere.

These models are an important part of any retrieval process.

Considering the entire atmosphere, one usually talks about the

radiation field, which describes the angular and spatial distri-

bution of the radiation in the atmosphere.

The main characteristic of the radiation field in the atmo-

sphere is the radiance I (also often referred to as ‘intensity’),
which is defined as the flux of energy in a given direction per

unit time per unit wavelength range per unit solid angle per

unit area perpendicular to a given direction (Liou 2002). All

interactions between the radiation and the atmosphere are

Fig. 7.1 Scheme of the relevant interactions of solar light with the Earth’s atmosphere and surface (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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classified by the sign of the change of the radiation intensity

as a result of the interaction. Processes which reduce the

intensity in the direction under consideration by absorption

as well as scattering processes from the original direction into

other directions are commonly named extinction. Processes

which increase the intensity in the direction under consider-

ation for example by scattering into the beam from other

directions, by thermal or other emission processes within

the volume, are referred to as source function.

In the description of radiative transfer presented here we

neglect the polarisation state of light for reasons of simplicity.

However, we note that polarisation is important for SCIA-

MACHY for two reasons, namely in order to

– Accurately simulate radiances in the UV and VIS

– Account for the polarisation sensitivity of the instrument

when determining the true radiance (see discussion in

Chapter 5)

The general form of the radiative transfer equation describes

all processes affecting the radiation field as a result of its

interaction with a medium, taking energy conservation into

account. It has the form

dI

ds
¼ �a ðI � JÞ ð7:1Þ

where I is radiance (or intensity) in a given direction, s the
light path, a is the extinction coefficient describing the

fraction of the energy which is removed from the original

beam by absorption and scattering and J is the source func-
tion which describes the increase of the radiance I into the

original direction due to scattering and/or emission.

If the amount of light travelling in a certain direction

through the atmosphere can only be increased due to the

scattering processes – as is the case for the spectral range

covered by SCIAMACHY when neglecting emissions – the

source function depends on the intensity falling on the ele-

mentary volume from all directions

J ¼ o
4p

ð
pðgÞ I dO ð7:2Þ

with g being the scattering angle, i.e. the angle between the

directions of the incident and scattered radiation, and o is

the single scattering albedo representing the probability that a

photon,which interactswith avolumeelement,will be scattered

rather than being absorbed. The term p(g)dO/4p denotes the

probability that the radiation is scattered into a solid angle dO
about a direction forming an angle g with the direction of the

incident radiation.Thequantityp(g) is called thephase function.
The total radiation field can be split into two components

I ¼ Idir þ Idif ð7:3Þ

with Idir being the direct radiation, which is never scattered

in the atmosphere or reflected from the Earth’s surface, and

the diffuse radiation Idif, which is scattered or reflected at

least once. Since there is no relevant process in the atmo-

sphere which increases the intensity of the direct solar radi-

ation, the radiative transfer equation for the direct radiation

leads to the homogeneous differential equation

dIdir
ds

¼ �a Idir ð7:4Þ

with a solution described by Lambert–Beer’s law

Idir ¼ I0 exp �
ð
aðsÞ ds

� �
ð7:5Þ

where I0 being the incident radiance at the top of the atmo-

sphere, which is described – assuming the Sun has an infini-

tesimal size – by the solar irradiance Iirr multiplied by the

Dirac delta-function (see, e.g. Thomas and Stamnes 1999).

The integral
R
a(s)ds along the photon path defines the opti-

cal depth t(s). Integration is performed along the direct solar

beam from the surface to the top-of-atmosphere. This equa-

tion describes the attenuation of the direct solar or lunar light

travelling through the atmosphere. Thus the direct compo-

nent (7.5) is a good approximation for the radiative transfer

when for example directly viewing the Sun or the Moon.

Therefore it can be used to describe SCIAMACHYmeasure-

ments in occultation geometry.

If the diffuse radiation is non-negligible – as for SCIA-

MACHY nadir and limb measurements – it has to be consid-

ered in addition to the direct one. The corresponding

radiative transfer Eq. (7.1) for the diffuse component using

the scattering source function (7.2) can be written then as

follows (details see Liou 2002):

dIdif
ds

þ a Idif � o
4p

ð
pðgÞ Idif dO

� �

¼ o
4p

pðg0Þ Iirr exp �
ð
aðsÞ ds

� �
ð7:6Þ

where go denotes the scattering angle between the direct

solar beam and the direction of observation and Iirr is the

extraterrestrial solar flux, often also termed ‘irradiance’.

Various standard methods to solve (7.6) are presented in

Lenoble (1985) or Liou (2002).

Light is scattered by atoms and molecules as well as by

various types of aerosols and clouds. Molecular scattering

cross sections are characterised by the Rayleigh law (l�4),

whereas aerosol scattering typically shows a much less pro-

nounced dependence on wavelength with about l�1

(Mie scattering). For cloud-free scenes, molecular scattering

usually dominates in the UV spectral range, while aerosols
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become more important in the VIS and NIR range (see also

Fig. 7.3). The molecular scattering consists of two parts: the

elastic Rayleigh component which accounts for about 96% of

scattering events and the 4% inelastic rotational Raman com-

ponent, which is responsible for the Ring effect, the ‘filling in’

of solar Fraunhofer lines in the registered earthshine spectra

(Grainger and Ring 1962). Further details on atmospheric

radiative transfer can be found in, e.g. Liou (2002).

As an example, Fig. 7.2 shows the solar irradiance

spectrum and the backscattered radiance at the top-of-atmo-

sphere. When SCIAMACHY nadir radiances at high solar

zenith angles SZA > 75� are simulated, the sphericity of the

atmosphere must be taken into account when calculating the

attenuation of the direct solar light. For simulating SCIAMA-

CHY limb radiances both the direct and the diffuse radiance

have to be treated in a spherical atmosphere, including refrac-

tion. The numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation

is then accomplished, e.g. by an iterative approach (Rozanov

et al. 2001). Depending on the scientific application, several

radiative transfer models are used in the SCIAMACHY data

analysis. These are GOMETRAN/SCIATRAN (Rozanov

et al. 1998, 2005a), LIDORT (Linearized Discrete Ordinate

Radiative Transfer, Spurr et al. 2001), DAK (Doubling-Add-

ing KNMI, Stammes 2001), SCIARAYS (Kaiser and Bur-

rows 2003), VECTOR (McLinden et al. 2002), and McArtim

(Monte Carlo Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Inversion

Model, Deutschmann et al. 2010). These radiative transfer

models are not only able to simulate the radiance

measured by SCIAMACHY, but also to deliver additional

parameters to quantify and characterise the geophysical

parameters of interest. One of these parameters is theweighting

function. This function is the derivative of the modelled

radiance with respect to a selected parameter, describing

how the radiance changes when this parameter is modified.

Another important quantity to be delivered by radiative

transfer models is the Air Mass Factor (AMF, see section

‘‘Nadir Trace Gas Retrieval Schemes’’) which under

optically thin conditions (optical depth � 1) provides

a measure for the average photon path length in the

atmosphere.

The quality of the radiative transfer simulation results is

often assessed in application-specific radiative transfer

model inter-comparison exercises. This was done for exa-

mple for limb radiative transfer applications by Loughman

et al. (2004), for the AMF by Wagner et al. (2007a) and for

polarised radiative transfer calculations by Kokhanovsky

et al. (2010).

7.2 Nadir Trace Gas Retrieval Schemes

DOAS Retrieval

Many molecules of atmospheric relevance have structured

absorption spectra in the UV-VIS and NIR spectral range

(Fig. 7.3). These can be used to determine the total atmo-

spheric abundance of the species from remote sensing mea-

surements of scattered sunlight using inverse methods (see

also section ‘‘Inversion Theory’’), which relate the measured

atmospheric spectra to the constituent properties in the at-

mosphere. One powerful and intuitive approach is the Dif-

ferential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS),

originally developed for ground-based measurements using

artificial light sources or scattered sunlight (Noxon 1975;

Platt et al. 1979; Solomon et al. 1987; Platt and Stutz 2008)

and successfully adapted to nadir – and partly limb – mea-

surements from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI and GOME-

2 (Richter andWagner 2010). Two main ideas form the basis

of the DOAS approach (Fig. 7.4):

– The isolation of high frequency structures of molecular

absorbers from broadband scattering features (Rayleigh,

Mie) by a high pass filter.

– The separation of spectroscopic retrievals and radiative

transfer calculations using the Air Mass Factor (AMF)

concept.

Given a measured spectrum Iabs(l) containing the absorption
of the trace gas of interest, a reference spectrum without the

absorption of the trace gas of interest Iref(l) and the absorp-

tion cross sections si(l) of all relevant species, the optical

depth can be written according to Lambert–Beer’s law (7.5).

Under the assumption of an optically thin atmosphere in the

spectral region of interest, this optical depth is approximated

as described in (7.7), where it is also assumed that the

pressure and temperature dependence of the absorption

cross sections can be neglected:

Fig. 7.2 The solar irradiance spectrum(red) andEarth radiance spectrum
(blue) with a shapemodified by absorption of trace gases and scattering in

the atmosphere (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Fig. 7.3 Simulated vertical optical depth of the targeted constituents for 55�N around 10 a.m. The strong absorbers are plotted in the upper part

and the relevant weak absorbers in the middle part. In the lower part the vertical optical depth due to Rayleigh scattering, aerosol extinction and

absorption is given. Note the large dynamic range of the differential absorption structures used for retrieval of the constituents (Courtesy: IUP-IFE,

University of Bremen).
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Fig. 7.4 The main steps of the DOAS retrieval. For further details see the text (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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tsðlÞ ¼ � ln
IabsðlÞ
Iref ðlÞ

� �

�
X
i

siðlÞSCDiðlÞ �
X
j

cjl
j ð7:7Þ

For Iabs(l) the nadir or limb radiance I(l) measured by

SCIAMACHY is used. For Iref(l) an extra-terrestrial solar

spectrum determined from SCIAMACHY’s solar measure-

ments is applied. Alternatively, nadir or limb spectra from

regions where the absorber of interest shows negligible

absorption are used. While molecular absorption cross sec-

tions si(l) are usually highly structured, absorption by par-

ticles, scattering by molecules and particles as well as

reflection at the surface show broadband dependences.

These broadband modulations are approximated in the

DOAS approach by a common polynomial of low order

with polynomial coefficients cj. The slant column density

SCDi is the molecular number density ni integrated along the
light path s:

SCDi ðlÞ ¼
ð
niðsÞdsðlÞ ð7:8Þ

The spectral fit window is selected in such a way that the

trace gas of interest shows strong and characteristic absorp-

tion features. The SCDi is then obtained using a linear least

squares fit by minimising the following quadratic form,

where the wavelength dependence of the SCD is omitted to

simplify the expression to

tsðlÞ �
X
i

siðlÞSCDi þ
X
j

cjl
j

�����
�����
2

ð7:9Þ

Fit parameters are the slant column densities SCDi and the

polynomial coefficients cj. Figure 7.5 depicts a typical fit for
NO2. Once the SCDi have been determined from the

measured spectra, the conversion to the desired vertical

column densities VCDi is the last step. This requires for

each trace gas a division by the Air Mass Factor (AMFi)

according to

VCDi ¼
ð
niðzÞdz ¼ SCDi=AMFi ð7:10Þ

with ni(z) being the vertical number density profile of the i-th

absorber. The AMF describes the sensitivity of the measure-

ment related to the specific properties of the atmospheric

light path. Besides the solar elevation, the AMF depends on

the measurement geometry and on the vertical profiles of

absorbing and scattering constituents in the atmosphere as

well as on the surface spectral reflectance. The AMF is

calculated with a radiative transfer model and is essentially

the ratio of the logarithms of atmospheric radiances

simulated including all trace gases and excluding the trace

gas of interest (Sarkissian et al. 1995; Burrows et al. 1999;

Rozanov and Rozanov 2010). RTM calculations require

trace gas profiles as input which are taken from climatolo-

gies or chemical transport models. The effect of partial

cloudiness of the scene can be accounted for in the AMF

calculation (Burrows et al. 1999). Radiative transfer models

are also used to extend the AMF concept to a so-called ‘box-

AMF’ concept, allowing for a height-dependent assessment

of the sensitivity of DOAS measurements (Wagner et al.

2007a). The box-AMF characterises the ratio of the partial

slant column density (SCDbox) to the partial vertical column

density (VCDbox) of an atmospheric layer. It has to be noted,

that for optically thin absorbers (optical depth� 1), the box-

AMFs are proportional to the weighting functions.

Fig. 7.5 Typical SCIAMACHY NO2 fit results from a measurement over a polluted area in China on 15 January 2006. The red line is the scaled

NO2 laboratory cross section, the dashed blue line the result of the fit after subtraction of all contributions with the exception of NO2 (Courtesy:

IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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The quality of the DOAS analysis is affected by the

accuracies achieved in the slant column spectral fitting pro-

cedure as well as in the AMF calculation. The slant column

spectral fitting is, especially for weak absorbing trace gases,

a challenge in itself - not only for DOAS but also for other

inverse methods described below – as very tiny spectral

structures (amplitude of a few 10�4) need to be quantita-

tively separated from interfering spectral structures. The

performance of the slant column fitting is mainly driven by

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement, spectral

calibration and knowledge of the instrument slit function, the

separation of interfering spectral structures, the separation of

the Ring effect and how one corrects for imperfect spectral

sampling (Chance 1998). This imperfect sampling, which is a

common feature in atmospheric UV-VIS spectra taken by

current spaceborne spectrometers, may causes significant

systematic spectral structures in the fitting process. For ex-

ample, undersampled spectra cannot be re-sampled in wave-

length without introducing spurious features due to spectral

aliasing. Such structures introduced by aliasing can be large-

ly corrected in the case where atmospheric absorptions are

optically thin by calculating an undersampling correction

using an independent, high resolution, solar reference spec-

trum (see also Slijkhuis et al. 1999; Chance et al. 2005).

Rayleigh scattering is partially inelastic as manifested via

the Ring effect. The inelastic component is Raman scattering

by air molecules, predominantly rotational Raman scatte-

ring. It varies from 4.0% to 3.4% of the total scattering over

the wavelength region of 280–1000 nm (Bates 1984; Chance

and Spurr 1997). Thus, to first order, the correction for the

Ring effect in atmospheric spectra is simply the convolution

of the solar irradiance with the spectrum of Raman scattering

by air. In the DOAS slant column fitting procedure the Ring

effect is taken into account as an additional ‘absorber’ with

an effective cross section sRing(l) as originally proposed by

Solomon et al. (1987). Examples how to determine this cross

section can be found in Chance and Spurr (1997), Vountas

et al. (1998) and Wagner et al. (2009).

When calculating the AMF, accuracy depends on the

knowledge of the main parameters determining the radiative

transfer in the atmosphere, i.e. clouds, aerosols, surface spec-

tral reflectance, surface elevation, height dependence of

absorbers and scatterers. Obviously clouds drastically modi-

fy the light path through the atmosphere and need to be

properly taken into account when calculating the AMF (see

section ‘‘Cloud and Aerosol Retrieval’’). The most important

cloud parameters are the cloud fraction and the cloud top

altitude, as fractional cloudiness blocks the light path to

atmospheric layers below the cloud. The optical thickness

of clouds also plays a role.

Using the DOAS algorithm, atmospheric columns of a

number of species can be determined, including O3, NO2,

SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO, BrO, IO and OClO. For details see

Table 7.1 and references therein.

Table 7.1 Atmospheric geophysical parameters and retrieval algorithms – nadir trace gases in the UV-VIS-NIR

Parameter Spectral window (nm) Occurrence Quantity (column) Retrieval algorithm Algorithm reference

SO2 315–327 Troposphere Total DOAS Richter et al. 2006

Lee et al. 2009

Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

O3 325–335 Troposphere, stratosphere Total Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

SDOAS Lerot et al. 2009

WFM-DOAS Weber et al. 2005

TOSOMI Eskes et al. 2005

BrO 335–347(51) Troposphere, stratosphere Total, tropospheric, stratospheric DOAS Afe et al. 2004

336–351 Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

HCHO 335(28)–347 Troposphere Total DOAS Wittrock et al. 2006

De Smedt et al. 2008

OClO 363.5–391 Stratosphere Total DOAS Kühl et al. 2006

365–389 Stratosphere Total DOAS Oetjen et al. 2009

Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

IO 426–440 Troposphere Total DOAS Saiz-Lopez et al. 2007

415–430 Schönhardt et al. 2008

NO2 425–450 Troposphere, stratosphere Total, tropospheric, stratospheric Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

DOAS Richter et al. 2005

CHOCHO 435–457 Troposphere Total DOAS Wittrock et al. 2006

Vrekoussis et al. 2009

H2O 688–700 Troposphere Total AMC-DOAS Noël et al. 2004

Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010
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Modified DOAS Methods

One limitation of the classical DOAS technique is the

assumption that the atmosphere is optically thin in the wave-

length region of interest. In addition, ‘line-absorbers’ such as

H2O, O2, CO, CO2 and CH4 usually cannot be retrieved

precisely by standard DOAS algorithms because their strong

absorption also depends on pressure and temperature and

their spectra are often not fully spectrally resolved by

SCIAMACHY. To overcome these drawbacks, several

DOAS-type techniques were developed to account for such

effects and to permit successful retrievals of the trace gas

species (for a theoretical overview see Rozanov and

Rozanov 2010). They are for example the WFM-DOAS

(Weighting Function Modified DOAS, Buchwitz et al.

2000, 2004, 2005), AMC-DOAS (Air Mass Corrected

DOAS, Noël et al. 2004), TOSOMI (Total Ozone retrieval

scheme for SCIAMACHY based on the OMI DOAS algo-

rithm, Eskes et al. 2005), SDOAS (Lerot et al. 2009), IMAP-

DOAS (Iterative maximum a posteriori DOAS, Frankenberg

et al. 2005a, b), IMLM (Iterative Maximum Likelihood

Method DOAS, Gloudemans et al. 2008), FSI-WF-DOAS

(Full Spectral Initiation Weighting Function Modified

DOAS, Barkley et al. 2006) and BIRRA (Better InfraRed

Retrieval Algorithm, Schreier et al. 2009). Figure 7.6 illus-

trates an example of one day of ozone columns derived from

nadir observations with one of these schemes, the TOSOMI

algorithm. Deriving optically thicker absorbers or line-

absorbers based on such DOAS-type methods was success-

fully demonstrated for O3, H2O, O2, CO, CO2 and CH4

(Richter and Wagner 2010).

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 summarise the DOAS-type retrieval

algorithms as applied to SCIAMACHY data including

references.

7.3 Cloud and Aerosol Retrieval

The primary scientific objective of SCIAMACHY is the

measurement of atmospheric trace gases in both the tropo-

sphere and stratosphere. However, clouds residing in the

troposphere interfere with the retrievals from SCIAMACHY

measurements mainly by shielding, atmospheric path

enhancement, and albedo effects. Similarly, tropospheric

and/or stratospheric aerosols impact the trace gas retrieval,

as they alter the light path. Therefore there is a clear need for

cloud and aerosol information. In addition, cloud informa-

tion derived from SCIAMACHY provides relevant data for

climate research.

Fig. 7.6 One day of total ozone densities obtained with the TOSOMI

algorithm (Courtesy: KNMI/ESA).

Table 7.2 Atmospheric geophysical parameters and retrieval algorithms – nadir trace gases SWIR

Parameter Spectral window (nm) Occurrence Quantity (column) Retrieval algorithm Algorithm reference

CH4 1627(30)–1671 Troposphere Total WFM-DOAS Schneising et al. 2009

IMAP Frankenberg et al. 2005a, 2008

CO2 1558(63)–1594(85) Troposphere Total WFM-DOAS Schneising et al. 2008

IMLM Houweling et al. 2005

IMAP Frankenberg et al. 2005a

FSI Barkley et al. 2006

CO 2321(24)–2335 Troposphere Total WFM-DOAS Buchwitz et al. 2007

IMLM Gloudemans et al. 2008, 2009

IMAP Frankenberg et al. 2005b

BIRRA/Operational Schreier et al. 2009

H2O 2353–2368 Troposphere Total IMLM Schrijver et al. 2009

HDO/H2O ratio 2354.2–2374.2 Troposphere Total IMAP Frankenberg et al. 2009
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In the UV-VIS and NIR spectral regions the solar radiation

is strongly scattered by clouds and aerosols, therebymodifying

the Earth reflectance spectrum. The presence of clouds and

aerosols and their properties can therefore be determined by

analysing the top-of-atmosphere reflection function R, often

also termed ‘top-of-atmosphere reflectance’. It is defined as

R ¼ p
Idif

m0 Iirr
ð7:11Þ

where m0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, Iirr is the

solar irradiance and Idif is the scattered and reflected radiance
in the direction towards the satellite sensor.

Prerequisites for high quality information about aerosols

and clouds are high spatial resolution and high calibration

accuracy of the reflectance measurements. Typical reflectance

spectra for various cloud and surface conditions are shown in

Fig. 7.7. Appropriate algorithms are required and available to

determine cloud and aerosol properties from SCIAMACHY

data. For a summary the reader is referred to Table 7.3.

Cloud Parameters

Information on cloud parameters are of twofold importance

in the SCIAMACHY context. Firstly, cloud parameters such

as cloud fraction, cloud top pressure (or height) and cloud

optical thickness are required to correct the cloud impact on

the retrieved trace gas concentrations. Secondly, clouds play

Fig. 7.7 Earth reflectance spectra (Sun normalised intensity) for various cloud and surface conditions. The inset shows the variation in the

reflectance spectrum due to changes in the thermodynamic state of water in the cloud from liquid water to ice. The large difference in the

reflectance spectrum around 1600 nm for ice and water clouds is used to derive information on the thermodynamical state of water in clouds

(Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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an important role in the Earth’s climate system. The amount

of radiation reflected by the Earth-atmosphere system into

outer space depends not only on the cloud cover and the total

amount of condensed water in the Earth’s atmosphere but

also on the size of droplets, the thermodynamic state of water

in clouds, and vertical distributions of cloud parameters. The

information about microphysical properties and spatial dis-

tributions of terrestrial clouds on a global scale can be

obtained only with satellite remote sensing systems. SCIA-

MACHY data, due to its wide spectral range and despite its

relatively low spatial resolution, enables the determination of

important parameters for climate research like thermody-

namic phase or geometrical thickness of clouds.

Cloud Fraction (CF)

In order to correct for the effect of clouds, a fast and reliable

cloud fraction algorithm is required for SCIAMACHY.

Nearly all cloud fraction algorithms for SCIAMACHY use

the PMD measurements, as their higher temporal readout

frequency translates into a higher spatial resolution as com-

pared to data from channels 1–8. The basic principle of the

algorithms is that the cloud albedo is much higher (except

for ice and snow) than the Earth’s surface albedo (see

Fig. 7.8). Therefore, a pixel which is contaminated by clouds

will generally have a higher detector signal than one that is

cloud-free. Cloud fractions can therefore be determined

Table 7.3 Atmospheric geophysical parameters and retrieval algorithms – nadir cloud, aerosol and surface parameters. Unnamed algorithms are

marked by ‘*’

Parameter Spectral window (nm) Retrieval algorithm Algorithm reference

CF PMD (RGB) OCRA Loyola 1998

Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

HICRU Grzegorski et al. 2004

SPCA Yan 2005

SPICI Krijger et al. 2005

Reflectance near O2 A-band FRESCO Fournier et al. 2006

SACURA Kokhanovsky et al. 2006a

MERIS data MCFA Kokhanovsky et al. 2009b

CTH O2 A-band FRESCO Fournier et al. 2006 Wang et al. 2008

SACURA

Operational

Kokhanovsky et al. 2006a/b

Lichtenberg et al. 2010

O2 obsorption at ~630 HICRU Grzegorski 2009

~477 DOAS Acarreta et al. 2004a

COT Reflectance VIS-NIR SACURA Kokhanovsky et al. 2006a/b

CGT O2 A-band SACURA Rozanov and Kokhanovsky 2004

Reff,cld Reflectance VIS-NIR SACURA Kokhanovsky et al. 2006a/b

Thermodynamic phase Reflectance NIR-SWIR * Acarreta et al. 2004b

SACURA Kokhanovsky et al. 2006b, 2007b

Cloud type PMDs SPICS Lotz et al. 2009

Cloud – surface

discrimination

SPICS Lotz et al. 2009

AAI 340 and 380 * de Graaf and Stammes 2005

Operational Lichtenberg et al. 2010

UVAI 335.5 and 376.5 * Penning de Vries et al. 2009

AOT Several wavelengths in the VIS SCIA-BAER von Hoyningen-Huene et al. 2003,

2007

AATSR SYNAER Holzer-Popp et al. 2008

Aerosol type Several wavelengths, combination with

AATSR data

SYNAER Holzer-Popp et al. 2008

Dust altitude O2 A-band * Kokhanovsky et al. 2010

Phytoplankton groups 340–390, 425–500 PhytoDOAS Vountas et al. 2007

Bracher et al. 2009

Vegetation 605–685 DOAS Wagner et al. 2007b

Surface reflectance 640 * Grzegorski 2009
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through comparison of PMD intensities. Several derivatives of

cloud fraction algorithms using PMD data are currently ap-

plied to SCIAMACHY data, such as OCRA (Optical Cloud

Recognition Algorithm, Loyola 1998) used in the operational

processing, SPCA (SCIAMACHY PMD Cloud Algorithm,

Yan 2005) and HICRU (Heidelberg Iterative Cloud Retrieval

Utilities, Grzegorski et al. 2004;Grzegorski 2009). In addition,

algorithms analysing PMDdatawere developed and applied to

discriminate clouds from ice/snow surface such as, e.g. SPICI

(SCIAMACHY PMD Identification of Clouds and Ice/snow,

Krijger et al. 2005). Similarly, PMD data can also be used for

retrieving further surface classification information (water,

sun glint, desert, and vegetation) as demonstrated by SPICS

(SCIAMACHY PMD based Identification and Classification

of Clouds and Surfaces algorithm, Lotz et al. 2009). The

estimation of the cloud fraction and even the distribution of

clouds within a SCIAMACHY scene can also be derived from

instruments that have a much higher spatial resolution such as

MERIS and AATSR on board ENVISAT (Kokhanovsky et al.

2009b; Schlundt et al. 2010).

Fig. 7.8 Clouds over Europe on 13 October 2005. Cloud cover as seen in a RGB composite from MERIS with an overlay of the cloud fraction

from SCIAMACHY (Courtesy: C. Schlundt, IUP-IFE).
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Cloud Top Height (CTH)

CTH can be estimated from the TOA reflection function by

using the changes in the penetration depth of solar photons due

to strong changes in the absorption of trace gases with known

vertical distributions such as O2 (see Fig. 7.9). The idea for the

CTH retrieval from O2 A-band absorption was originally

proposed by Yamomoto andWark (1961). For SCIAMACHY

two algorithms are currently implemented to derive cloud top

height from O2 A-band measurements. These are FRESCO

(Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band,

Koelemeijer et al. 2001; Fournier et al. 2006) and SACURA

(Semi-Analytical Cloud Retrieval Algorithm, Rozanov and

Kokhanovsky 2004). FRESCO was recently improved to

FRESCO+ by taking into account single Rayleigh scattering

(Wang et al. 2008). SACURA delivers not only CTH but also

other cloud parameters like cloud phase index, cloud optical

thickness and cloud liquidwater path for cloudswith an optical

thickness larger than 5. A corresponding yearly average cloud

top height map derived with SACURA for 2004 is shown in

Fig. 7.10. It is worth mentioning that in addition to the O2

A-band, there is also the option to derive CTH information

from the O2–O2 absorption (Acarreta et al. 2004a), the Ring

effect (Joiner et al. 1995; de Beek et al. 2001) or CH4 absorp-

tion (Gloudemans et al. 2009).

Cloud Geometrical Thickness (CGT)

O2 A-band absorption can also be used to obtain an estimate

of the CGT (Asano et al. 1995). The CGT values represent

an estimate of the light absorption inside a cloud and are

therefore well suited for reducing uncertainties in the cloud

top altitude measurements. This method was further devel-

oped by Kokhanovsky and Rozanov (2005).

Cloud Optical Thickness (COT) and Effective
Radius (Reff,cld)

Measurements of the Earth reflectance spectrum in the VIS

or NIR range outside strong gaseous absorption bands permit

derivation of the COT and Effective Radius (Nakajima

Fig. 7.9 The TOA reflectance in the O2 A-band as a function of cloud top height (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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and King 1990, Platnick et al. 2003). Kokhanovsky et al.

(2006a, b) applied the method to SCIAMACHY data. In

cases where COT and Reff,cld are known for a liquid water

cloud, the liquid water path can be estimated.

Cloud Phase Index (CPI)

SWIR reflectance measurements are suitable for obtaining

the cloud phase index CPI (Knap et al. 2002; Acarreta et al.

2004b; Kokhanovsky et al. 2007a), as the difference in liquid

water and ice absorption around 1.6 mm results in detec-

table differences in the TOA reflectance (see Fig. 7.7). A dis-

crimination between both is feasible when the reflectance

ratio at l = 1550 nm and 1670 nm is analysed. This can be

further extended by simultaneously using thermal IR data

from AATSR and SCIAMACHY measurements to detect

regions with mixed clouds and clouds containing super-

cooled water (Kokhanovsky et al. 2007b).

Of the various cloud retrieval algorithms described above

the GOME/SCIAMACHY data processing environment

mainly exploits two. One is FRESCO, which uses measure-

ments inside and outside the O2 A-band (758–778 nm).

FRESCO is developed for cloud correction of trace gas

retrievals, like O3 and NO2. It simultaneously retrieves an

effective cloud fraction (CFeff) and an effective cloud top

height (CTHeff) assuming that the cloud can be represented

as a bright Lambertian surface with a fixed albedo value

of 0.8. The second is the combination of OCRA with

SACURA. OCRA delivers cloud fraction as input for

SACURA to determine CTH and COT. In addition to that,

an improved version of SACURA yields cloud geometrical

thickness, effective radius, liquid water path, and the cloud

thermodynamic state in the case of optically thick clouds

(Kokhanovsky et al. 2006a, b).

Tropospheric Aerosol Parameters

Similar to clouds, aerosols play two different roles from

SCIAMACHY’s perspective. They are both substantial

error sources in the retrieval of tropospheric trace gases

and provide important geophysical information: aerosol par-

ticles affect the radiative budget of the atmosphere directly

by absorbing and scattering radiation, and indirectly by

influencing cloud properties such as droplet size and hence

cloud brightness. Aerosols are characterised by high spatial

and temporal variability and can consist of mixtures of

chemically and physically different particles, depending on

their origin (Pöschl 2005). They are typically roughly

divided into five categories: (1) sea spray: large particles,

no absorption of UV-VIS radiation, (2) mineral dust: large

particles, UV-absorbing, (3) biomass burning smoke: small

to large particles, weak to strong absorption, (4) volcanic

ash: small to large particles, weak to strong absorption, and

(5) sulphate droplets: small particles, weak to no absorption.

Detection of aerosols by spaceborne instruments makes use

of the effect of aerosols on the reflected solar radiation

Fig. 7.10 The global distribution of cloud top height as derived with SACURA for 2004 (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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observed at the top of the atmosphere. Contributions from

Earth’s surface reflections (Fig. 7.7) and atmospheric gases

(Fig. 7.3) need to be separated using available information

on the surface properties and the effects of gases in combi-

nation with radiative transfer simulations. Thus the signa-

tures of aerosols can be derived and can be used to retrieve

aerosol properties.

Most of the currently existing aerosol retrieval algorithms

are aimed at determining the Aerosol Optical Thickness

(AOT), i.e. columnar extinction by aerosol particles and its

spectral behaviour (Kokhanovsky and de Leeuw 2009).

AOT is extracted by fitting modelled reflectance spectra to

the measured reflectance spectra. This approach needs care-

ful constraints based on the knowledge of molecular scatter-

ing, absorption and the surface reflectance (von Hoyningen-

Huene et al. 2003). Some microphysical parameters, such as

aerosol number density and effective particle radius, can be

inferred from the magnitude and spectral dependence of the

AOT. Other aerosol properties, of which aerosol absorption

and layer altitude are of the most interest, need to be derived

separately. Although aerosol measurements are not the pri-

mary focus of SCIAMACHY, its large wavelength range can

be exploited for the study of spectrally dependent aerosol

properties in the UV-VIS range and of surface or cloud

properties in the near-IR range (von Hoyningen-Huene

et al. 2003, 2007). A more standardised and less complicated

way of obtaining information on aerosol properties is offered

by application of the UV Aerosol Index (UVAI) algorithm

(Herman et al. 1997; Torres et al. 1998; de Graaf and

Stammes 2005). The UVAI takes advantage of the strong

spectral dependence of molecular Rayleigh scattering in the

UV range to obtain semi-quantitative information on aerosol

optical thickness, layer altitude, and absorption. The UVAI

is most sensitive to elevated layers of aerosols that absorb

UV radiation, thus causing a positive UVAI, also widely

known as Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI). The AAI mainly

indicates the presence of mineral dust or biomass burning

smoke (Fig. 7.11). Initially developed as an error indicator

for ozone retrieved from TOMS data (Herman et al. 1997),

the AAI is an aerosol quantity with a long data record. The

AAI is derived as the positive residual between the measured

reflectance from an atmosphere enriched with aerosols and

the simulated reflectance of an atmosphere with only Ray-

leigh scattering, absorption by molecules, plus surface re-

flection and absorption. Such an algorithm using

SCIAMACHY data at 340 nm and 380 nm delivers mean-

ingful AAI values even in the presence of clouds and over

bright surfaces (de Graaf and Stammes 2005; de Graaf et al.

2007, as shown in Fig. 7.11). In addition, the concept of the

UVAI can also be used for the detection of weakly absorbing

(’scattering’) aerosols, such as sulphate and secondary or-

ganic aerosols, which cause a negative UVAI or Scattering

Index (SCI – Penning de Vries et al. 2009). Figure 7.12

shows seasonal averages of the UV Aerosol Index data for

July–September 2005, after application of a cloud filter. The

colour scale is chosen so that strongly absorbing aerosols,

i.e. mineral dust and mainly biomass burning smoke, show

up in blue tones, whereas scattering aerosols, such as sul-

phate and secondary organic aerosols, but also clouds, show

up in yellow and red tones. The high positive UVAI values

over the global dust belt, defined by the world’s largest

deserts at around 25�N, indicate large amounts of elevated

mineral dust which are transported westward across the

Atlantic ocean. High, positive values near the Angolan

coast and over the Amazon rainforest are caused by massive

biomass burning in the local dry season. Areas influenced by

scattering aerosols are not as easily identified. However,

when pixels with cloud fractions exceeding 5% were

removed from the average, high amounts of scattering aero-

sols are clearly seen to occur in the South-Eastern US,

Eastern China, and in the northern part of South America.

Further aerosol related retrievals concern the aerosol

layer height and the aerosol extinction vertical profile.

Both methods use the O2 A-band (Corradini and Cervino

2006; Kokhanovsky and Rozanov 2010). Finally even deri-

ving aerosol types is possible by combining SCIAMACHY

spectral information with high resolution images from

AATSR on ENVISAT. Holzer-Popp et al. (2008) followed

this approach by applying the synergistic method SYNAER.

A summary of aerosol property retrieving algorithms is

given in Table 7.3.

7.4 Surface Parameter Retrieval

The measured earthshine spectra are also affected by surface

reflection and absorption, i.e. the broadband ground albedo,

and narrowband spectral structures from the surface. Dedi-

cated algorithms were developed to extract surface informa-

tion from SCIAMACHY data, since the unique spectral

coverage in combination with the high spectral resolution

offers the possibility to determine new parameters from

space. An important prerequisite for the successful applica-

tion of such algorithms is a good cloud screening (see sec-

tion ‘‘Cloud and Aerosol Retrieval’’) to avoid artefacts

introduced by clouds.

Surface Albedo

The spectral surface albedo is an important parameter, which

determines the sensitivity of satellite observations towards

the lower troposphere. It can be derived from TOA reflec-

tance under cloud-free conditions, using a radiative transfer

model, as, e.g. pursued by Grzegorski (2009).
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Fig. 7.11 Saharan desert dust outbreak to the Atlantic on 25 July 2004. Shown is the SCIAMACHY AAI at 9:15 UTC of that day overlaid on a

MODIS RGB picture, acquired around 11:10 UTC (right side of the plot) and 12:50 UTC (left side of the plot). High SCIAMACHY AAI values

coincide with the dust plume, visible as a yellow haze on the MODIS image (Courtesy: de Graaf et al. 2007).

Fig. 7.12 Seasonal average of SCIAMACHY UV Aerosol Index for July–September, 2005. Blue indicates absorbing aerosols (mineral dust,

biomass burning smoke); red/orange indicates weakly absorbing but scattering aerosols (sulphate and secondary organic aerosols) and remaining

clouds. Only pixels with cloud fraction smaller than 5% are included in the average (Courtesy: M. Penning de Vries; MPI for Chemistry, Mainz).
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Land Vegetation

Light reflected from the Earth’s surface towards

SCIAMACHY contains the spectral signature of the surface

constituents. In case of land, vegetation has a clearly identifi-

able spectral signature at about 600–680 nm, which can be

used to derive vegetation information from measured reflec-

tance spectra (Wagner et al. 2007b). In contrast to existing

algorithms, which rely on the strong changes of the reflectivity

in the red and near infrared spectral region, the new method

analyses weak narrowband – only a few nanometers wide –

absorption and reflectance structures of vegetation in the

abovementioned red spectral range. This method is based on

the DOAS approach, which is usually applied for the analysis

of atmospheric trace gas concentrations. Since the spectra of

atmospheric absorption as well as vegetation absorption and

reflectance are simultaneously included in the analysis, the

effects of atmospheric absorptions are automatically cor-

rected, in contrast to other algorithms using hyperspectral

data. Another effect of including vegetation spectra is the

significant improvement of the results of the trace gas retrie-

vals. Improved sets of vegetation spectra might lead to more

accurate and more specific identification of vegetation types

in future.

Oceanic Biological Activity

The DOAS methodology can also be used to derive infor-

mation about biological activity, i.e. chlorophyll in the

ocean. Fitting a modelled Vibrational Raman Scattering

(VRS) spectrum of liquid water (Vassilkov et al. 2002) and

in situ measured phytoplankton absorption reference spectra

to optical depths measured by SCIAMACHY permits iden-

tifying marine areas with enhanced chlorophyll (Vountas

et al. 2007). Phytoplankton absorption reference spectra

were obtained during two cruises of the research vessel

Polarstern (see section ‘‘Correlative Measurements’’ of

Chapter 9). They have been acquired in regions where dif-

ferent species – cyanobacteria and diatoms – dominate the

phytoplankton composition. It was demonstrated that the

distinct absorption characteristics of the two phytoplankton

groups enable their unambiguous identification in SCIAMA-

CHY spectra such that their global surface distribution can

be retrieved (Bracher et al. 2009). Combining the phyto-

plankton absorption with light penetration depth estimated

from the inelastic scattering in the liquid water, globally

distributed pigment concentrations for both phytoplankton

groups can be determined. As in the case of vegetation,

accounting for particular spectral signatures from an ocean

surface component leads to improved atmospheric trace gas

DOAS retrievals over sea.

7.5 Inversion Theory

The forward modelling described in section 7.1 ‘‘Radiative

Transfer in the Earth’s Atmosphere’’ is commonly employed

to simulate a measured quantity, e.g. intensity of the radia-

tion, for a predefined state of the atmosphere. Contrary to

this, the objective of inversion problems is to retrieve certain

characteristics of the atmospheric state – for example trace

gas concentration profiles – based on the measured quanti-

ties. These can be the solar radiance transmitted through the

Earth’s atmosphere as observed in the occultation geometry

or the radiance scattered by the Earth’s atmosphere and/or

reflected by the surface as observed in the limb or nadir

geometry. In this sense the DOAS method as described

above is a special case to solve the inverse problem. Here

we will summarise a more general approach to describe the

inverse problem and possible solutions. The parameters to be

retrieved from the measurements are represented by a model

state vector x. For example, for trace gas vertical profile

retrieval, the model state vector contains the number densi-

ties of atmospheric constituents defined at discrete altitude

levels. Each state vector can be mapped to the measurement

space by means of the forward model operator F to obtain

the corresponding measurement vector y, i.e., for each atmo-

spheric state described by vector x an appropriate measured

quantity y can be simulated using a radiative transfer model

(Fig. 7.13).

In the case of SCIAMACHY occultation or limb mea-

surements, the measured quantities are represented by a set

of intensities measured at different tangent heights in sele-

cted spectral windows, in case of the nadir geometry the

measured quantity is represented by the intensity measured

in selected spectral windows. Taking into account that mea-

surements are made to a finite accuracy, a measurement error

e has to be considered which is commonly assumed to be

normally distributed with mean zero and known error covar-

iance matrix Sy. Thus, the relationship between the model

state vector and the measurement vector can be written as

y ¼ FðxÞ þ e ð7:12Þ

It is interesting to note that the DOAS approach can be

derived from (7.12) and is thus only a special case among

the methods addressing the inverse problem (see, e.g.

Rozanov and Rozanov 2010). In order to solve the inverse

problem, the generally non-linear relationship in (7.12) can

be linearised expanding the forward model operator, F, as a

Taylor series about an initial guess state x0 (also referred as a

priori state) which is the best beforehand estimation of the

solution. Ignoring the higher-order terms one obtains

FðxÞ � F x0ð Þ þ @F

@x

����
x0

x� x0ð Þ ¼ y0 þ K0 x� x0ð Þ ð7:13Þ
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Here, K0 is the linearised forward model operator. In the

discrete representation the linearised forward model oper-

ator is given by the weighting function matrix describing the

sensitivity of the measured quantities to variations of the

atmospheric parameters at different altitude levels. This

weighting function matrix is calculated with the radiative

transfer model.

Atmospheric inversion problems are usually ‘ill-posed’,

i.e., they do not have a unique solution. Thus, additional

constraints need to be introduced to determine a geophysical

solution from the set of mathematically allowed solutions

and an iterative method has to be used. Most commonly,

methods of statistical regularisation, e.g. the maximum a
posteriori estimate as described by Rodgers (2000), are

employed to solve the inversion problem. Using the maxi-

mum a posteriori estimate the solution is found by minimis-

ing the following quadratic form

y� y0ð Þ�K0 x� x0ð Þk k2S�1
y
þ x� x0k k2S�1

a
! min ð7:14Þ

where Sa is the a priori covariance matrix of the solution

and Sy is the measurement covariance matrix. The latter is

usually assumed to be diagonal, i.e. no correlation between

measurement errors at different wavelengths or different

tangent heights is considered. The linear solution results in

x ¼ x0 þ S�1
a þ KT

0 S
�1
y K0

� ��1

KT
0 S

�1
y y� y0ð Þ ð7:15Þ

Fig. 7.13 The principle of inversion for the retrieval of geophysical parameters. For further details see the text (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of

Bremen).
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The non-linearity of the inverse problem can be accounted

for employing the iterative approach as follows:

xnþ1 ¼ x0 þ S�1
a þ KT

n S
�1
y Kn

� ��1

KT
n S

�1
y

� y� ynð Þ � Kn x0 � xnð Þ½ � ð7:16Þ

where subscripts n and n + 1 denote the number of the

iteration.

In the retrieval of the vertical distributions of the atmo-

spheric species the a priori covariance matrix Sa is commonly

chosen as a block diagonal matrix, i.e. vertical distributions of

different atmospheric trace gases are assumed to be uncorre-

lated. The diagonal elements of Sa represent the variances of
atmospheric trace gases s which can be derived from, e.g. a

climatology.

The quality of the obtained solution is characterised by

the a posteriori covariance matrix

S ¼ KTS�1
y K þ S�1

a

� ��1

ð7:17Þ

and by the averaging kernels

A ¼ @x

@xtrue
¼ KTS�1

y K þ S�1
a

� ��1

KTS�1
y K ð7:18Þ

characterising the response of the retrieved solution to the

variation of the true atmospheric state. The square roots of

the diagonal elements of the a posteriori covariance matrix

are referred to as theoretical precisions.

Employing the averaging kernels, the retrieved solution x
can be related to the true solution xtrue as

x ¼ x0 þ A xtrue � x0ð Þ ð7:19Þ

If the model state vector represents a vertical profile of an

atmospheric trace gas, the retrieved values at each altitude

are expressed as the sum of the a priori value at this altitude

and of the deviation of the true profile from the a priori

profile smoothed with the associated row of the averaging

kernel matrix. For an ideal observing system, A is a unit

matrix. In reality, the rows of the averaging kernel matrix are

peaked with a finite width, which can be regarded as a

measure of the vertical resolution of the retrieved profile.

7.6 Application of Inversion Theory
to Limb Retrieval

For the retrieval of the vertical distributions of atmospheric

species from the measurements the so called ‘Global Fit’

technique is an effective method for inversion. The measure-

ment vector contains the logarithms of the radiances at all

selected spectral points and at all line-of-sight angles, both

for limb and occultation geometry, referenced to an

appropriate extraterrestrial spectrum. In the limb viewing

geometry, the extraterrestrial spectrum can be replaced

by a limb measurement at an upper tangent height with

negligible absorption. Due to this normalisation the retrieval

is relatively robust with respect to the radiometric calibra-

tion. In addition, the normalisation significantly reduces the

sensitivity of the retrievals with respect to ground albedo and

cloud cover. Commonly, before the main inversion step, a

preprocessing is performed intended to correct for possible

misalignment in the wavelength calibration and to account

for known atmospheric corrections such as the Ring effect. If

required a polynomial can be subtracted from all relevant

spectra that account for both missing or inappropriate instru-

ment calibration and unknown scattering properties of the

atmosphere.

To illustrate the limb inversion in practice, Fig. 7.14 shows

an example of averaging kernels, weighting functions at 338.6

nm, and theoretical precision typical for BrO vertical profile

retrievals from SCIAMACHY limb measurements. These

results were obtained using the limbmeasurement at a tangent

height of 38.5 km as a reference spectrum. As can be seen, the

peak values of the averaging kernels are close to 1.0 only at

tangent heights above 15 km. The peak value of about 0.55 at

12 km altitude indicates an increased dependence of the re-

trieved BrO concentration at this altitude on the BrO concen-

tration at neighbouring altitude levels and the a priori

information. Looking at the width of the averaging kernels,

the height resolution of the measurements can be estimated to

be about 3 km, close to the geometrical resolution of the

instrument. Theweighting functions in themiddle panel exhib-

it relatively sharp peaks near the tangent height down to 18 km

tangent height, whereas at all lower tangent heights theweight-

ing functions peak at about 18 km altitude. Nevertheless,

BrO amounts down to 12 km can be retrieved due to the

different shapes of the corresponding weighting functions. In

accordance with the averaging kernels, the theoretical preci-

sion of the BrO vertical profile retrieval shown in the right

panel has reasonable values of 10–40% only above 15 km

altitude and rapidly decreases below indicating the low infor-

mation content in the measurements below 15 km.

To date, such types of retrieval algorithms and associated

derivates have been used to obtain stratospheric profiles of

O3, NO2 (Bracher et al. 2005; Rozanov et al. 2005b), BrO

(Rozanov et al. 2005b) and H2O (Rozanov et al. 2010)

from SCIAMACHY limb scattering profiles. They were

also applied to derive trace gas concentrations from lunar

(Amekudzi et al. 2005a, b) and solar (Meyer et al. 2005)

occultation measurements. It is worth noting that a similar

approach as described above can also be applied to retri-

eve trace gas information from nadir measurements, as for
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example demonstrated for the ozone profile retrieval from

GOME nadir measurements (Munro et al. 1998; Hoogen

et al. 1999). For a complete list see Table 7.4.

All the applications listed above use a continuous spectral

range to derive the trace gas information. Another group of

limb inversion algorithms employs discrete spectral points in

and outside strong trace gas absorption bands for the retrieval

of vertical profiles. Retrieval algorithms utilising the differ-

ence in absorption between the centre and wings of the ozone

Chappuis and Huggins bands were devised by Flittner et al.

(2000). In a first step, the limb radiance profiles are normal-

ised with respect to a reference tangent height between 40

and 45 km. For the SCIAMACHYO3 Chappuis band retriev-

al (von Savigny et al. 2005a), the normalised limb radiance

profiles in the centre of the Chappuis band are divided by the

mean of two normalised limb radiance profiles at non-ab-

sorbing wavelengths outside the Chappuis band and then

analysed in an optimal estimation scheme to retrieve the

stratospheric O3 profiles. Retrievals in the O3 Chappuis

band allow extraction of stratospheric O3 profiles for alti-

tudes between about 12 and 40 km. The retrieval range is

limited at lower altitudes because the atmosphere becomes

optically thick with respect to Rayleigh scattering and/or O3

absorption. Above about 40 km the O3 absorption signatures

become too weak to be observed. However, normalised limb

radiance profiles in the O3 Hartley and Huggins bands can

also be used without further wavelength pairing for the deri-

vation of ozone profiles in the upper stratosphere and lower

mesosphere (Rohen et al. 2006). This type of O3 retrieval was

recently extended to cover the lower stratosphere up to the

mesosphere (at least 65 km) by combining the absorption in

the Hartley and Huggins bands with those in the Chappuis

band (Sonkaew et al. 2009). In addition, limb retrieval algo-

rithms can derive information about Noctilucent Clouds

(NLC), Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) and the tempera-

ture at the mesopause (Tmesopause). References to the algo-

rithms are given in Table 7.4.

A third group of limb inversion algorithms is based on a

combination of DOAS and vertical inversion and performed in

two steps (Sioris et al. 2004; Sioris et al. 2006; Kühl et al.

2008). In the first step slant column densities, i.e. the integrated

concentration of the absorbers along the light path, are derived

from the SCIAMACHY limb spectra byDOAS.As a reference

spectrum, a measurement at a tangent height is used, where the

absorption of the considered trace gas is small. Remaining

small abundances of the considered absorbers, which appear

at the tangent height of the reference spectrum, are estimated

by a latitude-dependent a-priori value and are added to the

retrieved slant column densities (SCD). In the second step, the

trace gas SCD are converted into vertical concentration pro-

files applying a radiative transfer model and an inversion

scheme, for example the optimal estimation method (Rodgers

2000) or Chahine-type inversion (Chahine 1970). Like for

nadir DOAS, the limb DOAS retrieval is valid only for weak

absorptions and was successfully applied to NO2, BrO and

OClO retrieval (Kühl et al. 2008). Recently Puķı̄te et al.

(2009) extended the limb DOAS concept to absorbers in an

optically thicker atmosphere improving the retrieval of BrO.

The above mentioned algorithms typically assume that

the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous, which is not

fulfilled under all conditions. For example, substantial

gradients exist across the Arctic polar vortex boundary. Puķı̄te

et al. (2010) investigated the effect of horizontally inhomoge-

neous distributions of trace gases along the flight/viewing

Fig. 7.14 Averaging kernels (left), weighting functions at 338.6 nm (middle), and theoretical precision (right) for BrO vertical profile retrievals

from SCIAMACHY limb measurements (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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direction on the retrieval of profiles. They introduced amethod

called ‘limb 2D tomography’ to correct for this effect by

combining consecutive limb scanning sequences and using

the overlap in their measurement sensitivity regions. The

retrieval was applied to synthetic as well as to real SCIAMA-

CHY data (Fig. 7.15). It was found that if horizontal inhomo-

geneity is not properly accounted for, typical errors of 20% for

NO2 and up to 50% for OClO around the altitude of the profile

peak can arise for measurements close to the Arctic polar

vortex boundary in boreal winter.

To derive meteoric metal content at different levels of the

atmosphere from limb and nadir measurements, Scharrin-

ghausen et al. (2008) developed and applied a limb-nadir 2D

tomographic retrieval scheme based on optimal estimation

to evaluate SCIAMACHY limb and nadir emissions simul-

taneously for every SCIAMACHY orbit. The inversion al-

gorithm gives the total content as well as partial columns

in the thermosphere and in the mesosphere. This retrieval

successfully distinguished the mesospheric from the thermo-

spheric column abundances of MgII and MgI for the first

time.

The wide variety of retrieval algorithms currently ap-

plied to SCIAMACHY limb and occultation data are sum-

marised in Table 7.4, together with their corresponding

references.

7.7 Derivation of Tropospheric Information

Distributions of trace gases in the troposphere are of prime

scientific, as well as public interest. Two cases need to be

distinguished:

– Constituents with the majority of the atmospheric amount

residing in the lower troposphere (e.g. CO, CH4, CO2,

HCHO, SO2, H2O): The total column derived from UV-

VIS and SWIR solar backscatter measurements with the

techniques described in section ‘‘Nadir Trace Gas

Retrieval Schemes’’ directly represents the tropospheric

column amount including the boundary layer under cloud-

free conditions.

Table 7.4 Atmospheric geophysical parameters and retrieval algorithms – limb and occultation

Parameter Spectral window (nm) Occurrence Quantity Retrieval algorithm reference

O3 240–310 (selected wavelengths) Mesosphere Profile limb Rohen et al. 2008

240–675 Stratosphere, mesosphere Profile limb Sonkaew et al. 2009

525, 600, 675 Stratosphere Profile limb von Savigny et al. 2005a

525–590 Stratosphere Profile limb Doicu et al. 2002

Rozanov et al. 2007

Lichtenberg et al. 2010

520–595 Stratosphere Profile sun occultation Meyer et al. 2005

510–560 Stratosphere Profile moon occultation Amekudzi et al. 2005a

BrO 338–356 Stratosphere Profile limb Rozanov et al. 2005b

Lichtenberg et al. 2010

338–357 Kühl et al. 2008

344.1–360 Sioris et al. 2006

OClO 363.5–391 Stratosphere Profile limb Kühl et al. 2008

NO2 425–450(70) Stratosphere Profile limb Rozanov et al. 2005b

Sioris et al. 2004

Doicu et al. 2002

Lichtenberg et al. 2010

420–450 Stratosphere Profile limb Kühl et al. 2008

420–460 Stratosphere Profile sun occultation Meyer et al. 2005

430–460 Stratosphere Profile moon occultation Amekudzi et al. 2005a

NO3 610–680 Stratosphere Profile moon occultation Amekudzi et al. 2005b

H2O 928–968 Stratosphere Profile sun occultation Noël et al. 2010

1375–1390 Lower stratosphere Profile limb Rozanov et al. 2010

NLC 265–300 Mesosphere Indicator, particle radius von Savigny et al. 2004a

PSC 750, 1090 Stratosphere Indicator von Savigny et al. 2005b

Tmesopause 1515–1550 Mesosphere Nighttime temperature at mesopause von Savigny et al. 2004b

Mg, Mg+ 275–290 Mesosphere Scharringhausen et al. 2008
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– Trace gases with comparable column amounts in the tropo-

sphere and stratosphere (e.g. BrO, NO2) or with the strato-

spheric amount dominating the total column (e.g. O3).

For the latter case, dedicated techniques are required to

separate the tropospheric and the stratospheric contribu-

tions. One approach is to use measurements over a clean-

air region as a background, the so-called ‘Reference Sector

Method’ (see below). In addition, SCIAMACHY’s unique

limb/nadir matching capabilities (see Chapter 4) provide a

nearly simultaneous stratospheric profile measurement

for each nadir measurement. In that respect, SCIAMACHY

is clearly superior to GOME on ERS-2, which obtained

measurements of the same species in the UV-VIS range

but only in nadir geometry. An error analysis for

approaches to derive tropospheric NO2 has been given by

Boersma et al. (2004) providing error components and

retrieval uncertainties.

Reference Sector Method

The Reference Sector Method (RSM), also referred to as

Tropospheric Residual Method (Velders et al. 2001; Richter

and Burrows 2002; Martin et al. 2002) allows the separation

of tropospheric and stratospheric contributions to the total

NO2 content under the assumption of negligible tropospheric

NO2 concentrations over the clean, free Pacific Ocean. It is

assumed that the stratospheric NO2 distribution is homoge-

neous with longitude. Then the tropospheric NO2 is primarily

the difference between the total column measured over a

polluted area and the total column measured over the clean

Pacific Ocean. This technique needs no stratospheric profile

information and can therefore be applied to generate a con-

sistent GOME – SCIAMACHY tropospheric NO2 data set

(see Chapter 10). A similar idea is also pursued in the retriev-

al of tropospheric HCHO and SO2 concentrations, to correct

for artificial biases.

Limb/Nadir Matching

Especially for regions with low or moderate pollution levels,

the errors in the retrieved tropospheric columns introduced

by the simple Reference Sector Method can become impor-

tant. To reduce the error, it is required to use the measured

stratospheric column above the ground scene of interest.

SCIAMACHY with its limb/nadir matching measurement

Fig. 7.15 NO2 densities (top panel ) as derived from SCIAMACHY limbmeasurements using the limb 2D tomography method for the orbit 35499

(14 December 2008) consisting of limb states only. In the bottom panel the difference to results from the less accurate 1D approach is illustrated

(Courtesy: J. Puķı̄te; MPI for Chemistry, Mainz).
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Fig. 7.16 Mean tropospheric NO2 slant column densities as derived for the period 2003–2008 using the Reference Sector Method (RSM – top),
Absolute Limb Correction (ALC – middle) and Relative Limb Correction (RLC – bottom) (Courtesy: S. Beirle, MPI for Chemistry, Mainz).
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mode provides radiances from the same volume of air in

limb and nadir geometry. This allows inference of vertical

stratospheric concentration profiles directly over the region

of the nadir measurement. Integrating these profiles from

the tropopause upwards yields the measured stratospheric

column above the target area while the co-located nadir

measurement provides the total column amount. The tropo-

spheric column is then – very briefly speaking – determined

as the difference between the total and the stratospheric

column. An initial application of this approach to derive

tropospheric ozone and NO2 was presented in Sierk et al.

(2006) and Sioris et al. (2004). The method described here is

unique in the sense that the information on the stratospheric

content is taken directly from the co-located limb measure-

ment and no other assumptions (longitudinal homogeneity)

or an estimate of the stratospheric column from a model or

from data assimilation are necessary.

Further progress was recently made by Beirle et al. (2010)

when the potential and the limitations of SCIAMACHY

limb measurements for estimating stratospheric column den-

sities of NO2 in comparison to a simple RSM were investi-

gated. The direct, Absolute Limb Correction (ALC) scheme

calculates stratospheric limb vertical column densities

(VCD) by integrating the profiles from 15 to 42 km. These

improve spatial patterns of tropospheric NO2 column densi-

ties at high latitudes compared to the simple RSM. However,

it can result in artificial zonal stripes at low latitudes. Thus,

an additional limb correction method was defined, which

turned out to successfully reduce stratospheric artefacts in

the resulting tropospheric data product without introducing

new ones (Fig. 7.16). It applies the same reference sector

correction both to the nadir and limb VCD. This new strato-

spheric estimation scheme, the Relative Limb Correction

(RLC), improves monthly mean tropospheric slant column

Fig. 7.17 Mean tropospheric NO2 vertical column densities over Europe as derived from SCIAMACHY for August to October 2005 with the

DLR-DFD assimilation approach (Courtesy: T. Erbertseder, DLR-DFD).
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densities significantly, e.g. from a bias of �1 � 1015 mole-

cules/cm2 (using a simple RSM) to nearly zero in the Atlan-

tic ocean, and from +1 � 1015 molecules/cm2 to nearly zero

over Siberia, at 50�N in January.

Data Assimilation – The NO2 Example

Data assimilation (see section ‘‘Scientific and Value-Added

Products’’ of Chapter 8) provides another possibility for the

separation of tropospheric and stratospheric contributions.

NO2 permanently resides in the stratosphere and shows sig-

nificant amounts in the troposphere near source areas. Firstly,

the stratospheric and tropospheric parts of the column need to

be separated and subsequently, a tropospheric airmass factor

has to be applied to the tropospheric slant column. At KNMI,

in collaboration with BIRA-IASB, a data assimilation system

was applied toNO2 to derive the stratospheric part of the slant

column by assimilation of observed slant columns in a chem-

istry-transport model (Eskes et al. 2003). This resulted in a

stratospheric analysis consistent with the observations and

with the variations observed in the stratosphere that are due to

atmospheric dynamics and chemical reactions. The tropo-

spheric NO2 slant column was then extracted by subtracting

the assimilated stratospheric slant column from the retrieved

total slant column.

In a similar way the stratospheric NO2 slant column

density, exactly for the SCIAMACHY overpass time, was

derived from the stratospheric chemistry transport model

ROSE at DLR-DFD. To avoid a bias, the modelled strato-

spheric slant columns were scaled to ‘clean conditions’ over

the Pacific Ocean. The tropospheric NO2 slant column was

then again extracted by subtracting the modelled strato-

spheric slant column from the retrieved total slant column.

Figure 7.17 shows the resulting tropospheric NO2 distribu-

tion over Europe. The tropospheric NO2 distributions could

be further improved by using NO2 profile shapes estimated

with air quality models like EURAD. In this case also

properties of clouds, aerosols and the surface need to be

taken into account.
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Chapter 8

Data Processing and Products

G. Lichtenberg, K-U. Eichmann, C. Lerot, R. Snel, S. Slijkhuis, S. Noël, R. van Hees, B. Aberle,
K. Kretschel, M. Meringer, D. Scherbakov, H. Weber, and A. von Bargen

Abstract SCIAMACHY data processing generates products

on various levels as required by the user community. These

products are either produced in the ENVISAT Payload Data

Segment as operational products or by science institutes as

scientific products or value-added products. Operational pro-
cessing occurs in two steps – level 0–1b and level 1b–2. In

both steps different timescales may apply – near-realtime,

fast delivery or offline. Level 0–1b processing generates

geolocated and calibrated radiances from the raw atmospher-

ic measurements, as well as from measurements for calibra-

tion and instrument monitoring. The algorithms convert

measured signals into calibrated radiances. Therefore a se-

quence of calibration steps has to be applied starting with

correcting the memory effect and non-linearity and ending

with applying the radiometric instrument response. Particular

attention has to be given to the correction of polarisation and

degradation. The goal of level 1b–2 processing is to provide

geophysical parameters such as column densities and profiles

from trace gas species as well as cloud and aerosol para-

meters. Nadir measurements permit retrieving total column

densities or cloud and aerosol parameters. From limb obser-

vations height resolved profiles of atmospheric parameters

can be inferred. Together with the scientific and value-added

products the SCIAMACHY data can serve a wide range

of applications.

Keywords Operational products • Scientific products •

Value-added products • Level 0–1b processing • Level

1b–2 processing

The processing of SCIAMACHY measurement data has to

serve the requirements of different user communities. There-

fore, products, differing in content, are provided at various

levels. In addition, product generation may occur in two

environments. Whereas the operational data processing fol-

lows the specific guidelines and rules of the ENVISAT Pay-

load Data Segment (PDS) architecture and organisation,

scientific product generation is based on science group algo-

rithms which have not been developed within the framework

of the PDS. This twofold approach, when fully implemented,

has the advantage that standard products with well-defined

requirements can be generated in a configuration controlled

but also flexible processor regime. It relieves users from

providing significant resources for basic processing steps,

e.g. calibrating the measurement data. On the other hand,

scientific products can utilise most recent, often advanced

algorithms since the stringent requirements of the operational

ground segment need not to be fulfilled. Also newgeophysical

parameters which are not part of the operational chains will

first be introduced as scientific products demonstrating the

potential of SCIAMACHY’s measurement data. Later these

algorithms may be implemented in the operational environ-

ment, thus providing users with a continuous and up-to-date

global dataset. This feedback between scientific and opera-

tional products ensures that algorithm improvements are rap-

idly and continuously fed into the operational system.

As outlined in Chapter 2, the SCIAMACHY products

follow the general ENVISAT data product rules and require-

ments. Thus for each orbit a level 0, level 1b and level 2 file

is generated. The SCIAMACHY specific definitions include:
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– Level 1b: The level 0 content plus all data needed for

calibration together with the geolocation of the ground

pixel measured

– Level 2: Geophysical quantities such as total trace gas

columns, trace gas profiles and cloud and aerosol infor-

mation

Level 1b and level 2 products are distributed directly to the

users. For calibration additional products were defined:

– Calibrated spectra (level 1c): The user has the choice to

apply either the entire or only a limited set of calibrations

(see below). Applying the full calibration results in Earth

radiances as a function of wavelength.

– Auxiliary Data Files (ADF): Data needed for calibration

and geolocation are usually not measured as frequently as

the Earth radiances. During the level 0–1b processing the

appropriate ADF are extracted and archived. Combining

appropriate ADF and Earth measurement data yields a

level 1b product.

Since the level 1b data contain all information required for

calibration, including the relevant ADF, level 1c products

can be generated with the specific software tool SciaL1c,
which is available to the users. It permits filtering level 1b

data and processing these to level 1c, i.e. calibrated

radiances.

The operational processing is done in two steps starting

with level 0 to level 1b and ending with level 1b to level 2.

Each day of SCIAMACHY operations generates 14 or 15

level 1b and level 2 products, one for each orbit. ESA’s

responsibility for data generation, dissemination and archiv-

ing ends with level 2. This does not exclude experienced

science users from processing their own scientific products

of the same levels. It is up to the individual user how to

specify and process products higher than level 2, known as

value-added (VA) products. In the VA environment, geo-

physical parameters are often gridded on a global scale, i.e.

these products are well suited to provide the interested public

with SCIAMACHY’s view of the Earth’s atmosphere.

8.1 Operational Processing Overview

Operational processing of SCIAMACHY measurement data

occurs in the PDS as part of the ENVISAT mission. It

covers:

– Facilities to serve the need of generating, archiving, and

disseminating data products including the interface to the

users, e.g. Processing and Archiving Centres (PAC)

– Software to generate the data products, e.g. data proces-

sors and calibration facilities which run within the pro-

cessing centres

– Data products on level 0, level 1b, and level 2

– Tools for monitoring and controlling the quality of the

operational production chain

Basic processing related information is provided via the file

names of the products. A filename includes the sequence

– Product ID: ‘SCI_NL__0P’, ‘SCI_NL__1P’,

‘SCI_NL__2P’ and ‘SCI_OL__2P’ for level 0, 1b

or 2 data

– Processing status flag: ‘N’ for NRT products, letters

between ‘N’ and ‘V’ for consolidated products

– Originator ID: ‘PDK’, ‘PDE’, ‘LRA’, ‘DPA’ for PDHS-K,

PDHS-E, LRAC or D-PAC

– Start date: year, month and day of measurement start

– Start time: hours, minutes and seconds of measurement

start in UTC

– Duration of product coverage in seconds

– ENVISAT mission phase

– ENVISAT cycle number

– Relative orbit number within cycle

– Absolute orbit number

– File counter

– File extension: ‘N1’ corresponds to ENVISAT

This permits an unambiguous identification of files for a

given orbit. A filename example is provided in Fig. 8.1. All

ENVISAT files have two headers – the Main Product Header

(MPH) that contains information common to all instruments

of the platform such as orbit data and the Specific Product

Header (SPH) which holds instrument specific information.

Level 1b Product

Additionally to the MPH and SPH the level 1 file contains

the Measurement Data Sets (MDS) and the Annotated Data

Sets (ADS) with supplemental information needed for, e.g.

calibration. Each type of measurement has its own data

structure, giving four different MDS:

– Nadir MDS

– Limb MDS

– Occultation MDS

– Monitoring MDS

The atmospheric measurements for nadir, limb and occulta-

tion can be found in the corresponding MDS in raw format,

i.e. uncorrected binary units. The MDS also contains cali-

bration parameters such as, e.g. size of memory effect,

amount of stray light, polarisation parameters, for each mea-

surement. Calibration measurements using the Sun, the

Moon or the calibration lamps are stored in the monitoring

MDS. Individual dark measurements are not stored in the

product thus avoiding too large file sizes. However, for each
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dark state the average values and standard deviations are

available.

The ADS contain the calibration data, quality indicators,

geolocation and instrument configuration parameters from the

level 0 files. Two types of ADS exist, global ADS with data

from the auxiliary data files (ADF, see above) and the newly

calculated ADS: if calibration data are measured in a given

orbit, these are stored in the newly calculatedADS. The global

ADS are used in the standard calibration of the spectra with the

exception of the dark correction in the short-wave infrared

(SWIR) channels, for which the dark measurements per-

formed during the same orbit are always used (see also

Fig. 8.3). The experienced user also has the possibility to

apply the newly calculated ADS, but only if the corresponding

measurements were performed in the same orbit.

Level 1c Product

The level 1c file has the same structure as the level 1b file. It

contains the data which were filtered and calibrated with the

SciaL1c tool. Additionally the applied calibration options

are provided in an ADS for the sake of traceability.

Level 2 Product

In the level 2 product four basic types of MDS are available:

– Cloud and aerosol MDS

– Nadir MDS

– Limb MDS

– Limb cloud MDS

The cloud and aerosol MDS combines cloud and aerosol

information from nadir measurements. It is followed by

multiple MDS corresponding to the different trace gas pro-

ducts retrieved from nadir and limb geometries, one for each

trace gas. The limb cloud MDS contains height resolved

information about clouds in the limb view. Additionally,

the level 2 product contains several ADS with auxiliary

information, e.g. data quality and geolocation.

Detailed information about SCIAMACHY’s operational

data products is provided via ESA’s websites for the ENVI-

SAT missions. The product descriptions can be found under

http://envisat.esa.int/instruments/sciamachy/data-app/ while

product status, including disclaimers, are given via http://

envisat.esa.int/dataproducts/availability/. Finally, a listing

of the product performance on a daily and bi-monthly basis

is provided by http://earth.esa.int/pcs/envisat/sciamachy/

reports/.

Processing Chains

Remote sensing data are used for different applications with

different requirements. While forecasting requires data

availability shortly after sensing, climate research and

other longer-term scientific applications require the most

accurate data calibration and retrieval. In order to satisfy

both requirements, two separate processing chains were set

up: the near-realtime (NRT) level 0–1b processing together

with the fast delivery (FD) of level 2 products and the offline

(OL) level 0–2 processing chain (see Fig. 8.2). While the

processors used for both chains are identical, the input data

are different. The tight temporal requirements for the NRT

chain do not allow to process and inventory all the calibra-

tion data, including calculation of attitude corrections. How-

ever experience shows that the content of NRT and OL

products differs only by small amounts. Main differences

between the processing chains comprise:

– Delivery time: NRT level 1b products are delivered a few

hours after sensing, FD products within 24 h after sensing.

Offline data are delivered typically 1 week after sensing.

– Start/Stop times: OL products contain one orbit always

starting at the ascending node crossing (ANX). NRT/FD

data can contain data from different parts of the orbit.

Fig. 8.1 An example for a SCIAMACHY level 1b product filename illustrating the individual filename fields (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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– Geolocation: The geolocation differs slightly since the

restituted attitude information for the ENVISAT platform

is only available a few days after sensing.

– Calibration Data: In the NRT/FD chain the latest avail-

able in-flight calibration data are used while in the OL

chain the most recent calibration data made before the

measurement are applied.

All operational data products are subject to quality monitor-

ing under the responsibility of the Payload Data Control

Centre (PDCC). Its goal is to screen all products at the time

of generation in order to identify anomalies or deviations

from expected results. Quality monitoring includes content

and consistency checks, e.g. formal correctness of the prod-

uct or parameter limits. In the case of detected anomalies,

data shall be flagged to initiate further actions. The PDCC

executes quality monitoring activities on various timescales

ranging from daily to multi-monthly. Level 0 products re-

ceive particular attention since they are the basis for all

further products. The national agencies providing SCIAMA-

CHY receive copies of the complete level 0 dataset for their

own purposes, including instrument monitoring activities. In

support of such functions, DLR as one of the instrument

providers has generated a master data archive from the con-

solidated level 0 product stream. This repository, maintained

throughout the mission, is free of occasional consolidation

flaws; it keeps for each orbit a single consolidated level

0 product which reflects the instrument measurement

sequences as best as possible. Whenever the PDS schedules

reprocessing campaigns – after major algorithm and proces-

sor updates have become operational – the content of the

master archive forms the applicable level 0 product basis.

Fig. 8.2 General processing flow in NRT/FD (left) and OL (right). Both chains receive the calibration information from the same auxiliary flow

(Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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8.2 Operational Level 0–1b Processing

SCIAMACHY level 1b data products comprise geolocated

and calibrated radiances of the scientific measurements, as

well as measurements for calibration and instrument moni-

toring. The algorithms used in operational level 0–1b pro-

cessing are primarily driven by the scientific need to convert

measured signals into calibrated radiances. However con-

straints, particularly imposed by the operational data proces-

sing environment or sometimes by instrument operations,

may force use of different strategies as would be employed

for a ground-based instrument. The wish to obtain a level 1b

data product which is not excessively large and complicated

imposes an additional constraint. The principle processing

cycle starting with instrument level 0 data and ending with

the level 1b product is outlined in Fig. 8.2. A major require-

ment from the ENVISAT PDS architecture rules is that

there may be only one output product per processing chain,

in this case the level 1b product. As a consequence, the level

1b product must not only hold processed science data but

also calibration measurements and instrument monitoring

data, as well as newly calculated calibration parameters

(see above).

In the operational processing from level 0–1b, all neces-

sary calibration constants for each science measurement are

processed from the input calibration data using both ground-

based and in-flight measurements. The level 1b data product

contains the raw detector signals of the science measure-

ments plus calibration constants, mainly coded as single

byte integers. In addition to measurement specific calibra-

tion constants, e.g. stray light or atmospheric polarisation,

lookup tables are generated for globally applicable calibra-

tion constants, e.g. instrument polarisation sensitivity as a

function of scan angle. The Instrument Engineering Calibra-

tion Facility (IECF) copies the calibration data from the

level 1b product into the calibration database. The calibra-

tion data files themselves are generated by the SciCal tool

using level 0 data as an input. In order to allow users

processing level 1b products to fully calibrated data, the

calibration application tool SciaL1c is provided (see

above). For the user’s convenience certain calibrations can

be optionally omitted at extraction, or a subset of data can

be filtered out.

Figure 8.3 provides an overview of the steps for level

1b–1c calibration of scientific measurements (nadir, limb

and solar occultation) and the used measurement data and

ADS. The individual calibration related steps as listed below

reflect the calibration characteristics as described in Chapter

5 and specified in detail by Slijkhuis (2004) in the Algorithm

Theoretical Baseline Document (ATBD).

Memory Effect and Non-linearity

All channel detector readouts have to be corrected for the

memory effect (in channels 1–5) or non-linearity (channels

6–8). The memory effect correction requires the value of the

previous readout. If this is not available, e.g. for co-added

measurements, an estimate has to be made. In case of co-

adding, the value of each readout before co-adding is esti-

mated on the basis of the PMD intensity which is sampled at

a higher rate than the detector. Non-linearity correction is

implemented similarly for co-added signals. A larger uncer-

tainty in memory effect correction exists for limb measure-

ments: at each new tangent height a reset readout of the

detectors with an integration time of 31.25 ms is performed.

This reset readout is discarded on-board, i.e. it is not avail-

able in the data. Similarly, the memory effect for the very

first readout in a state can only be estimated, because before

the first readout the detector picks up an unknown signal as

the mirrors are driven to their start position. For both cases

an estimation of the memory effect is based on the measured

signal and state setup parameters.

Dark Signal

The dark signal can be separated into three components:

– Analogue offset or fixed pattern noise: It is added by the

electronics to each pixel to avoid negative or near zero

signals. Thus no dependence on the thermal environment

or exposure times exists.

– Leakage current: It comprises the time dependent part of

the dark signal mainly caused by thermally created elec-

tron-hole pairs in the detector. Its orbital phase indepen-

dent component is derived from the orbital measurements

on the dark side of the Earth. Different illumination con-

ditions along the orbit with corresponding small thermal

perturbations result in an orbital dependent part which is

derived as a function of 12 orbit segments from the

monthly dark measurements. This variable leakage cur-

rent is only relevant for the SWIR channels (Fig. 8.4).

– Stray light: Near sunrise, the limb port of the instrument is

directly exposed to sunlight leading to a significant amount

of spatial stray light. This stray light is characterised during

the monthly dark orbits. It is only relevant for orbit phases

around sunrise, i.e. at high latitudes over the northern

hemisphere. The stray light information is used for moni-

toring purposes only. For an actual correction of spatial

stray light the spatial coverage of the data is insufficient.
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Fig. 8.3 Relations between calibration measurements (blue: on-ground, green: in-flight), ADF/GADS (red), newly calculated ADS (orange) and
calibration steps (yellow). The calibration information is stored either directly in the newly calculated ADS of the level 1b file or written into an

ADF and subsequently copied into the GADS of the level 1b file. Some calibration parameters, e.g. the stray light fractions, are contained in the

measurement datasets of the level 1b file. With the exception of the NEW LEAKAGE ADS, the newly calculated ADS are not used in the standard

calibration (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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All orbital phase independent dark parameters are part of the

LEAKAGE CONSTANT ADS. The LEAKAGE VARIABLE
ADS contains the orbital phase dependent components of the

dark signal. Both ADS are used in the dark correction for

nadir measurements of channels 1–5. After launch it turned

out that the original dark signal correction using LEAKAGE
CONSTANTADS and LEAKAGE VARIABLEADS had to be

adjusted for limb data and the SWIR channels:

– Limb Data: At the end of each limb state the Instanta-

neous Field of View (IFoV) is set to 250 km and a

dedicated dark measurement is executed. This dark

measurement is used for the dark correction of limb data.

– SWIR channels 6–8: Since these channels are sensitive to

small changes of temperature and the ice layer in chan-

nels 7 and 8 leads to changes of the dark signal from one

orbit to the next, the dark parameters from the same orbit

(from the LEAKAGE NEW ADS) are used. The orbit

phase dependence is taken into account by additionally

exploiting data from the LEAKAGE VARIABLE ADS.

Generally, no calibration measurements are used which fall

into the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA, Fig. 8.5). This is to

reduce contamination of the spectrum from particle radiation

which shows as spikes on the detector signal. For orbital

dark measurements this rule would imply that for many

orbits per day the dark signal is not updated. Therefore,

measurements from the SAA are incorporated into the

orbital dark calibration for channels 6–8, even though this

may imply a small degradation in quality. A ‘hot pixel

detection algorithm’, which analyses a sequence of measure-

ments for each detector pixel to detect and reject spikes in

the data, will filter out large deviations. The individual dark

measurements are not stored on the level 1b product, but

state averaged mean values (after removal of spikes)

and their standard deviations are stored in the DARK AVER-

AGE ADS.

Pixel-to-Pixel Gain and Etalon

The Pixel-to-Pixel Gain (PPG) correction aims at correcting

relative gain changes with time. It is monitored in-flight using

the White Light Source (WLS) measurements. However,

observations show that the PPG does not change significantly

in-orbit, thus the correction is currently not applied.

Fig. 8.4 Orbital variation of the thermally induced dark signal for each pixel in channel 8. Orbit phase = 0 corresponds to eclipse entry. TheMean
Dark is the dark signal per pixel averaged over a complete dark current state close to phase 0. It permits to normalise the orbital variation at phase 0

(Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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The detector etalon effect is caused by multiple reflec-

tions at the boundaries of the protective silicon oxide layer

on top of the light detecting silicon. It leads to interference

pattern in the measured spectrum. If material is deposited on

top of the detector, the optical path and thus also the inter-

ference pattern changes compared to the situation during the

on-ground calibration. This change is corrected using data

from the weekly WLS measurements and is only relevant for

channels 1–5. Both PPG correction and the detector etalon

correction are stored in the PPG ETALON ADS.

Dead and Bad Pixel Mask

The SWIR channels 6+, 7 and 8 suffer from a rising number

of bad or even dead pixels which are not – or only to a small

extent – suitable for retrieval. The reason is a lattice constant

mismatch between the substrate material and the light

detecting material of the detectors (Kleipool et al. 2007).

Such dead and bad pixels are detected using dark, WLS and

Sun measurements. Several thresholds were determined to

separate dead and bad from good pixels. The number of dead

and bad pixels is not constant (Fig. 8.6). It increases with

in-orbit operations time due to proton impacts. Therefore a

dead and bad pixel mask is calculated for each orbit and

stored in the PPG ETALON ADS.

Spectral Stray Light

The corrections for spectral stray light are derived from each

science measurement using calibration constants measured

on-ground. Contrary to the situation on-ground, this correc-

tion has to cope with the clustered readout of the detectors

(see section ‘‘Optical Assembly’’ of Chapter 3) in flight. The

stray light at one detector pixel is the sum of stray light

originating from wavelengths corresponding to all other

detector pixels in a channel (Fig. 8.7), sometimes even

from a neighbouring channel. If only part of the channel,

i.e. one or more clusters, is read out, the intensity at other

wavelengths is not known and must be estimated. For level

0–1b processing, the stray light calculation algorithm is

applied after the spectrum covering the complete SCIAMA-

CHY wavelength range has been estimated. Such a spectrum

is calculated for each integration time (IT) in the state. After

each longest IT, a complete spectrum has been measured.

Fig. 8.5 The SAA as derived from SCIAMACHY dark current measurements (Courtesy: SRON).
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For shorter IT, intensity from missing clusters is estimated

by assuming that the spectrum for shorter IT may only have

a different intensity but retains the spectral shape of the

longest integration time measurement, i.e. a complete spec-

trum for each IT is estimated by scaling the complete spec-

trum at the longest IT to the shorter IT. The stray light

correction values are stored directly in each MDS of the

level 1b product.

Wavelength Calibration

The wavelength calibration uses on-ground and in-flight data

for channels 1–6. From weekly and monthly in-flight mea-

surements of the spectral line source, the difference to the

on-ground calibration is determined. The line positions are

derived using the Falk algorithm (Falk 1984). Subsequently

Fig. 8.6 DBPM for channel 8 between August 2002 and March 2009. Each row corresponds to a single pixel. When a pixel turns red it becomes

either dead or bad. The vertical stripes correspond to decontamination periods (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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a wavelength for each pixel is stored in the product. Since

the spectral line source does not have enough lines in the

infrared and dead and bad pixels interfere with the line

position determination, for channels 7 and 8 the on-ground

wavelength calibration is applied without any changes.

Polarisation

The polarisation correction is required because the detected

signal depends on the polarisation state of the incoming

light. The instrument’s polarisation response was deter-

mined on-ground for science and PMD channels using

polarised calibration sources and is stored in the calibration

Key Data. They contain the ratio of the PMD signal to the

science channel signal for several instrument configurations

and polarisation directions. As science and PMD channels

are performing polarisation sensitive measurements in flight,

from the obtained signals the elements Q and U of the Stokes

vector are derived. By using the polarisation information

from the Key Data a linear polarisation correction factor is

calculated for all wavelengths. A complication arises from

the fact that the PMD channels are sampled independently

and at a different rate from the channel detectors. Using

the time stamps of both types of measurements, the PMD

channels are resampled on a time grid synchronised with the

detector readout, at twice the BCPS frequency with the

BCPS corresponding to the maximum detector data packet

generation rate of 62.5 ms. For channels 1–5 the time of

detector readout depends on the pixel number, as each pixel

is read out sequentially. The synchronisation is roughly

performed for the part of the detector corresponding to the

mean wavelength of each PMD bandpass. All data necessary

to calculate the polarisation correction factors are contained

in the level 1b product. The polarisation sensitivities from

on-ground measurement are stored in the POLARISATION
SENSITIVITY ADS for nadir, limb and occultation while the

polarisation fractions and the integrated PMD values for

each observation are directly stored in the MDS. Raw

PMD measurements – which are not further used in opera-

tional processing – are saved in the PMD ADS.

Radiometric Correction

The final calibration step concerns the radiometric calibra-

tion, i.e. applying the radiometric instrument response to the

measured and corrected signals. Globally valid radiance

calibration constants are taken from the calibration Key

Data measured on-ground. The radiometric sensitivity for

Fig. 8.7 Spectral stray light matrix (1,024� 1,024) in channel 2 (left) and channel 5 (right). Each row shows the stray light spectrum (signal) due

to unit input in the corresponding pixel (horizontal axis) with bright regions displaying the strongest stray light contribution. The region around the

diagonal is defined as being free from stray light. The lines parallel and normal to the diagonal in the plot for channel 5 are reflected and refocused

ghosts. These are absent in channel 2, which has a holographic instead of a classically ruled grating (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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each observation is stored directly in the MDS of the level 1b

product.

Sun Mean Reference Spectrum

For the purpose of trace gas retrieval in level 1b–2 processing

based on reflectances, the level 0–1b processing generates

for each state of solar observations a Sun Mean Reference

(SMR) spectrum. Absolute irradiance calibration on-ground

was only performed for the ESM diffuser mode. The irradi-

ance calibration of all other solar observation modes is based

on a rough estimate which leads to an incorrect absolute

irradiance level and may leave residual instrument polarisa-

tion features in the spectrum. However, test trace gas retrie-

vals showed good results with radiometrically uncalibrated

ASM diffuser spectra. Therefore it was decided to generate

two SMR for each diffuser state: one with all calibrations

applied and one without radiometric calibration. For moni-

toring purposes, SMR are also generated for the other solar

observations, i.e. occultation and monitoring. All SMR are

stored in the SUN MEAN REFERENCE ADS.

Degradation

Although correcting the degradation with the m-factors is

implemented in the level 0�1b processing, it is not applied

operationally at present. However the SciaL1c tool provides

the capability for applying the radiometric degradation cor-

rection and thus producing degradation corrected level 1c

data. Because the m-factors impact the science and PMD

channels differently the concept for calculating and

providing them pursues a two-step approach. In a simple

solution only the readouts of the science channels are cor-

rected which comprises only multiplicative calculations.

Thus their application can be switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ as

needed. The current baseline is to apply the simple correc-

tion during operational level 1b�2 processing for the pro-

ducts requiring radiometrically calibrated data (such as the

Absorbing Aerosol Index). The full solution would include

correcting the PMD readouts as well, a processor feature

which is presently not activated. Since the calculation of m-

factors is decoupled from the operational level 0–1b proces-

sing, updates of the external m-factor database are possible

without interfering with operational PDS requirements.

While all auxiliary data necessary to generate a calibrated

level 1c product are stored in the level 1b product itself,

the m-factors can be accessed via a separate location at

http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/sciamachy/mfactors/.

Here they are generated and maintained as part of the

SCIAMACHY optical performance monitoring.

8.3 Operational Level 1b–2 Data Processing

The goal of level 1b–2 data processing is to provide geo-

physical parameters such as column densities and profiles

from atmospheric constituents as well as cloud and aerosol

parameters. These data are given in the MDS of the level

2 product in combination with geolocation and additional

auxiliary information (state geolocation, quality flagging,

etc.) in the appropriate ADS.

The operational level 1b–2 data processing occurs in OL

mode and fast delivery mode. Both chains use the same pro-

cessor, i.e. SCIAMACHY Ground Processor (SGP) L12 OL

V5. Since the level 2 products in the fast delivery chain are

based on NRT level 1b data they cannot utilise the most

accurate auxiliary and in-flight calibration data. The opera-

tional level 1b–2 product suite is comprised of retrievals from

the nadir and limb observation geometry. Operational proces-

sing of occultationmeasurements is currently not foreseen, but

the existing system can be extended to cope with it at a later

stage. Table 8.1 summarises the level 2 product content.

Figure 8.8 (nadir DOAS) and Fig. 8.9 (limb) outline the

general processing chain for the level 1b–2 data processors. It

is implemented as a multi-processor Linux cluster system.

Since scientific progress in retrieval techniques continues, an

outline of level 1b–2 algorithms can only provide a snapshot.

The reader is referred to the ATBD (Lichtenberg et al. 2010)

for up-to-date algorithm information. Particularly experience

gained from scientific product generation will be reflected in

the operational chain stepwise, i.e. algorithm improvements

that are validated will be introduced into the processor. Level

2 products will be generated anew whenever significant al-

gorithm improvements are implemented into the processor.

Even beyond the in-orbit mission lifetime, an ambitious

atmospheric science project like SCIAMACHY requires

continuing retrieval algorithm research and reprocessing.

Column Densities from Nadir Observations

UV-VIS data processing uses the DOAS approach for the

retrieval of slant column densities from launch onwards. The

DOAS concept, together with the derivation of vertical col-

umn densities is described in section ‘‘Nadir Trace Gas

Retrieval Schemes’’ of Chapter 7. The operational DOAS

algorithm is based on the approach originally implemented

for the GOME data processor (GDP, Thomas and Spurr

1999). Since DOAS algorithm development undergoes per-
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manent improvements – currently GDP 4.0 is operational

(Spurr et al. 2004; Van Roozendael et al. 2006) – also

SCIAMACHY’s processor SGP L12 follows these changes

(Lerot et al. 2009). For O3 the GDP 4.0 implementation

yields vertical columns which are derived in an iterative

way by successively updating the air mass factor calculated

using the vertical column provided by the previous iteration.

It replaces the early standard DOAS approach where a

distinction between AMF extraction, slant column density

derivation, and the vertical column density calculation was

made. Other UV-VIS products of the weak absorbing gases

can rely on this standard method while the water vapour

retrieval is based instead on a further DOAS variant, the

AMC-DOAS approach (Noël et al. 1999; Noël et al. 2004).

In the SWIR range the cross sections of line absorbers

strongly depend on pressure, temperature and wavelength.

Therefore, retrieval algorithms from the UV-VIS-NIR can-

not be applied here. The BIRRA (Beer InfraRed Retrieval

Algorithm, Schreier et al. 2009) retrieval scheme, which

takes into account the characteristics of SWIR absorption

spectroscopy, handles the retrieval of CO. Further trace

gases to be determined from the SWIR range in the near

future shall rely on BIRRA as well. BIRRA performs a

nonlinear least squares fit of molecular vertical column

densities together with some auxiliary parameters. When

fitting the observed near infrared intensity/radiance spec-

trum, being essentially described by Beer’s law with the

Sun as source, the molecular absorption features are mod-

elled by means of line-by-line calculations.

Cloud and Aerosol Parameters in the
UV-VIS-NIR for Nadir Observations

The parameter cloud fraction is determined by the threshold

algorithm OCRA (Loyola 2000). PMD measurements iden-

tified to be free of clouds from the red, green, and blue PMD

are stored as RGB composite. The distance between the

white point in the RGB reflectance space (= fully clouded)

and the actually determined PMD reflectance is taken to

determine the cloud fraction. Heuristically derived scaling

factors allow the appropriate representation of cloud fraction

between zero (cloud-free) and one (fully cloudy). In the

initial processor versions cloud top height or cloud top

pressure was extracted from the ISCCP (International Satel-

lite Cloud Climatology Project) database but it is replaced

from version 3.0 onwards by an algorithm based on evalua-

tion of the O2 A-band in the visible spectral region

(SACURA, Rozanov and Kokhanovsky 2004). This yields

improved cloud top height and cloud optical thickness para-

meters since in the previous implementation only one value

for optical thickness served as fixed input.

The Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) relies on the ratio of

the reflectances between a spectral band which is not cov-

ered by spectral absorptions and a spectral band with ozone

absorptions. The AAI is calculated from the difference be-

tween logarithmic ratios of measured and modelled reflec-

tances. It indicates the presence of absorbing aerosols and

depends strongly on an accurate calibration of the reflec-

tance (Tilstra et al. 2007).

Profiles from Limb Observations

Retrieving trace gas profiles from limb measurements is a

challenging task. The algorithm currently used for limb

retrievals, the Iteratively Regularized Gauss–Newton Meth-

od (Doicu et al. 2002; Doicu 2005 – see also Section ‘‘Ap-

plication of Inversion Theory to Limb Retrieval’’ of Chapter

7), consists of mainly two parts, a forward model calculation

followed by the inversion, using a Tikhonov regularisation

with a variable regularisation parameter. In the forward

model calculation the sequence of steps includes

– Calculation of the geometrical parameters describing the

limb scans

– Calculation of the optical properties for each layer

Table 8.1 Operational SCIAMACHY level 2 product suite

Spectral range Nadir (FD& OL) Limb (FD&OL)

UV-VIS-NIR O3 (vertical column)a HCHO (vertical column)b O3 (profile)

NO2 (vertical column)a Cloud cover NO2 (profile)

BrO (vertical column) Cloud optical thickness BrO (profile)

SO2 (vertical column for anthropogenic

and volcanic scenario)

Cloud top height

OClO (slant column) AAI

H2O (vertical column) CHOCHO (vertical column)b

SWIR CO (vertical column) CH4 (vertical column)b Cloud parameters
a Constitute METEO products available for the meteorological community.
b Planned for the next processor version (SGP V.6).
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Fig. 8.8 Level 1b–2 data processing flow diagram illustrating the preprocessing and nadir DOAS algorithm. Limb algorithms are continued in

Fig. 8.9 (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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Fig. 8.9 Level 1b–2 data processing flow diagram for limb profile retrieval. At the end of the limb processing, the data flow returns to Fig. 8.8 for

product output (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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– Computation of the radiation field in the framework of the

independent pixel approximation

– Calculation of the multiple scattering correction factors

by means of a spherical radiative transfer model using

Picard iteration with open boundaries

The profiles are calculated from a predefined minimum

altitude up to 100 km. For each state a maximum of four

profiles in East–West direction is determined depending on

the integration time of the state. Figures 8.8 and 8.9 depict

the s/w architecture of the limb retrieval algorithm with two

preparative steps before the profile retrieval itself.

Limb Cloud Detection

In limb mode SCIAMACHY measures light scattered along

the line-of-sight. If the line-of-sight intersects a cloud at a

certain height, the spectrally resolved measurements differ

from cloud-free measurements. To eliminate systematic

uncertainties and to enhance the sensitivity of the cloud

determination, differences and/or ratios of spectral measure-

ments in a certain wavelength region are exploited. Actually

radiance ratios at 750 and 1090 nm are used for the detection

of clouds. In an ideal Rayleigh scattering atmosphere popu-

lated only by molecules, radiances at two wavelengths about

300 nm apart differ considerably while for larger particles

like cloud droplets this difference is reduced. The cloud top

height (CTH) above the limb tangent point is then derived by

analysing light from the cloud layer and from above.

8.4 Scientific and Value-Added Products

Scientific Products

As outlined above, scientific products are a vital service of

the mission. Although scientific products usually refer to

level 2, scientific level 1c data are also generated from

operational level 1b or level 0 data by applying calibration

steps differing from what is done in the operational ground

segment. Since scientific product generation does not neces-

sarily follow the stringent requirements of the operational

chains – which does not preclude them from being as precise

as possible and even permitting the utilisation of the most

accurate and evolved algorithms – they may be implemented

in various ways. Therefore a generic description of scientific

processor architectures similar to the operational ones is not

applicable. Table 8.2 presents a listing of geophysical para-

meters available as scientific products. Details can be found

on SCIAVALIG’s website under http://www.sciamachy.

org/products/ with successive species or parameter depen-

dent links.

Value-Added Products

The value-added (VA) products are generated on a routine

basis for various applications. Requirements for value-

adding originate from very different user groups. Whereas

scientific applications – if not based on level 2 data – usually

need data sets on regular grids with complete information on

pixelwise data quality, applications for governmental moni-

toring duties, public services or education purposes ask for

synoptic maps, i.e. overviews at one point in time, on differ-

ent scales without any gaps and for long time series of

continuous observations. In some cases, NRT data provision

is also requested to initialise forecast services.

VA products are based on the operational products

generated within the PDS or on scientific products. In most

cases value adding transforms level 2 products from their

satellite projection and the time of the satellite overpasses to

integrated datasets (level 3 and level 4) which contain a

geophysical parameter as observed by one instrument. Av-

eraging level 2 data over a certain period and grid cell

generates level 3 products yielding daily, weekly, monthly

or annual mean datasets. Level 4 products are based on the

combination of satellite observations (level 2) and atmo-

Table 8.2 Scientific SCIAMACHY level 2 product suite (due to the nature of scientific products, the table is evolving and does not claim to be

complete)

Geophysical parameters

O3 Vertical column, profile stratosphere and mesosphere IO Slant column

NO2 Slant/vertical/tropospheric column, profile H2O Vertical column

BrO Slant/vertical column, profile HDO/H2O

SO2 Slant/vertical column CO Vertical column

HCHO Vertical column CH4 Vertical column

CHOCHO Vertical column CO2 Vertical column

OClO Slant column, profile Tmesopause Mesopause temperature

Clouds Cover, pressure, top height, optical thickness, liquid water path, phase index, top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance, droplet effective

radius, PSC index, NLC index

Aerosol AAI, AOT

UV Index, dose
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spheric models such as, e.g. meteorological circulation and

chemistry. In addition, synergistic value-adding is con-

ducted by either combining level 2 products of several

sensors into one comprehensive level 3 and level 4 data set

or by exploiting level 1 products (top-of-atmosphere

radiances or spectra) from different sensors to retrieve a

level 2 product with new information.

Awide set of requirements on atmosphere-relatedmonitor-

ing and forecasting are targeted within the ESA GMES ser-

vice element project MACC, previously PROMOTE, where

atmospheric satellite observations are exploited. Topics are,

e.g. distribution and trends of the stratospheric ozone layer,

UV irradiance at the surface, near-surface air quality, green-

house gases and climate. Application fields range from

global and European protocol monitoring (Montreal, Kyoto,

CLRTAP – Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air

Pollution) to public information services such as skin exposure

sunburn timewarning, street level air quality forecasts or flight

route warning of dust/volcanic ash events. Further currently

developed applications include services to support planning

and management of solar power plants (ESA market develop-

ment project ENVISOLAR – Environmental Information

Services for Solar Energy Industries) or to improve the quality

of satellite land images by providing an automatic atmospheric

correction with actual information on the state of the atmo-

sphere. In all these application areas, quality information is

essential to improve confidence in the VA products. In the

future the use of value-adding will most likely increase as new

Fig. 8.10 A forecasted North Pole view of the assimilated total ozone column field for 3 November 2005 at 12:00 UTC based on SCIAMACHY

data (Courtesy: KNMI/ESA).
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requirements call for integration of all observations – satellite,

aircraft, balloons, ground – together with models to extract

the best possible and comprehensive knowledge on the state

of the atmosphere. For more details the reader is referred

to the IGACO (Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry

Observations) theme strategy.

One key tool for achieving the goals described above is

the use of data assimilation techniques which provide a

mathematically consistent technology to integrate measure-

ments and models together with their statistical errors. Data

assimilation generates synoptic trace gas fields from asynop-

tic spaceborne measurements. It enables the derivation of

interpolated concentration fields as well as information

about transport mechanisms.

A major application of assimilation schemes to

SCIAMACHY data concern the combination of stratospheric

modelling and nadir column data. This is ideally suited for

applications such as scientific studies of the evolution of the

ozone layer and of special events (e.g. ozone hole or low

ozone episodes) or inter-comparisons with models (e.g. study

of dynamical and chemical processes). Since assimilated

fields are globally available, comparison with independent

observations can be performed without space/time mis-

matches. Stratospheric O3 is also of particular interest as it

can be assimilated into operational weather forecasts, thus

improving the model representation of stratospheric wind

fields and thereby the quality of the forecast. Since forecast

services are provided on short timescales, the fast availability

of O3 data – via the operational fast delivery service or NRT

scientific products – is essential (Eskes et al. 2005). Such

ozone columns serve as an input for the assimilation analysis

and a subsequent forecast of how the stratospheric ozone

layer will develop in the upcoming nine days. The assimila-

tion yields a complete picture of the global ozone distribution

(Fig. 8.10). Within the error margins of both, model and

observations, it is consistent with observations and our

knowledge of atmospheric transport and chemistry (Eskes

et al. 2002; Eskes et al. 2003). SCIAMACHY ozone columns

are currently also assimilated operationally in the numerical

weather prediction model of the ECMWF. Several centres

use the ozone forecasts for UV radiation predictions.
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Chapter 9

Validation

J.-C. Lambert, A. Piters, A. Richter, S. Mieruch, H. Bovensmann, M. Buchwitz, and A. Friker

Abstract Satellite validation has to ensure that geophysical

quantities derived from in-orbit radiometric measurements

meet quality requirements for the intended scientific studies

and applications. It is not a ‘once a mission lifetime’ task, but

requires regular proof measurements throughout the in-orbit

phase. An extensive SCIAMACHY validation programme

has been developed jointly by Germany, The Netherlands

and Belgium, with the support of ESA and a large number

of international partners. Due to its status as anAO instrument

SCIAMACHY is embedded in two collaborating validation

structures, ESA’s Atmospheric Chemistry Validation Team

and the SCIAVALIG, a subgroup of the SCIAMACHY Sci-

ence Advisory Group. In the first years of the mission inten-

sive independent measurement campaigns were organised,

setting the basis for a continuous validation programme over

the instrument lifetime, harmonised with the steadily improv-

ing operational processors and the scientific algorithms. All

validation activities have to obey well-established validation

principles including a thorough analysis when comparing

geophysical parameters derived from SCIAMACHY with

correlative measurements. Such measurements use all avail-

able means – from ground, ships, aircraft and balloons. Addi-

tionally the SCIAMACHY measurements were compared

with results from other space-borne atmospheric sensors.

Meanwhile validation has confirmed the current accuracy

for a wealth of retrieved parameters. The list includes O3,

NO2, BrO, OClO, SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO, H2O, CO, CO2,

CH4, cloud fraction and cloud top pressure, aerosol index and

aerosol optical thickness.

Keywords Validation • Trace gases • Ground station

networks • Shipborne campaigns • Airborne campaigns

• Balloon-borne campaigns • Satellite intercomparisons

The geophysical validation of SCIAMACHY data has to

face complex requirements in terms of measured species,

altitude range, spatial and temporal scales, intended applica-

tions, and sustainability. Therefore an extensive SCIAMA-

CHY validation programme has been developed jointly by

Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium, with the support of

ESA and a large number of international partners. The suc-

cessful preparation of the validation included (Piters et al.

2006):

– An organisational structure to coordinate large-scale val-

idation campaigns, to monitor continuously the validation

results, and to foster exchanges between the different

validation parties

– Numerous independent validation measurements of all

planned SCIAMACHY products, performed intensively

in the first 2 years of operation and continued on sustain-

able basis afterwards

– Adequate manpower to analyse the data in the first

2 years of operation, for a large part funded by the

national space agencies of the three instrument-providing

countries

– Sustained support from the national agencies and from

ESA to ensure – after the two first years – continuity of

the organisation, measurements and analysis manpower

over the lifetime of the instrument

While the extensive SCIAMACHY validation setup was in

place with the start of the mission, the analysis itself had to

be adjusted to the actual availability of operational SCIA-

MACHY data products in the ENVISAT ground segment as
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well as data products derived by involved science teams.

Since the first release of early SCIAMACHY data in summer

2002, the operational processors were upgraded regularly.

More and more of the envisaged data products did achieve

good quality (level 1b spectra, O3, NO2, BrO and cloud

data). Also the science data products were successfully im-

proved on a regular basis thus enabling meaningful valida-

tion of O3, NO2, BrO, SO2, OClO, HCHO, CHOCHO, CH4,

CO, H2O, CO2, and aerosols.

The requirement to ensure maximum product quality

throughout the mission and to achieve best possible consis-

tency with follow-on missions made it necessary to continue

SCIAMACHY validation throughout the instrument’s life-

time – and even beyond, anticipating that algorithm updates,

reprocessing of data and the development of new data pro-

ducts will continue after the in-orbit life of SCIAMACHY.

9.1 Validation Strategy

The rationale of satellite validation is to ensure that geo-

physical quantities derived from in-orbit radiometric mea-

surements meet quality requirements for the intended

scientific studies and applications. Starting from this per-

spective of scientific usability, considering the major scien-

tific objectives of the mission, and based on the GOME

validation experience, the SCIAMACHY Validation and

Interpretation Group (SCIAVALIG) elaborated a list of val-

idation requirements (SCIAVALIG 1998) and a detailed

validation plan (SCIAVALIG 2002). These documents

underlined the importance of

– Performing correlative studies with well-characterised

data obtained by complementary measurement systems

and modelling tools

– Validation as a diagnostic tool in the improvement of

retrieval algorithms

The methods and practices developed and used for SCIA-

MACHY validation arise from the arguments and considera-

tions in these documents. Over the years, they have been

refined according to the developing SCIAMACHY valida-

tion experience, and enriched through exchanges of scientif-

ic and organisational nature occurring in international

forums and projects.

Validation Principles

Satellite validation is often understood as a simple compari-

son exercise concluding to a once-and-for-all assessment of

the difference between the satellite data being validated and a

reference dataset of ‘validated’ quality. The reality is some-

what different. Data comparisons are indeed the basis for

investigating the quality of the satellite data. Provided that

the satellite and the correlative measurements offer the same

perception of the atmospheric profile, its variability and its

gradients – so that comparison errors remain small – the

simplified approach outlined above is sufficient to determine

whether the satellite and correlative data agree within their

respective error bars, hence, whether the theoretical bias and

precision estimates of the satellite data may be realistic. If the

two measurements sample and smooth differently the atmo-

spheric field and its variations, the verification of theoretical

error bars through data comparisons is much more complex

in the presence of atmospheric structures and variability.

Furthermore, straightforward comparisons are by no means

sufficient for assessing the usefulness of the data for their

intended scientific applications. In addition obtaining an

agreement within the estimated error bars offers no guarantee

that the retrieved values do contain enough information com-

ing from the measurement itself. For example a good agree-

ment at altitudes where the satellite cannot measure at all for

physical reasons, e.g. in the lower troposphere masked by

thick clouds, might simply reflect the use of an excellent

climatology as first guess data and of appropriate retrieval

constraints. Therefore, beyond the calculation of differences

between SCIAMACHY and correlative datasets, SCIAVA-

LIG recommended the use of complementary validation

methods, each with its specific contribution to the overall

assessment of the usefulness of the data.

Throughout the validation it is important to investigate,

both qualitatively and quantitatively, how well SCIAMA-

CHY data capture known geophysical signals that are either

observed by other measurement systems or deduced from

our understanding of the atmosphere. Depending on the

species and the type of data product, e.g. total or tropospher-

ic column or vertical profile, these signals may include

meridional and zonal structures, geographical structures

linked to the distribution of emission sources and to the

orography, vertical structures, long-term trends, temporal

cycles on seasonal, day-to-day and diurnal scales, and spe-

cial events of tropospheric pollution. Unpredictable events

like the Antarctic vortex split of September 2002 (von

Savigny et al. 2005), the solar proton events of October

and November 2003 (Rohen et al. 2005), and a few volcanic

eruptions (Afe et al. 2004), have been instrumental in testing

the real capabilities of SCIAMACHY.

Level 1b spectra measured by SCIAMACHY contain

information from the target species (usually absorption fea-

tures) along the optical path. However, the optical path of

light through the atmosphere is controlled by many factors,

e.g. the solar elevation, the satellite viewing angles, and the
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presence of clouds, aerosols, and interfering species. Geo-

physical quantities (level 2 data) are retrieved from SCIA-

MACHY spectra (level 1b data) using auxiliary information

such as absorption cross sections, output from radiative

transfer models and climatologies. Consequently, the sensi-

tivity of SCIAMACHY retrievals to the real atmospheric

state depends on measurement, instrumental, and algorith-

mic parameters. Simplifications or misinterpretations therein

can result in systematic errors in the retrieved quantities. It is

necessary to study the influence of these parameter-depen-

dent systematic errors on the intended scientific use. For

example, polar ozone loss assessments relying on successive

SCIAMACHY measurements along isentropic trajectories

might be affected by any dependence of ozone-related pro-

ducts on the solar zenith angle and the latitude, and by

altitude registration biases associated with pointing errors

of the instrument. Global and regional chemical family

budgets might be altered by fictitious spatial structures and

temporal signals generated by the retrieval algorithms and

superimposed on the actual geophysical signals. These re-

trieval dependent systematic errors need to be tracked down

systematically and characterised in detail. To achieve this, a

good communication is needed between retrieval and vali-

dation experts.

As a first stage, prior to performing the thorough geophys-

ical validation of a mature data product, ad hoc algorithm

verification and validation studies performed on a selected

subset of data have often played and still play an important

diagnostic role in the maturity of retrieval algorithms. In

support, the use of data assimilation tools has been powerful

in revealing internal inconsistencies in SCIAMACHY data-

sets, such as gaps, shifts, systematic biases between data

acquired at different viewing angles, temporal drifts, abnormal

cycles, etc. Intercomparison of SCIAMACHY data retrieved

with independent algorithms, either directly or indirectly using

correlativemeasurements as a standard transfer, has also given

new insights for algorithm improvements.

Comparison Errors and Representativeness

From a metrological point of view, the comparison of re-

motely sensed geophysical quantities with correlative mea-

surements is not straightforward. A major difficulty results

from the convolution of atmospheric variability and struc-

tures with the smoothing/scanning properties inherent to the

remote sensing approach. Different observation platforms,

measurement techniques and retrieval methods yield differ-

ent sampling of the atmosphere in time and in space, differ-

ent averaging of its variations and structures, and different

sensitivity to ancillary atmospheric and instrumental para-

meters. As a direct consequence of those differences in the

perception of the atmospheric field, atmospheric structures

and variability can critically corrupt the reliability of the

comparison by introducing systematic biases and additional

noise. Similar considerations apply to the comparison of

remote sensing measurements with in situ measurements

and with modelling results.

The first step of a comparison process consists in select-

ing the satellite and correlative data offering the best co-

location in time and space. Ideally, data should not be

selected for comparison if their time and space mismatches

are associated with atmospheric gradients and variability

exceeding the individual errors bars of the measurements.

In practice, such an ideal coincidence of the data is rarely

available due to the above considerations, and a compromise

has to be found between – on one hand – representativeness

and statistical significance of the datasets to compare – and

on the other hand – accuracy of the comparison process. The

most common selection practice is to compare satellite and

correlative data within an arbitrary time/space coincidence

window, spanning typically from 200 to 1000 km and from 1

h to 2 days. As expected, it works satisfactorily for long-

lived species with negligible variability in space and in time,

and for which the retrieval has a moderate sensitivity to the

vertical structure. When atmospheric variability increases,

differences in smoothing and sensitivity increase the com-

parison noise. For example using the same time/distance

selection window, the 1s standard deviation between an

ozone column derived from SCIAMACHY and correlative

data can increase from a few percent at mid-latitudes to

several 10% near the polar vortex edge. Stronger effects,

including systematic biases, have been observed for short-

lived species, especially those exhibiting large meridian

gradients and a diurnal cycle like NO2 and BrO. In addition

to time and space mismatches, differences in vertical and

horizontal smoothing of the atmospheric variability can re-

sult in large discrepancies between satellite and correlative

data. In particular, data products with a poor vertical resolu-

tion are often affected by the so-called ‘vertical smoothing

error’, which must be considered appropriately when inter-

preting comparisons with data obtained at better vertical

resolution. Altitude registration uncertainties due to pointing

errors of the instrument and attitude uncertainties of the

ENVISAT platform are a source of vertical mismatch for

limb data validation.

According to the needs, more sophisticated methods have

been developed to deal with differences in representation

and representativeness. They comprise the use of

– Radiative transfer tools to better characterise the vertical

and line-of-sight smoothing of both SCIAMACHY and
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correlative data: modelling of apparent slant column den-

sities, of weighting functions and of averaging kernels

(see Chapter 7)

– Chemical-transport modelling and assimilation tools to

deal with transport and photochemical effects (including

diurnal cycles)

– Meteorological analyses to discriminate the effects of

dynamic variability: e.g. the use of backward trajectories

and the transformation of coordinates (latitude, longitude,

time) to flow-tracking coordinates like equivalent latitude

and potential temperature

– Complementary correlative data sources offering differ-

ent smoothing and sampling properties, sensitivity and

errors budgets in a synergistic way

The latter aspect is of prime importance for SCIAMACHY

validation. The SCIAMACHY data products do support an

assortment of scientific applications and thematic domains,

covering regional to global scales, from the ground up to the

mesosphere, from short-term to decadal time frames. The

synergistic use of complementary validation sources can

deal with this variety of products and scales. Local studies

carried out at single stations constitute the preferred ap-

proach to detailed investigations. They benefit from local

research and excellent understanding of local geophysical

features leading to full control and accurate error budgets of

the instrumentation and the availability of adequate ancillary

data. Complementary studies exploiting pseudo-global

sources like monitoring networks yield access to error pat-

terns, sensitivity, and atmospheric structures on the global

scale. Satellite-to-satellite comparisons, using MIPAS and

GOMOS data as well as observations from other satellites,

extend network-based validation ranges to higher altitudes

and more regular geographical sampling. The differences in

geographical coverage and in latitude/time sampling be-

tween different satellite instruments may introduce artefacts,

but the massive amount of possible co-locations, at least for

nadir viewing instruments, considerably improves the sig-

nificance of statistical quantities and the representativeness

in terms of atmospheric states.

9.2 Validation Organisation

The status as an announcement of opportunity (AO) instru-

ment places the responsibility for SCIAMACHY validation

with the AO provider. Since ESA takes care of the opera-

tional SCIAMACHY data processor, the validation of SCIA-

MACHY has also been included by ESA into their ENVISAT

validation programme. Therefore two collaborating comple-

mentary validation structures co-exist. The overall organisa-

tion is sketched in Fig. 9.1.

ESA Validation Structure

In 1997 ESA raised an Announcement of Opportunity (AO)

for the use of ENVISAT data. After review of proposals by

representatives of the instrument science advisory groups,

additional activities had been added to improve coverage of

the validation programme. The principal investigators of the

approved projects dealing with the validation of SCIAMA-

CHY, GOMOS and MIPAS were gathered in the Atmo-

spheric Chemistry Validation Team (ACVT).

SCIAMACHY validation is performed in the following sub-

groups:

– ACVT/GBMCD: Ground-based measurements and cam-

paign database

– ACVT/ESABC: ENVISAT stratospheric aircraft and bal-

loon campaign

– ACVT/MASI: Models and data assimilation, satellite

inter-comparisons

– SCCVT: SCIAMACHY Calibration and Verification

Team (a subgroup of the overall ENVISAT Calibration

and Validation team)

The ESABC subgroup is more than a working group. ESA,

DLR, and the French Space Agency CNES together financed

dedicated campaigns for the validation of SCIAMACHY,

MIPAS, and GOMOS. These campaigns are referred to as

ESABC campaigns and have been prepared and coordinated

in the ESABC group. Preparation and results of other cam-

paigns are only presented and discussed within the ESABC

group. In addition, ESA developed a dedicated validation

data centre, the ENVISAT Validation Data Centre (EVDC),

hosting the validation database. This database is operated by

the Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU) and

integrated into its NILU Atmospheric Database for Interac-

tive Retrieval (NADIR). The EVDC hosts all correlative

results arising from the various validation campaigns

(ground-based and ship-borne, balloon-borne, as well as

from aircraft and satellites) generated for all ENVISAT

instruments by the various calibration/validation teams and

allows all groups involved access to data generated by the

other teams.

Eight years after the launch of ENVISAT, this validation

organisation still exists and subgroup participants work to-

gether episodically, not only for the preparation of Atmo-

spheric Chemistry Validation of ENVISAT (ACVE)

conferences but also to ensure sustainability of ENVISAT

validation on the long-term. For this purpose, for delta

validation of data processor upgrades and multi-mission

consistency between ENVISAT and other atmospheric com-

position satellites, ESA supports a few long-term validation

projects, which interact with algorithm maturation activities

carried out in the framework of the SCIAMACHY Quality
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Working Group (SQWG). The ESA multi-mission oriented

validation projects exploit major, continuously operated val-

idation sources such as ground-based networks of the Net-

work for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change

(NDACC) and the Total Carbon Column Observing Net-

work (TCCON) as well as independent satellite data. These

ESA activities are complemented by national validation

projects under the auspices of the SCIAMACHY AOP,

e. g. balloon campaigns dedicated to improve the retrieval

under specific atmospheric conditions.

SCIAVALIG Structure

The organisation of the AOP part of SCIAMACHY valida-

tion is delegated to SCIAVALIG, a subgroup of the SCIA-

MACHY Science Advisory Group (SSAG). SCIAVALIG,

being co-chaired by KNMI, BIRA-IASB and IUP-IFE, Uni-

versity of Bremen, consists of an international scientific

consortium of representatives from 12 institutes participat-

ing in the validation. Besides having established a list of

Fig. 9.1 A scheme of the SCIAMACHY validation organisational structures setup by SCIAVALIG (light orange) and by ESA (pale blue). The
validation scientists actually doing the work are supported by both organisations, if they have an approved AO proposal for SCIAMACHY

validation (green) (Courtesy: KNMI/DLR-IMF).
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validation requirements, SCIAVALIG also defined an essen-

tial ‘core’ validation programme and set up an organisational

structure for the continuous monitoring of validation results

throughout the lifetime of SCIAMACHY and for the delta

validation, necessary in case of processor upgrades. The core

validation programme is mainly funded by the instrument

providers and has been embedded in the ESA AO

programme via several AO projects involving ‘national

coordinators’ of SCIAVALIG.

SCIAVALIG established a coordination system related to

products and validation methods. For each SCIAMACHY

data product a ‘product coordinator’ was selected who main-

tains an overview of the validation results. The coordinator’s

task is monitoring the scientific process, collecting the dif-

ferent validation results and providing a consistent record

of the product quality. Product coordinators report their

findings to SCIAVALIG, ACVT, and external scientists. In

addition, they are invaluable advisors to algorithm develop-

ment teams, the SCIAMACHY QWG, and to processor

experts for an efficient translation of validation results into

algorithm improvements.

9.3 Correlative Measurements

The core validation programme was complemented by a

selection of AO projects from international partners and, in

the long term, by supporting projects by ESA and various

national institutions. The major component of the SCIAMA-

CHY validation programme consisted of comparison studies

with correlative measurements acquired by independent

instrumentations from various platforms, namely, ground-

based stations, ships, aircraft, stratospheric balloons, and

satellites. The reference dataset collected within this initial

effort is and remains the basis for every comparison. How-

ever, distinguishing between instrument ageing effects and

real atmospheric trends requires continuous instrument mon-

itoring and dedicated reference measurements throughout

the mission.

Ground-Based Instruments

Ground-based instruments provide the appropriate correla-

tive data to fulfil four main tasks of the SCIAMACHY

validation programme:

– Quick validation before public release of a new product

or just after the release of a near-realtime product

– Detailed geophysical validation from pole-to-pole and for

a variety of geophysical states, including dependences on

measurement, instrument and atmospheric parameters

such as solar zenith angle, viewing angle and atmospheric

temperature

– Verification of correctness of changes and preliminary

quality assessment of the reprocessed data after a major

improvement of a retrieval algorithm

– Long-term validation, including detection of drifts, cyclic

errors and other time-varying features

The list of stations providing correlative measurements for

SCIAMACHY validation is given in Fig. 9.2. These stations

are distributed globally, but with a strong clustering in

northern latitudes (see Fig. 9.3). The nationally funded

core validation programme, constituting the backbone of

the ground-based validation, includes complementary types

of instrumentation, yielding together nearly all targeted spe-

cies, operating at about forty stations distributed from the

Arctic to the Antarctic and from South America to the Indian

Ocean.

Based on long-lasting collaborations established mainly

in the framework of monitoring networks contributing to

WMO’s Global Atmospheric Watch programme (GAW) –

particularly the affiliated ozonometric networks (see Fiole-

tov et al. 1999 and references therein) and the NDACC,

formerly the NDSC (see Kurylo and Zander 2001; Lambert

et al. 1999 and references therein) – international partners

also contribute through AO projects and long-term valida-

tion projects with a long list of instruments which add

significantly to the geographical coverage of the ground-

based instrumentation included in the core validation

programme. The ozone column amount is monitored at a

variety of ground-based stations by Dobson and Brewer UV

spectrophotometers and by Russian/NIS UV filter radio-

meters of the M-124 design. A network of about 30 DOAS

instruments, all certified for the NDACC, monitor the col-

umn amount of species absorbing in the UV-VIS-NIR part of

the spectrum such as O3, NO2, BrO, OClO, IO, HCHO, SO2,

and H2O. Some of them have multi-axis observation cap-

abilities yielding separation of the tropospheric and strato-

spheric columns. About ten Fourier Transform Infrared

(FTIR) spectrometers, also NDACC certified, monitor the

vertical column amount and, where possible, the vertical

distribution of a series of species including O3, NO2, CO,

CH4, N2O, CO2, HCHO, and H2O. Many of the NDACC

FTIR teams are also expanding their measurement capabil-

ities to the NIR, in an effort to join the network of TCCON

stations. Six NDACC microwave radiometers measure the

thermally induced rotational emission of selected species in

the stratosphere and lower mesosphere, such as O3, H2O, and

ClO. Differential Absorption Lidars (DIAL), certified for

NDACC, and electro-chemical ozone sondes yield the verti-

cal distribution of tropospheric and stratospheric ozone at

high and moderate vertical resolution. Aerosol and cloud

properties are recorded by lidar and aerosol instruments.
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Fig. 9.2 Ground-based stations

contributing to SCIAMACHY

validation and associated

SCIAMACHY data products. The

last column includes UV, CF

(cloud fraction), CTP (cloud top

pressure) and AAI (absorbing

aerosol index) (Courtesy: KNMI/

DLR-IMF).
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Fig. 9.2 (Continued)
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Triggered by new challenges in atmospheric research and

the always higher accuracy requirements of satellite valida-

tion, several international measurement field campaigns took

place in Europe in the last years with the specific objective to

improve our understanding of the error bars of the respective

types of measurement, of the intrinsic differences between

these measurements, and of their potential synergies. At the

same time they served identifying the best means to under-

stand and validate observations from satellites. Some of the

campaigns were supported by SCIAMACHYvalidation part-

ners and by ESA. These comprised the SAUNA campaigns in

Sodankylä (Finland) in 2006 and 2007 with the focus on

ozone measurements at high latitudes, low solar elevations

and large ozone column ranges. Other examples were the

campaigns DANDELIONS in 2005 and 2006 (Brinksma

et al. 2008) and CINDI in 2009, all taking place in Cabauw/

The Netherlands. Their focus was on NO2 and on other

tropospheric measurements including species such as O3,

HCHO, CHOCHO, BrO and aerosols.

Shipborne Campaigns

In addition to the instruments operating continuously at

ground-based sites, two instruments are operated on-board

the German research vessel Polarstern to facilitate the vali-

dation of SCIAMACHY measurements in remote marine

regions: a MAX-DOAS (Multi-Axis DOAS) and an FTIR

instrument. The Polarstern made three cruises within the

time period relevant for initial SCIAMACHY validation: the

first between November 2001 and May 2002, the second

between October 2002 and February 2003, the third between

October 2003 and July 2004 (Figs. 9.4 and 9.5). The move-

able MAX-DOAS experiment measured not only constantly

during these initial cruises but also during further Polarstern

expeditions from 2005–2009. The FTIR instrument was

operating during the second and third campaign from Bre-

merhaven to Africa. The unique Polarstern dataset was and

is most useful for all investigations concerning large scale

latitudinal cross sections of atmospheric trace gases.

Besides dedicated validation measurements on-board the

Polarstern, data acquired during primarily research-oriented

ship campaigns were also made available for the validation

of SCIAMACHY. An example is the TransBrom campaign

in autumn 2009 with the German research vessel Sonne.

During the TransBrom cruise through the Pacific Ocean

from Tomakomai/Japan to Townsville/Australia the ex-

change of halogens between the ocean and the lower and

upper atmosphere was investigated. Two MAX-DOAS and

an FTIR instrument delivered important validation data in

the rarely covered tropical Pacific area.

Airborne Campaigns

The German aircraft validation activities were concentrated

on missions with the meteorological research aircraft Falcon

Fig. 9.3 Global distribution of validation sites. Symbols and colour codes indicate the prime network as follows: red circles – NDACC, blue
circles – Russian/NIS M-124, green circles – GAW, yellow triangles – others (Courtesy: DLR-IMF/SRON/KNMI).
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20 (D-CMET) operated by DLR, partially in cooperation

with ESA campaigns involving the Russian research aircraft

M55-Geophysika. Many features make the Falcon an excel-

lent aircraft for validation. Three large optical windows, two

in the floor and one in the roof enable operation of large lidar

experiments for both tropospheric and stratospheric re-

search. Specially manufactured polyethylene windows

allow remote sensing in the microwave spectral region.

The aircraft carries a data acquisition system and an exten-

sive instrument package capable of measuring position, alti-

tude, static pressure, and temperature. Within the SCIA-

VALUE project (SCIAMACHY Validation and Utilization

Experiment) two major campaigns with 28 flights were

executed in September 2002 and February/March 2003

(Fig. 9.6). Both campaigns provided large-scale latitudinal

cross sections from the polar regions to the tropics as well as

longitudinal cross sections at polar latitudes. To validate

SCIAMACHY, three different types of remote sensing

instruments were installed on-board the Falcon 20

(Fig. 9.7). The AMAX-DOAS (Airborne Multi-Axis

DOAS), which is an experiment developed jointly by the

Universities of Heidelberg and Bremen, is capable of mea-

suring tropospheric and stratospheric columns of key gases

such as O3, NO2, BrO, and OClO, all absorbing in the UV-

VIS wavelength range (see Fig. 9.8). ASUR (Airborne Sub-

millimetre Radiometer), operated by the University of Bre-

men, is a passive microwave sensor. A broad range of

molecular lines can be detected containing the molecules

that play an important role in the catalytic destruction of

ozone. The frequency band includes emission lines of O3,

ClO, HCl, HNO3, N2O, H2O, HO2, CH3Cl, NO, HCN, and

BrO. The Ozone Lidar Experiment (OLEX), developed and

operated by DLR, completes the scientific payload of the

Falcon. In the zenith viewing mode this instrument provides

high resolution two-dimensional cross sections of ozone

number densities, aerosol extinction and cirrus cloud cover

information, from about 2 km above the aircraft flight level

up to a height of 30 km (Fix et al. 2005).

The stratospheric research aircraft M55-Geophysika has

also been involved in ENVISAT’s validation. It performed

two mid-latitude campaigns in July and October 2002 from a

base in Forli/Italy and a high latitude campaign in January

and March 2003 from Kiruna. For the ENVISAT validation

flights, the M55-Geophysika was equipped with two sets of

instruments. The so-called ‘chemical flights’ were per-

formed with six in situ and one remote sensing instruments,

capable of measuring, among others, concentrations of H2O,

O3, NO, NOy, N2O, CH4, BrO, and columns of O3 and NO2

(Kostadinov et al. 2003, Heland et al. 2003). For the so-

called ‘cloud/aerosol flights’, the remote sensing instrument

was replaced by six instruments dedicated to the character-

isation of aerosol and cloud properties. Although the in situ

instruments remained on-board, these flights were optimised

for the cloud and aerosol investigations.

Within theMOZAIC programme (Measurements of Ozone

and water vapour by Airbus In-service aircraft, Marenco et al.

1998) which started in 1994, five long-range Airbus A340

aircrafts were equipped with in situ instruments measuring

O3, H2O, CO, and NOy. They provide data from all over the

world along their flight tracks in the upper troposphere/lower

stratosphere at an altitude level from 9–12 km down to the

ground in the vicinity of about 60 airports. These measure-

ments are a unique dataset at the tropopause region and are

especially useful for the development and validation of pro-

ducts distinguishing between troposphere and stratosphere.

Other interesting datasets, which are not yet exploited for

Fig. 9.4 The research vessel Polarstern (Photo: G. Chapelle/Alfred

Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research).

Fig. 9.5 Route of the Polarstern cruise during the ANT XIX campaign

between November 2001 and May 2002 (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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SCIAMACHY validation, may come from the programmes

CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the

Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container, Brenninkmei-

jer et al. 2007) and NOXAR (Measurements of Nitrogen

Oxides and Ozone along Air Routes).

Since 2005 data from several scientifically driven

airborne campaigns also contributed to SCIAMACHY’s vali-

dation and algorithm improvements (Martin et al. 2006). One

of them is led by ICARTT (International Consortium of

Atmospheric Research on Transport and Transformation)

Fig. 9.7 The Falcon aircraft with the viewing directions of the validation instruments (Courtesy: Fix et al. 2005).

Fig. 9.6 Falcon flight tracks for the September 2002 (left) and February/March 2003 (right) SCIA-VALUE airborne campaigns. In red are the

northern tracks (3–8 September 2002 and 19 February – 3 March 2003) while the southern tracks (15–28 September 2002 and 10–19 March 2003)

are displayed in yellow (Courtesy: DLR-IMF).
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combining several regional research projects independently

developed by various international groups in the US and in

Europe. The purpose of their cooperation is to derive a better

understanding of the evolution of anthropogenic emission

injected into the atmosphere. The major participants of the

consortium are NOAA with their programme New England

Air Quality Study – Intercontinental Transport and Chemical
Transformation (NEAQS – ITCT 2004) program, NASA with

their campaign Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experi-

ment – North America (INTEX-NA) and, on European side,

the project Intercontinental Transport of Ozone and Precursors

– North Atlantic Study (ITOP) project. These regional under-

takings studied local air quality by executing several aircraft

flights in the New England area, the Northern Atlantic, and

Western Europe. Another example is POLARCAT (Polar

study using aircraft, remote sensing, surface measurements and

modelling of climate, chemistry, aerosols and transport) which,

from2007–2008, investigated the transport of air pollution to the

Arctic and its effect on atmospheric chemistry and climate. The

measurements, taken with airborne sensors carried on several

platforms, were closely coordinated with satellite overpasses

including ENVISAT thus permitting validation of satellite

observations of tropospheric species and aerosol parameters.

Balloon-Borne Campaigns

Balloon-borne measurements provide snapshot type verti-

cal profile measurements of high precision. For the initial

phase of intensive validation, the dedicated balloon cam-

paigns for the atmospheric chemistry instruments GOMOS,

MIPAS, and SCIAMACHY were funded by ESA, DLR,

and CNES, with the costs and responsibilities shared

according to an agreement between the three agencies.

Part of this agreement was to use all balloon flights as far

as possible for all three satellite instruments. CNES

provided the facilities and staff for launching scientific

payloads with large stratospheric balloons from dedicated

stations. The availability of the CNES equipment was an

important constraint for the implementation of campaigns.

Within the ACVT subgroup ESABC, the involved scientists

from the balloon teams and representatives of the agencies

met frequently to organise the campaigns (Fig. 9.9). The

launch sites and campaign times were selected to cover

mid-latitudes, northern latitudes, and the tropics during

several seasons, including the possibility for ozone deple-

tion conditions in spring, as far as possible within the

available resources.

Fig. 9.8 Tropospheric NO2 column obtained by SCIAMACHY together with the Falcon flight track (in red) showing where AMAX-DOAS

measured almost simultaneously. In the inset tropospheric NO2 columns from AMAX-DOAS are plotted versus those from SCIAMACHY. The

SCIAMACHY tropospheric NO2 columns are retrieved by IUP-IFE, University of Bremen (Courtesy: Heue et al. 2005).
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Explicitly funded for the validation of SCIAMACHY were:

– LPMA-DOAS: Combining a Limb Profile Monitoring of

the Atmosphere FTIR and a UV-VIS DOAS instrument

– TRIPLE/TWIN: Combining sensors such as a resonance

fluorescence ClO/BrO instrument – HALOX-B, an in situ

Stratospheric Hygrometer – FISH, a cryogenic total air

sampler – BONBON, and, occasionally, a tunable diode

laser measuring H2O and CH4

– MIPAS-B: MIPAS balloon version

These constitute a part of the German contribution to the

balloon-borne validation of ENVISAT. All three balloon pay-

loads measured atmospheric profiles of O3, NO2, OClO, BrO,

CH4, N2O, H2O, CO, CO2, temperature and pressure which

allow validation of corresponding parameters measured by

SCIAMACHY during co-located overpasses of the satellite.

Solar irradiances and limb radiances for level 1 validation

were determined by radiometric calibration of the DOAS

instruments on-board the LPMA-DOAS gondola.

In the initial phase of balloon-borne validation until mid

2005, many balloon campaigns (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2),

dedicated to SCIAMACHY validation measurements, were

performed from launch sites in Kiruna/Sweden, Aire sur

l’Adour/France, Bauru/Brazil, Vanscoy/Canada, and Fort

Sumner/New Mexico, US. Most of the individual flights

lasted typically less than 1 day. However a few long duration

trajectorieswere also included (Borchi and Pommereau 2007).

These provided a large number of coincidences between

spaceborne, including SCIAMACHY, and balloon-borne

measurements as demonstrated by, e.g. the validation of

water vapour profiles exploiting results from a 39 day long

flight in the frame of the HIBISCUS campaign in February/

March 2004 in Bauru/Brazil (Montoux et al. 2009).

When this phase was terminated, data suitable for SCIA-

MACHY validation were still acquired during additional

balloon flights. These had either different atmospheric

chemistry objectives or were intended for ENVISAT valida-

tion in general. Balloon launch sites included the locations

listed above together with Teresina/Brazil and Niamey/

Niger. One of them was performed in May/June 2008 within

the SCOUT-O3 project in collaboration with an ENVISAT

validation campaign, operated from Teresina, a site already

visited by CNES and balloon scientists for an earlier ENVI-

SAT validation campaign in June/July 2005. The balloon

payload also comprised, in different combinations, the

instruments funded for the dedicated SCIAMACHY valida-

tion such as MIPAS-B, TRIPLE, and LPMA/DOAS.

Satellite Intercomparisons

Correlative measurements by independent instruments

on-board the same and other satellite platforms add

significantly to the required pole-to-pole validation of

Fig. 9.9 Launch of the TRIPLE payload in Aire sur l’Adour in

September 2002. (Photo: W. Gurlit, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).

Table 9.1 SCIAMACHY validation specific payloads used in balloon

campaigns (after Piters et al. 2006 and Oelhaf et al. 2009)

Payload Launch dates Launch site Target species

MIPAS-B September 2002 Aire sur l’Adour O3, NO2, N2O,

H2O, CO,

CO2, T/p
December 2002 Kiruna

March 2003 Kiruna

July 2003 Kiruna

June 2005 Teresina

June 2008 Teresina

March 2009 Kiruna

TRIPLE

+TWIN

September 2002 Aire sur l’Adour CO2, CH4, N2O,

NO2, H2O,

BrO
March 2003 Kiruna

June 2003 Kiruna

June 2005 Teresina

June 2008 Teresina

March 2009 Kiruna

LPMA-

DOAS

August 2002 Kiruna O3, NO2, OClO,

BrO, CH4,

N2O, H2O,

CO, T/p,

irradiance

March 2003 Kiruna

October 2003 Aire sur l’Adour

March 2004 Kiruna

June 2005 Teresina

June 2008 Teresina

September 2009 Kiruna
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SCIAMACHY. A few satellite instruments provide nearly

global coverage at nearly daily frequency and, therefore, are

well suited for global validation of SCIAMACHY data pro-

ducts in space and time. Complementarily, other satellites

cover only a portion of the globe, often evolving with the

season, but with a more regular geographical sampling and

higher altitude range than the sampling and range achievable

by ground-based instrumentation. Table 9.3 lists the satellite

instruments used for the core validation of SCIAMACHY

data products in the early phase of the mission. Some of

these sensors are now no longer in operation (marked by a ‘*’

below), others are still functioning. Additional instruments

joined the fleet of spaceborne atmospheric instruments

recently.

SCIAMACHY’s precursor GOME on board ERS-2 fol-

lows ENVISAT with a delay of 30 min. Because the GOME

channels are almost identical to the UV-VIS channels of

SCIAMACHY, GOME was the first choice for validating

UV-VIS nadir products. Over 15 years after launch, GOME

is still a suitable validation source for SCIAMACHY. How-

ever, since a tape recorder anomaly in June 2003, GOME

measurements are restricted to the North Atlantic sector and

to the visibility sector of a few worldwide ground antennas.

Launched in October 2006 on-board EUMETSAT’s EPS/

METOP-A, an improved version of GOME, GOME-2, pre-

cedes ENVISAT by 30 min and became the first choice for

validatingUV-VIS nadirmeasurements acquired afterMarch

2007. Operational since 2004, OMI provides similar nadir

UV-VIS data products, but with a relatively large time dif-

ference of about 5 h.

TOMS* and SBUV-2, other nadir looking instruments,

deliver ozone total column and profile data. The solar occul-

tation sensors HALOE*, SAGE II*/III*, POAM III* and ACE

provide trace gas profiles at sunset and sunrise. SABER

observes infrared emissions in limb, retrieving ozone and

water vapour profiles at high altitudes. Also operating in

limb mode, OSIRIS acquires vertical profiles of several UV-

VIS absorbing species. In the infrared, MOPITT and TES

generate nadir products. SUSIM and SOLSTICE results are

used for comparison with solar irradiance measurements

while MERIS and AATSR spectral reflectances are con-

fronted with SCIAMACHY reflectance data. Both compari-

sons are required to check the radiometric calibration of

SCIAMACHY. In addition, intercomparisons are performed

between the three atmospheric chemistry instruments on

board ENVISAT, i.e. MIPAS, GOMOS, and SCIAMACHY.

9.4 Validation Results

The goal of validation is to generate a clear description of the

quality of all SCIAMACHY data to allow users to readily

evaluate the fitness of the data for their purpose. Besides

providing evidence of traceability to established standards in

terms of bias, precision and uncertainties, quality assessment

of a data product also involves specific criteria on data avail-

ability, product and algorithm description, as well as software

version control. Given the evolving nature of algorithm devel-

opment together with defining new products, this goal has to

be pursued continuously, but likely is never completely

achieved. Since the Commissioning Phase of the instrument,

more than 50 productswere created, in part retrieving identical

Table 9.2 Further balloon-borne experiments suitable for ENVISAT

and/or SCIAMACHY validation

Payload Launch dates Launch site

SAOZ-MIR February–March 2003 Bauru

February–April 2004 Bauru

SAOZ August 2002 Kiruna

+SAOZ-BrO October 2002 Aire sur l’Adour

+SAOZ-H2O February 2003 Bauru

March 2003 Kiruna

January 2004 Bauru

February 2004 Bauru

June 2004 Aire sur l’Adour

August 2004 Vanscoy

May 2005 Aire sur l’Adour

October 2005 Aire sur l’Adour

August 2006 Niamey

FIRS-2 October 2002 Ft. Sumner

September 2003 Ft. Sumner

September 2004 Ft. Sumner

MANTRA September 2002 Vanscoy

September 2004 Vanscoy

SALOMON September 2002 Aire sur l’Adour

March 2004 Kiruna

June 2004 Aire sur l’Adour

January 2006 Kiruna

June 2007 Aire sur l’Adour

August 2009 Kiruna

SPIRALE October 2002 Aire sur l’Adour

January 2003 Kiruna

June 2005 Teresina

January 2006 Kiruna

June 2008 Teresina

August 2009 Kiruna

SDLA-LAMA August 2002 Kiruna

September 2003 Aire sur l’Adour

ELHYSA January 2003 Kiruna

March 2004 Kiruna

August 2009 Kiruna

AMON March 2003 Kiruna

mRADIBAL March 2004 Kiruna

August 2009 Kiruna

LPMA-IASI August 2002 Kiruna

June 2005 Teresina

March 2006 Kiruna

June 2008 Teresina

August 2009 Kiruna
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parameterswith different algorithms.Most of them are science

products, i.e. produced on a non-routine basis by the involved

scientific institutes. Twelve products are currently provided

and distributed operationally by the ESA ENVISAT ground

segment. Upcoming new algorithms, changing scientific at-

tention with respect to regional atmospheric particularities or

trends as well as the monitoring of instrument changes require

continuous validation throughout the instrument’s lifetime and

even beyond, e.g. when data is expected to be used in long-

term climatological studies.

The first years of the SCIAMACHY mission have proven

the overall validation concept and provided initial results. A

detailed overview of the validation results for the years 2002–

2004 was given by Piters et al. (2006) and references therein.

Since then, data products and their validation have been

updated and upgraded on many occasions. As a result of

the intensive work of the SQWG the new version 5 of the

SCIAMACHY Ground Processor (SGP) has become opera-

tional in 2010. It improves data products delivered and

operationally provides new data products. This version

expands on the previous processor SGPV3.01 whose products

have been validated in the recent years as described below. In

addition, as a consequence of the creative work of the SCIA-

MACHY scientific retrieval teams, improved and new scien-

tific products became available and were validated by mission

participating institutions. A regularly updated summary of the

validation status of operational and science data products can

be found on http://www.sciamachy.org/products/.

Level 1 Irradiance and Reflectance UV-VIS-NIR-
SWIR

The spectral solar irradiance is the most important extrater-

restrial energy input into the Earth-Atmosphere system.

SCIAMACHY measures the spectral solar irradiance from

214 to 2380 nm, with small gaps around 2000 and 2200 nm,

on a daily basis. Skupin et al. (2005) demonstrated that after

careful radiometric calibration, the solar spectral irradiance

measured by SCIAMACHY agrees with other independently

acquired datasets such as SIM, SOLSPEC, SOLSTICE, and

SUSIM typically within 2–3%.

The solar radiation leaves the Earth’s atmosphere after

reflection at the surface and/or scattering in the atmosphere.

Normalising this radiation by the incoming solar irradiance

leads to the Sun-normalised spectral reflectance, an impor-

tant parameter characterising the Earth’s energy budget and

being also the basis for some level 2 data products. Kokha-

novsky et al. (2008) compared the top-of-atmosphere sun-

normalised spectral reflectance measurements from SCIA-

MACHY, based on the up-to-date level 1b calibration, to

Table 9.3 Satellite instruments used for SCIAMACHY validation in the early phase of the mission (2002–2004)

ESA

GOME Global ozone monitoring experiment ERS-2 Columns: O3, NO2, SO2, BrO, HCHO. Profiles: O3

AATSR Advanced along track scanning radiometer ENVISAT Spectral reflectance (555, 659, 865 nm), cloud cover,

cloud top height

MERIS Medium resolution imaging spectrometer ENVISAT Spectral reflectance (390–1,040 nm), cloud cover,

aerosol

NASA

SUSIM Solar ultraviolet irradiance monitor UARS Solar UV energy

HALOE* Halogen occultation experiment UARS Profiles: O3, NO2, NO, CH4, N2O, CO2, H2O

MLS* Microwave limb sounder UARS Profiles: O3

TOMS Total ozone mapping spectrometer Earth Probe Columns: O3, SO2 AAI

SAGE II* and

III*

Stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment II and III ERBS and

METEOR-3M

Profiles: O3, NO2, H2O, aerosols

SABER Sounding of the atmosphere using broadband

emission radiometer

TIMED Profiles: O3, H2O

SOLSTICE* Solar stellar irradiance comparison experiment UARS Solar UV spectral irradiance

MOPITT Measurements of pollution in the troposphere EOS-Terra Columns/profiles: CO

MODIS Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer EOS-Terra Cloud cover, cloud top pressure, aerosol

NRL

POAM III* Polar ozone and aerosol measurement III SPOT-4 Profiles: O3, H2O, NO2, aerosols

CSA/SNSB

OSIRIS Optical spectrograph and infrared imaging system ODIN Profiles: O3, NO2

NOAA

SBUV/2 Solar backscatter ultraviolet ozone experiment II NOAA 14 and

NOAA 16

Profiles: O3

Instruments marked ‘*’ stopped operations around 2005
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those from MERIS and AATSR, all three operating on

ENVISAT. They agree typically within 2–3% in the visible

wavelength range, even taking into account the large spread

in different reflectivity regimes from close to 1.0 over snow

to close to 0.05 over the oceans. This agreement is within the

calibration errors for the individual instruments and demon-

strates the substantial progress made – due to SCIAMA-

CHY’s improved calibration – when compared with earlier

intercomparisons (von Hoyningen-Huene et al. 2007; Tilstra

and Stammes 2007).

Level 2 Products from Nadir UV-VIS-NIR

Ozone (O3): The agreement of SCIAMACHY SGPV3.01 O3

columns with correlative data from ground-based networks

and satellites is within 0–2%, with a small underestimation of

up to 5% at high solar zenith angles. The bias depends on

solar zenith angle, season, viewing angle, and cloud fraction.

Although dominated by comparison errors, the 3–10% scat-

ter of the discrepancies seems to vary with the cloud optical

depth derived from SCIAMACHYO2 A-band spectra. When

comparing on the long-term to ground-based stations, the

difference in O3 total column may show a small temporal

drift, around 0.5% per year (Lerot et al. 2009). The drift will

become smaller in the processor version 5, as instrument

degradation is taken into account in the related level 1b

product. The sign and amplitude of this trend seems to be

variable from station to station (Fig. 9.10). SCIAMACHYO3

columns generated by scientific algorithms also show a good

agreement compared to ground-based data, with a bias of 1–

1.5% (usually a slight underestimation) and a RMS of about

5% and the same trend as the operational product.

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2): Validation of the SCIAMACHY

SGPV3.01 NO2 columns indicates good agreement to within

1–5 � 1014 molec/cm2 with correlative data (from ground-

based UV-VIS and FTIR, and from the GOME and GOME-2

satellite sensors) over areas free of tropospheric NO2,

although slightly low biased in the Southern Hemisphere,

by about 5 � 1014 molec/cm2 on average. The low bias

exhibits a seasonal cycle and varies smoothly with latitude.

Larger deviations are observed in cases of tropospheric pol-

lution and have a clear correlation with cloud fraction andAir

Mass Factor. The scientific NO2 stratospheric columns also

show good quality (Gil et al. 2008) as illustrated in Fig. 9.11.

Large differences exist between the different tropospheric

NO2 column algorithms (Brinksma et al. 2008). Results of

the CINDI 2009 intercomparison field campaign, still under

investigation, are expected to bring more quantitative valida-

tion statements on tropospheric NO2. Also first attempts were

made to compare tropospheric NO2 from SCIAMACHY

with airborne (Martin et al. 2006) and boundary layer

(Boersma et al. 2009) in situ measurements. In the latter

case satellite data were linked to concentrations relevant for

air quality applications.

Bromine oxide (BrO): While the previous operational pro-

cessor SGP V3.01 did not include BrO as a deliverable trace

gas, BrO columns are providedwith the current level 2 proces-

sor version 5. BrO columns retrievedwith scientific algorithms

agree well with those obtained from GOME, GOME-2 and

from ground-based measurements. This indicates that also the

operationally generated results will be of good quality. For

example, comparisons between ground-based BrO vertical

columns measured over Reunion-Island (20.9�S, 55.5�E) and
total BrO columns derived fromSCIAMACHYnadir observa-

tions in a latitudinal band centred around 21�S present a good

level of consistency (Theys et al. 2007).

Chlorine dioxide (OClO): Qualitatively, SCIAMACHY

scientific OClO slant columns reproduce well OClO features

measured by ground-based UV-VIS and airborne AMAX-

DOAS spectrometers. They also agree well with GOME

scientific retrievals. Quantitatively, the SCIAMACHY data

show a relatively large offset and scatter compared to the

GOME data. The accuracy of the SCIAMACHY OClO

column retrieval appears to be much better at low column

amounts of less than 0.5 � 1014 molec/cm2, close to the

detection limit. Oetjen et al. (2009) demonstrated excellent

agreement between SCIAMACHY OClO slant columns and

MAX-DOAS ground based data around 1 � 1013 molec/cm2

or even lower (see Fig. 9.12).

Sulphur dioxide (SO2): Quantitative validation of SCIA-

MACHY columns of SO2 is hampered by the lack of inde-

pendent measurements. Routine measurements near

emission sources are currently being developed. A few in-

ternational airborne campaigns were organised, e.g. INTEX

and a campaign over Eastern China, during which SO2

columns from SCIAMACHY and from OMI were validated

with co-located in situ measurements. Validations conclude

yearly average errors ranging from 1015 molec/cm2 over

clean ocean areas to 25 � 1015 molec/cm2 over polluted

regions (e.g. eastern China). This corresponds to errors of

less than 10% in the first case and up to 35–70% in the

second case (Lee et al. 2009).

Formaldehyde (HCHO): As in the case of SO2, the

quantitative validation of SCIAMACHY columns of

HCHO requires independent measurements which are only

rarely available. Comparisons to ground based DOAS mea-

surements over Cabauw/The Netherlands and Nairobi/

Kenya agree within their error bars with the tropospheric

column derived from SCIAMACHY data (Wittrock et al.

2006). De Smedt et al (2008) compiled an error assessment

of the HCHO product, indicating total errors of 20–40% for

monthly and zonally averaged HCHO vertical columns.

Glyoxal (CHOCHO): Since glyoxal was for the first time

detected from space with SCIAMACHY, quantitative vali-
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dation of columns is even harder to accomplish due to the

lack of independent measurements. Ground based DOAS

measurements again from Cabauw/The Netherlands and

Nairobi/Kenya indicate an agreement within the error bars

for the tropospheric SCIAMACHY column (Wittrock et al.

2006). How the quality of such data relates to various chem-

ical environments (urban, rural, ocean) is discussed by Vre-

koussis et al. (2009) when comparing SCIAMACHY

derived CHOCHO with in situ ground-based observations.

Water vapour (H2O): Validation of the scientific SCIA-

MACHY AMC-DOAS water vapour columns V1.0 shows a

systematic bias of �0.1 to �0.5 g/cm2 with respect to co-

located balloon-sonde observations (cryogenic frost point

hygrometer) and SSM/I satellite observations, as well as

ECMWF analyses (Fig. 9.13). This bias is attributed to the

fact that SCIAMACHY retrievals are essentially cloud-

cleared (Noël et al. 2005; Noël et al. 2007). The scatter on

such comparisons, about 0.5 g/cm2, is quite large due to the

significant atmospheric variability of water vapour in the

troposphere. Somewhat larger deviations are present

between SCIAMACHY and SSM/I water vapour data over

oceans.

Cloud Fraction (CF), Cloud Top Pressure/Cloud Top

Height (CTP/CTH): The SCIAMACHY processor estimates

the fractional cloud coverage (CF) using the OCRA algo-

rithm, and then the cloud top height (CTH) or pressure (CTP)

together with the cloud optical thickness (COT) using

SACURA. The CF correlates well with scientific retrievals

and with MODIS observations. From intercomparisons with

ground-based cloud radar for single-layer cloud fields

Kokhanovsky et al. (2009) concluded, that the uncertainty

of the SACURA CTH retrieval is less than 0.34 km for low-

level clouds and 2.22 km for high-level clouds with an

underestimate in CTH on average for all clouds.

Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI), Aerosol Optical Thick-

ness (AOT): The SCIAMACHY scientific AAI compares

well with TOMS results. Also the SCIAMACHY scientific

AOT agrees reasonably well with MERIS data.

Fig. 9.10 The difference between total O3 columns retrieved from SCIAMACHY and selected ground stations for the years 2002–2008. The red

curve indicates seasonal variability and long-term trends obvious in the comparison. The trends range between �0.15% and �1.1% per year

(Courtesy: adapted from Lerot et al. 2009).
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Level 2 Products from Nadir SWIR

The general potential of SCIAMACHY SWIR products had

already been demonstrated, in particular its capabilities to

detect areas of sources of CO, CH4 and CO2 and to track

their long-range transport. Various algorithm versions have

been validated by comparing their output with results from:

– Ground-based CO, CH4, and CO2 data from Fourier

Transform Spectroscopy (FTS) via the pole-to-pole net-

work of 12 NDACC-certified FTIR instruments (see e.g.

Dils et al. 2006, 2007).

– Ship-based FTIR data taken during the bi-yearly cruises

of the Polarstern vessel from Bremerhaven to Africa

– CO column data from the EOS-Terra MOPITT satellite

– CO and CH4 data from the TM4 (KNMI), TM5 (IMAU),

INCA (LSCE), and CTM2 (Oslo University) models

– Ancillary data such as fire maps produced by ERS-

2 ATSR and EOS-AQUA MODIS

Observations from the Japanese TANSO/GOSAT satellite

mission, launched in January 2009, are expected to

contribute significantly to further characterise SCIAMACHY

and GOSAT data quality.

Carbon monoxide (CO): Pre-launch estimates for the

precision of scientific retrievals of SCIAMACHY nadir CO

vertical columns amounted to 10% over land. The scientific

CO data product derived with the WFM-DOAS algorithm

has been compared with MOPITT (Buchwitz et al. 2007) and

ground-based FTS measurements (Dils et al. 2006) finding a

scatter of the CO product relative to the FTS retrievals of

typically 20% for daily averages around the FTS sites, i.e.

close to what was expected. Main reason for the somewhat

larger scatter is the fact that not all CO lines can be used in the

retrieval due to detector degradation. The mean bias is typi-

cally approximately 10%. Recently de Laat et al. (2010)

analysed the quality of the SCIAMACHY CO data set for

the years 2003 to 2007. Their main finding was that for

stations not affected by local emissions or altitude effects,

differences between SCIAMACHY and ground based FTS

measurements are close to or within the SCIAMACHY CO

total column precision of 0.1x1018molecules/cm2 (~5–10%)

of the SCIAMACHY CO columns (de Laat et al. 2010).

Fig. 9.11 NO2 vertical column densities from SCIAMACHY nadir measurements (red) compared with ground-based morning data from Izaña

(grey) and VCD from GOME (green). The GOME and SCIAMACHY VCD have been retrieved with a scientific algorithm from IUP-IFE,

University of Bremen (Courtesy: Gil et al. 2008).
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Initial results, illustrated in Fig. 9.14, demonstrate good

agreement with CO columns from MOPITT. The data was

already used in a variety of applications, like inverse model-

ling of emissions (Kopacz et al. 2010; Tangborn et al. 2009).

CO is included in the operational processor version 5 re-

leased in 2010.

Methane (CH4): High precision and accuracy of green-

house gas measurements are a firm precondition for the

potential improvement of existing emission catalogues by

inverse modelling. With about 1–2% the pre-launch preci-

sion estimates for scientific retrievals of SCIAMACHY nadir

CH4 vertical columns were not far off the nominal require-

ments for such applications. A huge effort was spent in the

last years to improve the precision and accuracy of real

retrievals to finally reach the goal that SCIAMACHY CH4

data is used for emission estimates (see Chapter 10). From the

comparison with FTS and model (TM5) data and supported

by an error analysis of the WFM-DOAS retrieval algorithm,

the SCIAMACHY XCH4 data set (column averaged mixing

ratio) can be characterised globally by a single ground pixel

retrieval precision of about 1.7% and a systematic low bias of

about 1% (Schneising et al. 2009). Methane FTS observa-

tions, acquired over Paramaribo/Suriname, exhibit good

agreement for the measured ratio of CH4/CO2 with SCIA-

MACHY results and represent the first validation of SCIA-

MACHY retrievals in the tropics using ground-based remote

sensing techniques (Petersen et al. 2010).

Carbon dioxide (CO2): As in the case of CH4, the

precision of scientific retrievals of SCIAMACHY nadir

CO2 vertical columns were estimated before launch to be

1–2%. Schneising et al. (2008) reported indeed that the

XCO2 dataset can be characterised globally by a single

measurement retrieval precision (random error) of 1–2%

(see Fig. 9.15), a systematic low bias of about 1.5%, and

by a relative accuracy of about 1–2% for monthly averages

at a spatial resolution of about 7� � 7�. In areas of enhanced
atmospheric scattering due to aerosol or cirrus clouds the

systematic errors could be higher. It is expected that in the

near future the ongoing expansion of ground-based FTIR

spectrometers to the near-infrared will improve capabilities

for the validation of satellite greenhouse gas data products

such as CO2.

Fig. 9.12 OClO slant columns retrieved from SCIAMACHY data (blue) compared with ground-based measurements (red), sampled at the time of

ENVISAT overpass, over Ny-Ålesund (79�N, 12�E) in spring 2005 and model data (green). Also shown are potential vorticity (shaded area) and
temperature (black solid line) at the 475 K isentropic surface (Courtesy: adapted from Oetjen et al. 2009).
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Level 2 Products from Limb UV-VIS

Ozone (O3): Vertical profiles of the ozone concentration

retrieved from SCIAMACHY limb UV-VIS measurements

with the SGP version V3.01 have been validated extensively

against observations from ground-based networks (of ozone-

sondes, lidars, and microwave radiometers) and satellites,

e.g. HALOE, SAGE-II, MLS (Fig. 9.16), ODIN, ACE,

GOMOS, and MIPAS. Validations indicate that SCIAMA-

CHY has a low bias (up to 10 %) around the ozone maximum

and below, even after implementation of the limb pointing

corrections. Due to the limited sensitivity of the retrievals

below 20 km and above 40 km, the retrieval errors increase

considerably past these altitudes. O3 profiles retrieved with a

scientific limb retrieval algorithm (Sonkaew et al. 2009) were

additionally validated against ground-based and satellite

data. Between 16 and 40 km the systematic bias of the

retrieved profiles ranges within 5–10% compared to lidars

and SAGE-II and is even smaller when MLS data are taken

into account. Jones et al. (2009) assessed the quality of

several long-term stratospheric O3 satellite data records.

They examined monthly average ozone values from various

satellites for nine latitude and altitude bins covering 60�S–
60�N and 20–45 km from the time period 1979–2008. The

analysed data were from SAGE I/II, HALOE, SBUV/2, SMR

(Submillimeter Radiometer), OSIRIS and SCIAMACHY.

This investigation identified that instrumental drifts are not

relevant for SCIAMCHY data in the mid northern latitudes,

but become relevant for long-term trend assessment in the

tropics and southern mid-latitudes. When comparing the

SCIAMACHY O3 profiles with observations from the ACE

FTS solar occultation sensor the agreement is on average

within 4% (Dupuy et al. 2009).

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2): After photochemical correction

for the time difference between SCIAMACHY limb data

acquired in the morning and correlative solar occultation

Fig. 9.13 AMC-DOAS V1.0 total column water vapour compared with model data provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) over land and ocean for 2003. The comparison has been performed with co-located daily global averages on a 0.5˚ x 0.5˚ grid

(Courtesy: S. Noël, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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profile measurements performed at twilight by other mis-

sions, SCIAMACHY limb NO2 profiles retrieved with SGP

V3.01 coincide well – on average at about 10–15% – with

profiles derived by other spaceborne sensors. Comparisons

with NO2 profiles measured by ACE FTS (Kerzenmacher

et al. 2008) show an even better coincidence (4% average).

Further improved NO2 retrieval algorithms are in prepara-

tion and are aiming at better results in the lower stratosphere

towards the tropopause. Figure 9.17 illustrates, as an exam-

ple, the results of such an algorithm when applied to SCIA-

MACHY limb data with an agreement of better then 10% for

even a single balloon-borne measurement.

Bromine oxide (BrO): Figure 9.18 displays 5 years of

SCIAMACHY BrO profiles, retrieved with a scientific algo-

rithm (Rozanov et al. 2005), and how they match with ground-

based UV-VIS profile measurements in Harestua/Norway

(60�N, 11�E). SCIAMACHY and ground-based UV-VIS

columns integrated over the 15–27 km range are in good

agreement, with SCIAMACHY columns being lower than

ground-based columns by 2% � 20%. Both datasets reflect

markedly the seasonal variability of the BrO column (Hendrick

et al. 2009). Dorf et al. (2006) showed – using photochemical

corrections for balloon observations along calculated air mass

trajectories – that the SCIAMACHY BrO profiles coincide on

average within approximately 20% with the balloon data.

Chlorine dioxide (OClO): Experimental OClO profile

measurements were compared to non-co-located balloon data

from earlier campaigns. The values of the SCIAMACHY

OClO data and their variability are similar to those from

the balloon-borne measurements, indicating that SCIAMA-

CHY is providing geophysical meaningful OClO profiles.

In addition, comparisons of SCIAMACHY OClO with ClO

from ODIN SMR – both species are photo-chemically related

– are supporting these findings (Kühl et al. 2008).

Fig. 9.14 Comparison of CO vertical columns for the year 2004 derived with SCIAMACHY (top left) and MOPITT (top right). The bottom row

shows spatial coincidences between both sensors (Courtesy: Buchwitz et al. 2007).
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Fig. 9.15 Comparison of SCIAMACHY XCO2 (blue) with ground based Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS) measurements (red) for Park
Falls (top) and Bremen (bottom). Also included are corresponding CarbonTracker results (green). Shown are comparisons of XCO2 anomalies, i.e.

the corresponding mean values have been subtracted. All quality filtered SCIAMACHY measurements within a radius of 350 km around the

ground station are considered for the comparison (Courtesy: Schneising et al. 2008).
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Fig. 9.16 Zonal mean O3 from

SCIAMACHY vertical profiles

averaged from 2005 to 2008.

Only co-located daily

measurements with MLS have

been used, where the criteria for

co-locations are 100 km spatial

and 10 h temporal difference. Co-

locations with MLS

measurements during night with

solar zenith angles >90� have
been excluded (Courtesy: S.

Mieruch, IUP-IFE, University of

Bremen).
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Fig. 9.17 Comparison between a

SCIAMACHYNO2 profile (blue)
retrievedwith the SCIATRAN

V3.1 algorithmand co-located

balloonNO2measurements at

Kiruna (red). The grey shaded area
showstheuncertaintyoftheballoon

measurements,whereas the yellow

region indicates the altitude range

where both instruments are

considered to probe similar air

masses (Courtesy:R.Bauer IUP-

IFE,University ofBremen).

Fig. 9.18 Intercomparison of the 15–27 km BrO partial columns calculated from SCIAMACHY limb and ground-based UV-VIS profiles at

Harestua/Norway for 2002–2006 (morning coincidences). To reduce comparison errors due to differences in vertical smoothing of the vertical

profile, SCIAMACHY profiles were smoothed using coincident ground-based UV-VIS averaging kernels (Courtesy: adapted from Hendrick et al.

2009).
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Water vapour (H2O): Recently it was successfully

demonstrated to derive H2O concentrations in the upper

troposphere and lower stratosphere region from SCIAMA-

CHY limb measurements. Montoux et al. (2009) used data

from the HIBISCUS campaign in Bauru/Brazil in the Febru-

ary/March 2004 period for validating satellite water vapour

measurements in the southern tropical and subtropical UTLS

region. Preliminary analysis suggests that the SCIAMACHY

results reproduce the atmospheric variability of water vapour

around the tropopause and indicate a dryer atmosphere by

20% when compared to HALOE.

A common issue to all limb viewing instruments is the

accurate determination of the limb pointing and in particular

of the tangent height. New corrections in tangent height

registration and of misalignment parameters, already imple-

mented in SGP V3.01 (Gottwald et al. 2007), yielded a

reduction in the east-west offset and in the bias of the altitude

registration of the limb profile products, being now smaller

than about 200 m (see Section 6.5).
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Chapter 10

SCIAMACHY’s View of the Changing Earth’s Environment

H. Bovensmann, I. Aben, M. Van Roozendael, S. Kühl, M. Gottwald, C. von Savigny, M. Buchwitz, A. Richter,
C. Frankenberg, P. Stammes, M. de Graaf, F. Wittrock, M. Sinnhuber, B.M. Sinnhuber, A. Schönhardt, S. Beirle,
A. Gloudemans, H. Schrijver, A. Bracher, A.V. Rozanov, M. Weber, and J.P. Burrows

Abstract Since August 2002 SCIAMACHY delivers a

wealth of high-quality data permitting to study the status of

the Earth’s atmosphere. Enhanced concentrations of green-

house gases are identified as the major source of global

warming and their atmospheric concentrations are increasing.

SCIAMACHY monitors the most prominent species such as

CO2, CH4 and water vapour, the latter including isotope

variants. Further anthropogenic impacts on the troposphere

occur by emission of reactive trace gases contributing to

pollution and affecting air quality. With SCIAMACHY their

global, regional and even local signatures can be detected.

Long-term analyses document how the emissions of NO2,

SO2, HCHO, CHOCHO and CO evolve with time. In addition,

the halogen cycle of polar BrO and IO, both of natural origin,

is studied. The stratosphere is the layer where public interest

in the Earth’s atmosphere has begun to grow with the detec-

tion of the ozone hole in the mid-1980s. Until the mid-1990s a

steady decrease has been observed in the ozone abundance.

The most striking feature is the massive loss of stratospheric

ozone over Antarctica during each southern spring. In order

to detect possible signs of recovery, SCIAMACHY contri-

butes to the continuous monitoring of the ozone layer, the

ozone hole, Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) and species

impacting the ozone chemistry such as NO2, OClO and BrO.

A much more poorly explored region is the mesosphere and

lower thermosphere, which forms the transition between in-

terplanetary space and the terrestrial atmosphere. This region

is dominated by extraterrestrial impacts as well as couplings to

the lower atmosphere. With SCIAMACHY’s limb viewing

capabilities Noctilucent Clouds (NLC) are studied providing

insight into generation and depletion mechanisms. At times of

strong solar activity, SCIAMACHY measurements reveal

how the chemistry of the upper atmosphere is disturbed. By

analysis of emission lines in SCIAMACHY spectra the com-

position of the thermosphere above 100 km can be studied.

SCIAMACHY is the first instrument to globally observe the

metal layers in the upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere

(MLT) region. When applying appropriate retrieval techni-

ques it is meanwhile possible to derive vegetation information

over land and phytoplankton characteristics in the oceans

from SCIAMACHY data. Finally SCIAMACHY even has

proven useful in planetary science by measuring spectra of

our solar system neighbour Venus.
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interactions • Troposphere • Stratosphere • Mesosphere

• Lower thermosphere
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Expectations were high when SCIAMACHY was launched

in March 2002. Since August 2002 a continuous stream of

high quality data has been acquired at the ground stations

and disseminated for further processing, scientifically and

operationally. With more than 8 years in orbit, SCIAMA-

CHY’s data ‘harvest’ considerably exceeded the original

objective – and even more can be expected for the next

years provided the ENVISAT mission extension operates

as planned. During the past years numerous scientific

results from the SCIAMACHY mission have been derived,

demonstrating clearly the high ‘return on investment’ of this

enterprise. New and exciting insights into the Earth-atmo-

sphere system are obtained. They contribute significantly to

atmospheric physics and chemistry as well as global climate

change research. Many scientific groups at various institutes

in Europe and abroad were and are actively involved in the

analysis of the data. Their efforts made these excellent results

possible. In the following tour through the atmosphere we

will highlight some of the most spectacular findings. This

summary is by no means complete but gives a good impres-

sion how SCIAMACHY explores our changing environment.

10.1 Tropospheric Composition –
Greenhouse Gases

SCIAMACHY measurements provide information on tropo-

spheric constituents as solar radiation penetrates the atmo-

sphere down to the surface. Our civilisation generates

significant stress upon the troposphere. Concentrations of

greenhouse gases are increasing and have been identified

as the source of global warming. SCIAMACHY permits

not only the monitoring of the global status of the major

greenhouse gases but also retrieves knowledge about the

distribution of their sources such, as e.g. densely populated

regions or wetlands.

Carbon Dioxide – CO2

CO2, the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas, is

regulated by the Kyoto Protocol and can be considered as a

synonym for the impact of industrialisation on our environ-

ment. In pre-industrial times CO2 mixing ratios dating back

several thousands of years were about 300 ppm at maximum.

Present values are around 390 ppm, i.e., 30% higher, with the

increase mainly attributed to the past 50 years as a clear

indication of an anthropogenic effect. Carbon, dumped into

natural sinks over millions of years, is now released into the

atmosphere by fossil fuel burning (oil, coal, gas). In addition

other anthropogenic activities such as deforestation destroy

important CO2 sinks and reduce the ability of nature to effi-

ciently recycle atmospheric CO2. A thorough study of carbon

dioxide is thus required to understand the global carbon cycle

and to predict how greenhouse gas concentrations evolvewith

time. Currently, about 50% of the emitted CO2 remains in the

atmosphere, the other half is taken up by the oceans and in the

biosphere. Photosynthesis extracts carbon dioxide from the

troposphere over land. Thus large forest areas act as a CO2

sink. The North American and Siberian boreal forests in

summer are examples for such extended CO2 sinks. These

sink regions can be observed by SCIAMACHY, as illustrated

in Fig. 10.1 displaying atmospheric CO2 levels from April to

June compared to July to September, where CO2 concentra-

tions are lower due to uptake by the terrestrial biosphere. This

seasonal ‘CO2 breathing’ is superimposed on the steady in-

crease of atmospheric CO2 with much higher concentrations

in 2009 than in 2003. Both phenomena can be clearly ob-

served by SCIAMACHY. It is even possible to detect loca-

lised elevated CO2 over anthropogenic source regions such as

Central Europe’s highly populated and industrialised Rhine-

Main area (Fig. 10.2). SCIAMACHY nadir observations in

the SWIR spectral region formed the basis for the retrieved

CO2 information (Buchwitz et al. 2005a, 2007a; Bösch et al.

2006; Barkley et al. 2007; Reuter et al. 2010; Schneising et al.

2008). The CO2 mixing ratio is obtained by normalising the

CO2 column with the simultaneously retrieved airmass from

oxygen measurements (Schneising et al. 2008) or using

meteorological surface pressure (Barkley et al. 2007).

Methane – CH4

CH4 is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse

gas after CO2. It is regulated by the Kyoto Protocol as well.

Compared to pre-industrial times CH4 concentrations have

more than doubled due to anthropogenic activities. Although

the total sum of all CH4 sources, about 550 Tg/year, is rela-

tively well known, the distribution among different source

categories is highly uncertain and impedes our capability to

reliably predict CH4 source strengths in a warming climate.

First results from SCIAMACHY showed substantially

higher tropical CH4 abundances than previously estimated

(Frankenberg et al. 2005). Even though these results were

recently partially revised (Frankenberg et al. 2008), it

remains true that tropical emissions are very high, constitut-

ing about a third of all CH4 emissions. In general, SCIA-

MACHY CH4 retrievals have substantially matured and

results from several independent studies (see also Buchwitz

et al. 2005b; Schneising et al. 2009) draw a consistent

picture of the global distribution of this greenhouse gas.

For CH4 already improved emission estimates have been

obtained on the basis of SCIAMACHY data. An atmospheric

general circulation model, in which the current knowledge

of global sources is implemented, is used to model the
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worldwide CH4 distribution. The source terms in this model

can be adjusted in magnitude, region and timing until the

modelled distribution provides the best match with SCIAMA-

CHY observations, thus obtaining inverted source estimates

using satellite data (Meirink et al. 2008). Recent inversion

studies (Bergamaschi et al. 2009) result in significant changes

in the spatial patterns of emissions and their seasonality com-

pared to the bottom-up inventories. Large CH4 emissions are

attributed to various wetland regions in tropical South Ameri-

ca and Africa, seasonally varying and opposite in phase with

CH4 emissions from biomass burning. As obvious in

Fig. 10.3, India, China and South East Asia are characterised

by pronounced emissions from rice paddies peaking in the

third quarter of the year, in addition to further anthropogenic

emissions throughout the year.

Water Vapour – H2O

Water is the key to the Earth’s climate system. As vapour it

is the strongest greenhouse gas and as precipitation it is the

essential ingredient for making our planet habitable. Water

vapour is a highly variable component of the atmosphere

with direct anthropogenic impact on its amount being

usually negligible. Its contribution may reach up to 4% of

the atmospheric volume in the tropics and amounts to less

than 1% in dry air conditions. Due to the relation between

temperature and humidity, water vapour acts as a positive

feedback to anthropogenic radiative forcing and is thereby

indirectly affected by human activity.

In contrast to microwave instruments, SCIAMACHY

water vapour data is available over both land and ocean

down to the surface for at least partly cloud-free scenes.

Because of their independence from other in situ or remote

sensing measurements, SCIAMACHY water vapour col-

umns provide a new important global dataset (Noël et al.

2004; Schrijver et al. 2009). A combination of SCIAMA-

CHY water vapour with corresponding data derived from

GOME and follow-on instruments allows the study of water

vapour long-term trends spanning now already more than

15 years with the potential of extension up to 2020

when GOME-2 data on METOP is considered. Using linear

and non-linear methods from time series analysis and

standard statistics the trends of H2O columns and their

errors have been derived from GOME and SCIAMACHY

for the years 1996–2007 (Mieruch et al. 2008). The trends

clearly show elevated water vapour levels in years of strong

Fig. 10.1 Northern hemispheric CO2 distribution as observed by SCIAMACHY. The differences between spring and summer are due to the CO2

‘breathing’ of the vegetation (Courtesy: M. Buchwitz, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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El-Niño activity. How these trends are distributed on a global

scale is further demonstrated in Fig. 10.4. Increasing long-term

trends in water vapour have been observed for Greenland,

Eastern Europe, Siberia and Oceania, whereas decreasing

trends occur for the northwest US, Central America, Amazo-

nia, Central Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.

Heavy Water – HDO

When water evaporates from the Earth’s oceans and

surface, moves through the atmosphere and falls back as

rain, evaporation and condensation processes change the

content of heavy water (HDO). Therefore, the isotopic com-

position contains information about the history of water.

SCIAMACHY’s measurements permit obtaining a global

view on the water vapour isotopic composition in the

atmosphere (Frankenberg et al. 2009). These are the first

global isotope measurements with high sensitivity towards

the lowest layers of the atmosphere down to the surface,

where most of the water vapour resides. By exploiting

the capability of SCIAMACHY to retrieve H2O and its

heavier isotopologue HDO, new insights into the hydrologi-

cal cycle are provided. Figure 10.5 presents the global

distribution of the water isotope HDO shown as relative

abundance of water vapour. High fractions of HDO are

found in the tropics and sub-tropics where water evapo-

rates from the oceans and is then transported towards

the poles. The relative amount of heavy water in the remain-

ing water vapour will be reduced as the heavy isotope

rains out preferentially resulting in lower abundances at

higher latitudes. The same occurs when moist air from the

oceans travels over the continents as, e.g. clearly seen in

North America. The satellite data bear the potential to

rigorously test and subsequently improve the description

of such cycles in climate models. This will eventually

even result in better predictions of the changes in the hydro-

logical processes, e.g. drought and precipitation in a future

climate.

Absorbing Aerosol Index and Precipitation

Water in the form of precipitation plays a dominant role

in local climate and weather. This is particularly the case

in Africa where the monsoon is the driving mechanism

for the climate and therefore also for the social and eco-

nomical development. The northern part of Africa hosts

large dry areas such as the Sahara and the Sahel. Dust

storms arise frequently from the dry areas and have a

profound impact on the weather conditions and lives of

the local people. A linkage between the African monsoon

systems and aerosol loading in Africa is suggested by the

analysis of GOME and SCIAMACHY measurements. De

Graaf et al. (2010) investigated multi-year satellite obser-

vations of UV-absorbing aerosols and compared these with

precipitation data. The main UV-absorbing aerosol types

occurring over Africa are desert dust and biomass burning

aerosols. Their abundances can be characterised using Ab-

sorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) data from GOME and SCIA-

MACHY. Time series of regionally averaged AAI from

1995 to 2008 show the seasonal variations of aerosols in

Africa. When relating the zonally averaged daily AAI to

monthly mean precipitation data they indicate monsoon-

controlled atmospheric aerosol loadings, which are differ-

ent for the West African and East African monsoons due to

their different dynamics caused by the asymmetric distri-

bution of land masses around the equator. Figure 10.6

Fig. 10.2 Top: Elevated CO2 (shown in red) as observed by SCIA-

MACHY over Central Europe’s most populated Rhine-Main area. Bot-
tom: Increase of Northern hemispheric CO2 derived from

SCIAMACHY measurements (Courtesy: M. Buchwitz, IUP-IFE, Uni-

versity of Bremen).
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clearly shows that the seasonal variation of the aerosol

distribution is linked to the seasonal cycle of the monsoonal

wet and dry periods in both areas. During dry periods the

AAI varies freely, driven by emissions from deserts and

biomass burning events. During wet periods the AAI

depends linearly on the amount of precipitation, due to

scavenging of aerosols and the prevention of aerosol emis-

sions from wet surfaces.

Fig. 10.3 Methane emission derived from SCIAMACHY data. Left column: Column-averaged CH4 mixing ratios (XCH4) over South-East Asia

from SCIAMACHY for summer and autumn 2004. Right column: Modelled emissions per 1� � 1� grid cell (Courtesy: adapted from Bergamaschi

et al. 2009. Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union).
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Fig. 10.4 Water vapour trends for 1996 to 2007 as derived from GOME and SCIAMACHY (Courtesy: S. Mieruch, IUP-IFE, University of

Bremen).

Fig. 10.5 Global distribution of the water isotope HDO shown as relative abundance of water vapour averaged between 2003 and 2005. The inset

displays enhanced HDO fractions due to strong evaporation over the Red Sea (Courtesy: C. Frankenberg, SRON – now JPL).
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10.2 Tropospheric Composition –
Reactive Gases

Emissions of greenhouse gases are not the only anthropo-

genic impact onto the lowest layer of the Earth’s atmo-

sphere. Pollution and air quality have become a major

concern in an ever increasing industrialised world. SCIA-

MACHY is able to detect and monitor the global, regional

and local signatures of trace gases contributing to air pollu-

tion and to follow how emissions evolve with time.

Nitrogen Dioxide – NO2

NO2 is an important indicator of air pollution and a cause of

summer smog. NO2 catalyses ozone production, contributes

to acidification and also adds to radiative forcing. The main

sources of NO2 are anthropogenic in origin, e.g. power

plants, traffic, forced biomass burning and both heavy and

agricultural industry. Other but slightly less important

sources comprise natural biomass burning, lightning and

microbiological soil activity. NO2 emissions have increased

by more than a factor of 6 since pre-industrial times with

concentrations being highest in large urban areas.

Global monitoring of tropospheric NO2 emissions is a

crucial task. SCIAMACHY’s predecessor GOME has al-

ready demonstrated the unique ability to monitor tropospher-

ic air pollution. Figure 10.7 shows a global survey of

tropospheric NO2 as seen by SCIAMACHY. The inset in

Fig. 10.7 presents a time series of these concentrations over

China. The periodic trend in NO2 columns each year can

mainly be explained by seasonal variations in energy con-

sumption while the overall increase in tropospheric NO2

over China is a result of the increase in industrial activity

(Richter et al. 2005a). The inset also demonstrates how well

SCIAMACHY matches with GOME and GOME-2. NO2

vertical columns of both instruments perfectly overlap

around the turn of the year 2002 and from 2007 onwards.

Due to its higher spatial resolution (60 � 30 km as com-

pared to 320 � 40 km for GOME), SCIAMACHY enables

very detailed observations of polluted regions. This is obvious

in Fig. 10.8 where industrialised regions of North America,

Europe and China are displayed. As a result of these new

Fig. 10.6 Zonally averaged AAI from SCIAMACHY for each day between August 2002 and April 2008 as a function of latitude in Western and

Eastern Africa (upper panels). The bottom panels display the monthly and zonally averaged precipitation for the same areas and the same period

(Courtesy: M. de Graaf, KNMI).
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datasets, individual cities (Beirle et al. 2004) and even large

power plants (Kim et al. 2009) can be identified. Similar small

scale structure in NO2 emissions can also be detected over the

oceans. The high sensitivity and spatial resolution of the

SCIAMACHY measurements permits localising frequently

used ship routes (Richter et al. 2004), as illustrated in

Fig. 10.9. Using data from GOME, SCIAMACHY and

GOME-2, Franke et al. (2009) could even derive temporal

changes in these ‘tiny’ signatures of anthropogenic activity.

Particularly interesting are studies concerning the global

trend in NO2 concentrations (Richter et al. 2005a; Stavrakou

et al. 2008; van der A et al. 2008). By combining SCIAMA-

CHY results with those of previous missions, e.g. GOME,

it is possible to investigate how the tropospheric NO2

load has changed over the past decade. A strong increase

in nitrogen dioxide is observed by SCIAMACHY in

countries and areas with a booming economy, in particular

in China (see inset Fig. 10.7) while in Europe SCIAMACHY

has observed a stabilisation of NO2 levels, attributed partly

to slightly increased traffic emissions after a period of reduc-

ing nitrogen dioxide levels in the 1990s resulting from EU

regulations. For the US SCIAMACHY results indicate a

decrease in NO2 emissions, related to the recent implementa-

tion of pollution controls for power plants (Kim et al. 2006).

The spatial and temporal characteristics of a multi-year

dataset provides much improved constraints for attempts to

identify main emission sources and to quantify emission

strengths by inverse modelling. It also facilitates the deriva-

tion of independent top-down estimates of emissions not

only on a country-by-country basis but even on regional

scales. Konovalov et al. (2008, 2010) investigated such

trends within Europe for a 10 year time period, showing

that for many countries emissions are decreasing, but espe-

cially in the Mediterranean area, along the coastlines as well

as in Eastern Europe emissions have increased. Van der A

et al. (2008) analysed the spatial and temporal patterns in a

multi-year dataset of GOME and SCIAMACHY tropospher-

ic NO2 and identified from this data the most dominating

emission sources (Fig. 10.10). Whereas in the northern

hemisphere the NO2 mainly stems from anthropogenic

sources and from soils, in the southern hemisphere biomass

burning is the dominating origin of tropospheric NO2.

By combining SCIAMACHY NO2 observations at 10:00

local time with NO2 observations from OMI at 13:30 local

time it becomes even possible to get a first glimpse on the

diurnal variations of tropospheric chemistry and emissions

from space. These measurements suggest a decrease in tro-

pospheric NO2 between 10:00 and 13:30 over fossil fuel

source regions due to photochemical loss. Over tropical

biomass burning regions the opposite effect is obvious – an

increase due to a midday peak in emissions (Boersma et al.

2008).

Fig. 10.7 Global survey of tropospheric vertical column (VC) NO2 for 2009. Clearly visible are the industrialised regions in the northern

hemisphere and the regions of biomass burning in the southern hemisphere. The inset illustrates how NO2 concentrations have risen in China from

1996 to 2009. The trend analysis uses data from GOME (1996–2002) and SCIAMACHY (2003–2009). While ‘old’ industrialised countries

were able to stop the increase of NO2 emissions, the economical growth in China turns out to be a strong driver for pollution (Courtesy: A. Richter,

IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Fig. 10.8 Mean tropospheric vertical column (VC) NO2 densities over Europe, the United States and China in 2009 (Courtesy: A. Richter, IUP-

IFE, University of Bremen).

Fig. 10.9 NO2 densities over the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea as derived from measurements between August 2002 and April 2004. Ship routes

from Eastern Asia to the Suez Canal can be clearly seen. Along the industrialised coast lines strong NO2 concentrations are related to urban areas

(Courtesy: A. Richter, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Fig. 10.10 Dominant NOx source identification based on analyses of the time series of measured tropospheric NO2 from GOME and

SCIAMACHY satellite observations (1996–2006) (Courtesy: van der A et al. 2008. Reproduced by permission of the American

Geophysical Union).

Fig. 10.11 Average SO2 vertical column densities (VCD) over eastern China during the year 2003. SCIAMACHY’s improved spatial resolution

permits to identify localised emissions due to anthropogenic activities. The trend analysis uses data from GOME (1996–2002) and SCIAMACHY

(2003–2009) (Courtesy: map – M. Van Roozendael, BIRA-IASB; trend – A. Richter, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Sulphur Dioxide – SO2

SO2 is another pollutant leaving a clear absorption

signature in SCIAMACHY spectra. Sources of SO2 are

combustion of sulphur rich coal and other fossil fuels or

volcanic eruptions including degassing. Although SO2 emis-

sions have been reduced significantly over the last decades,

clear signals can be detected over the Eastern US and in

particular the polluted areas of China (Fig. 10.11). As in the

case of NO2, the high spatial resolution facilitates source

identification and makes the dataset an interesting new data

source for air pollution research. By combining GOME and

SCIAMACHY results, the long-term trend of SO2 emissions

in heavily polluted areas can be inferred and compared with

similar analyses for NO2 (see inset of Fig. 10.11).

Volcanoes are a natural source of SO2. Since the start

of SCIAMACHY’s routine observations a few of the sev-

eral hundred existing active volcanoes have been erupting

and were overpassed by ENVISAT. In October 2002,

Mt. Etna on the island of Sicily entered an explosive phase.

The rectangular overlay in Fig. 10.12 represents a SCIAMA-

CHY nadir measurement displaying SO2 emissions which

match well with the ash plume visible in a simultaneously

obtained image by MERIS on ENVISAT. The SO2 emis-

sions of volcanic eruptions are usually associated with such

volcanic ash plumes. These could be a major threat for air

traffic. Therefore SCIAMACHY SO2 retrievals are used in

early warning services in support of aviation control. When-

ever elevated SO2 densities are obtained in regions with

known volcanoes, an alert is issued indicating a potential

volcanic ash cloud.

Formaldehyde (HCHO) and Glyoxal
(CHOCHO)

In the presence of nitrogen oxides, the photochemical

degradation of volatile organic compounds (VOC) leads to

secondary gaseous and particulate products, such as ozone

Fig. 10.12 The Mt. Etna volcanic eruption in 2002 with obvious SO2 emissions (redish plume). The SCIAMACHY nadir measurement is

overlayed on a MERIS image showing that the plume of SO2 and the visible ash cloud match well (Courtesy: ESA and Brockmann Consult).
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and secondary organic aerosols (SOA). Both are important

contributors to air pollution with severe impacts on human

health, ecosystems, and regional climate. Two important

intermediate products in the oxidation of volatile organic

compounds are HCHO and CHOCHO. Since both trace

gases have short lifetimes their distribution mainly resem-

bles the source areas and can be used as indicators of

tropospheric VOC emissions. SCIAMACHY’s capability

to measure HCHO and CHOCHO on a global scale from

space was demonstrated by Wittrock et al. (2006). Since

then, several studies have been carried out using these data

to compare directly with the output from chemical transport

models (CTM) to improve substantially the models’

accuracy and reliability. In addition, VOC emission

strengths have been derived for biospheric, pyrogenic and

anthropogenic sources, respectively.

A consistent dataset of global tropospheric HCHO

(Fig. 10.13) has been created by De Smedt et al. (2008)

using GOME and SCIAMACHY data covering more than a

decade. This dataset has been utilised by Stavrakou et al.

(2009) to evaluate the performance of pyrogenic and biogenic

emission inventories and to investigate trends in HCHO

over Asia and large cities worldwide (De Smedt et al. 2010).

More regional aspects on the different emissions strengths

of VOC, based on HCHO data, were investigated for Europe

(Dufour et al. 2009) and Amazonia (Barkley et al. 2009).

Fig. 10.13 Yearly averaged SCIAMACHY HCHO vertical columns from 2003–2007. In the bottom right panel the HCHO trend over China is

indicated (Courtesy: adapted from De Smedt et al. 2008).
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In general, for regions with high biogenic emissions like

tropical rainforests a reasonable agreement was found

between modelled and measured HCHO columns. Other

areas having more variable or less emissions of VOC reveal

higher discrepancies. Recently Marbach et al. (2009) even

succeeded in determining HCHO emissions from ships in the

Indian Ocean.

Myriokefalitakis et al. (2008) adapted a global chemistry-

transport model to simulate the temporal and spatial dis-

tribution of CHOCHO columns in the global troposphere

focussing on the anthropogenic contribution. They found in-

dication for a missing CHOCHO source of about 20 Tg/year

or an overestimate of its sinks by the model. In addition

Fu et al. (2008) examined the potential of CHOCHO as a

source of secondary organic aerosol. It appears that irrevers-

ible uptake of CHOCHO by aqueous aerosols and clouds

could make a significant contribution to the global SOA

production. The long SCIAMACHY time series also reveal

seasonal and year-to-year variability above several photo-

chemical hot spots. This has been studied by Vrekoussis

et al. (2009) for CHOCHO (Fig. 10.14). For the period

2002–2007 a significant annual increase in CHOCHO in

addition to a seasonal cycle is reported over northeastern

Asia. In general, the regions influenced by anthropogenic

pollution encounter enhanced amounts of CHOCHO.

Carbon Monoxide – CO

CO plays a central role in tropospheric chemistry as CO is

the leading sink of the hydroxyl radical, which itself largely

determines the oxidising capacity of the troposphere. There-

fore it is of prime importance for the troposphere’s self-

cleansing efficiency and the concentration of greenhouse

gases such as CH4. CO also has a large air quality impact

as it is toxic and is a precursor of tropospheric ozone, a

secondary pollutant which is associated with respiratory

problems and decreased crop yields.

CO detection with SCIAMACHY is an ambitious task.

Carbon monoxide vertical columns can be retrieved from a

number of CO absorption lines located around 2.3 mm in the

SWIR range. The retrieval is not straightforward because

these lines are relatively weak, much weaker than the

absorption structures of the overlapping absorbers water

vapour and CH4. In addition a number of calibration issues,

mainly related to large variable dark signals and changing

instrument characteristics as a result of the growth of an ice

layer on the channel 8 detector, hamper the CO retrieval (e.g.

Gloudemans et al. 2005). Nevertheless, a first survey of

global CO over land had been performed which shows

elevated CO in the case of fires due to biomass burning.

These results are to a large degree consistent with MOPITT

and model predictions (de Laat et al. 2006, Buchwitz et al.

Fig. 10.14 Multiannual (2003–2007) SCIAMACHY CHOCHO vertical columns. The largest amounts are found over the tropics and sub-tropics

where vegetation and biomass burning is abundant (Courtesy: Vrekoussis et al. 2009).
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2007b). Gloudemans et al. (2009) succeeded in deriving CO

also over the ocean, when using scenes with low maritime

clouds. This yielded a 5-year CO dataset over both land and

clouded ocean scenes between 2003 and 2007 (Fig. 10.15).

The CO measurements over clouded ocean scenes have been

compared with co-located modelled CO columns over the

same clouds and agree well. Using clouded ocean scenes

quadruples the number of useful CO measurements compared

to land-only measurements. The 5-year dataset shows signifi-

cant inter-annual variability over land and over clouded ocean

Fig. 10.15 Five year (2003–2007) average CO total columns on a 1� � 1� grid as retrieved by SCIAMACHY (top) and the TM4 chemistry-

transport model (bottom). The SCIAMACHY CO columns above low clouds over sea are filled up with TM4 CO densities below the cloud to

obtain total columns (Courtesy: Gloudemans et al. 2009).
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areas, like Asian outflow of pollution over the northern Pacif-

ic, biomass-burning outflow over the Indian Ocean originat-

ing from Indonesia, and biomass burning in Brazil. In general

there is good agreement between observed and modelled

seasonal cycles and inter-annual variability.

Beside the global CO view, SCIAMACHY also allows to

investigate CO over urban areas (Buchwitz et al. 2007b) as

illustrated in Fig. 10.16. This information helps to constrain

local to regional emission estimates and air quality studies.

Assimilation of SCIAMACHY CO data was also used to

improve CO emission estimates in the Middle East (Tang-

born et al. 2009). One remarkable result is the finding that

CO emissions over Dubai in 2004 have more than doubled

compared to those in the available emissions inventory,

based on data from 1998.

Tropospheric Halogen Oxides – BrO and IO

BrO and IO are reactive halogen radicals which have gained

growing interest in recent years (Simpson et al. 2007). Both

compounds impact on tropospheric chemistry. They react

with ozone and change the oxidation pathways of sev-

eral atmospheric species. Bromine compounds have been

identified as initiator of strong boundary layer ozone deple-

tion events in polar spring (Barrie et al. 1988). The IO

molecule constitutes the starting point for iodine nucleation

and the formation of fine aerosol particles, which affect the

atmospheric radiation balance and which may potentially

grow to cloud condensation nuclei (O’Dowd et al. 2002).

Widespread plumes of enhanced BrO are regularly observed

in the Arctic as well as in the Antarctic shortly after polar

sunrise where they persist for several months. The spatial

distributions and locations of these plumes move rapidly on

a daily basis (Begoin et al. 2010) with the BrO probably not

only being situated in the boundary layer, but also at higher

altitudes. A strong link between the BrO patterns and sea ice

cover exists. Sources of BrO are most likely of inorganic

nature. Current discussions consider young sea ice, frost

flowers, aerosols and brine (Kaleschke et al. 2004; Piot and

von Glasow 2008).

Recent analyses of SCIAMACHY nadir observations

using spectral data around 420 nm have enabled the detec-

tion of tropospheric IO columns (Saiz-Lopez et al. 2007;

Schönhardt et al. 2008). IO amounts are small and close to

the instrument’s detection limit, but through efficient reac-

tion cycles, even these small amounts still have a consider-

able impact on the polar tropospheric chemistry. Over the

Antarctic polar region, a variety of details in the temporal

Fig. 10.16 A variety of urban areas as detected in SCIAMACHY CO data in 2004 (Courtesy: M. Buchwitz, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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and spatial distribution of both IO and BrO is revealed in

Fig. 10.17. Monthly means from October through austral

summer until March are shown, in each case data is averaged

over four subsequent years. As for BrO, largest amounts of

IO appear in Antarctic spring time. Besides that general

similarity, spatial distributions are quite different. BrO is

observed predominantly above sea ice regions during spring,

and furthermore along coast lines and on shelf ice regions in

summer. Abundances vanish towards autumn. IO however

shows larger variability throughout the time series. Regions

with enhanced IO include the sea ice, ice shelves, coast lines,

but also the continent (in October). Enhanced IO above the

sea ice in the characteristic ring-like pattern only occurs

much later in spring (November) in contrast to BrO, where

enhancements can already be observed in August well be-

fore the time period illustrated in Fig. 10.17. When southern

autumn approaches, IO concentrations begin to increase

again. While BrO behaves similarly on both hemispheres,

no widespread enhanced IO abundances are observed in the

Arctic spring time.

Fig. 10.17 Monthly maps of SCIAMACHY observations of IO (left) and BrO (right), averaged over four subsequent years from 2004–2008.

A stratospheric air mass factor (AMF) is applied to the BrO columns only, leaving the patterns of IO and BrO still comparable (Courtesy:

A. Schönhardt, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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The details of the spatial and temporal patterns of IO in

comparison to BrO are not well understood yet. However

the observed differences in the distributions suggest that

the two halogen oxides are released by different processes.

While the BrO is produced by inorganic emissions and the

bromine explosion cycle, it is an open question if the

majority of IO is of biological origin. The cold Antarctic

waters show high biological activity, and cold water dia-

toms may produce organic iodine species. Considerable

differences between the South and North Polar regions

might be linked to the fact that the biospheres are distinct

and are emitting iodine compounds in different amounts

and speciation.

10.3 The Stratospheric Ozone Layer

Already in the second half of the twentieth century the

stratosphere was seen as fragile to human perturbation.

Public interest grew even more with the detection of the

Antarctic ozone hole in the mid-1980s. Until the mid-1990s

a steady decrease has been observed in the ozone abundance

over the South Pole, North Pole and the mid latitudes of up

to 3–6% per decade. The most striking feature is the mas-

sive loss of stratospheric ozone over Antarctica each south-

ern spring. This ozone loss is so large due to the fact that

very low stratospheric temperatures over Antarctica in win-

tertime foster the underlying depletion processes. The polar

vortex isolates the air during the polar night and allows that

the cold conditions remain stable and Polar Stratospheric

Clouds (PSC) grow (Fig. 10.18). In this environment the

chemistry of ozone depletion begins with the conversion of

reservoir species to chemically active molecules on the

surface of the PSC. These react with ozone in catalytical

reaction cycles resulting in the effective destruction of

the O3 molecules. In addition, ozone loss was also observed

in the tropics and mid-latitudes. Today there is broad

agreement that a continuous monitoring of stratospheric

ozone, the ozone hole and of those species impacting the

ozone chemistry is required in order to detect possible signs

of recovery, and to answer the question in how far the

cooling of the stratosphere and the strengthening of the

Brewer-Dobson circulation as a consequence of climate

change will delay or accelerate the recovery of the ozone

layer (Rex et al. 2006, Newman et al. 2007).

Fig. 10.18 Polar Stratospheric Clouds over Southern Norway in January 2003, taken from the NASA DC-8 aircraft at an altitude of 11 km.

The PSC hover well above the tropospheric cloud cover (Photo: P. Newman, NASA/GSFC).
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SCIAMACHY allows exploitation of new opportunities

using the limb backscatter as well as solar or lunar occulta-

tion measurement modes to determine PSC and vertically

resolved concentration profiles of trace gases in the strato-

sphere, in addition to the established column measurements

from the nadir mode.

Ozone – O3

The important role of ozone in the Earth’s atmosphere can be

attributed to the fact that it absorbs solar UV radiation which

would otherwise reach the surface where it can cause dam-

age to the biosphere. In the wavelength range below 290 nm,

UV photons are almost completely blocked. Radiation from

290 to 320 nm is strongly attenuated so that dose levels on

ground become no longer harmful. Ozone does not only

impact conditions at the bottom of the troposphere but also

in the upper atmosphere through the effects of absorption of

UV to IR radiation and subsequent heating. The heating

produces a temperature profile which makes the stratosphere

vertically stable. Even transport mechanisms in the layers

above – the mesosphere and thermosphere – were found to

be influenced by the energy content of the stratosphere.

In the year of ENVISAT’s launch the ozone hole over

Antarctica differed significantly fromwhat had been observed

before and after. Its extent was reduced in 2002 by 40% as

compared to previous years (Fig. 10.19). However, this did

not indicate a recovery of the ozone layer but originated from

peculiar meteorological conditions where an unprecedented

major stratospheric warming led to a split-up of the polar

vortex which interrupted the heterogeneous processes leading

usually to the massive ozone destruction. A more detailed

view of this September 2002 event was obtained by retrieving

stratospheric profiles over Antarctica (von Savigny et al.

2005a). The vertically resolved SCIAMACHY limbmeasure-

ments showed that the ozone hole split did not occur through-

out the entire stratosphere, but only above about 24 km. At 20

km there was still a single elongated area with low O3 values

(Fig. 10.20). In normal coldAntarcticwinters however, theO3

profiles display a more regularly shaped ozone hole through-

out the altitude range, as depicted for 2005 in Fig. 10.20. The

anomalous ozone hole in 2002 also developed quickly in time.

Ozone losses computed from assimilated concentrations

indicate that within a few days the situation changed drasti-

cally (Fig. 10.21). This ozone hole split-up was already

predicted in the 9-day ozone forecast at KNMI (see Eskes

et al. 2005). The following years displayed again an ozone

Fig. 10.19 The Antarctic ozone hole in 2002 (left) and 2005 (right). SCIAMACHY total column ozone measurements from 25 September have

been analysed with the ROSE assimilation model to generate this view. Due to meteorological conditions the hole was split and reduced in size in

2002 but appeared ‘as normal’ in 2005 (Courtesy: T. Erbertseder, DLR-DFD).
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Fig. 10.20 Slices of the polar southern hemisphere ozone field at altitudes of approximately 20, 24 and 28 km on 27 September 2002 and

27 September 2005 as measured by SCIAMACHY. The observed split of the ozone hole in 2002 is not so obvious in the lower stratosphere around

20 km, but clearly visible at 24 and 28 km. In 2005 an ozone hole of ‘normal shape’ existed at all altitudes (Courtesy: C. von Savigny, IUP-IFE,

University of Bremen).

Fig. 10.21 Chemical ozone loss rates on two days in September 2002 in the mid-stratosphere at about 25 km, relative to the previous day. While

on 19 September the ozone hole was still developing its usual shape, 5 days later the split-up of the vortex has reduced ozone loss rates (Courtesy:

T. Erbertseder, DLR-DFD).
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hole similar in size to those observed by SCIAMACHY’s

predecessor GOME (see Fig. 10.22).

Over the Arctic, stratospheric temperatures are usually

higher than over Antarctica, i.e. the polar vortex is less stable

and PSC are a rare phenomenon. Thus ozone depletion is not

observed as regularly as in high southern latitudes at the end

of the winter. However, unexpected cold northern winters

change the situation. This was the case in 2005 (e.g. Bracher

et al. 2005). Measurements obtained with SCIAMACHY

from January to March 2005 were compared with observa-

tions of 2004 (see Fig. 10.23). A significant loss of ozone

occurred over parts of Europe in February as a result of

chlorine activation on PSC when the Sun rose after the

long polar night. In March conditions had recovered and

the O3 levels approached their normal values.

While most studies of the chemical ozone loss inside the

polar vortices mainly focused on the northern hemisphere,

because of the strong inter-annual variability in the stability

of the vortex and the following ozone loss, Sonkaew et al.

(2010) also analysed ozone depletion inside the Antarctic

polar vortex by using limb ozone profiles. They determined

the chemical ozone loss via the difference between the

observed vortex-average ozone abundance and the abun-

dance modelled without considering chemical processes,

but with including dynamically induced ozone changes.

Figure 10.24 depicts the relative chemical ozone losses at

the 475 K isentropic level – corresponding to an altitude of

about 18 km – for the period 2002–2009 in the Arctic and

Antarctic polar vortices. Several obvious differences exist

between the two hemispheres. The chemical ozone losses in

the Antarctic polar vortex do not vary much from year to

year. Even in the anomalous year 2002 (see above), the

relative ozone loss inside the vortex is similar to all other

years. In the northern hemisphere, however, significant

inter-annual variability exists, with some years, e.g. 2005

and 2007, exhibiting relatively strong chemical ozone losses

and other years (2004, 2006) showing little or no ozone loss.

Ozone depletion occurring during winter and spring in

each hemisphere inside the polar vortices is a more localised

phenomenon when compared to the global and continuous

effects of anthropogenic halogen emissions on the strato-

spheric ozone layer. Again, O3 limb profiles have proven a

valuable tool for investigating long-term trends in strato-

spheric ozone. Steinbrecht et al. (2009) determined upper

stratospheric ozone trends for several latitude bands from

1979 to 2008 using ground-based LIDAR and microwave as

Fig. 10.22 Time series of the size of the Antarctic ozone hole from 2000–2009 based on observations of GOME and SCIAMACHY. The area

includes ozone column values below 30�S lower than 220 Dobson Units (Courtesy: TEMIS KNMI/ESA).
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well as satellite observations with SAGE II, HALOE,

SBUV, GOMOS and SCIAMACHY. Figure 10.25 shows

ozone anomalies, i.e. monthly averaged ozone measure-

ments minus average seasonal component, at five different

latitudes. SCIAMACHY observations are indicated in

yellow. The time series at all five locations display a decline

until about the mid-1990s, followed by a stagnation of the

negative trend or even a slight positive trend, in very good

qualitative agreement with the time dependence of the effec-

tive stratospheric chlorine load. Since the quasi-biennial

oscillation (QBO) variation has not been removed it is clearly

visible in most time series.

As demonstrated by Steinbrecht et al. (2009) ‘witnessing’

the recovery of stratospheric ozone requires long-term data-

sets. These are usually not provided by a single instrument but

by a series of – preferentially – similar sensors. Since SCIA-

MACHY is GOME heritage, combining GOME, GOME-

2 and SCIAMACHY total columns from nadir measurements

generates a unique repository. Loyola et al. (2009) formed a

homogeneous dataset by merging O3 columns from June 1995

to August 2009. Measurements from over 70 globally

distributed Dobson and Brewer ground stations served as

validation reference. Since the GOME data record is very

stable it was used as a transfer standard and SCIAMACHY

Fig. 10.23 Ozone columns over the northern hemisphere for late winter/early spring 2004 (top row), 2005 (mid row) and the difference between
both years (bottom row). Caused by unusual low temperatures in the stratosphere over the Arctic, significant ozone loss occurred in February 2005

with a recovery of the ozone layer in March (Courtesy: J. Meyer-Arnek, DLR-DFD).
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Fig. 10.25 Ozone anomalies from 1979 to 2009 derived from different datasets at five NDACC stations. The anomalies are averaged over the 35–45

kmrange. The all-instrument average is shown in black.All time serieswere smoothed bya 5-month runningmean.At the bottomof the right handpanel

three proxies are given: The negative 10 hPa zonal wind at the equator for the QBO, the 10.7 cm solar flux for the 11-year solar cycle and the inverted

effective stratospheric chlorine for ozone destruction by chlorine. The grey line and the grey shaded area are showing model simulations and their

2-sigma standard deviation. (Courtesy: adapted from Steinbrecht et al. 2009. Reproduced/modified by permission of American Geophysical Union).

Fig. 10.24 Relative chemical ozone losses at the 475 K isentropic level (around 18 km) for the period 2002–2009 in the Arctic (dotted lines)
and Antarctic (solid lines) polar vortices (Courtesy: IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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and GOME-2 data in periods of instrument overlap were

adjusted accordingly. Global ozone trends were then derived

by applying statistical methods, including the entire 60�N–
60�S average serving as a near global mean. Figure 10.26

illustrates how well the merged GOME/GOME-2/SCIAMA-

CHY dataset of total ozone columns compares with results

from the chemistry-climate model (CCM) E39C-A. This fig-

ure again displays the so-called ‘O3 anomaly’ which is the

residual when subtracting the mean annual cycle from the

satellite measurements. Apparently the phase of minimum

stratospheric ozone is just occurring and a recovery can be

expected in the next decades. The current good match be-

tween the CCM and the observations in Fig. 10.26 is a hint

that the models’ predications are trustworthy.

Chlorine Dioxide – OClO

One key question related to the expected recovery of strato-

spheric ozone is the degree of chlorine activation observed

in polar winter and spring in both hemispheres. This effect

depends not only on the total available inorganic chlorine

amount but also on the presence of PSC for the activation of

the chlorine reservoirs. The latter is a function of tempera-

ture and polar vortex stability and therefore is impacted by

changes of the stratospheric dynamics and temperatures in

response to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases.

One good indicator for chlorine activation is the presence of

OClO which is formed by reaction of BrO and ClO.

While SCIAMACHY observations in nadir (Kühl et al.

2006) continue the global measurements of total columns of

OClO started with GOME (Wagner et al. 2001; Kühl et al.

2004; Richter et al. 2005b), also vertical profiles of OClO

can be derived from the limb observations (Kühl et al. 2008).

By applying a tomographic 2D approach (Puķı̄te et al. 2008)

the retrieval can take into account horizontal gradients in the

distribution of OClO, which is important in particular at the

edge of the polar vortex. Figure 10.27 shows the OClO

number density at 19 km altitude above the northern hemi-

sphere derived from the SCIAMACHY limb observations

(top) and the corresponding total column derived from nadir

view (bottom) for mid of February in the Arctic winters

2002/2003–2008/2009. The data displays strong stratospheric

chlorine activation only inside the polar vortex for cold

Fig. 10.26 Total ozone anomaly from 60�N to 60�S from the merged GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 dataset. For comparison the results

from the merged TOMS/SBUV/OMI are given together with predictions from climate-chemistry model runs (Courtesy: Loyola et al. 2009.

Reproduced/modified by permission of American Geophysical Union).
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winters, reflecting the strong dependence of the degree of

chlorine activation on the meteorological conditions of the

respective winter, such as temperature and potential vorticity.

While almost no OClO is found for the warm winters 2003,

2004, 2006 and 2009, much stronger activation of chlorine is

observed for the cold winters 2005, 2007 and 2008. These

findings are in good agreement with observations of the main

active ozone depleting chlorine species ClO, the determining

meteorological parameters, results fromatmospheric chemistry

models, and the related chemical ozone loss (compare Figs.

10.23 and 10.24 in the section on ozone). The strong inter-

annual variability in the degree of chlorine activation reveals

that despite the decrease of the stratospheric inorganic chlorine

loading, large enhancements of OClO are still observed in the

Arctic stratosphere for cold winters. Therefore, monitoring of

stratospheric chlorine activation and detailed investigation of

the relation to meteorological parameters is necessary to

broaden the understanding of the related processes.

Fig. 10.27 OClO number density at 19 km altitude above the northern hemisphere derived from SCIAMACHY limb observations (rows 1 and 3)
and the corresponding total OClO slant column derived from nadir views (rows 2 and 4) for mid of February in the Arctic winters 2002/2003–2008/

2009 (Courtesy: S. Kühl; MPI for Chemistry, Mainz).
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Bromine Oxide – BrO

Bromine compounds play an important role in the catalytic

destruction of stratospheric ozone. Despite their importance,

however, there are only few measurements of bromine com-

pounds in the stratosphere. For the first time, SCIAMACHY

provided global observations of stratospheric BrO profiles

down to the lower stratosphere (Rozanov et al. 2005;

Sioris et al. 2006; Kühl et al. 2008). The long-term changes

of BrO as observed from SCIAMACHY agree well with

ground-based observations at mid-latitudes (Hendrick et al.

2009). A comparison with ground-based UV-VIS zenith-sky

observations by BIRA-IASB at Harestua, Norway (60�N) has

already been presented in Fig. 9.18. The seasonal cycle,

including the activation during winter and long-term changes,

are consistently seen by both instruments. When comparing

zonal mean BrO at selected stratospheric altitudes obtained

from limb observations and from model simulations, an addi-

tional source of stratospheric bromine from very short-lived

substances (VSLS) is required (Fig. 10.28) to explain the

difference. This component amounts to about three to six

parts per trillion by volume (pptv), or about 20% (WMO

2007, Sinnhuber et al. 2005). In an opposite analysis approach

Theys et al. (2009) used the SCIAMACHY limb stratospheric

BrO observations to demonstrate the validity of a new strato-

spheric BrO profile climatology.

Fig. 10.28 Zonal mean BrO at selected altitudes obtained from SCIAMACHY limb observations and from model calculations. Additional

bromine of 0, 3, and 6 pptv, respectively, has been added to the model calculations to account for the contribution from very short-lived substances

(VSLS) (Courtesy: adapted from WMO 2007 – based on Sinnhuber et al. 2005).
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Polar Stratospheric Clouds – PSC

Polar Stratospheric Clouds play a key role in the chemical

processes which lead to severe ozone depletion in the

polar stratosphere. These clouds are necessary to transfer

inactive chlorine compound reservoirs such as HCl and

ClONO2 to active Cl that participates in different catalytic

O3 destruction cycles. PSC form at altitudes of about 15–

25 km and exist as different types. Type Ia consists of

crystalline NAT (nitric acid tri-hydrate) particles, the liquid

type Ib PSC consist of ternary solutions of nitric acid, sul-

phuric acid and water. Type II PSC are made of water ice.

A common feature of all types is that they only form at

very low temperatures of less than about �78�C (195 K).

PSC scatter solar radiation and thus affect the measured limb

radiance spectra. Since PSC are rather Mie-scatterers than

Rayleigh-scatterers in the UV-SWIR spectral range, the

spectral dependence – although highly variable – of their

scattering cross section differs from the l�4 spectral depen-

dence of the molecular Rayleigh scatterering. This spectral

difference can be exploited in a colour-index approach to

detect PSC (von Savigny et al. 2005b).

Figure 10.29 shows the occurrence rate of PSC in the

southern hemisphere for September of the years 2002–2008.

With the exception of 2002 the PSC occurrence rate at high

southern latitudes is typically quite large. It is obvious that

PSC are not symmetrically distributed around the South

Pole, but the distribution is characterised by a wave-1 struc-

ture with a maximum in the South Atlantic sector and a

minimum in the Australian sector. The low PSC occurrence

rates in September 2002 are due to the anomalous mid-win-

ter major stratospheric warming after 22 September, which

caused PSC to disappear. In most cases there is a good

correspondence between the detected PSC and their forma-

tion threshold of �78� C.

10.4 The Upper Atmosphere
and Solar Activity

The upper atmosphere, i.e. the mesosphere and lower part of

the thermosphere (MLT region), is still a relatively poorly

explored region. The MLT region forms a transition between

interplanetary space and the terrestrial atmosphere influ-

enced both by extraterrestrial impacts – e.g. solar radiation,

solar wind, meteors or cosmic dust – as well as by impacts

from the lower atmosphere. Thus signs exist that in the upper

atmosphere effects of global climate change can be detected

rather early. Solar-terrestrial interactions can be studied to-

gether with investigating how anthropogenic emissions im-

pact our atmosphere at remote altitudes.

Fig. 10.29 Maps of PSC occurrence rates for September of the years 2002–2008. Contours levels correspond to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Red areas

indicate occurrence rates exceeding 0.8 (Courtesy: C. von Savigny, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Noctilucent Clouds – NLC

Noctilucent Clouds, also referred to as Polar Mesospheric
Clouds, are a high latitude summertime mesospheric phenom-

enon, even observable from ground. They occur at altitudes of

about 83–85 km near the polar summer mesopause and consist

of H2O ice particles with radii ranging from a few nm up to

about 80–100 nm. NLC received a significant amount of scien-

tific interest in recent years, since they may be early indicators

of global change. This is because they react very sensitively to

small changes in ambient conditions, particularly to changes in

temperature and H2O abundance. The scattering properties of

the NLC particles allowmapping of these high altitude clouds.

Since they scatter solar radiation efficiently, they affect the

measured limb radiance profiles significantly, especially in the

northern hemisphere where scattering angles at polar latitudes

are especially small for SCIAMACHY limb observations. The

NLC component of themeasured limb signal, the blue curve in

Fig. 10.30, can be two orders of magnitude larger than the

Rayleigh signal (red curve in Fig. 10.30) at the NLC altitude,

allowing for a simple detection of NLC.

SCIAMACHY observations of NLC have contributed in

different ways to the current research on the polar summer

mesopause. The main focus of these investigations was to

improve the scientific understanding of the natural variabil-

ity in NLC in order to better understand the role of NLC as

indicators of global change. The natural variability is par-

tially driven by the solar input and by dynamical processes

such as planetary waves.

SCIAMACHYNLC observations were used to observe for

the first time a depletion of NLC during a solar proton event

(SPE, von Savigny et al. 2007a). Associated with such an

event in January 2005, highly energetic solar protons precipi-

tated into the Earth’s polar cap areas. The January 2005 SPE

is included in the period covered by Fig. 10.31. This graph

shows SCIAMACHY NLC occurrence rates at different lati-

tudes in the southern hemisphere during the 2004/2005 NLC

season together with the ionisation caused by the precipitating

solar protons. At the time of the SPE, the NLC occurrence rate

in both southern latitude bands decreased rapidly. A mecha-

nism for SPE induced NLC depletion is proposed by Becker

and von Savigny (2010) using model simulations with a

General Circulation Model (GCM). It suggests that a polar

mesopause warming is caused by the SPE-driven catalytic

ozone loss in the middle mesosphere followed by different

stages of dynamic processes finally leading to a reduced

upwelling above the pole, i.e. reduced adiabatic cooling.

The January 2005 event is not the only event where NLC

depletion has been detected. Rahpoe et al. (2010) demon-

strated that a depletion of NLC did also occur during some

of the other strong SPEs in the last three decades.

Solar proton events are rather intermittent and irregular

events mainly occurring during solar maximum. They are

not the only cause for NLC variability linked to solar

impacts seen in SCIAMACHY observations. Robert et al.

(2010) identified for the first time a 27-day solar cycle

signature in NLC. Maxima in solar activity associated with

the 27-day solar cycle – quantified for example using the

MgII index described below (Skupin et al. 2004) – coincide

with minima in the NLC occurrence frequency. Using MLS

(Microwave Limb Sounder) observations of middle atmo-

spheric temperatures, a 27-day solar cycle signature in the

polar mesopause temperature was identified as the immedi-

ate cause of the apparent 27-day signature in NLC.

Another important driver for variability in NLC are plane-

tary wave signatures. The most important of these signatures

are the quasi-2-day-wave and the quasi-5-day-wave. Both of

them are caused by instabilities of the summer mesosphere jet

Fig. 10.30 NLC as seen from the International Space Station on 22 July 2008 (left panel) together with the NLC signature in a SCIAMACHYUV

limb radiance profile from 3 July 2002 (right panel). The scattering by ice particles in the NLC leads to a significant increase of the observed limb

radiance profile peaking at the characteristic NLC altitude of about 83–85 km (blue line). Shown in red is for comparison a limb radiance

measurement without NLC being present (Courtesy: C. von Savigny, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen; ISS photo: NASA).
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and occur intermittently during the NLC seasons in both

hemispheres. SCIAMACHY NLC observations, again in

combination with MLS temperature observations, showed

for the first time, that the quasi 5-day-wave signatures in

NLC are caused by similar wave signatures in mesopause

temperatures (von Savigny et al. 2007b). The 5-day-wave

signatures appear as fairly regular westward propagating

perturbations on the NLC field (Fig. 10.32) with a period of

5-days, and aremost pronounced during the beginning and the

end of the NLC seasons for the case shown.

Fig. 10.31 Smoothed zonally averaged NLC occurrence rates in the southern hemisphere NLC season 2004/2005 (left abscissa) and ionisation

rates at 82 km (right abscissa). At the time of the solar proton event the ionisation rate increases and causes a drop in the NLC rate (Courtesy: C.

von Savigny, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).

Fig. 10.32 Contour plot of the longitude and time dependence of the NLC occurrence rate for 2005 in the northern hemisphere with the zonally

averaged NLC occurrence rate overlaid (red curve, right abscissa). The 5-day wave pattern is clearly visible at the beginning of the NLC season as

a westward propagating signature with wavenumber 1 and a period of 5 days (Courtesy: C. von Savigny, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Apart from the detection and mapping of NLC,

SCIAMACHY observations also permit the estimation of

the NLC particle size. For wavelengths below about 310

nm, the multiple scattering and surface reflection components

to the limb signal are negligible. In single scattering approxi-

mation, the spectral exponent of the NLC scattering spectrum

can be related to the NLC particle size assuming for example

Mie theory and the refractive index of H2O ice (von Savigny

et al. 2004a). NLC particle sizes of 40–50 nm were deter-

mined from a distance of about 3300 km. The SCIAMACHY

NLC size dataset currently presents the most comprehensive

satellite dataset of NLC particle sizes. The derived particle

sizes are in good agreement with independent observations

(von Savigny and Burrows 2007; von Savigny et al. 2009).

Mesospheric Ozone and the October/
November 2003 Solar Storm

Highly energetic protons ejected from the Sun during

phases of high coronal activity – solar flares or solar coronal

mass ejections – reach the Earth with the solar wind, ionise

the atmosphere and lead to the formation of HOx and NOx

in the mesosphere and upper stratosphere. Both families

participate in catalytic O3 destruction cycles, with HOx

being more efficient above about 50 km and NOx below

about 50 km. Consequently enhanced O3 destruction is

expected after strong solar proton events. A good opportu-

nity to study the impact of solar activity on mesospheric

ozone fields was a period in October/November 2003 – also

known as the ‘Halloween Storm’ – when the Sun exhibited

extremely large coronal SPE. Figure 10.33 presents an

analysis of the impact of the solar proton event at the end

of October 2003 on the upper atmospheric O3 (Rohen et al.

2005). A strong ozone depletion of more than 50% even

deep in the stratosphere is observed at high geomagnetic

latitudes in the northern hemisphere, whereas the observed

ozone depletion in the more sunlit southern hemisphere is

much weaker. SCIAMACHY measurements of the O3 loss

due to SPE agree well with model simulations, indicating

that the main processes leading to the O3 loss are fairly well

understood.

Fig. 10.33 Measured change of ozone concentration at 49 km altitude due to the strong solar proton events end of October 2003 in the northern

and southern hemisphere relative to the reference period of 20–24 October 2003. White areas depict regions with no observations. The black solid

lines are the Earth’s magnetic latitudes at 60 km altitude for 2003 (Courtesy: Rohen et al. 2005).
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Mesopause Temperatures, Thermospheric
NO and Metal Layers

A number of atomic and molecular emission signals from

the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) can be

detected throughout the SCIAMACHY spectral range, e.g.

neutral and ionised magnesium (Mg) lines as well as NO

gamma bands in the UV, OH Meinel band emissions in the

SWIR, several transitions from excited-state O2 or sodium

lines and atomic oxygen in the VIS range. These emission

signals can be used to characterise the distribution of the

atoms, ions and molecules in the upper atmosphere.

SCIAMACHY measurements of molecular emissions in

the upper atmosphere provided for the first time the retrieval

of OH* rotational temperatures at the mesopause from satel-

lite measurements during night. OH* is vibrationally excited

at the mesopause through the reaction of H and O3. This

produces an OH* emission layer centred at about 87 km with

a width of 8–10 km. Several of the OH* Meinel emission

bands are observable in the SCIAMACHY spectral range,

e.g. the OH* (3–1) band at around 1500 nm. This emission

band is used for the retrieval of OH* rotational temperatures

because it is one of the most intense emission bands. From

the relative intensity of two or more rotational lines the

effective temperature of the emitting layer can be retrieved

Fig. 10.34 Monthly averaged SCIAMACHY retrievals of OH rotational temperatures at about 87 km for January, April, July and October 2009

(Courtesy: K.-U. Eichmann, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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from SCIAMACHY data. This method has been applied for

several decades to retrieve mesopause OH* rotational tem-

peratures from ground measurements (e.g. Bittner et al.

2002). Therefore coincident ground-based OH* rotational

temperature measurements over Germany in Wuppertal and

at Hohenpeissenberg, as well as Hawaii, had originally been

used to validate the novel SCIAMACHY space-based ap-

proach (von Savigny et al. 2004b). A comparison of both

methods yielded very good agreement. Figure 10.34 shows

as an example the monthly averaged mesopause tempera-

tures retrieved from SCIAMACHY OH* (3–1) emission

measurements for January, April, July and October 2009.

As the observations used for the retrievals are made on the

Earth’s nightside, the OH rotational temperatures are only

available at higher latitudes during wintertime.

Retrieval of OH* rotational temperatures is not the only

scientific applicationofSCIAMACHY’sOHMeinel-bandemis-

sion observations. The data can also be used to study atmospher-

ic wave signatures (Ern et al. 2009) or to determine chemical

heating rates associated with the exothermic chemical reaction

H + O3! OH* + O2, which forms the vibrationally excited OH

molecules as mentioned above (Kaufmann et al. 2007).

Especially interesting are also UV wavelengths. Here,

emissions from the NO gamma-bands and atomic oxygen

are observed as well as a number of metallic species and

their ions, e.g. MgI/MgII and FeI/FeII (Fig. 10.35) which

have the bulk of their abundances in the lower thermosphere

around 100–200 km. In order to fully exploit SCIAMACHY’s

capabilities in this exotic atmospheric region, limb

measurements are specifically adjusted since summer 2008

for about 60 orbits per month to scan the region between 60

km up to 160 km.

From the NO gamma-band emissions, slant column den-

sities of NO along the line-of-sight can be derived. NO is

produced in the thermosphere and upper mesosphere by

ionisation processes related to auroral electron precipitation

in polar regions and to photoionisation in low latitudes.

As the lifetime of NO in the MLT region is restricted by

photolysis, NO abundances are largest in high-latitude

winter. However short increases at high latitudes can occur

due to energetic particle precipitation events related to

geomagnetic disturbances, leading to the well-known corre-

lation between thermospheric NO and the geomagnetic

activity index (Fig. 10.36).

Fig. 10.35 Emission lines in SCIAMACHY limb radiance in channel 1 at the highest limb tangent altitude, normalised to the solar irradiance, in

arbitrary units. A number of emission signals are detected. The most dominant features are the NO gamma-bands and MgII, but signals from

neutral Mg, atomic oxygen, Si, Fe and Fe+ are observed as well (Courtesy: M. Sinnhuber, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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Fig. 10.36 SCIAMACHY NO slant column densities, averaged daily into 10� latitude bins. Top panel: Global Ap index, a proxy for disturbances
of the geomagnetic field. Mid panel: Temporal evolution of NO at 60�N. Lower panel: Global temporal evolution (Courtesy: M. Sinnhuber, IUP-

IFE, University of Bremen; data courtesy Ap index: NOAA NGDC).
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Neutral and singly ionised magnesium can be derived

from their emissions at 280 and 285 nm, respectively (see

Fig. 10.35). Vertical profiles of number density of atmo-

sphericMg species were derived from a satellite sensor for

the first time using SCIAMACHY measurements (Scharrin-

ghausen et al. 2008). While atmospheric abundances of

many species – including NO and most metals and metal

ions – are largest in the lower thermosphere, the topmost

tangent altitude of SCIAMACHY in the nominal limb mode

remains below this region. To overcome that limitation a

‘tomographic’ two-dimensional retrieval was developed

using simultaneous information from all limb- and nadir

measurements of one orbit to derive number densities up to

altitudes of 400 km, albeit with a limited vertical resolution

above 93 km (Scharringhausen 2007). The vertical structure

of MgII derived from this tomographic retrieval is very com-

parable to that obtained from the mesosphere-thermosphere

mode (Fig. 10.37), with a pronounced maximum around

~100–110 km, but generally showing lower peak values

due to the strong smoothing of the profile above 90 km

for the nominal limb mode. In the tropics, MgII is quite

stable, with a sharp increase above 90 km and no distinguish-

able annual cycle. In mid-latitudes, the MgII maximum

shows a seasonal cycle with maxima closely following

solar illumination, as shown, e.g. for total column values

using GOME data by Correira et al. (2008). This seasonal

cycle apparently extends down to altitudes of ~85 km, where

enhanced values are observed around mid-summer. At high

latitudes, the maximum is shifted to autumn/winter. Around

the winter solstice values in the upper mesosphere are

again increased (Fig. 10.38). No correlation of MgII or Mg

with meteor activity is observed, emphasising the dependen-

cy of the ionised metal on local chemistry rather than on

meteoric influx.

Observing the Active Sun – The Mg II Index

SCIAMACHY’s scientific objective to explore atmospher-

ic trace constituents is achieved by analysing solar radia-

tion, both in terms of scattered and reflected sunlight but

also in direct viewing for calibration purposes. Due to the

high sensitivity and spectral stability it is, in addition,

feasible to retrieve information about those aspects of

solar activity which manifest themselves in the emitted

radiation. Therefore solar observations are analysed on a

regular time grid offering the possibility to monitor solar

variations and their impact on the atmosphere. The solar

activity shows some well known periodic variations such as

the 27-day cycle caused by solar rotation. Another is the

11-year solar cycle, coupled with the 22-year magnetic

cycle which correlates with changes in sunspots and Fraun-

hofer lines. During phases of high solar activity an increase

in the number of sunspots in the photosphere and large

chromospheric plage areas are observed. The plage areas

are hotter than the surrounding areas and cause the en-

hancement of the emission core within the absorption fea-

tures of many solar Fraunhofer lines. Thus solar proxy

indicators can be given by the core-to-wing ratio of select-

ed Fraunhofer lines. The Mg II index is defined as the

core-to-wing ratio of the Mg II Fraunhofer line centered

Fig. 10.37 Atmospheric abundance of MgII derived from 20 orbits scanning in the mesosphere-thermosphere limb mode from 60 to 160 km in

August 2007. The most striking feature is the strong MgII layer around 100 km extending from high northern latitudes to the equator (Courtesy:

M. Sinnhuber, IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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at 279.9 nm. It can be used as a proxy for spectral variations

in the solar extreme UV (EUV, Viereck et al. 2001) and

correlates with atmospheric ozone variations and other

relevant atmospheric quantities.

For the understanding of the solar-terrestrial climate in-

teraction the establishment of long time series covering

several solar cycles is important. Due to the limited lifetime

of spaceborne missions this has to be constructed from

different satellite experiments. Figure 10.39 combines the

Mg-II indices for the solar cycles 21–23, using data from

NOAA missions (Viereck et al. 2004), GOME (Weber

1999), and SCIAMACHY (Skupin et al. 2004). Both the

27-day periodicity and the declining phase of solar cycle

23 are clearly visible. Differences between SCIAMACHY

and GOME are mostly below �0.5%, between SCIAMA-

CHY and NOAA below �0.25%. The derived MgII index

was used to identify a correlation of stratospheric ozone with

the 27-day solar cycle (Dikty et al. 2010). SCIAMACHY is

Fig. 10.38 Atmospheric abundances of MgII derived from the nominal limb scanning from the surface up to 93 km. The strong maximum around

100 km is reproduced very well, although with lower values due to the restricted vertical resolution above 93 km. The three panels show the MgII

densities at different latitude bands: 5�S–5�N (top), 25�N–35�N (mid) and 55�N–65�N (bottom) (Courtesy: M. Scharringhausen/M. Sinnhuber,

IUP-IFE, University of Bremen).
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the first spaceborne instrument observing daily solar spectral

irradiance (SSI) continuously between 230 and 1750 nm. In

order to address how much the irradiance changes in the

UV-VIS-NIR and SWIR range on 27-day and 11-year time-

scales, short-term SSI variations were parameterised in

terms of the proxies faculae brightening, i.e. MgII index,

and sunspot darkening, i.e. photometric sunspot index

(Pagaran et al. (2009).

10.5 The Earth Surface and Beneath

SCIAMACHY’s realm is the Earth’s atmosphere. Howev-

er, the measured earthshine spectra are also affected by

surface reflection and absorption, i.e. by the broadband

ground albedo, and by narrowband spectral structures of

different origin. These features went for a long time unno-

ticed in trace gas retrieval algorithms. The initial approach

is certainly to take them into account for improving the

tropospheric trace gas information (see Chapter 7). How-

ever, these features can also be used to derive various

surface parameters over land or even phytoplankton prop-

erties of the oceans.

Land Vegetation Characteristics

Vegetation is a unique property of the Earth. Understanding

how it changes contributes to many applications, ranging

from global climate change to predicting crop yield. Usually

vegetation indices exploit spectrally broadband differences

in reflectivity between the red and NIR wavelength range.

Atmospheric sensors like SCIAMACHY provide a higher

spectral resolution, i.e. such differences can be analysed on

a much finer spectral scale. While optimising DOAS trace

gas retrievals Wagner et al. (2007) noticed that the resulting

residuals displayed distinct structures, particularly over

vegetated land. These structures could be reduced in

amplitude when vegetation data such as spectral reflectances

of conifers, deciduous trees or grass were included in the

spectral fitting. Figure 10.40 shows the fit results for decidu-

ous vegetation for summer 2003–2004. A correspondence to

deciduous vegetation is obvious, but interference with other

vegetation types and coastal waters is still present. Since

retrieving vegetation information from remotely sensed at-

mospheric data is a rather novel approach, current results are

still preliminary and require further investigations. There is a

clear need to collect more spectral reference data at spectral

resolutions similar to SCIAMACHY.

Fig. 10.39 Solar activity measured via the Mg II index by several satellite instruments including GOME and SCIAMACHY. By combining

various satellite instruments, the composite Mg II index covers more than three complete 11-year solar cycles (Courtesy: M. Weber, IUP-IFE,

University of Bremen).
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Oligotrophic Oceanic Regions

Certain regions of the world’s oceans are oligotrophic, i.e.

they contain very low levels of nutrients and are thus almost

free of biogenic activity. As a consequence, solar irradiation

partly penetrates into the uppermost water layers. This has two

effects on the spectra of the backscattered light: first, the ocean

water causes rather broadband absorptions according to its

cross section. In addition, vibrational Raman scattering occurs

causing high-frequent spectral structures (Vasilkov et al.

2002; Vountas et al. 2003) similar to the atmospheric Ring

effect (see Chapter 7). Global maps of fit results for vibration-

al Raman scattering show consistent global patterns with high

values for the oligotrophic oceanic regions and have been

obtained from SCIAMACHY data by applying differential

optical absorption spectroscopy in the UV-A region (Vountas

et al. 2007).

Oceanic Phytoplankton Characteristics

In open water, marine phytoplankton is the basis of the

marine food web. They are contributing 50% to the global

primary production via photosynthesis. Microscopic algae

also play an important role in the global carbon cycle. For

photosynthesis sunlight is absorbed by certain pigments, such

as chlorophyll. The absorption spectrum is typical for a par-

ticular groups of algae due to their charcteristic pigment

composition. The absorption signatures can be identified in

SCIAMACHY data, allowing the quantitative evaluation of

the global distribution of phytoplankton. Including a phyto-

plankton absorption spectrum in the DOAS retrieval,

Vountas et al. (2007) successfully retrieved global maps of

marine chlorophyll concentrations from SCIAMACHY data.

Furthermore, Bracher et al. (2009) could even distinguish

different types of phytoplankton, namely diatoms from

cyanobacteria (Fig. 10.41). The resulting global maps are in

good agreement with biochemical models and with indepen-

dent in situ measurements obtained during cruises with the

German research vessels Polarstern, Maria S. Merian and

Sonne in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. These comparisons

again proved the validity of the phytoplankton concentrations

retrieved from SCIAMACHY measurements.

10.6 SCIAMACHY and the Goddess of Love

Although the Earth’s atmosphere is unique, most of the other

planets of the solar system possess a gaseous ‘envelope’ as

well. Interplanetary spacecraft, equipped with spectrometers

to study such extraterrestrial atmospheres, sometimes steer

their instruments towards our home planet. The acquired

Earth spectra usually serve calibration purposes. In an

opposite approach SCIAMACHY was using Venus as a

point source to better characterise the slit width of the

spectrometer. During these observations Venusian spectra

Fig. 10.40 Global mean deciduous vegetation signature – DOAS fitting coefficient of the logarithm of the deciduous vegetation spectrum – for

summer 2003–2004 for cloud-free scenes (Courtesy: T. Wagner, MPI for Chemistry, Mainz).
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were obtained which proved very valuable in terms of plan-

etary science (Gottwald et al. 2009).

With a diameter of 12100 km and being an inner planet at

distances from Earth ranging from 42 to 256 million km

Venus exhibits continuously changing viewing conditions

during a full solar revolution. On 20 March 2009 when the

first measurement was scheduled Venus was close to inferior

conjunction at its minimum distance with the planet passing

between the Earth and the Sun. SCIAMACHYmainly looked

at the night side of Venus and only a very small part of

the planet was lit by sunlight. Three months later on

25 June 2009, Venus was much farther away at 127 million

km, with Sun-Venus-Earth forming a right-angled triangle.

Thus, about half of Venus’ sunlit side was in view. In March

the observation geometry resembled a limb configuration

while in June it was more of nadir-type. Both occasions

yielded spectra with detailed absorption features of carbon

dioxide (CO2), the gas that forms Venus’ atmosphere and

sustains its extreme greenhouse effect. As expected the fea-

tures are much stronger in June, because the line of sight was

penetrating much deeper into the atmosphere (Fig. 10.42).

SCIAMACHY’s Venus observations serve two pur-

poses. They supplement close-up measurements by the

instruments SPICAV and VIRTIS onboard ESA’s Venus

Express (VEX) mission orbiting the Earth’s neighbour

since 2006. Because SCIAMACHY viewing geometries

are different from those of VEX, new information about

the Venusian atmosphere can be inferred. The main benefit

is, however, that the SCIAMACHY measurements provide

another example of how the spectral signatures of a terres-

trial planet might appear when viewed from far away. Since

in 1995 the first planet around a solar-type star was discov-

ered, finding an Earth-like planet around another star – a

Second Earth or Exo-Earth – has become one of the big

challenges in astronomy. Most of the currently known

exoplanets are giant planets, like Jupiter. In the coming

years, improved and dedicated instrumentation will bring

smaller, terrestrial planets into reach. Because of the exo-

planets’ enormous distance, they will always appear point-

like. Only measuring and analysing their spectra permits

finding out whether they might be suitable for harbouring

life. This is why spectroscopy of solar system bodies is a

greatly appreciated test case. By fully exploiting SCIAMA-

CHY’s spectral and operational capabilities, even the other

bright solar system bodies – Mars, Jupiter and Saturn –

come into reach.

Fig. 10.41 Global biomass distributions of diatoms (left hemisphere) and cyanobacteria (right hemisphere) in November 2007 as derived from

SCIAMACHY data using the PhytoDOAS method. The insets show members of the two algae groups (Courtesy: A. Bracher IUP-IFE, University

of Bremen and Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, adapted from Bracher et al. 2009; photo diatoms: E. Allhusen,

cyanobacteria: S. Kranz; both Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research).
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Fig. 10.42 Venus reflectance from 1200 to 1550 nm as measured in March (top) and June (bottom) 2009. Most absorption features are due to

CO2. The spectra are modelled by using CO2 as absorber and H2SO4 clouds at different altitudes as scatterer. The illumination conditions in the

insets have been derived from the NASA/JPL Solar System Simulator (Courtesy: M. Vasquez, DLR-IMF).
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